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Abstract

In the last decade flexibility has become an increasingly important in the area of busi-

ness process management. Information systems that support the execution of the pro-

cess are required to work in a dynamic environment that imposes changing demands

on the execution of the process. In academia and industry a variety of paradigms and

implementations has been developed to support flexibility. While on the one hand

these approaches address the industry demands in flexibility, on the other hand, they

result in confronting the user with many choices between different alternatives. As a

consequence, methods to support users in selecting the best alternative during execu-

tion have become essential.

In this thesis we introduce a formal framework for providing support to users based on

historical evidence available in the execution log of the process. This thesis focuses

on support by means of (1) recommendations that provide the user an ordered list

of execution alternatives based on estimated utilities and (2) predictions that provide

the user general statistics for each execution alternative. Typically, estimations are

not an average over all observations, but they are based on observations for “similar”

situations. The main question is what similarity means in the context of business

process execution.

We introduce abstractions on execution traces to capture similarity between execution

traces in the log. A trace abstraction considers some trace characteristics rather than

the exact trace. Traces that have identical abstraction values are said to be similar. The

challenge is to determine those abstractions (characteristics) that are good predictors

for the parameter to be estimated in the recommendation or prediction. We analyse

the dependency between values of an abstraction and the mean of the parameter to

be estimated by means of regression analysis. With regression we obtain a set of

abstractions that explain the parameter to be estimated.

Dependencies do not only play a role in providing predictions and recommendations

to instances at run-time, but they are also essential for simulating the effect of changes

in the environment on the processes, both locally and globally. We use stochastic

simulation models to simulate the effect of changes in the environment, in particular

changed probability distribution caused by recommendations. The novelty of these

models is that they include dependencies between abstraction values and simulation

parameters, which are estimated from log data. We demonstrate that these models

give better approximations of reality than traditional models.

A framework for offering operational support has been implemented in the context of

the process mining framework ProM.
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1
Introduction

To survive in a fast changing market with many competitors, organisations must be

able to adjust their processes for offering products and services to the needs of the

current market, whilst being profitable. This requires the underlying business process

to be adjustable for improvements in order to make the process more profitable and to

adapt to the current needs of the market. Therefore, business processes are often the

result of a tight fit between the needs and capabilities of the internal stakeholders of the

business and the opportunities and threats the business identifies in its environment.

Nowadays, business processes are often supported by information systems. Business

Process Management (BPM) is the scientific discipline that studies the design, admin-

istration, configuration, enactment and analysis of business processes [213]. Increas-

ingly, the notion of a process plays an important role in BPM and process models are

used to model, analyse and drive the execution of processes. Process Aware Informa-

tion Systems (PAISs) are software systems that manage and execute the operational

processes involving people, applications, and/or information sources on the basis of

process models [77]. The technology to build PAISs is known as Workflow Manage-

ment (WFM).

Process monitoring and analysis are crucial for organisations to continuously improve

the efficiency of their processes, e.g. to achieve a faster or a cheaper execution of the

process. With the introduction of PAISs, more and more events are being recorded

and an abundance of data about the execution of the process became available. This

was the beginning of Process Mining, a research area that focuses on process analysis

by extracting (non-trivial) information from execution data. Opposed to traditional

process analysis techniques, process mining analyses the real execution of the process,

i.e. the process as it was executed, not the process as it was designed or assumed to be

executed. In the last decade, research in the area of process mining has led to several

well-established techniques and tools for the analysis of processes.

In this first chapter, the context of the research and the problem statement are pre-

sented. First, we give the background and concepts needed to understand the problem

statement and research goals. Section 1.1 gives an introduction in workflow manage-

ment. An overview of the work in the area of process mining is presented in Section

1.1.3. Section 1.2 presents the problem description for this thesis. An overview of the

thesis contributions is discussed in Section 1.3. Finally, an outline for this thesis is

presented in Section 1.4.
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1.1 Business Process Management

Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, the management of business processes

has been studied. One of the first examples, described by Smith [193], is a pin man-

ufacturing process that has been designed, based on a division of labour, to increase

the productivity of the process. Nowadays, organisations increasingly use information

systems to support the execution of their processes.

1.1.1 Process Aware Information Systems

Basically, the PAIS ensures that the right resource performs the right task at the right

time, having the right information. This requires some representation of the business

process that allows enactment of the process by the PAIS. The process definition con-

sists of a collection of connected activities, i.e. logical steps or descriptions of pieces

of work that contribute to the achievement of process goals, relationships between ac-

tivities, criteria to indicate the start and termination of the process, and information

about the individual activities, such as participants, associated IT applications and

data, etc. The purpose of PAISs is to define, create and manage the execution of work-

flows through the use of software running on one or more workflow engines, that are

able to interpret the process definition, interact with workflow participants and, where

required, invoke the use of IT tools and applications.

The application of PAISs can be seen in many different domains, such as image pro-

cessing applications, document management, electronic & mail directories, groupware

applications, transaction-based applications, project support software, etc. Examples

are classical WFMS (e.g. TIBCO Staffware [203], FileNet [86] and COSA [61]),

ERP systems (e.g. SAP R/3 [106] and ORACLE [142]), case handling systems (e.g.

FLOWer [40]), PDM systems (e.g. Windchill [145]), CRM systems (e.g. Microsoft

Dynamics CRM [135]), middleware (e.g. IBMsWebSphere [219]), hospital informa-

tion systems (e.g. Chipsoft [55]), etc. Figure 1.1 depicts the trade-offs for different
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types of WFMSs with respect to flexibility, support, performance and design effort.

1.1.2 Workflow Management

With so many different systems, that even may cross organisational borders, standard-

isation of the PAIS technology is crucial to reduce integration efforts. The Workflow

Management Coalition (WfMC) is an organisation dedicated to developing standard

terminology and standard interfaces dedicated for workflow management components.

The WfMC Reference model [216] identifies the interfaces that enable products to in-

teroperate at a variety of levels. The reference model comprises build-time functional-

ity to create and modify process definitions, run-time control to drive the execution of

the process according the process definition and run-time interactions with resources

(humans, machines or IT applications) to execute the activities of the process.

The core of the reference model, depicted in Figure 1.2, is the workflow enactment

service that consists of one or more workflow engines. The engine loads process

definitions, created by some process definition tool. A single enactment of a process

is called a process instance, or case. The engine interprets the process definition,

creates and deletes process instances, controls activity scheduling and interacts with

resources to transfer control between activities and pass necessary data (interface 1).

There are three different ways to execute work-items, i.e. pieces of work to be pro-

cessed by a workflow participant in the context of an activity within a process instance.

When, according to the process definition, a piece of manual work is available for exe-

cution, the engine offers the work item to the user. Different mechanisms exist for the

interaction between the engine and the human resource. The pull mechanism offers a

worklist, i.e. a list of work-items, from which the user selects the next item to work

on. In contrast, for the push mechanism, the engine selects an item from an internal

worklist and pushes the work item to the user. The user sequentially receives his tasks

from the engine. The work list is part of a workflow client application, that e.g. also
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can request the engine to start an instance of a specific type. In case a piece of au-

tomatic work is available for execution, the associated application is invoked by the

engine. Finally, it is also possible to exchange work with other workflow enactment

services. The interchange of workflow-relevant and application data is (potentially)

required across the Workflow Application Programming Interface (Workflow API) to

support interworking within those three runtime functions: worklist handler (interface

2), invoked applications (interface 3) and workflow engine interchange (interface 4).

The execution of work-items can be monitored by administrative and monitoring tools

(interface 5). Functionalities provided such tools are user management, role manage-

ment, audit management, resource control and process supervisory functions.

1.1.3 Process Mining

Most process owners have limited knowledge about the way their processes are exe-

cuted. This is due the fact that process owners often have an idealised, oversimplified

view of the actual process, whereas in practise there can be problems and exceptions

that need to be resolved. As a result, there is a gap between the supposed behaviour

and the actual behaviour. Traditionally, most analysis of processes is model-based

analysis, i.e. a model is used as the starting point of the analysis. For meaningful

analysis of the process execution there must be a process model that reflects reality.

Analysis results only say something about the actual behaviour of the process if the

models are consistent with the real process. Only then can the results be used for pro-

cess redesign. The goal of process mining [6] is to extract (non-trivial) information

about a particular (business) process from the event logs of the information system(s)

involved in the execution of the process.

Process Mining Types

Figure 1.3, depicts the concepts that play a role in process mining. In the top left corner

there is the real world in which processes are executed by resources in organisations.

The execution of the process is logged by the software systems supporting the business

process. The logs represent the real execution of the process. At the same time,

models may be used to define the desired (or assumed behaviour) of the process. Such

models are used by PAISs to drive the execution of the process. Typically, process

analysis techniques are applied to check the correctness of these models, e.g. structural

properties as deadlock freedom and non-structural properties as “eventually something

good will happen”. For the analysis of the actual process behaviour, however, models

that conform actual behaviour should be used.

Process mining techniques are classified into three categories: techniques for the dis-

covery of models that reflect actual behaviour, techniques for checking conformance

between an assumed model and actual behaviour, and techniques for extending mod-

els with quantitative information. All these techniques are based on actual executions

recorded in the log.
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Figure 1.3 Three classes of process mining techniques:(1) discovery, (2)
conformance checking and (3) extensions [18].

Discovery An example of a technique addressing the control flow perspective is

the α-algorithm [15], which constructs a Petri net model describing the behaviour

observed in the event log. Discovered processes have proven to be very useful for

the understanding, redesign, and continuous improvement of business processes [19].

However, process mining is not limited to process models (i.e. control flow) and re-

cent process mining techniques are more and more focusing on discovery of other

perspectives, e.g. the organisational perspective, performance perspective or the data

perspective. For example, there are approaches to extract social networks from event

logs and analyse them using social network analysis [16, 196]. This allows organi-

sations to monitor how people, groups, or software/system components are working

together. It is important to note that discovery techniques do not require an a-priori

model.

Conformance This class of process mining techniques check the conformance

between an a-priori model and actual behaviour as recorded in the log. For example,

according to a model specifying the desired behaviour of the process the decision to

grant a loan should always be preceded by a credit check, however, in the actual exe-

cution the check is sometimes skipped. Conformance checking may be used to detect

deviations, to locate and explain these deviations, and to measure the severity of these

deviations. In [171, 172] it is shown how a process model (e.g. a Petri net) can be eval-

uated in the context of a log, using metrics such as “fitness” (Is the observed behaviour

possible according to the model?) and “appropriateness” (Is the model “typical” for

the observed behaviour?). However, it is also possible to check conformance based

on organisational models, predefined business rules, temporal formulas, Quality of

Service (QoS) definitions, etc.
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Extension This class of process mining techniques extend a given process model

with additional perspectives, based on event logs. The goal is not to check confor-

mance, but to enrich the model with the data in the event log, e.g. decision point

analysis and performance analysis. Decision mining, also referred to as decision point

analysis, aims at the detection of data dependencies that affect the routing of a case

[170]. Starting from a process model, one can analyse how data attributes influence

the choices made in the process based on past process executions. Similarly, the pro-

cess model can be extended with performance data, e.g. using timing information

bottleneck analysis can be visualised on some a-priori process model.

The idea to apply process mining in the context of workflow management systems

was introduced in [34]. Since the mid-nineties several groups have been working on

techniques for process mining, i.e. discovering process models based on observed

events [15, 25, 34, 60, 68, 211, 94, 210]. We refer to [13] for an overview of early

work in this domain. In parallel, Datta [68] looked at the discovery of business process

models. Cook et al. investigated similar issues in the context of software engineering

processes [60]. Herbst [104] was one of the first to tackle more complicated processes,

e.g. processes containing duplicate tasks.

Log Data

Process mining techniques typically assume that it is possible to sequentially record

events such that each event refers to an activity (i.e. a well-defined step in the process)

and is related to a particular case (i.e. a process instance) of a particular process. Fur-

thermore, some mining techniques use additional information such as the originator

of the event (i.e. the person or resource executing or initiating the activity), the time

stamp of the event, or data elements recorded with the event (e.g. values of a blood

test).

Figure 1.4 depicts a fragment of an event log, containing five events. Each event is

identified by a unique event identifier. Such an identifier might be present in the log,

or can be defined to uniquely identify the event. The events are associated to a process,

associating the event to a process, and to a process instance identifier, associating the

event to a process instance. The event has additional attributes such as a name, a time

stamp, an event type, an originator. For example, event 2 is an event of instance A in

process P, where the Open File activity is completed at 14:30:15 by John. The time

ordered sequence of events, executed in the context of a process instance is a trace.

For convenience, in Figure 1.4 the events have been sorted, so that the traces can be

easily recognised. In the remainder, we assume that all log events are associated to

a single process. The fragment contains two traces, one for case A, consisting of 3

events and one for case B consisting of 2 events.

Process Mining Framework ProM

At this point in time there are mature tools such as the PROM framework1 [18], featur-

ing an extensive set of analysis techniques which can be applied to real-life logs while

1The ProM framework can be downloaded from www.processmining.org.

www.processmining.org
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Event Attributes

Event Process Instance Event name Time stamp Event type Resource

2 P caseA Open File 14:30:15 complete John
3 P caseA Update Process 14:35:18 complete Mary
4 P caseA Close File 15:27:58 complete John

1 P caseB Open File 11:22:38 complete John
5 P caseB Close File 17:05:00 complete Frank

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 1.4 An event log depicted as table.

supporting the whole spectrum depicted in Figure 1.3. PROM is a generic open-source

plug-able framework, where people can add new process mining techniques by adding

plug-ins without spending any efforts on the basic functionality such as loading event

logs and the visualisation of the resulting models. To facilitate a basic understanding

of the scope and architecture of PROM, we briefly describe the six types of plug-ins

supported by PROM:

• Mining plug-ins implement some mining algorithm, e.g. the α-algorithm to

discover a Petri net, the FSM miner to discover a transition system, or the social

network miner to discover a social network.

• Export plug-ins implement some “save as” functionality for specific objects in

PROM. For example, there are plug-ins to save Petri nets, EPCs, social net-

works, YAWL models, spreadsheets, etc., in different formats (PNML, CPN

Tools, EPML, AML, etc.).

• Import plug-ins implement an “open” functionality for specific objects, e.g.

load instance-EPCs from ARIS PPM or BPEL models from WebSphere.

• Analysis plug-ins which typically implement some property analysis on some

mining result. For example, for Petri nets there is a plug-in which constructs

place invariants, transition invariants, and a coverability graph. However, there

are also analysis plug-ins to compare a log and a model (i.e. conformance

checking) or a log and an LTL formula. Moreover, there are analysis plug-

ins related to performance measurement (e.g. projecting waiting times onto a

Petri net).

• Conversion plug-ins implement conversions between different data formats, e.g.

from EPCs to Petri nets or from Petri nets to BPEL.

• Log filter plug-ins implement different ways of “massaging” the log before ap-

plying process mining techniques. For example, there are plug-ins to select

different parts of the log, to abstract from infrequent behaviour, clean the log by

removing incomplete cases, etc.

One of the first plug-ins was the plug-in implementing the α-algorithm [15], i.e. a

technique to automatically derive Petri nets from event logs. Whereas most of the

classical approaches have problems dealing with concurrency, the α-algorithm was the

first technique taking concurrency as a starting point. However, this simple algorithm

has problems dealing with complicated routing constructs and noise (like most of the
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other approaches described in literature). In the context of the PROM framework [18]

more robust techniques have been developed. The heuristics miner [210] and the fuzzy

miner [94] can deal with incomplete, unbalanced, and/or noisy events logs.

Classical synthesis techniques [41, 81] aim at constructing a model that exactly fits the

log. In process mining one cannot assume log completeness, i.e. one cannot assume

that all possible behaviours are captured in the log. Therefore, classical techniques

overfit the log. Process mining techniques aim to avoid overfitting of the log and allow

a more general model that allows for more behaviour than actually has been observed,

in other words, they underfit the log. Recently, process mining techniques have been

developed to offer control to the user to control the balance between overfitting and

underfitting [25]. It is impossible to provide a complete overview of all other process

mining techniques techniques and plug-ins that are available in PROM, for a complete

overview we refer to www.processmining.org.

Application of Process Mining

More and more, information about processes is recorded by information systems. A

wide variety of PAISs is recording excellent data on actual events as they are taking

place. ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), WFM (WorkFlow Management), BPM

(Business Process Management), CRM (Customer Relationship Management), SCM

(Supply Chain Management), and PDM (Product Data Management) systems are ex-

amples of such systems.

The application of process mining is not limited to the logs of PAISs. Basically, pro-

cess mining can be applied to any log where an event can be associated to a process

and a case. Increasingly, embedded systems log their events, such as medical systems

(e.g. x-ray machines), mobile phones, car entertainment systems, production systems

(e.g. wafer steppers), copiers, sensor networks, etc. Logging functionality can also be

found in software packages, e.g. repositories and web sites. PROM has been applied

in various domains, e.g. hospitals (AMC and Catherina hospitals), banks (ING), sev-

eral municipalities (Heusden, Alkmaar, etc.), high-tech system manufacturers (ASML

and Philips Medical Systems), software repositories for open-source projects, etc.

It is important to note that we do not require the logging to be done by a single system.

Different systems may be logging parts of the process, as long as there is a mutual

agreement on what the process instance is and it is clear to which process and process

instance the events belong, the events of different systems can be combined. This can

be often seen in hospitals, where typically multiple departments are involved in the

care path of a patient, where all departments have dedicated systems recording events

in their context, e.g. a radiology department logging the acquisition of an x-ray and

the report, an intensive care unit logging all the measurements of the patient and a

financial department logging all the care services the patient receives.

www.processmining.org
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1.2 Problem Definition and Research Goals

The biggest problem of traditional PAISs is that they are too rigid to support flexible

business processes that have to adjust to the ever changing needs of their environment.

This problem lies in the rigidity of the process definition and is caused by the following

problems that may arise during specification [10].

1. It is almost impossible to foresee all possible behaviour, including exception

handling and roll-backs.

2. If it were possible to foresee everything, then the full specification of all possible

behaviour decreases the usability and maintainability of the process definition.

3. Sometimes, parts of the process depend on the characteristics of the process

instance that are not known until some point during execution and a general,

complete process definition cannot be described in advance.

4. Creating a process definition for a real-world process is error-prone.

Since the PAIS enacts the process definition, users of PAISs are not allowed to e.g.

handle exceptional situations that are not covered by the process definition.

Therefore, research on topics related to process evolution and flexibility, has become

a well-established area in the BPM field. Over the past years, many approaches for

more flexible process definitions have been proposed [10, 33, 28, 53, 82, 40, 159, 161,

167]. However, terminology on this topic is heavily overloaded and a comprehensive

overview of flexibility concepts is missing. That makes it difficult to estimate to what

extent flexible concepts are supported by the proposed tools and techniques. The first

part of this thesis focuses on business process flexibility, or flexibility for short.

The main goal related to flexibility is:

to classify existing types of flexibility, their impact on run-time user de-

cisions and to explore methods that offer full flexibility.

This goal can be achieved by answering the following research questions:

− What types of flexibility can be found in literature and in existing WFMSs?

− How to achieve the full flexibility spectrum in one approach?

Processes can be quite different in nature: there are rigid processes, such as admin-

istrative processes and processes with a high degree of flexibility, such as processes

in the healthcare domain. Regardless the nature of the process, and regardless the

degree of flexibility in the PAIS, most processes manifest some degree of flexibility,

requiring PAIS users to make decisions during the execution. To execute the process

efficiently, the user is expected to know and understand the process and the conse-

quences of each of the available execution alternatives offered by the PAIS. So far, the

focus of process efficiency has been limited to a-posteriori process analysis, possibly

followed by a process (re)design to improve the execution of the process. As process

mining techniques are getting more mature, there is the desire to apply process mining

in an operational setting to provide run-time support for PAIS users. This imposes a

shift in process mining from a-posteriori process analysis towards operational process

analysis.

The main goal related to operational support is:
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to provide support for users of flexible PAISs by giving insight into the

process execution, the expectations of process results and characteristics

as well as the consequences of the choices the users can make.

Operational support is about guiding users of workflow management systems through-

out the execution of the process, with the goal of optimising the execution of the pro-

cess according to the business goals of the process, e.g. minimising the throughput

time. Nowadays, data about past executions of the process are available in the logs of

the systems that support those processes. Operational support is a new area of process

mining that analyses the data of past process executions and uses learned insights to

support the execution of an instance. The research questions that are addressed in this

part are:

− How to offer operational support to users of workflow management systems?

− What types of operational support can be offered?

− How to find and use the characteristics of an instance that are relevant for pro-

viding operational support?

Figure 1.5 gives an overview of the main topics of this thesis: flexibility & support.

More flexibility during the enactment phase requires an implementation and design

of the process that allows more flexibility. During the enactment phase the PAIS

worker executes the tasks of process instances and is confronted with different kinds

of decisions. The more flexible the system is, the more the PAIS needs to know about

the process to make good decisions. Operational support is a technique that helps the

PAIS user during the enactment phase by providing insight in the (future) execution

of process instances.

From using insights obtained from past executions for single instances, it is a natu-

ral step to move towards using those insights for multiple instances. These insights

help managers to get more insight in the execution of the process. Insights from past

executions can be used to model and analyse the behaviour of the process, using tech-

niques presented in [173, 174]. The research question related to using insights from

past executions on process level is:

− Can instance characteristics be used to improve multi-instance predictions?

1.3 Contributions

In this thesis we contribute to several areas of BPM research.

Flexibility This thesis presents a taxonomy of flexibility for business processes

management. The taxonomy distinguishes four types of flexibility that can be used

to classify flexibility in existing approaches. The taxonomy is based on earlier pub-

lications [185, 184, 188]. This thesis has also contributed to the area of declarative

workflows [148, 22], in particular, the formal definition of declarative models [149]

and an extension on the formalisation that includes all flexibility types. In addition,

we presented the combination of several existing flexible approaches as an alternative

to extension of a single approach to achieve full flexibility [20, 21] . The contributions

on the topic of flexibility are described in detail in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1.5 Overview of the main topics in this thesis.

Business Process Support In this thesis we propose an extension of the BPM

life cycle, where insights, learned in the business process analysis phase, can be di-

rectly used in the execution of the process. We propose three distinct types of opera-

tional support that provide learned insights to the user: analysis, predictions and rec-

ommendations. This thesis focuses on predictions [26] and recommendations [186] by

using techniques from inferential statistics. A framework for operational support has

been implemented in the PROM framework. A detailed description of the framework

for operational support for business processes can be found in Chapter 4. Chapter 6

describes the details of the prediction and recommendation approach. Dependencies

between the parameter to be predicted and trace characteristics play an important role

in improving the prediction results. Chapter 5 describes how such dependencies can

be mined from logs. The evaluation of the prediction and recommendation approach

is described in Chapter 7.

Business Process Analysis This thesis proposes a Petri net extension, called

history-dependent Petri net, that uses history-dependent parameters. The parameters

are mined from real process executions, captured in a log. Simulations of the result-

ing net can be used to more closely approximate the behaviour of the real process

[190, 187, 189]. Here we use the dependencies we introduced for operational support

predictions, to capture the relation between simulation parameters and trace charac-

teristics. The evaluation of history-dependent Petri nets is described in Chapter 7.

Analytical analysis of the stochastic process underlying the history-dependent Petri
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net is not considered in this thesis.

Furthermore, practical experiences with real life execution logs, especially from the

healthcare domain [130, 131, 129, 91] have contributed to this thesis.

1.4 Thesis Structure

Apart from the introduction (Chapter 1), the preliminaries (Chapter 2) and conclusions

& future work (Chapter 8), the main contents of this thesis is described by two separate

parts. The first part addresses the topic of flexibility (Chapter 3). In the second part we

focus on the topic of operational support (Chapter 5, 6 and 7). Chapter 4 provides the

introduction for the second part by describing a framework for operational support.

Chapter 3 presents a taxonomy of distinct types of flexibility that have been identified

in literature. An evaluation of academic and commercial systems shows that all the

flexibility types are supported in systems, but no single system supports all types. A

formalisation of the flexibility concepts is provided for a declarative language. Finally,

we show how different existing flexibility approaches can be combined.

Chapter 4 provides an overview of the general questions and concepts that are relevant

for the support of business processes. We introduce the conceptual framework for

providing operational support. Furthermore, the implementation in the process mining

framework PROM is presented.

Chapter 5 introduces the need for considering dependencies for predictions and rec-

ommendations. We propose an approach to mine dependencies from logs. Finally, we

introduce a simulation technique that includes dependencies and enables the simula-

tion for the effect of changing environments on business processes.

In Chapter 6 we focus on prediction techniques for single instances at run-time. We

present different prediction techniques that can be used for operational support, both

for predictions and for recommendations.

The presented ideas are evaluated by means of experiments. Chapter 7 describes the

various experiments conducted in the scope of this thesis.



2
Preliminaries

In this section we first introduce the concepts used in the remainder of this thesis.

Section 2.1 introduces basic concepts, such as the first-order logic, sets, bags, se-

quences, and functions. In Section 2.2 we describe several approaches for modelling

business processes: labelled transition systems, stochastic processes, linear temporal

logic, DECLARE, Petri nets, coloured Petri nets, and YAWL. The notions and use of

event logs are introduced in Section 2.3.

2.1 Basic Concepts

This section describes the basic concepts that are necessary to understand the notations

in the remainder of the thesis. One can find many books with thorough introductions

on these topics. For introductions on logic we refer to [177, 32, 112]. Introductions

on sets and sequences can be found in [202, 71]. One work that contains an extensive

introduction containing the fundamentals of set theory, relations, functions, theory of

arithmetic and predicate logic is [152].

2.1.1 First-Order Logic

One of the paradigms for flexibility are constraint-based models. In this thesis we

focus on DECLARE which uses graphical constraints based on Linear Temporal Logic

[128, 58]. This section explains the basics of first-order logic. In computer science,

first-order logic plays an important role in reasoning about systems and system be-

haviour. The notation used in this section is very close to [112].

Propositional Logic

In propositional logic, statements such as “it is raining” and “6:2=3” are called

atomic propositions. We denote atomic propositions by lower case letters, e.g. r may

denote “it is raining”. The set of all proposition symbols is denoted by P. For atomic

propositions we assume a truth value, i.e. the atomic proposition is either true (or

1) or false (or 0), and we do not further analyse these propositions. Propositions are
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φ ¬φ
0 1
1 0

Operators

φ ψ (φ ∧ ψ) (φ ∨ ψ) (φ⇒ ψ) (φ⇔ ψ)

0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1

Figure 2.1 Truth tables (left) the unary operator for negation, (right)
combined truth tables for the binary operators: conjunction, disjunction,
implication and equivalence.

connected by logical operators to form more complex expressions, or formulas. The

logical operators in propositional logic are: negation ¬ (not), conjunction ∧ (and), dis-

junction ∨ (or), implication⇒ (if . . . , then . . . ) and equivalence⇔ (iff). Parentheses

are auxiliary symbols to indicate which propositions are conjoined.

Definition 2.1.1 (Well formed formulas).
The definition of well formed atomic formula is as follows:

• every atomic proposition p ∈ P is a formula,

• if φ and ψ are formulas, then ¬φ, (φ ∧ ψ), (φ ∨ ψ), (φ ⇒ ψ) and (φ ⇔ ψ) are

formulas, and

• nothing else is a formula.

Like propositions, formulas also have a truth value. The truth value of a formula can

be derived from the truth values of the atomic propositions and the logical operators,

where 1 denotes true and 0 denotes false. Table 2.1 presents the truth tables for all

operators. The left table prescribes how to negate a formula, i.e. the negation of a

formula that is false will be true and vice versa, defined by the first and second line

in the table, respectively. In the right table we present the truth tables for all other

(binary) logical operators. For instance, only when both operators of a conjunction

are true, the conjunction is true.

Based on the truth tables for the connectors the truth value of the formula can be

derived. A formula is a tautology if the formula is true for all possible truth value

combinations of atomic propositions, e.g. (φ ∨ ¬φ). This can be easily checked with

the truth table. Two formulas φ and ψ are equivalent, denoted as φ ≡ ψ, if φ ⇔ ψ is a

tautology, e.g. ¬¬p ≡ p.

It is common to distinguish the logical operators into primitive operators and auxiliary

operators. Auxiliary operators can be expressed in terms of the primitive operators. A

common choice for primitive operators is ¬,∨.

Definition 2.1.2 (Auxiliary Operators).
Formulas with auxiliary operators ∧,⇒ and⇔ can be defined using primitive opera-

tors.
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φ ∧ ψ ≡ ¬(¬φ ∨ ¬ψ)

φ⇒ ψ ≡ ¬φ ∨ ψ
φ⇔ ψ ≡ (φ⇒ ψ) ∧ (φ⇒ ψ)

true ≡ φ ∨ ¬φ
false ≡ ¬true

Predicate Logic

Predicate logic is an extension of propositional logic where it is also possible to make

statements about objects, e.g. “It is raining in Amsterdam”, or “It is raining in

Eindhoven” are statements about the objects Amsterdam and Eindhoven, respectively.

Such statements about objects are called predicates, which we denote by upper case

letters. The objects about which the statements are made are called terms. Terms are

typically denoted by lower case letters.

Definition 2.1.3 (Terms).
Terms of the predicate logic are defined as follows:

• constants and variables are terms,

• if f is an n-ary function symbol and t1, . . . , tk are terms, then f (t1, . . . , tn) is a

term, and

• nothing else is a term.

The formulas of predicate logic also allow expressing whether the property holds for

all or for some objects, for instance we could consider all cities in the Netherlands. For

this purpose two quantors are introduced, the existential quantor ∃ and the universal

quantor ∀. We write ∃x P(x) to say that there is at least one value of x for which P(x)

is true and ∀x P(x) to state that predicate P is true for all possible values of x. The

arguments of a predicate can be constants, variables or predicates. We inductively

define the well formed formulas in predicate logic.

Definition 2.1.4 (Well formed formulas for Predicate Logic).
The well formed formulas for predicate logic are defined as follows:

• if P(t1, . . . , tn) is an n-ary predicate symbol with n terms t1, . . . , tn, then P(t1, . . . , tn)

is a formula,

• if φ and ψ are formulas, then ¬φ, (φ ∧ ψ), (φ ∨ ψ), (φ ⇒ ψ) and (φ ⇔ ψ) are

formulas as well,

• if φ is a formula and x an individual variable, then ∀x φ and ∃x φ are formulas,

• nothing else is a formula.

In predicate logic we can express statements such as 3+9 < 5×9 in terms of constants,

variables, predicates and function symbols, e.g. P( f (x3, x9), g(x5, x9)), where P is

interpreted as “<”, f as “+”, g as “×” and xi = i for all i ∈ N. It is easy to see that this

formula holds for this interpretation and does not hold for another interpretation, e.g.

if we swap the interpretation of f and g, we get 3 × 9 < 5 + 9 and this statement does

not hold.
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The semantics of predicate logic is based on the interpretation I of constants, pred-

icates and function symbols that are assigned to objects in a non-empty countable

domain D and a variable assignment µ that assigns objects of the domain to each vari-

able. A pair (D, I) is called a model. We use µ[x 7→ d] to denote an assignment µ

where d is assigned to variable x. Let M = (D, I) be a model with D = {N, <, 0,+,×}
and interpretation I(P) =<, I( f ) = +, I(g) = ×, I(a) = 0 and the assignment µ for the

variables is µ(xi) = i (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .). Formula P( f (a, x9), g(x5, x9)) is interpreted as

0 + 9 < 5 × 9.

Definition 2.1.5 (Valuation of terms).
Let M = (D, I) be a model and µ an assignment, then the semantic assignment is as

follows:

• VM,µ(x) = µ(x), for variables,

• VM,µ(a) = I(a), for constants, and

• VM,µ( f (t1, . . . , tn)) = I( f )(VM,µ(t1), . . . ,VM,µ(tn)).

For our example the valuation of the terms is

VM,µP( f (a, x9), g(x5, x9))

= I(P)(VM,µ( f (a, x9)),VM,µ(g(x5, x9)))

= I(P)(I( f )(VM,µ(a),VM,µ(x9)), I(g)(VM,µ(x5),VM,µ(x9)))

= I(P)(I( f )(I(a), I(x9)), I(g)(I(x5), I(x9)))

= < (+(0, 9),×(5, 9))

Now that predicate, symbols objects and objects are assigned to all terms, truth values

can be assigned to the formulas.

Definition 2.1.6 (Valuation of Formulas).
Let M = (D, I) and µ an assignment. We define the truth values of the formulas as

follows:

• VM,µ(P(t1, . . . , tn)) = 1⇔ I(P)(VM,µ(t1), . . . ,VM,µ(tn)),

• VM,µ(¬φ) = 1⇔ VM,µ(φ) = 0,

the other operators are similarly defined according to their truth tables.

• VM,µ(∃x φ) = 1⇔ there exists a d ∈ D such that VM,µ[x 7→d](φ) = 1, and

• VM,µ(∀x φ) = 1⇔ for all d ∈ D we have VM,µ[x 7→d](φ) = 1.

We say that a well formed formula is valid if it is true under all interpretations. A for-

mula is satisfiable if it is true under some interpretation. The formula is a contradiction

or unsatisfiable if it is false under all interpretations. Formula P( f (a, x9), g(x5, x9)) is

a satisfiable formula, in fact, for the given assignment the formula is satisfied. In ad-

dition, the formula is not a valid formula, since there exists an assignment for which

the formula does not hold, e.g. replacing the original assignment of x5 by µ(x5) = 0.

2.1.2 Sets

A set is a collections of objects, e.g. the books on set theory in a library. The objects of

which the set consists are called the elements of the set. Set membership is expressed
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by the ∈ relation and we denote a ∈ A to express that a is an element of set A. The

converse is the < relation, which is used to express that a is not an element of set A,

i.e. a < A.

Sets are identified by their members which can be listed to specify the set, i.e. A =

{a1, a2, . . . , an} where ∀ai (ai ∈ A). Set equality expresses that two sets are identical

when they have the same elements, A = B ⇔ ∀x (x ∈ A ⇔ x ∈ B). Sets can also be

defined using predicates. The set {x | P(x)} is the set of all elements that satisfy P(x).

The cardinality of a set |A| is determined by the number of elements of set A, e.g.

|{x, y, z}| = 3. A set without any elements is denoted by ∅, with |∅| = 0. Furthermore N

is used to denote the set of natural numbers {0, 1, 2, . . .}, N1 is used to exclude 0 from

the set of natural numbers, Z denotes the set of integers and R denotes the set of real

numbers.

The subset or inclusion relation (⊆) holds when all members of some set A are also

members of a set B, i.e. A ⊆ B ⇔ ∀x (x ∈ A ⇒ x ∈ B). In addition, a proper

inclusion or inclusion relation (⊂) requires that B also has elements that are not in A,

i.e. A ⊂ B⇔ A ⊆ B ∧ A , B. Note that the empty set is a subset of every set, since it

has no members.

The following operations are set theoretic operations that define new sets from given

sets. The intersection (∩) of two sets is the set of mutual elements, A ∩ B = {x | x ∈
A ∧ x ∈ B}. The union (∪) of two sets provides the set of elements that is in at least

one of the sets, A ∪ B = {x | x ∈ A ∨ x ∈ B}. Set difference (\) of A with respect to B

yields the set of elements that are part of A but not of B, A\B = {x | x ∈ A ∧ x < B}.
Finally we introduce the power set operation 2A

= {X | X ⊆ A}. The power set is the

set of all possible subsets over some set A.

In sets all elements are unique and their order is irrelevant, e.g. {1, 2, 3} = {3, 2, 1} =
{1, 1, 3, 2, 2}. In the next paragraph we consider an extension of sets where elements

can occur multiple times.

2.1.3 Bags

Sets are unsuitable to express the frequencies of their elements, for example the set

of Champions League winners contains all the different winners of the Champions

League, but one cannot distinguish between the winners on the number of wins.

Bags (or multisets) are an extension of sets where the frequency of elements is pre-

served. A bag m over set A is a mapping m : A → N that maps elements of A to

natural numbers, indicating the frequency of each element. We write [a1, b3] for a bag

m : A→ N where m(a) = 1, m(b) = 3 and ∀x ∈ A\{a, b} (m(x) = 0). We identify a bag

m : A→ N, where ∀x ∈ A (m(x) = 1) with the set A, since all elements occur exactly

once. Operation set(X) transforms a bag X into a set, i.e. set(X) = {a ∈ X | X(a) > 0}.
We denote the set of all subbags over A as NA.

We overload the set notation, writing ∅ for the empty bag and ∈ for bag element in-

clusion and < for its converse, i.e. a ∈ m if m(a) > 0 and otherwise a < m. The

cardinality of a bag |m| is identified by the total number of elements in the bag, i.e.

|m| = ∑a∈A m(a). For example |{a1, b3}| = 4. We overload operators ∩,+,−,≤, us-
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ing them to denote bag intersection, bag union, bag difference and subbag, respec-

tively in a straightforward way. For example, let bag m be [a, b2, c3, d] and bag n be

[c3, d, e2, f 3], then m∩n = [c3, d], m+n = [a, b2, c6, d2, e2, f 3], m−n = [a, b2], m � n

and [c2, e1, f 2] ≤ n. All operators are also robust with respect to the domains of the

bags, i.e. even if bags m and n are defined on different domains, m ∪ n, m + n, m − n,

and m ≤ n are defined properly by extending the domain where needed.

2.1.4 Sequences

Sets and bags are unsuitable for capturing the order of objects. To capture both the

frequency and the order of objects we introduce sequences. In this thesis we only

consider finite sequences. A sequence of length n + 1 over elements of set S is a

mapping σ : {0, . . . , n} → S that assigns an element of S to each position of the

sequence. We denote a sequence by listing its elements, e.g. we write 〈a0, a1, . . . , an〉
for a sequence σ : {0, . . . , n} → S , where ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n} (σ(i) = ai). The length of

a sequence σ : {0, . . . , n} → S is |σ| = n + 1. The ith element from a sequence is

provided by σ(i). We introduce a function to obtain the last element from a sequence

last(σ) = σ(|σ| −1). The empty sequence ε : ∅ → A is a sequence of length 0 without

any elements.

We overload the inclusion operator ∈ to work on sequences. If σ : {0, . . . , n} → S is a

sequence, then a ∈ σ iff ∃i ∈ {0, . . . , n} (σ(i) = a). Sequences can be extended by the

concatenation operator “;”. If σ = 〈a0, a1, . . . , an〉 is a sequence over S , then σ; s =

〈a0, a1, . . . , an, s〉 is a sequence over S∪{s}. Ifσ = 〈a0, a1, . . . , an〉 is a sequence over S

and γ = 〈b0, b1, . . . , bk〉 is a sequence over T , thenσ; γ = 〈a0, a1, . . . , an, b1, b1, . . . , bk〉
is a sequence over S ∪ T . Sequences can be reduced by the restriction operator �.

Restriction σ � R of σ onto some set R removes all elements from the sequence that

are not in R, e.g. 〈a, b, e, a, b, c〉 � {a, c} = 〈a, a, c〉.
For convenience we introduce the following functions that allow us to work with se-

quence fragments. The prefix function gives the first k elements of the sequence.

Definition 2.1.7 (Prefix pref k).
Let σ = 〈a0, a1, . . . , an〉 be a sequence. Then pref k(σ) = 〈a0, a1, . . . , amin(k−1,n)〉, where

for k ≤ 0: pref k(σ) = 〈〉 is the empty sequence, and for k > n: pref k(σ) = σ.

Similarly, the suffix function gives the last k elements of the sequence.

Definition 2.1.8 (Suffix suff k).
Let σ = 〈a0, a1, . . . , an〉 be a sequence. Then suff k(σ) = 〈amax(0,n−k+1), . . . , an〉, where

k ≤ 0: suff k(σ) = 〈〉 is the empty sequence, and for k > n: suff k(σ) = σ.

The substring function provides a substring of the sequence.

Definition 2.1.9 (Substring σ
j

i
).

Letσ = 〈a0, a1, . . . , an〉 be a sequence. Then for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n: σ
j

i
= 〈ai, ai+1 . . . , a j−1,

a j〉, where substring σi
0

(or σi) is a prefix of i + 1 elements of σ, and substring σn
i

(or

σi) is a suffix of n − i + 1 elements of σ.
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The set of all sequences over S is denoted as S∗. The set representation of a sequence

set : S ∗ → 2S is a function that transforms a sequence over S to a set of S , i.e.

set(σ) = {a | a ∈ σ}. The bag representation of a sequence bag : S ∗ → N
S is

a function that transforms a sequence over S to a bag of S , i.e.
∑|σ| −1

i=0
[σ(i)]. The

Parikh vector ~σ gives the vector representation of bag(σ), and is defined as ~σ(s) =

|σ � {s}|. This assumes some order dependency on the elements in S . For example,

let σ = 〈a, b, e, a, b, c〉 be a trace over {a, b, e, c}, then set(σ) = {a, b, e, c}, bag(σ) =

[a2, b2, e1, c1, ], and ~σ(σ) = (2, 2, 1, 1).

2.1.5 Functions

Definition 2.1.10 (Function).
Let A and B be non-empty sets. A function f from A to B, denoted as f : A → B, is

a relation from A to B, where every element of A is associated to an element of B. A

function f is

- total, if the function is defined for the entire domain;

- partial, if the function is not defined for the entire domain;

- injective, if every element from B occurs at most once as image, i.e. ∀x, y ∈ A :

f (x) = f (y)⇒ x = y;

- surjective, if every element from B occurs at least once as image, i.e. ∀b ∈
B,∃a ∈ A : f (a) = b;

- bijective, if f is both injective and surjective.

The characteristic function χ is defined as usual, i.e. χ : {true, false} → {0, 1} with
χ(false) = 0 and χ(true) = 1.

We use function overriding to add and remap elements of a function domain and we

use function reduction to remove elements from a function domain. When a function

f is undefined for an element a, we denote this as f (a) = ⊥.

Definition 2.1.11 (Function overriding ⊕).
Let f : A → B. Then f ⊕ (a, b) : A ∪ {a} → B ∪ {b} such that ( f ⊕ (a, b))(a) = b and

∀x ∈ A \ {a} : ( f ⊕ (a, b))(x) = f (x).

Definition 2.1.12 (Function reduction 	).
Let f : A → B, a ∈ A, b ∈ B, and f (a) = b. Then f 	 (a) : A \ {a} → B (for

injective functions f 	 (a) : A \ {a} → B \ {b}) such that ( f 	 (a))(a) = ⊥ and

∀x ∈ A \ {a} : ( f 	 (a))(x) = f (x).

Functions can be composed by function composition.

Definition 2.1.13 (Function Composition ◦).
Let f : A → B and g : B → C, then g ◦ f : A → C, such that ∀x ∈ A : (g ◦ f )(x) =

g( f (x)).
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Figure 2.2 Labelled Transition System.

2.2 Modelling of Business Processes

The past decades many formalisms have been developed for describing the behaviour

processes. This section only covers the formalisms that are relevant for this thesis.

2.2.1 Labelled Transition Systems

The semantics of formalisms for studying the behaviour of processes, such as Petri

nets [164, 139, 71] (Section 2.2.5) and process algebras (e.g. CCS [136]) are often

expressed in terms of the elementary formalism of labelled transition systems (LTS).

An LTS define process behaviour in terms of state changes.

Definition 2.2.1 (Labelled Transition System).
A labelled transition system is a 4-tuple 〈S ,Σ,→, s0〉, where S is a set of states, Σ is a

set of labels,→⊆ S × Σ × S is a transition relation and s0 ∈ S is the initial state.

We write s
a−→ s′ to state that there is a transition labelled a from state s to s′, i.e.

(s, a, s′) ∈ →. The interpretation of such a transition is that a system in state s can

do action a to go to state s′. Labelled transition systems can be depicted graphically,

where states are denoted by circles and transitions are denoted by labelled arrows

going from one state to another. The initial state is depicted by an incoming arrow

that has no predecessor. Figure 2.2 is the graphical denotation for a labelled transition

system LTS = 〈{p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7}, {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6}, {(p1, t1, p2), (p1, t2, p2),

(p2, t3, p3), (p2, t3, p4), (p3, t4, p5), (p4, t5, p6), (p5, t6, p7), (p6, t6, p7)}, p1〉.
An LTS is deterministic if for every state there are no two identically labelled transi-

tions leaving that state, i.e. (s, a, s′), (s, a, s′′) ∈ → implies s′ = s′′. For a sequence of

labels σ = 〈a0, . . . , an〉 ∈ Σ∗ we write s0

σ−→ sk when s0

a0−→ s1

a1−→ . . .
an−→ sk.

2.2.2 Stochastic Processes

Stochastic processes [168] describe the evolution for processes with stochastic be-

haviour. For instance, it describes the probabilities to enter each of the states a ∈ A,

from state b ∈ B. A function f : A× B→ [0, 1], where A and B are finite or countable

sets, is called a transition probability function if for all b ∈ B : f (., b) is a probability

over A, i.e. for all b ∈ B :
∑

a∈A f (a, b) = 1.

A discrete stochastic process is a finite or infinite sequence of random variables X0, X1,

X2, . . . with values in some domain X, defined on some probability space. Probability
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(measure) P defines the probabilities such that P(∅) = 1 − P(Ω) = 0. We characterise

P for the stochastic process, by conditional probabilities:

P[Xn+1 = y|X0 = x0, . . . , Xn = xn] = f (y, 〈x0, . . . , xn〉)

for y ∈ X and xi ∈ X, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n. We assume that transition probability f is a

computable function on X × X∗.

Definition 2.2.2 (Markov Chain).
If there is a computable function f such that P[Xn+1 = y | X0 = x0, . . . , Xn = xn] =

f (y, 〈xn〉) for all y, x0, . . . , xn ∈ X, then the process is called a Markov chain. For a

finite X we call it a finite Markov chain.

It is well-known that any discrete stochastic process {Xn | n = 0, 1, . . .} can be trans-

formed into a Markovian discrete stochastic process {Yn | n = 0, 1, . . .}, where the do-

main of Y is X∗. It can be defined as Yn = 〈X0, . . . , Xn〉. Note that {X0 = x0, . . . , Xn =

xn} and {Y0 = 〈x0〉, . . . ,Yn = 〈x0, . . . , xn〉}. Also note that P[Xn+1 = xn+1 | X0 =

x0, . . . , Xn = xn] = P[Xn+1 = xn+1 | Yn = 〈x0, . . . , xn〉] = P[Yn+1 = 〈x0, . . . , xn+1〉 | Yn =

〈x0, . . . , xn〉], which proves that {Yn | n = 0, 1, . . .} is a Markov chain, however, with an

infinite domain (Y).

We have a k-order finite Markov chain of a discrete stochastic process {Xn | n =

0, 1, . . .}, if the following property holds. If there is a k ∈ N such that P[Xn = xn | X0 =

x0, . . . , Xn−1 = xn−1] = P[Xn = xn | Xn−k = xn−k, . . . , Xn−1 = xn−1]. So only the last k

random variables have influence on the next step.

2.2.3 Linear Temporal Logic

First order logic can be used to make statements and to reason about objects. When

we are considering dynamic environment where objects change over time, we need

a more powerful logic. For instance, for business processes we would like to verify

the property that whenever some activity occurs, some other activity will eventually

occur. Such a property is called a response property and is one of many interesting

properties that can be checked on business process executions and their models. For

the analysis of linear executions we can use a linear temporal logic [128, 58] (LTL).

LTL propositional logic extends propositional logic with additional modal operators

� (always), ^ (eventually), � (in the next state),U (until) andW (weak until).

Definition 2.2.3 (LTL formula syntax).
Well formed LTL formulas are defined as follows:

• every atomic proposition is a formula,

• if φ and ψ are formulas, then ¬φ, (φ ∧ ψ), (φ ∨ ψ), (φ ⇒ ψ), (φ ⇔ ψ), (�φ),

(^φ), (�φ), (φUψ) and (φWψ) are formulas, and

• nothing else is a formula.

LTL modal operators can be used to express that, (1) φ should always hold (�φ), (2) φ

should hold eventually (^φ), (3) φ should hold at the next state of the trace (�φ), (4) φ

should hold until eventually Ψ holds (φUψ), and (5) φ should hold until ψ holds, but
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ψ is not required to hold eventually (ψWφ). For example, we can express the global

necessity of a positive credit balance (p) by using the always operator �p. To express

that, eventually the order should be received (q) we use the eventually operator ^q.

The semantics of LTL formulas are based on the notion of Kripke structures. A Kripke

structure specifies a dynamic environment of states where it is possible to make (dif-

ferent) statements at each state. A labelling function associates each state to a set of

atomic propositions that hold for that state. For more details, we refer the interested

reader to [177, 112].

In this thesis, we use LTL formulas to define constraints for the execution of a business

process. The sequence corresponds to a sequence of tasks, occuring in the order in

which they were executed. Each element of the sequence corresponds to the execution

of one task, whereas in standard LTL, the sequence element (state) can be mapped

onto several propositions. Another difference with the standard definition of LTL,

is the sequence length. Typically, LTL is defined on infinite sequences, whereas we

consider finite sequences. In [146] the author describes how the results for infinite

sequences can be mapped onto finite sequences, using the approach of [88].

Next, we introduce the LTL semantics for business process execution. We write σ � φ

to denote that a sequence σ satisfies formula φ.

Definition 2.2.4 (LTL semantics).
Let p be an atomic proposition, σ = 〈s0, s1, . . .〉 be a path and φ, ψ be LTL formulas,

then the satisfaction relation � is defined as

σ � p ⇔ p is σ(0)

σ � ¬φ ⇔ not (σ � φ)

σ � φ ∨ ψ ⇔ (σ � φ) or (σ � ψ)

σ � �φ ⇔ σ1 � φ

σ � φUψ ⇔ ∃ j ≥ 0 : (σ j � ψ) ∧ ∀0 ≤ k < j : (σk � φ).

A sequence satisfies an atomic proposition, i.e. the occurence of a task, whenever

the first element of the sequence corresponds to the task. The next operator only

considers the suffix of the sequence, where the first element is removed. To satisfy the

until operator it is required that ψ is satisfied at some point in the trace and until then

φ should be satisfied. Auxiliary operators (�, ^ andW) have been introduced for the

ease of specifications and can be expressed in terms of primitive operators (U,�).

Definition 2.2.5 (Auxiliary LTL Operators).
For formulas with auxiliary operators �, ^ andW there are equivalent formulas con-

structed expressed in primitive operatorsU and �.

^φ ≡ trueUφ
�φ ≡ ¬^¬φ
φWψ ≡ (φUψ) ∨ �φ

2.2.4 Declare

LTL expressions can be used to specify constraints on the execution of tasks. Constraint-

based specifications do not explicitly define the possible execution paths, but rather
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A question
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[] ( A <> B)

Graphical

LTL

Name Response
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response
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... ...

Figure 2.3 Constraint template and constraints in Declare. The re-
sponse template that specifies that “every time A is executed, eventually
it should be followed by a B”. The constraint template is applied on tasks
question and reply, which are associated to A and B, respectively.

specify the boundaries of execution, i.e. any execution that does not violate the con-

straints is allowed. In a model without any constraints, each activity in the model

can be executed in any order, any number of times. This way it is easy to specify a

wide range of possible executions, with just a few constraints. The difficulty of LTL

specifications is that they are perceived as unreadable by non-experts.

In [146], the author proposes DECLARE, a constraint-based PAIS consisting of three

components: one for process specification (called the Designer), one for process in-

stantiation (Framework) and one for process execution (Worklist). DECLARE offers a

graphical language for the specification of constraints that is based on constraint tem-

plates, i.e. reusable constructs linking graphical notations to LTL. Each template has a

name, a graphical representation and an LTL expression. This allows DECLARE users

to interpret the constraint-based models without requiring LTL knowledge, while hav-

ing a precise semantics at the same time. Recent developments on DECLARE [214],

have lead to a major improvement in the translation from LTL into finite automata,

allowing DECLARE models to scale to realistic settings.

Figure 2.3 depicts the names, graphical representations and associated LTL formu-

las for the response template. The abstract parameters of the template are depicted

by boxes. A constraint inherits the name, graphical representation and LTL formula

from its template. In constraints, tasks replace the abstract parameters, both in the

graphical representation and the associated LTL formula, which is hidden from the

user. By default, constraints are mandatory (hard) constraints and DECLARE does not

allow the execution of tasks that violate one or more active constraints in the model.

Alternatively, it is possible to specify optional (soft) constraints that can be violated.

Violations of mandatory constraints trigger warnings that are specified for the viola-

tion of that constraint, explaining the violation and the consequence of the violation.

Graphically, mandatory constraints are depicted as solid lines and optional constraint

as dashed lines. During execution the constraints are coloured according their satis-

faction: satisfied (green), satisfiable (orange) and violated (red).
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(a) The Declare model in the Designer component.

(b) Initial view of the model. Only anamne-

sis can be started. The existence constraint
is satisfiable and all other constraints of the
model are satisfied, or deactivated.

(c) During the executing of anamnesis,
cough is set to true. This condition acti-
vates the exactly1 constraints in the model
and deactivates the absence constraint.

(d) After executing multitreatment, the
treatments can be started. Now the suc-

cession constraints is satisfiable and the ex-

actly1 constraint on multitreatment is satis-
fied.

(e) The execution of treatment1 satisfies all
constraints on treatment1.

(f) The execution of treatment2 violates the
optional not succession constraint. Declare

will raise a warning, that, in this case, has
been ignored.

(g) The execution of treatment1 satisfies
constraints on treatment3.

Figure 2.4 The Declare constraints and tasks during execution.
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Constraint templates are reusable, i.e. the same template can be used to specify the

same type of constraint on different tasks in the model. In addition, new templates can

be defined by specifying an LTL expression and choosing a graphical denotation. A

collection of constraint templates constitutes a constraint language. Appendix B gives

an overview of the constraint templates for the ConDec [147] language, supported

by DECLARE. Next, we briefly discuss additional features of DECLARE. For further

details, we refer to http://www.win.tue.nl/declare/ for the DECLARE sources,

documentation and publications [146, 11, 147, 148, 149, 126, 123, 214].

Constraints that should only hold under some condition can be specified as conditional

constraints. A condition is a boolean expression that can involve data attributes from

the model. At any point during execution, the condition evaluates to true of false, de-

pending on current the value of data attributes. When the condition evaluates to true,

the constraint is active, otherwise the constraint is inactive. In the graphical repre-

sentation of a conditional constraint the condition is displayed next to the constraint.

Inactive constraints are coloured grey.

The data perspective of DECLARE specifies how data is handled throughout the exe-

cution of the model. Data attributes can be specified and associated to relevant tasks,

e.g. case data can be attached to an initial activity. While executing a task, its data

attributes can be read or written, as specified for that task at design-time. DECLARE

also offers a resource-perspective that specifies which tasks should be executed by

whom. An organization of roles and people can be specified and associated with the

tasks in the model.

Verification of models is essential to detect modelling errors. DECLARE offers ver-

ification to check constraint models for (1) conflicts, i.e. constraints that can never

be satisfied at the same time, and (2) dead activities, i.e. activities that can never be

executed. An error message about the problem and the cause helps the modeller to

understand and to resolve the cause of the error.

Figure 2.4 depicts a DECLARE model (Figure 2.4(a) and illustrates how the constraints

behave during the execution (Figure 2.4(b)-2.4(g)). The init constraint specifies the

initial activity of the model. The exactly1 constraints express that the associated task

has to be executed exactly once. The absence constraint specifies that the associated

task is not allowed to be executed. The succession constraints specify that if multi-

treatment is executed, treatment 1,2 and 3 should be executed in the future, and that

it is not allowed to execute treatment 1,2 or 3 before the execution of multitreatment.

The not succession specifies that succession is not allowed. Note that these constraints

are modelled as optional constraints. The LTL specifications of the constraints can be

found in Appendix B.

Constraint-based models will be discussed as paradigm for flexibility in Chapter 3. In

particular, Section 3.5 focuses on flexibility in DECLARE.

2.2.5 Petri Nets

Petri nets [164, 139, 71] are a formalism for describing and analysing of processes, de-

veloped in the 1960s. Petri nets have well-defined execution semantics and provide an

http://www.win.tue.nl/declare/
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Figure 2.5 Petri net.

intuitive graphical denotation. The are suitable for defining and analysing choices, se-

quential, iterative and parallel behaviour in processes. Their graphical representation

is easy to understand for non-experts, making them suitable for the communication

between designers and users.

Definition 2.2.6 (Petri net).
A Petri net N is a tuple 〈P,T, F〉, where P and T are two disjoint non-empty finite sets

of places and transitions respectively. We call the elements of the set P ∪ T nodes of

N. F : (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) → N is a bag defining the flow relation, mapping pairs of

places and transitions to the naturals.

For any pair of nodes (x, y), the flow F(x, y) denotes the weight of the flow, i.e. the

number of tokens that flows between the nodes. Petri nets can be depicted by a graph-

ical notation, where places are depicted by circles, transitions are depicted by rectan-

gles. A flow with a positive weight (F(x, y) > 0) between two nodes is represented by

an arc labelled with the weight of the flow, for (F(x, y) = 1) we omit the weight and

for (F(x, y) = 0) we omit the arc. Figure 2.5 depicts a Petri net N = 〈P,T, F〉, where

• P = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7},
• T = {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6}, and

• the flow is defined as

F(x, y) =







































1 , if (x, y) ∈ {(p1, t1), (p1, t2), (p2, t3), (p3, t4), (p4, t5), (p5, t6),

(p6, t6), (t1, p2), (t2, p2), (t3, p3), (t3, p4), (t4, p5), (t5, p6),

(t6, p7)}
0 , otherwise.

In the Petri net of Figure 2.5 the weight of all arcs is one.

Given a transition t ∈ T in net N, the preset •t = [pF(p,t) | p ∈ P ∧ F(p, t) > 0] denotes

the bag of places where every p ∈ P occurs F(p, t) times as input place for transition t.

The postset of a transition t ∈ T in net N is t• = [pF(t,p) | p ∈ P ∧ F(t, p) > 0] denotes

the bag of places where every p ∈ P occurs F(t, p) times as output place for transition

t. Analogously we write •p, p• for pre- and postsets of places, e.g. •p2 = [t1
1
, t1

2
] in

Figure 2.5.

The state of the net is defined by its marking m ∈ NP, which is a bag over the places

P in the net, indicating the number of tokens present in every place. Graphically, a

marking is depicted by putting the tokens as black dots on the places. A pair (N,m) is

called a marked Petri net.

The firing rule defines how tokens can move along the net by firing enabled transitions.

A transition t ∈ T is enabled in a marking m if and only if •t ≤ m. An enabled
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(a) The net before firing t3.
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(b) The net after firing t3.

Figure 2.6 Marked Petri net.
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Figure 2.7 The reachability graph for the marked Petri net in Figure 2.5.

transition t may fire. If a transition fires, a new marking m′ is obtained, where m′ is

defined by m′ = m−•t+t•. A marking is called dead if there are no enabled transitions

for this marking.

Figure 2.6(a) depicts a marked Petri (N,m), where N is the net from Figure 2.5 with

marking m = [p1
2
]. In this marking transition t3 is enabled, since •t3 ≤ [p2]. Firing t3

creates a new marking m′ = m − •t3 + t•
3
= [p2] − [p2] + [p3, p4] = [p3, p4].

The state of the net is defined by the marking of the net and the state space of the

net corresponds to all markings that are reachable from the initial marking. The state

space is described by the reachability graph, i.e. a LTS 〈S ,Σ,→, s0〉, where the set of

states S corresponds to the markings of the Petri net, the set of labels Σ correspond

to the transitions in the Petri net, s0 corresponds to the initial marking of the Petri

net. If in a marking m1 a transition t is enabled and its firing leads to a marking m2,

then (m1, t,m2) ∈→, also denoted as m1

t−→ m2. We write m1

σ−→ mn to denote the

firing sequence σ = 〈t1, t2, . . . , tn−1〉 from m1 to mn, i.e. m1

t1−→ m2

t2−→ . . .
tn−1−→ mn.

We call mn reachable from m1, denoted as m1

∗−→ mn iff there is a firing sequence

σ = 〈t1, t2, . . . , tn−1〉 such that m1

σ−→ mn.

Figure 2.7 depicts the reachability graph for the marked net in Figure 2.5. The mark-

ings written in the states are a shorthand notation for the bag representations, e.g.

[p3, p4] corresponds to the marking [p0
1
, p0

2
, p1

3
, p1

4
, p0

5
, p0

6
, p0

7
]. The reachability graph

can be used to analyse properties of the Petri net [139].

Definition 2.2.7 (Incidence matrix).
Let N be the set 〈P,T, F〉. The incidence matrix N : (P × T ) → Z of N is defined by

N(p, t) = F(t, p) − F(p, t).
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t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6
p1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0
p2 1 1 -1 0 0 0
p3 0 0 1 -1 0 0
p4 0 0 1 0 -1 0
p5 0 0 0 1 0 -1
p6 0 0 0 0 1 -1
p7 0 0 0 0 0 1

Figure 2.8 The incidence matrix for the net from Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.8 depicts the incidence matrix for the Petri net shown in Figure 2.5. The col-

umn vector t of transition t in N describes the consumption and production of tokens

by t. The cell N(s, t) describes the change of tokens in s due to the firing of transition

t, i.e. the number of tokens t produces for s, minus the number of tokens t consumes

from s. The incidence matrix allows direct calculations of the token distributions. We

will use the following well-known lemma to compute the new marking of the net,

resulting from firing a sequence of transitions from some marking.

Lemma 2.2.8 (Marking Equation).
Let N = 〈P,T, F〉 be a Petri net with the incidence matrix N. Given the Parikh vector

~σ of a finite firing sequence σ ∈ T ∗, leading from a marking m to a marking m′, the

following equation holds: m′ = m + N · −→σ.

For example, for the Petri net in Figure 2.5, its initial marking, and firing sequence

σ = 〈t1, t3〉, this equation gives:
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A class of particular practical interest for us are free-choice Petri nets [71]. In these

nets, choice and synchronisation are separated, like in many other graphical process

modelling notations.

Definition 2.2.9 (Free-choice nets).
A Petri net N = 〈P,T, F〉 is free-choice if for any transitions t1, t2 ∈ T , •t1 ∩ •t2 , ∅
implies that •t1 =

•t2.

A free-choice net can be partitioned in sets of nodes, called clusters.

Definition 2.2.10 (Clusters).
Let x be a node of a Petri net N = 〈P,T, F〉. The cluster of x, denoted by [x], is the

minimal set of nodes such that (1) x ∈ [x]; (2) for any p ∈ P, if p ∈ [x] then any

transition t ∈ p• belongs to [x], and (3) for any t ∈ T , if t ∈ [x] then any place p ∈ •t
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belongs to [x].

For free-choice nets a cluster has the important property that whenever a transition t

is enabled in a marking m, then all other transitions of [t] are enabled as well [71].

Workflow nets (WFN) [2, 8] are a special class of Petri nets that are suitable for mod-

elling business processes. Workflow nets have exactly one place with no incoming

arcs, called input place and one place with no outgoing arcs, called output place.

Moreover every transition is on a path from the input to the output place, which im-

plies that every transition is expected to contribute to the processing of cases.

Definition 2.2.11 (Workflow net).
A Petri net N = 〈P,T, F〉 is a workflow net iff

• N has two special places: i and o. The input place i has no ingoing transitions,

i.e. •i = ∅ and the output place o has no outgoing transitions, i.e. o• = ∅,
• if we add a transition t′ to N which connects o with i (i.e. •t′ = {o} and t′• = {i}),

then in the resulting Petri net there is a path from every node of the Petri net, to

every other node.

The requirements described above relate to the structure of the workflow net. In addi-

tion, the workflow is required to be sound. This means that for a case that is started

(i.e. a token in the input place), it should be possible to finish properly (i.e. to move

the token to the output place), without leaving work to do for the case once it has fin-

ished (i.e. the other places should be empty). Furthermore, there should not be dead

transitions in the net, i.e. for every transition in the net, there exists a firing sequence

from input to output place, involving that transition.

Definition 2.2.12 (Soundness).
A workflow net N = 〈P,T, F〉 is sound iff

• For every state m reachable from state i, there exists a firing sequence leading

from state m to state o:

∀m ([i]
∗−→ m)⇒ (m

∗−→ [o]).

• State o is the only state reachable from state i with at least one token in place o:

∀m ([i]
∗−→ m ∧ m ≥ [o])⇒ (m = [o]).

• There are no dead transitions in (N, i):

∀t ∈ T ∃m,m′ [i]
∗−→ m

t−→ m′.

Recall that [i] corresponds to the marking with only one token in place i, similarly [o]

corresponds to the marking with only one token in place o. The Petri net depicted in

Figure 2.5 is a workflow net.

Time and data cannot be modelled by classical Petri nets. Many extensions have been

proposed to extend classical Petri nets. Four well-known extensions of basic Petri

nets are: (1) the extension to model data using colours, (2) the extension with time,

(3) the extension to structure larger models using hierarchy and (4) the extension to

model stochastic behaviour with firing delays, probabilities and choices, etc. The next

section introduces a Petri net extension that includes time, data and hierarchy.
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2.2.6 Coloured Petri Nets

Traditional Petri nets can be used to model systems, however, for most real-life sys-

tems a traditional Petri net representation of the systems tends to become quite large

and therefore complex to create, understand and maintain. Another problem is that

in traditional Petri nets it is not possible to model time. In this section we describe

a class of high-level Petri nets that overcomes these shortcomings. Coloured Petri

nets (CPNs) extend traditional Petri nets with data, time and hierarchy. We provide

an informal description, based on [109], using a concrete example created in CPN

tools [62, 111], depicted in Figure 2.9. CPN Tools is a tool for editing, simulating and

analysing Coloured Petri Nets. CPN tools is based on the functional language stan-

dard ML. Standard ML provides the user with the expressiveness required to model

and to manipulate data. For a formal description and further details for CPNs, we refer

the interested reader to [109].

Like in traditional Petri nets, CPN models are also defined by places, transitions and

arcs between them, as can be seen from the screenshot from CPN tools, depicted in

Figure 2.9. The distribution of tokens corresponds to the marking of the net. The

screenshot was taken during a simulation run and the current marking of the net is

visualised in the figure. The marking is shown by a small numbered circle on the edge

of a place, the number indicates the number of tokens in the place. In the main process

there is one token in place i one token in place n 14 tokens in place size_i and 41

tokens in result. The model for the main net, depicted in Figure 2.9 consists of 4

places and two transitions.

Hierarchy For larger specifications hierarchy helps to structure the net at several

abstractions levels, which makes it easer to specify and to understand the net. Hi-

erarchy also allows the reuse of components. In CPN tools offers a special type of

transition, a substitution transition, to represent a submodule at a lower abstraction

level. In Figure 2.9 we have specified complex as a substitution transition. The sub-

stitution transition can be considered as black box at its specification level. The net (or

submodule) connected to the substitution transition represents a more detailed view of

the behaviour, that is represented by the substitution transition. The substitution transi-

tion has a double edge and a substitution tag, referring to the submodule that is related

to the substitution transition. The name of the transition and the tag do not have to be

identical. In the main process complex is a substitution transition, with tag complex

and it is associated to submodule complex which is also displayed by the figure.

The interface of a substitution transition constitutes of the input and output places con-

nected to the substitution transition. The places are called sockets and can be input,

output or both (I/O). In our example, complex has two output sockets (result and

size_i) and one I/O socket (i). The interface of the submodules, the port places,

has to be connected to the interface of their substitution transition to specify the hier-

archy in the net. The relation between the interface of the substitution transition and

its submodule is realised by means of a port-socket relation. Once related, port and

socket places share the same marking. The submodule complex in our example has

port places i result and size_i and they are connected to sockets i result and

size_i respectively. Note that the markings of these places coincide. Again, although
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the names of the ports and sockets match in our example, this is not a requirement.

Basically, when a port is assigned to a socket they both provide a different view on a

single place and hence conceptually become the same compound place.

Fusion sets Besides sockets and ports, CPN tools offers fusion places to share

tokens. A fusion place is another type of compound place, that allows replicating

(cloning) the place at various parts in the specification, even across modules. In that

way, the fusion place is similar to a global variable in programming, that can be read

and modified by all connected transitions in the specification. Fusion places can also

help to declutter the net if many transitions are connected to the same place. In our

example place n is a fusion place. A fusion place has a tag that may coincide with the

name of the place. Note that the marking of fusion place n is identical in both nets.

Colour sets In CPNs, colour sets correspond to data types and colours to data

values. The colours allow for a more compact representation than traditional Petri

nets, while at the same time enhancing expressiveness. Tokens represent a data value

of some type. The colour set of a place defines the type of tokens it requires. CPN

ML language provides a predefined set of basic types inherited from standard ML that

can be used as simple colour sets. Standard ML offers string, int, bool and unit, i.e.

a colour set having only one value, typically denoted by “()”. The simple colour sets

can be used to define structured colour sets using a set of colour set constructors. In

Figure 2.9 the colour set definitions can be seen in the left panel. We have extended

the basic set with the definition of colour sets IxN (a pair of integers), IxNxCNT (a

triple of integers) and SIZE (an enumeration of colours in the colour set). In addition

we have defined three variables (i n and cnt) of type INT. The colour sets of places i ,

n, result and size i in the main net are INT INT IxN and SIZE respectively. The values

of the tokens in each place correspond to its colour set, e.g. place size i contains 14

tokens, 4 valued small, 4 valued medium and 6 valued big.

Colours of input tokens may determine the colour of output tokens, which is called

the effect of the transition. Therefore arc expressions are needed (rather than weights)

that specify the collection of tokens to be added or removed.

Expressions As can be seen in Figure 2.9, places, arcs and transitions in coloured

nets can be equipped with inscriptions. These expressions are written in CPN ML lan-

guage. As expressions can become quite complex for real-life systems, it is possible

to use functions in the expression. These expressions can be written as functions and

used at different places without cluttering the net with complex expressions.

Initial Marking Expression Expressions on places are used to denote the ini-

tial marking of a place. The initial marking is determined by evaluating initialising

expressions. Each expression must evaluate to a (multiset of) value(s) in the colour

set of the associated place. In our example there is only one initial marking, denoted

by the expression discrete(1,100) which is the distribution function for a discrete

distribution between 1 and 100.
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Arc Expressions Expressions on arcs are required evaluate to a (multiset of)

value(s) in the colour set of the associated place. The expression describes how the

occurrence of a transition removes one or more tokens from each the input place and

adds one or more tokens to each output place. The variables on arc expressions have

to be bound to the values of the tokens in the input place. The expressions allow mod-

ification of the values. For instance, transition double i consumes and produces tokens

for place new i . Tokens of this place are triples of integer values. The arc expression

modifies the token consumed by the transition and produces an new token according

the arc expression, in this case the value of the first integer is doubled and the value of

the third token is increased by one. Produced tokens can be of a different type than the

consumed token and more complex expressions are allowed. For example, transition

ready consumes a token from new i and produces tokens for result and size i . For the

place result the triple of integer values is converted into a pair of integer values. For

the place size i the third component of the triple of integer values (corresponding to

the number of firings of double i) is used to define the value of the token in place size.

Guard Expressions Expressions on transitions can be used to specify a transition

guard, i.e. an additional condition for the transition to fire. Each guard must be an

expression that evaluates to a boolean. Enabling and occurrence of transitions are

based on evaluation of guards and arc expressions. The enabling of a transition is

based on two conditions. First, the guard of the transition must be satisfied (evaluate

to true) and second, there must be sufficient tokens on the input place(s). In the main

net we use guards to specify which transition may fire for a certain value of i and n.

Only if i ≥ n transition simple is enabled and otherwise only transition read value is

enabled. Note that since n is a fusion place and i is a corresponding to socket i in the

main net, both transitions share the same tokens, they cannot be enabled together.

2.2.7 YAWL

In the late nineties the Workflow Patterns Initiative1 distilled patterns from workflow

control-flow specification approaches of a number of commercial systems and re-

search prototypes [12]. These patterns, which are language-independent, can be used

to gain comparative insight, can assist with workflow specification and can serve as a

basis for language definition. YAWL (Yet Another Workflow Language) [9] provides

comprehensive support for these control-flow patterns and can thus be considered as a

highly expressive language. This support was achieved by taking Petri nets as a start-

ing point and by observing that Petri nets have the following shortcomings in terms of

control-flow patterns support:

- It is hard to capture cancellation of (parts of) a workflow;

- Dealing with various forms of synchronisation of multiple concurrent instances

of the same activity is difficult;

- There is no direct support for the synchronisation concept that captures the no-

tion of “waiting only if you have to”.

1www.workflowpatterns.com
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Figure 2.10 YAWL control-flow concepts.

Figure 2.11 The YAWL representation of the Petri net from Figure 2.5.

The graphical manifestations of the various concepts for control-flow specification in

YAWL are shown in Figure 2.10. YAWL extends Workflow nets (see e.g. [2, 8]) with

concepts for the OR-split and the OR-join, for cancellation regions, and for multiple

instance tasks. In YAWL terminology transitions are referred to as tasks and places

as conditions. As a notational abbreviation, when tasks are in a sequence they can be

connected directly (without adding a connecting place).

Figure 2.11 depicts the YAWL representation of the Petri net presented in Figure 2.5,

with some additional features. In the figure the exclusive choice between task t1 and t2
has been replaced by an OR-join. This construct allows for partial synchronisation, i.e.

synchronisation will happen if all incoming branches are either finished, or will never

finish. For the exact semantics of this construct, we refer to [217]. Another example

of one of the features of YAWL is the multiple instance task. In Figure 2.10, task t5 is

a multiple instance task, i.e. a task for which multiple instances are started. For these

tasks the minimum and maximum (possibly unlimited) number of instances should be

specified, as well as the number of instances that should be completed before allowing

the next task to be enabled.

Worklets

Typically workflow management systems are unable to handle unexpected or devel-

opmental change occurring in the work practices they model, even though such devi-

ations are a common occurrence for almost all processes. WORKLETS provide an ap-

proach for dynamic flexibility, evolution and exception handling in workflows through

the support of flexible work practices, and based, not on proprietary frameworks, but

on accepted ideas of how people actually work.

A worklet is in fact a small, self-contained, complete workflow process, designed to

perform (or substitute for) one specific task in a larger parent process. The WORKLETS

approach provides each task of a process instance with the ability to be associated
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Figure 2.12 RDR tree.

with an extensible repertoire of actions (worklets), one of which is contextually and

dynamically bound to the task at runtime.

The actual worklet selection process is achieved by the evaluation of a hierarchical

set of rules, called the Ripple Down Rules (RDR) [59]. An RDR Knowledge Base is

a collection of simple rules of the form “if condition, then conclusion” conceptually

arranged in a binary tree structure (Figure 2.12). The tree contains nodes that consist

of a condition (a Boolean expression) and a conclusion (a reference to a worklet).

During the selection, nodes are evaluated by applying the current context of the case

and the task instance. After evaluation, the corresponding branch is taken for the

evaluation of the next node. The right (exception) branch is taken when the condition

holds, the left (else) branch is taken when the condition is violated. If the condition

holds in a terminal node, then its conclusion is taken, i.e. that associated worklet is

selected. For example, worklet 4 is selected if conditions 1 and 4 hold. In case the

condition of a terminal node is violated, then for terminal nodes on a true branch the

conclusion of the parent node is taken, whereas for terminal nodes on a false branch the

conclusion of node with the last satisfied condition is taken. If, for instance, condition

5 is violated, worklet 3 is selected.

For new exceptions, the RDR can be extended and new worklets may be added to

the repertoire of a task, at any time (even during process execution) as different ap-

proaches to completing the task are developed. Most importantly, the method used to

handle an exception is captured by the system, and so a history of the event and the

method used to handle it, is recorded for future instantiations. In this way, the process

model undergoes a dynamic natural evolution, thus avoiding the problems normally

associated with workflow change, such as migration and version control.

2.3 Event Logs

Modern information systems log their activities (process steps) occurring in the con-

text of the business processes they support. Process mining techniques [13, 6] allow

for the extraction of information from event logs of processes, as described in Chapter
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1.1.3. We assume that events in the log are uniquely associated with the activities in

the process. An event corresponds to the occurrence of an activity. The attributes of

an event are the activity name and possible additional parameters such as time stamp,

executing resource and data attributes. Activities are executed in the context of a pro-

cess instance, i.e. a single enactment of a process such as a treatment process for a

specific patient. Process instances are identified by process instance identifiers.

Figure 2.13 depicts an example of an event log. This event log contains the events

of two instances for one process. There are five different attributes in the log: event

name, time stamp, event type, resource, and cost. Events can have many different

attributes and not every event has the same attributes. Each event is unique, and is

identified by its event identifier.

Definition 2.3.1 (Event).
We denote the universe of events by E , i.e. the set of all possible event identifiers, and

E ⊆ E is a set of events.

Attribute Value Pairs The universe of attributes (i.e. the properties of an event)

is denoted as P , and we writeP ⊆P for the set of attributes. We use I to denote the

universe of process instances. We assume the existence of a function pid : E → I

that maps each event to its process instance. We use Vθ to denote the universe of

values for a certain attribute θ ∈ P . For each attribute θ ∈ P , we assume there

exists a partial function πθ that maps an event to an attribute value, i.e. πθ : E → Vθ,

e.g. πCost : E → Z. In case there is no attribute value pair for an event, the result is

undefined (⊥). A set of value functions over the universe of attributes is denoted as

Π, and the universe of attribute value pairs is denoted by X , where X = {(θ, v) | θ ∈
P ∧ v ∈ Vθ}. We denote the universe of attribute value sets as 2X .

Example 2.3.2 (Event, pid, and π).
Consider the set of events depicted in Figure 2.13, E = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Events 2, 3

and 4 belong to the same process instance, i.e. pid(2) = pid(3) = pid(4) =caseA.

The attributes for event 3 are Name, Time stamp, Type and Resource. The event

type values for all log events are the same, i.e. πType(1) = πType(2) = πType(3) =

πType(4) = πType(5) =complete. The time stamp values, on the other hand, are dif-

ferent, e.g. πTime stamp(2) = 14:30:15 and πTime stamp(3) = 14:35:18. Furthermore,

not all events have a cost attribute, e.g. πCost(2) = 15, whereas πCost(3) = ⊥.

A log is a collection of events, with a mapping pid that associates each event to a

process instance, a set of attributes, and a set of functions that for each attribute, map

events to attribute values. The events in the log are typically represented as trace, i.e.

a sequence of events for a particular process instance, ordered by a non-decreasing

time stamp, e.g. σ = 〈2, 3, 4〉 is a trace in Figure 2.13.

Definition 2.3.3 (Event log, event trace).
An event log is a 4-tuple L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP), where

• pid is a function that maps an event to a process instance.

• T E is a set of event traces, where an event trace is a sequence of events σ ∈ E ∗,
such that (1) all events of σ belong to the same process instance, (2) each event
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Event Attributes

Event Instance id Name Time stamp Type Resource Cost

e ∈ E pid(e) ∈ I πname(e) πtime(e) πtype(e) πresource(e) πCost(e)

2 caseA Open File 14:30:15 complete John 15
3 caseA Update File 14:35:18 complete Mary
4 caseA Close File 15:27:58 complete

1 caseB Open File 11:22:38 complete John 15
5 caseB Close File 17:05:00 complete

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 2.13 An event log depicted as table.

of σ appears only once in the sequence and (3) time is non-decreasing, i.e. σ

is such that for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ |σ| − 1 : pid(σ(i)) = pid(σ( j)), σ(i) , σ( j) and

πtime(σ(i)) ≤ πtime(σ( j)).

• P is the set of attributes that is known in the context of the log.

• ΠP is a set of functions, such that for each log attribute θ ∈ P, there is one

function that maps events to attribute values πθ : E → Vθ.

We denote the universe of event traces as T E .

Note that, in our definition of the log we allow multiple traces belonging to the same

process instance. This allows us to handle with the prefixes and subtraces of a trace

within the same log context. In absence of time stamps, we assume events to be

ordered by their occurrence. Similar to events, traces can have associated attributes.

Without further definition, we extend πθ to work on traces as well.

2.3.1 Log Filtering

Sometimes, logs contain events from different abstraction levels, for instance a hospi-

tal log may contain events on system level (messages from communication between

diagnostic machines), administration level (registration of a patient), care level (con-

ducted therapies for a patient), and so on. Depending on the level of interest, events

might be considered to be irrelevant. For the selection of the events, we characterise

the events by their contents, i.e. their attribute value pairs, rather than by their unique

identifiers. For this purpose we introduce the attribute value set function that yields

the set of attribute value pairs for an event.

Definition 2.3.4 (Attribute Value Set Function).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be a log, σ ∈ T E a trace, S attr ⊆P a selection of attributes,

and e ∈ σ an event, then setav : E × 2P → 2X , where setav(e, S attr) = {(θ, πθ(e)) | θ ∈
S attr}.

It is possible to generate an attribute value set for an event on attributes that are not

specified for the event, and even on the entire universe of attribute, however, the values

of those attributes will be undefined.
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Example 2.3.5 (Attribute Value Set Function).
Let S attr = {Name, Time stamp, Type, Resource}, and P \ S attr = {θ1, θ2, . . . , θn},
then setav(3, S attr) = {(Name,Update File), (Time stamp, 14:35:18), (Type, complete),

(Resource,Mary)}, and setav(3,P) = {(Name,Update File), (Time stamp, 14:35:18),

(Type, complete), (Resource,Mary), (θ1,⊥), (θ2,⊥), . . . , (θn,⊥)}.

Next, we use the attribute value set representation to characterise the events to be

removed from the trace by event projection, e.g. to remove the “Update File” events.

Event projection is a filtering operation that restricts the number of events in a trace,

based on some properties of an event.

Definition 2.3.6 (Event Projection).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be a log, σ ∈ T E a trace, and S avp ⊆X be a selection (set)

of attribute value pairs, then event projection (event : T E × 2X → T E ) is a function

that retains all events of σ that have their attribute as specified by the selection S avp,

i.e. event(σ, S avp) = 〈e | e ∈ σ, S avp ⊆ setav(e,P)〉.

Example 2.3.7 (Event Projection).
Let σ = 〈2, 3, 4〉 be an event trace (cf. Figure 2.13), and suppose we are inter-

ested in events related to file updates, i.e. S avp = {(Name,Update File)}, then

event(σ, S avp) = 〈3〉.

In some cases it can be reasonable to consider a specific time frame within a trace,

for instance the initial event(s) of an instance, or the most recent events. For example,

for the evaluation of some condition of a patient only the most recent measurements

are considered to be relevant, not those that were taken years ago. Window projection

specifies the subsequence of interest. The window can be specified by an interval

between two points. A point can be a concrete event (e.g. the last occurrence of an

event with a specific event name), or it can be characterised by some condition on the

event (e.g. the ith event from the trace). Alternatively, the window can be specified by

some width before or after a specified point, for example specified by a time interval

or an interval.

In practice there exists a wide variety of logs. To reduce the implementation efforts for

supporting different logs a common log format for process mining has been proposed

adopted by the IEEE taskforce on process mining [108]. OpenXES is a reference

implementation of the XES standard for storing and managing event log data. The

XES standard replaces the MXML format [13] to offer more flexibility. Figure 2.14

describes the UML scheme for the XES format.

The XES core standard is mainly concerned with defining the general structure of

event log data [65]. The XElement and XID serve the purpose of uniquely identi-

fying all elements. The XLog is the container for a set of traces which have been

obtained from the same type of behaviour. The XTrace is an ordered set of events

for an instance, where the order defines the sequence which the events are observed.

XEvent corresponds to a single, concrete observation of any activity in one instance

of a process. Events are part of a trace.

The actual information contained in the event logs is stored in attributes, represented

by XAttributes that implement the XAttributable interface. Attributes can be at-
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Figure 2.14 UML Schema of the XES Standard and Extension Inter-
face [65].

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<log xes.version="1.0" xes.features="arbitrary-depth" openxes.version="1.0RC7"

xmlns="http://code.deckfour.org/xes">
...
<trace>

<string key="concept:name" value="caseB.0"/>
<event>

<string key="org:resource" value="John"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2010-11-21T11:22:38.000+01:00"/>
<string key="concept:name" value="OpenFile"/>
<string key="lifecycle:transition" value="complete"/>

</event>
<event>

<string key="org:resource" value="Frank"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2010-11-21T17:05:00.000+01:00"/>
<string key="concept:name" value="CloseFile"/>
<string key="lifecycle:transition" value="complete"/>

</event>
</trace>
<trace>

<string key="concept:name" value="caseA.0"/>
<event>

<string key="org:resource" value="John"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2010-11-21T14:30:15.000+01:00"/>
<string key="concept:name" value="OpenFile"/>
<string key="lifecycle:transition" value="complete"/>

</event>
<event>

<string key="org:resource" value="Mary"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2010-11-21T14:35:18.000+01:00"/>
<string key="concept:name" value="UpdateFile"/>
<string key="lifecycle:transition" value="complete"/>

</event>
<event>

<string key="org:resource" value="John"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2010-11-21T15:27:58.000+01:00"/>
<string key="concept:name" value="CloseFile"/>
<string key="lifecycle:transition" value="complete"/>

</event>
</trace>

</log>

Figure 2.15 An example of a XES log.
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tached to any element of the meta model. Every attribute is identified by a string-

based key that is unique for the attributes attached to an element. The set of attribute

types is defined for strings (literals), booleans, integers, floats, time stamps and du-

rations. Standard extensions are provided for XConceptExtension, XLifecycleEx-

tension, XOrganizationalExtension, XTimeExtension, XSemanticExtension and

XClassificationExtension. For the log in Figure 2.13, the event attributes can be

captured in the standard definitions: the event name in XConceptExtension, the time

stamp in XTimeExtension, the event type in XLifecycleExtension and the resource in

XOrganizationalExtension. Figure 2.15 depicts the log from Figure 2.13 in the XES

format.

If the event attributes are not covered by the standard extension, it is possible to de-

fine an extension. The XES extension interface can be used for defining additional

information. An extension defines distinct set of attributes for the elements of the core

standard. Extensions can be defined for logs, traces, events, meta information. The

extensions are defined by a unique URI, pointing to a definition file stored on a web

server.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter we have presented the preliminaries to the research in this thesis. The

chapter provides a brief overview of first-order logic, sets, bags, sequences, func-

tions, labelled transition systems, stochastic processes, linear temporal logic, Petri

nets, coloured Petri nets, event logs and the workflow management systems DECLARE

and YAWL.



3
Flexibility for Business Processes

Business processes are often the result of a fit between the needs and capabilities of

the internal stakeholders of the business and the opportunities and threats the busi-

ness identifies in its environment [154]. The environment in which these processes

operate is typically unstable and business processes should be flexible enough to cope

with a variable and changing environment. The need for process flexibility has long

been recognised [103, 162] in the workflow and process technology communities as

a critical quality of effective business processes in order for organisations to adapt

to changing business circumstances. It ensures that the “fit” between actual business

processes and the technologies that support them are maintained in changing envi-

ronments [155]. The notion of flexibility is often viewed in terms of the ability of

an organisation’s processes and supporting technologies to adapt to these changes

[194, 67]. An alternate view promoted by Regev and Wegmann [158] is that flexi-

bility should be considered from the opposite perspective i.e. in terms of what stays

the same not what changes. Indeed, a process can only be considered to be flexible if

it is possible to change it without needing to replace it completely [157]. Hence flexi-

bility is needed to balance change and stability such that the identity of the process is

retained [158, 156].

We start this chapter in Section 3.1 with a short overview of the differences between

imperative and declarative modelling. Based on an extensive literature study [188],

we proceed with an overview of existing views and various approaches on flexibility.

Based on these results, in Section 3.3 we present a taxonomy of flexibility. Section

3.4 describes the evaluation of flexibility types in contemporary offerings. By nature,

declarative languages offer much flexibility. We present a formalisation of a declar-

ative language in Section 3.5. In Section 3.6 we present an approach to combine

different forms of flexibility, offered by different systems.

3.1 Modelling Paradigms

Most theoretical process modelling languages, such as Petri Nets [150], process al-

gebras [136] and more applied business languages like UML1 and EPCs [116] define

1www.omg.org

www.omg.org
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Figure 3.1 The difference between imperative approaches (a,b) and
declarative approaches (c,d) for loosely-structured (a,c) and structured
(b,d) processes.

direct causal relationships between activities in process models. These languages are

imperative languages, where possible execution paths have to be explicitly defined.

Opposed to this, declarative languages allow all possible execution paths that do not

violate the specified constraints of the model. In a declarative approach, the focus is

on what should be done, instead of how it should be done. Constraints are defined as

relations between tasks, e.g. in DECLARE [147, 149] (cf. Section 2.2.4), the relations

are specified LTL constraints [151, 58]. By default, all execution paths that do not

violate the constraints are allowed. In general, the more constraints are defined for a

process, the less executions are possible, i.e. constraints limit the flexibility. In that

sense, declarative languages are very flexible by nature, i.e. many execution alterna-

tives can be described by a relatively low number of constraints. A declarative model

is most flexible when it does not have any constraints. In this case, all its tasks can be

executed in any order, any number of times. To increase flexibility in an imperative

process, more execution paths have to be modelled explicitly, whereas increasing the

flexibility in declarative processes is accomplished by reducing the number of con-

straints, or weakening the existing constraints.

Figure 3.1 provides an example of both approaches. For a loosely-structured process,

there are only some constraints on the execution and many executions are possible. In

a declarative approach this can be captured by a small number of constraints, whereas

the imperative approach requires the explicit specification of all possible paths. In

structured processes there is only a limited number of allowed executions. In this

case, it is more intuitive to use the imperative approach and to specify the allowed

execution paths, than introducing all the constraints needed to restrict the behaviour.
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3.2 Overview of Existing Views on Flexibility

Many approaches to flexibility have been proposed in literature and some of these

approaches have been implemented in flexible workflow management systems, such

as ADEPT1 [160, 159, 167, 209], YAWL[9, 29, 30], FLOWER [17] and DECLARE

[147, 149]. However, a comprehensive overview of the various approaches has been

missing. In this chapter, we take a deeper look into the various ways, described in

literature, in which flexibility can be achieved. Based on these different approaches,

we propose an extensive taxonomy of flexibility.

3.2.1 Classifications

There have been a series of proposals for classifying flexibility, both in terms of the

factors which motivate it and the ways in which it can be achieved within business

processes. Jablonski [103] considers workflow flexibility in two dimensions; (1) flex-

ibility by selection and (2) flexibility by design. Flexibility by selection reflects the

situation where one of many possible (predefined) execution paths is selected. Flexi-

bility by adaptation becomes necessary when flexibility by selection is not sufficient

to cope with a particular situation.

Snowdon et al. [194] identify three causal factors: type flexibility (arising from the

diversity of information being handled), volume flexibility (arising from the amount

of information types) and structural flexibility arising from the need to operate in dif-

ferent ways. Soffer [195] differentiates between short-term flexibility, which involves

a temporary deviation from the standard way of working, and long-term flexibility,

which involves changes to the usual way of working. Carlsen et al. [51] identify a

series of desirable flexibility features for workflow systems based on an examination

of five workflow offerings using a quality evaluation framework.

Heinl et al. [103] propose a classification scheme with distinct approaches – flexi-

bility by selection, where a variety of alternative execution paths are designed into a

process, and flexibility by adaption, where a workflow is “adapted” (i.e. modified) to

meet with the new requirements. Two distinct approaches to achieving each of these

approaches are recognised: flexibility by selection can be implemented either by ad-

vance modelling (before execution time) or late modelling (during execution time)

where as flexibility by adaption can be handled either by type adaption (where the

process definition is changed but individual process instances currently running are

unaffected) or instance adaption where selected (or all) process instances are changed

to meet with new operational requirements.

Van der Aalst and Jablonski [10] adopt a similar strategy for supporting flexibility.

Moreover they propose a scheme for classifying workflow changes in detail based on

six criteria: (1) reason for change, (2) effect of change, (3) perspectives affected, (4)

kind of change, (5) when are changes allowed and (6) what to do with existing process

instances. Regev et al. [157] provide an initial attempt at defining a taxonomy of the

concepts relevant to business process flexibility. This taxonomy has three orthogo-

nal dimensions: the abstraction level of the change, the subject of the change and the
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properties of the change. Whilst it incorporates elements of the research initiatives de-

scribe above, it is not comprehensive in form and does not describes the relationships

that exist between these concepts or link them to possible realisation approaches.

In another view, flexibility is linked to exception handling. Here, an exception is

considered to be an occasional deviation from normal process behaviour [52]. The

authors categorise exceptions on expected and unexpected. Expected exceptions are

addressable if they are technologically solvable. The authors describe how each type

of addressable exceptions should be handled, i.e. either by executing the main work-

flow in a predefined, specific way; or a by executing a predefined, separate workflow.

To increase the flexibility of WFMS the authors propose to extend the functionality of

WFMS with case variables and preconditions, direct access to the workflow execution

status and jump facilities (this suggestion has been implemented by Staffware). Ku-

mar and Narasipuram [119] distinguish pre-designed flexibility which is anticipated

by the designer and forms part of the process definition and just-in-time responsive

flexibility which requires an “intelligent process manager” to deal with the variation

as it arises at runtime.

Design

There are a variety of approaches to incorporating flexibility within a design-time pro-

cess definition. Traditional process design methods [162, 121, 43] have centred on the

separation of business logic from the actual application processing and utilising con-

structs such as hierarchy, conditional elements and business rules within the process

definition to explicitly cater for various execution scenarios that might be encoun-

tered. Whilst effective, these strategies require that all possible situations be captured

a priori at design-time, an assumption that proves to be unrealistic in practice [103].

The use of exceptions [178, 200, 79] provides one means of handling expected but

infrequently occurring processing errors without requiring their explicit inclusion in

the process definition. Various techniques to implementing exception handling strate-

gies in workflow systems have been demonstrated by offerings including WAMO [78],

ConTracts [165], Exotica [38], OPERA [97, 98], TREX [199] and WIDE [54].

Another approach that has been investigated for embedding flexible constructs in busi-

ness processes involve the augmentation of control-flow routing constructs operators

based on fuzzy logic [27]. Indeed one area that offers significant opportunity for in-

creasing the potential flexibility of a business process is the replacement of the strict

graph-based structures that are generally used to describe control-flow dependencies

between the tasks in a process with other means of describing these dependencies.

ConDec [147] is a declarative language that specifies control-flow dependencies using

linear temporal logic expressions. Other research initiatives in this area have investi-

gated a variety of other means of defining control-flow including the use of process

grammars to specify dependencies between tasks and documents (i.e. data elements)

in a process [89], the introduction of the notion of “anticipation” [93] which allows

the execution of sequential tasks to overlap at the discretion of workflow users where

there are not specific data dependencies between them, the inclusion of flexible ele-

ments in process definitions that describe alternate execution options, alternate task

orderings and optional tasks [118] and basing control-flow on rule-based invariants
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that must hold during process execution [158] or constraints based on task pre and

postconditions [206] that determine when individual tasks can start and complete.

Deviation

There are some approaches that support, to some extent, executions different from the

specification. Noll [141] advocates the use of low fidelity models which specify the

major tasks and main sequence in a process, but leave the actual sequence of execution

at the discretion of the user. This essentially corresponds to a more general notion of

the case handling paradigm [17] as it allows distinct tasks in a given process instance

to be undertaken by differing users. The potential for increasing process flexibility

by allowing deviations from the specified process definition at runtime is supported in

PROSYT [64] which allows a deviation policy to be specified for a process, identifying

which forms of deviation are tolerated, together with a consistency handling policy,

which ensures any allowed deviations do not impact the overall correctness of the

system. In the context of the WASA system, Weske [64] nominates three user-initiated

operations – SkipActivity, StopActivity and RepeatActivity – that allow for deviations

from normal workflow execution.

Underspecification

Several approaches have been proposed that support the underspecification of pro-

cesses thus allowing for greater flexibility in the actual tasks initiated at runtime.

Herrmann and Loser [107] advocate the inclusion of “vagueness” in socio-technical

process definitions allowing concepts such as arc conditions and task ordering to be

deliberately omitted from models and also supporting the inclusion of specific mod-

elling constructs to identify aspects of the model that are incomplete or unspecified.

Van der Aalst advances the notion of generic process definitions [4, 3] which allow

placeholders elements (termed generic processes) to be specified in models which cor-

respond to fragments of the overall process whose actual composition is determined

at runtime. Mangan and Sadiq [127] propose an analogous scheme where a process is

partially specified as a set of fragments and the actual format of the process definition

undertaken for a given instance of the process is deferred to runtime at the discretion

of individual users. In a subsequent paper Sadiq et al. [180] describe a flexible work-

flow modelling language which incorporates “pockets of flexibility” which denote

regions of the process who actual content is determined at runtime based on work-

flow fragments(tasks or subprocesses) and composition rules that are associated with

them. The OPENflow system [99] is an example of an actual system that supports this

approach to process flexibility. Fahland [84] proposes a process definition based on

process fragments that, based on preconditions, can be combined and extended during

execution. Adams et al. [29] propose the notion of WORKLETS which allow the im-

plementation of tasks to be dynamically evolved by associating a distinct subworkflow

implementation with each of them depending in the actual context that is encountered

at runtime. A similar notion is advanced for exception handling in the form of exlets

[30]. A related but different association between tasks and subworkflows is proposed
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in van Hee [101]. Here the subworkflow is to a Petri net token that can be modified by

tasks, which enables concurrent execution of the processes at different layers.

Change

The issue of managing dynamic change to executing processes has been widely re-

searched in the fields of adaptive and evolutionary workflow [115, 83, 53, 114, 212, 57,

192, 7, 179, 117]. A number of significant research prototypes have been developed

in this area including ADEPTFLEX [159], ADOME [56], CBRFlow [208], DYNAMITE

[102], MILANO [33], WASA2 [212] and YAWL WORKLETS [28]. A comprehensive

evaluation of various approaches (both conceptual and implementation-based) to man-

aging dynamic changes to workflow processes is presented by Rinderle et al. in [167].

As a means of comparing various approaches to process change, Weber et al. [209]

have proposed a set of 17 change patterns and six change support features. In [82],

Ellis and Keddara propose ML-DEWS, a modelling language for specifying changes

in workflow systems.

One difficulty associated with managing dynamic change is avoiding the “dynamic

change bug” [83] where the migration of individual process instances from the old

process model introduces errors. Van der Aalst [5] proposes an approach for managing

this issue by calculating the safe change region which a case must be in if a workflow

change is to be successfully facilitated. Günter et al. [95] have developed a framework

for integrating adaptive process management and process mining techniques which

enables the exploitation of change information extracted from process change logs.

3.2.2 Patterns

Different authors have worked on the specifications of patterns in the area of flexibility.

Patterns for exception handling strategies in workflows are introduced by Russell et

al. [175]. The authors identify five different types of exceptions: work-item failure,

deadline expiry, resource unavailability, external trigger and constraint violation. In

the handling strategy for the exception they consider: handling on work-item level,

handling on case level and the recovery action needed to resolve the effects of the

exception.

Process change is known to be complex and is usually performed by low level change

primitives (add/delete node or edge). In [209] Weber et al. propose patterns to sup-

port process change and change support features to reduce the complexity of process

change. The patterns are divided into patterns that allow modification of (any part

of) the process definition and patterns that can be applied on predefined change re-

gions of the process definition. These are the regions where potential changes can be

performed at run-time.

The flexibility types that will be presented in this chapter have been the starting point

for further work on process flexibility. In [138] Mulyar et al. identify the requirements

addressing the aspects of process flexibility in the form of process flexibility patterns.

The semantics of the patterns are illustrated by means of Coloured Petri Nets. In their

work, the flexibility by change is divided into flexibility by momentary change and
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flexibility by permanent change. For momentary change, the changes are introduced

at the instance level and do not affect other process instances, whereas for permanent

change may be introduced at the level of the process definition, affecting multiple

instances.

3.3 Taxonomy of Flexibility

First, we present four distinct types of process flexibility and describe how each of

the flexibility types operates. We present a taxonomy of flexibility types where we

elaborate on the following aspects:

motivation the rationale for the flexibility type;

definition a concise description of the flexibility type;

scope the situations and domains to which the flexibility type applies;

realisation options a set of attributes and/or operational criteria which characterise

the manner in which the flexibility type can be effected;

example an illustrative example of its usage; and

discussion problems that could be encountered when implementing the flexibility

type and recommendations on how these problems might be addressed.

3.3.1 Flexibility by Design

Motivation When a process operates in a varying operational environment, it is

desirable to incorporate support for the various known execution alternatives within

the process definition. At runtime, the most appropriate execution path can be selected

from those encoded in the design time process definition.

Definition Flexibility by Design is the ability to incorporate alternative execution

paths within a process definition at design time such that selection of the most appro-

priate execution path can be made at runtime for each process instance.

Scope Flexibility by design applies to any process which may have multiple exe-

cution traces.

Realisation options The most common options for realisation of flexibility by

design are listed below. It is not the intention of this section to give a complete

overview of all options.

• parallelism – the ability to execute a set of tasks in parallel;

• choice – the ability to select one or more tasks for subsequent execution from a

set of available tasks;

• iteration – the ability to repeatedly execute a task2;

2Note that iteration can be seen as a particular type of choice, where the join precedes the
split
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• interleaving – the ability to execute each of a set of tasks in any order such that

no tasks execute concurrently;

• multiple instances – the ability to execute multiple concurrent instances of a

task; and

• cancellation – the ability to withdraw a task from execution now or at any time

in the future.

The notions above are thoroughly described in the workflow patterns [176] and have

been widely observed in a variety of imperative languages. We argue that these con-

cepts are equally applicable in a declarative setting which has a much broader reper-

toire of constraints that allow for flexibility by design. Furthermore, in declarative

approaches the design of flexible processes is stimulated. In contrast to imperative

approaches, the designer does not have to explicitly include the concepts in the model,

i.e. putting effort to include flexibility to the design. A declarative model without

constraints captures all these concepts and designers include constraints to limit its

flexibility.

Example Figure 3.2 exemplifies a choice construct in an imperative model. The

figure depicts that after executing A, it is possible to either execute B, followed by C,

or to execute C directly. Using the choice construct, the notion of skipping tasks can

be predefined in the process definition.

A B C

Figure 3.2 Example of flexibility by design.

Discussion Realisation options can be implemented differently in various avail-

able tools. For example there are different variants of choice construct, such as exclu-

sive choice and deferred choice, which can be realised in different ways. Interested

readers are referred to the workflow patterns [176].

Describing all possible execution paths in a process definition completely at design-

time may be either undesirable from the standpoint of model complexity or impossible

due to unknown or unlimited number of possible execution paths. The following three

flexibility types provide alternative mechanisms for process flexibility.

3.3.2 Flexibility by Deviation

Motivation Some process instances need to temporarily deviate from the execu-

tion sequence described by the associated process definition in order to accommodate

changes in the operating environment encountered at runtime. For example, it may

be appropriate to swap the ordering of the register patient and perform triage tasks in

an emergency situation. The overall process model and its constituent tasks remain

unchanged, i.e. no attempts are made to relate the deviation to the model.
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Definition Flexibility by deviation is the ability for a process instance to deviate

at runtime from the execution path prescribed by the original process without altering

its process definition. The deviation can only encompass changes to the execution

sequence of tasks in the process model for a specific process instance, it does not

allow for changes in the process definition or the tasks that it comprises.

Scope The concept of deviation is particularly suited to the specification of process

definitions which are intended to guide possible sequences of execution rather than

restrict the options that are available (i.e. they are descriptive rather than prescriptive).

These specifications contain the preferred execution of the process, but other scenarios

are also possible.

Realisation options The manner in which deviation is achieved depends on the

specification approach utilised. Deviation can be seen as varying the actual tasks that

will be executed next, from those that are implied by the current set of enabled tasks in

the process instance. In imperative languages this can be achieved by applying devi-

ation operations. For declarative approaches, deviation basically occurs by violation

of optional constraints. The following set of operations characterise the support of

deviation by imperative languages:

• Undo task A: Shifting control to the moment before the execution of task A. One

point to consider with this operation is that it does not imply that the actions of

the task are undone or reversed. This may be an issue if the task uses and

changes data elements during the course of its execution. In such situations,

it may also be desirable to roll-back or compensate for the consequences of

executing the task in some way, although it is not always possible to do so, e.g.

it is not possible to reverse the effects of sending a letter.

• Redo task A: Executing disabled, but previously executed task A again, without

shifting control. This operation provides the ability to repeat a preceding task.

One possible use for the operation is to allow incorrectly entered data during

task execution to be entered again. For example after registering a patient in

a hospital and undertaking some examinations, the registration task can be re-

peated to adjust outdated or incorrect data. Note that updating of registration

data should not require medical examinations to be performed again.

• Skip task A: Passing the point of control to a task subsequent to an enabled task

A. There is no mechanism to compensate for the skipped task by executing it

at a later stage of the execution. This operation is useful for situations, where

a (knowledgeable) user decides that it is necessary to continue execution, even

though some preceding actions have not been performed. For example, in life

threatening situations it should be possible to start surgery immediately, whereas

normally the patient’s health status is evaluated before commencing surgery.

• Create additional instance of task A: Creating an additional instance of a task

that will run in parallel with process instances created on the moment of task in-

stantiation. To control the flexibility, it should be possible to limit the maximal

number of task instances running in parallel. For example, a travel agency mak-

ing trip arrangements for a group of people has to do the same arrangements if
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Figure 3.3 Example of flexibility by deviation.

the number of people travelling increases (i.e. a separate reservation has to be

done for each person).

• Invoke task A: Allows a task in the process definition that is not currently en-

abled, and has not yet been executed, to be initiated. This task is initiated im-

mediately. For example, when reviewing an insurance claim, it is suspected that

the information given may be fraudulent. In order to determine how to proceed,

the next task to be executed is deferred and a detailed investigation task (which

normally occurs later in the process) is invoked. The execution of the investiga-

tion task does not affect the thread of control in the process instance and upon

completion of the invoked task, execution continues from this point. Should the

thread of control reach a previously invoked task at a later time in a process

instance, it may be executed again or skipped on a discretionary basis.

Note that although we define deviation operations for imperative approaches only,

this does not mean that there is no notion of these deviations in declarative approaches.

Consider for example constraint “A precedes B” (cf. Appendix B), which is defined as

optional constraint. By executing B before any occurrence of A, A is actually skipped

by violating the optional precedence constraint. Another example is constraint “B is

a chain succession of A” (cf. Appendix B). Here B is skipped by executing some

task other than B, directly after A. We clearly make a distinction between deviation

for imperative and declarative approaches, due to the subtle difference in the act of

deviating. Providing a full mapping of deviation operations to declarative constraints

is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Example Figure 3.3 exemplifies flexibility by deviation by applying a skip opera-

tion. In Figure 3.3(a) task B is enabled (coloured grey). After applying skip B (Figure

3.3(b)), it is possible to execute a (currently not enabled) successor of an enabled task

B.

Discussion Deviation operations can be implemented in different ways, but never-

theless it should be possible to identify which deviations have been made during pro-

cess execution. Furthermore additional requirements for the operators can be given,

e.g. the “undo A” operation only has effect when task A has been executed previously.

Instances of tasks should be supported to handle multiple executions of the same task.

When undoing task A, it may be recorded in one of two possible ways in the exe-

cution trace: either the undo task is explicitly marked as an execution action or the

occurrence of task A being undone is removed from the trace.
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3.3.3 Flexibility by Underspecification

Motivation When specifying a process definition, it might be foreseen that in the

future, during run-time execution, more execution paths will be needed which have

to be handled in accordance with the existing process definition. Furthermore, often

only during the execution of a process instance it becomes clear what needs to be done

at some specific point in the process. Where all execution paths cannot be defined

in advance, it is useful to be able to execute an incomplete process definition and

dynamically add process fragments expressing missing scenarios to it.

Definition Flexibility by underspecification is the ability to execute an incomplete

process specification at run-time, i.e. one which does not contain sufficient informa-

tion to allow it to be executed to completion. Note that this type of flexibility does not

require the model to be changed at run-time, instead the model needs to be completed

by providing a concrete realisation for the undefined parts.

Scope The concept of underspecification is mostly suitable for processes where it

is clearly known in advance that the process definition will have to be adjusted at

specific points, although the exact content at this point is not yet known (and may not

be known until the time that an instance of the process is executed). This approach to

process design and enactment is particularly useful where distinct parts of an overall

process are designed and controlled by different work groups, but the overall structure

of the process is fixed. In this situation, it allows each of them to retain some degree of

autonomy in regard to the tasks that are actually executed at runtime in their respective

parts of the process, whilst still complying with the overall process definition.

Realisation options An incomplete process definition is deemed to be one which

is well-formed but does not have a detailed definition of the ultimate realisation of

every task. An incomplete process specification contains one or more so-called place-

holders. Placeholders are nodes which are marked as underspecified (i.e. their content

is unknown) and whose content is specified during the execution of these placeholders.

We distinguish two types of placeholder enactment:

• Late binding: where the realisation of a placeholder is selected from a set of

available process fragments. Note that to realise a placeholder one process frag-

ment has to be selected from an existing set of fully predefined process frag-

ments. This approach is limited to selection, and does not allow a new process

fragment to be constructed.

• Late modelling: where a new process fragment is constructed in order to re-

alise a given placeholder. Not only can a more complex process fragment be

constructed from a set of currently available process fragments, but also a new

process fragment can be developed from scratch3. Therefore late binding is en-

compassed by late modelling. Some approaches [180] limit the construction of

new models by (declarative) constraints.

3However, this should only be done highly by skilled persons
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For both approaches, the realisation of a placeholder can occur at a number of dis-

tinct times during process execution. Here, two distinct moments for realisation are

recognised:

• before placeholder execution: the placeholder is realised at commencement of

a process instance or during execution before the placeholder has been executed

for the first time.

• at placeholder execution: the placeholder is realised when the placeholder is

executed.

Placeholders can be either realised once, or be realised for every subsequent execution

of the placeholder. We distinguish two distinct realisation types:

• static realisation, where the process fragment chosen to realise the placeholder

during the first execution is used to realise the placeholder for every subsequent

execution.

• dynamic realisation, where the realisation of a placeholder can be chosen again

for every subsequent execution of this placeholder.

Example Figure 3.4(a) shows an incomplete process definition with a placeholder

task between A and C. Figure 3.4(b) illustrates the realisation of the placeholder, by

a process fragment from a linked repository of process fragments. In this figure the

realisation is done by a sequence of self-looping tasks, but it can be realised by any

well-formed process fragment.

a) before realisation

CA A X n CX1

b) after realisation

Figure 3.4 Example of flexibility by underspecification.

Discussion The process fragments available for placeholder realisation can be

stored in a so called repository. A repository can be available for one or more pro-

cesses, just for a particular task or for a set of tasks. If the repository of available

process fragments is large, it can be difficult to select the appropriate fragment from

the collection. Meta-information can be defined for process fragments to facilitate the

selection process, e.g. it is not realistic to expect a healthcare provider manually se-

lecting the Petri net definition associated with his chosen treatment plan. Also process

mining techniques may help to suggest the fragments that have been chosen before in

similar situations. Another aspect we did not discuss so far, is the data aspect. Based

on the available data, provided by the higher level process, some process fragments

may be unavailable as they require data that is not available.
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Figure 3.5 Change Operations

3.3.4 Flexibility by Change

Motivation In some cases, events that occur during process execution were not

foreseen during process design. Sometimes these events cannot be addressed by tem-

porary deviations from the existing process definition, but require the addition or re-

moval of tasks or links from the process definition on a permanent basis. This may

necessitate changes to the process model for one or several process instances. When

the extent of the change is more significant, it may be necessary to change the process

model for all currently executing instances and also those that will be executed in the

future.

Definition Flexibility by Change is the ability to modify a process definition at

run-time for one or more process instances, such that the process definition associated

with those instances is amended to realise previously unforeseen behaviour. Unlike

the previous three flexibility types, the model constructed at design time is modified.

Scope Flexibility by change allows processes to adapt to changes that are identified

in the operating environment. Changes may be introduced both at process instance and

process type levels.

Realisation options The process definition can be changed by extending or by

reducing the set of activities in the definition, or by re-linking the activities, as depicted

in Figure 3.5. For flexibility by change we distinguish the following variation points,

which are partly based on [10].

Effect of change Defines whether changes are performed on the level of a process

instance or on the level of the process definition, and what is the impact of the change

on the new process instances.

• Momentary change (also known as change at instance level): a change affecting

the execution of one or more selected process instances. The change performed

on a given process instance does not affect any future instances.

• Evolutionary change (also known as change at type level): a change caused by

modification of the process definition, affecting all new process instances.
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b) after "delete B"

A C A

a) before "delete B"

B C

Figure 3.6 Example of flexibility by change.

Moment of allowed change Specifies the moment at which changes can be

introduced in a given process instance or a process definition.

• Entry time: changes can be performed only at the moment the process instance

is created. After the process instance has been created, no changes can be intro-

duced to the given process instance any more. Momentary changes performed

at entry time affect only a given process instance. The result of evolutionary

changes performed at entry time is that all new process instances have to be

started after the change of the process definition has been performed, and no

existing process instances are affected (they continue execution according to

the associated process definition).

• On-the-fly: changes can be performed at any point in time during process execu-

tion. Momentary changes, performed on-the-fly, correspond to customisation of

a given process instance during its execution. Evolutionary changes performed

on-the-fly impact both existing and new process instances. The new process in-

stances are created according to the new process description, while the existing

process instances may need to migrate from the existing process definition to

the new process definition.

Migration strategy Defines what to do with running process instances that are

impacted by an evolutionary change.

• Forward recovery: affected process instances are aborted.

• Backward recovery: affected process instances are aborted (compensated if nec-

essary) and restarted.

• Proceed: changes introduced are ignored by the existing process instances. Ex-

isting process instances are handled the old way, and new process instances are

handled the new way.

• Transfer: the existing process instances are transferred to a corresponding state

in the new process definition.

Example In Figure 3.6(a) we show a process definition that at some moment is

changed into the process definition depicted in Figure 3.6(b) by removing task B. The

effect of this change is that instances of the new process definition are skipping task B

permanently.

Discussion To apply changes to a process definition, one needs to have a thor-

ough understanding of processes as the change may lead to run-time errors, such as

deadlocks, missing data or migration problems. The application of change patterns

[209] guarantee correctness of the change with respect to the control flow, according
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to criteria as presented in [167]. In addition, constraints from the application domain

should be taken into account. For example, from the control flow perspective it might

be allowed to swap to tasks, but it may be required by the domain that one is preceded

by the other. Changes introduced in a process definition may imply the need to mi-

grate running instances. Potentially, not all existing instances can adjust in accordance

with the new process definition. In order to ensure that successful migration of all ex-

isting process instances, rules restricting a kind and amount of allowed changes have

to be introduced [7]. In some situations, however, the required change goes beyond

the allowed changes and migration problems.

3.3.5 Overview

Figure 3.7 illustrates the distinction between the flexibility types in isolation, in terms

of the time at which the specific flexibility options need to be configured (1) at design-

time, as part of the process definition, or (2) at run-time via facilities in the process

execution environment. It also shows the relative completeness of the process defini-

tion for each flexibility type at run-time.

Flexibility by underspecification works on the basis of an incomplete process defini-

tion. Combined with late binding only, it just offers design-time configuration options,

i.e. only the fragments that have been defined during design-time can be selected at

run-time. However, when combined with late modelling, also run-time configuration

options are offered by providing means to define and select fragments at run-time. In

the spectrum of options, flexibility by design distinguishes itself by being the flexibil-

ity type that is only configurable at design-time, i.e. at design-time the set of possible

execution paths is fixed. Hence increasing flexibility corresponds to making this set

bigger. Both flexibility by deviation and flexibility by change work with complete

process definitions. For both types, the configuration options are only available at

run-time. Although very similar, only flexibility by change affects the process defini-

tion both at instance and type level, whereas flexibility by deviation does not affect the

process definition at all, i.e. the model and the reality no longer match after deviation.

To summarise:

Flexibility by design: for handling anticipated changes in the operating environ-

ment, where supporting strategies can be defined at design-time.

Flexibility by deviation: for handling occasional unforeseen changes, where differ-

ences with the expected behaviour are minimal.

Flexibility by underspecification: for handling anticipated changes in the operat-

ing environment, where strategies cannot be defined at design-time, because the

final strategy is not known in advance or is not generally applicable.

Flexibility by change: either for handling occasional unforeseen changes, where

differences require process adaptations, or for handling permanent unforeseen

changes.
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Figure 3.7 Flexibility Type spectrum.

3.4 Evaluation of Flexibility in Contemporary Offer-

ings

In this section, we present the result of an evaluation of contemporary offering with

respect to the taxonomy presented in Section 3.3. We concentrate on the AristaFlow

BPM suite (version 1.0.0 r146) [66], an industrial spin-off of the academic ADEPT2

system [160, 159, 167, 209], YAWL4 (version 8.2b) [9, 29, 30], FLOWER (version

3.0) [17] and DECLARE (version 1.0) [147, 149]. The specific set of systems has been

because they allow for more flexibility than classical workflow systems. Moreover,

they cover distinct areas of the PAIS technology spectrum, like adaptive workflow

(AristaFlow), case handling (FLOWER) and declarative workflow (DECLARE). Table

3.8 shows whether a system receives full (+), partial (+/-) or no support (-) for an

evaluation criterion. A full description of the evaluation criteria and results can be

found in [188].

Flexibility by design can be provided in several ways. Parallelism, choice and iteration

are fully supported by all systems. Interleaving, multiple instances and cancellation

are not supported by all systems, but they are all supported by YAWL and DECLARE.

Although, not reflected in Table 3.8, DECLARE offers more flexibility by design than

the other systems. Due to the declarative nature of the language, the designer is en-

abled and stimulated to leave choices to users at run-time. Flexibility by deviation is

mostly supported by FLOWER and DECLARE despite their distinct conceptual foun-

dations. FLOWER achieves this by supporting almost all of the deviation operations,

whereas DECLARE allows for violation of optional constraints. Flexibility by un-

derspecification is only directly supported by YAWL (through its worklet service).

AristaFlow does not directly support underspecification, but it is possible to define a

subprocess for a placeholder activity, where the appropriate procedure can be selected,

or further defined. In contrast to the worklet service, AristaFlow does not provide a

decision system for the selection of the subprocess. Decision rules have to be speci-

4The evaluation of YAWL includes the so-called Worklet Service.
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Figure 3.8 Evaluation results for flexibility in systems.

fied manually. Flexibility by change is only supported by AristaFlow and DECLARE.

Although it is possible to upload new process definitions at run-time in YAWL and

FLOWER there is no system support and in the case of FLOWER it is even highly

dissuaded in the user guide [207], since it may lead to unforeseen problems and even

deadlocks. DECLARE is the only offering supporting both momentary and evolution-

ary change. The migration strategy for evolutionary change in DECLARE is to either

transfer an instance to the new process definition, if possible, or otherwise, to proceed.

None of the evaluated systems provides the full range of flexibility. YAWL focuses on

providing flexibility by design and underspecification (WORKLETS), AristaFlow on

flexibility by change (adaptive workflow), FLOWER on flexibility by deviation (case

handling) and DECLARE provides flexibility in different areas: design and deviation,

and change.

Declarative approaches are very flexible by nature in the sense that everything that is

not forbidden, is allowed, without specifying how do this. Due to this nature of declar-

ative approaches, they offer the least support for users during execution by guiding

them in what to do. Full support of flexibility types will be the topic of the remainder

of this thesis. First we elaborate on a complete coverage of the flexibility spectrum by

one approach in Section 3.5, and then we take a deeper look into combining different

approaches in Section 3.6.

3.5 Formalisation of Flexibility Concepts for Constraint-

Based Models

DECLARE is a constraint-based language that supports most of the flexibility types.

In this section we provide a formalisation for constraint-based language that capture

flexibility by design, deviation and change. An extension with flexibility by under-

specification is discussed informally.
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Figure 3.9 The repair process specified by Declare’s ConDec con-
straints. The model contains three activities and four constraints
(c1,c2,c3,c4). The type of the constraints is depicted by different line
styles of the constraints. Mandatory constraints are depicted by solid
lines, optional constraints by dashed lines.

3.5.1 Constraint-Based Models

The formalisation for constraint-based models, presented in [149], allowed for flex-

ibility by selection, deviation and change. Before we introduce a formalisation that

entails all flexibility types in the next section, we first provide the basic concepts for

constraint-based models without hierarchy and underspecification.

In constraint-based models the execution of models is controlled by rules, i.e. con-

straints on activities to which the executed process should comply. An activity is an

atomic piece of work that is executed by a resource. Constraints restrict the behaviour,

i.e. constraints define the boundaries within which activities can be executed. In DE-

CLARE (cf. Section 2.2.4) a graphical notation is used to represent constraints speci-

fied in LTL [151, 58] (cf. Section 2.2.3). Figure 3.9 depicts a DECLARE model with

three activities Replace, Repair and Test and four constraints c1, c2, c3 and c4. Con-

straint c1 specifies that Replace can be executed at most once. Constraint c2 specifies

that Replace and Repair are not allowed to occur together in an execution. Constraint

c3 specifies that every Replace should eventually be followed by a Test. Constraint c4

specifies that every Repair should eventually be followed by a Test. The LTL speci-

fication for DECLARE’s ConDec constraints c1 (absence 2), c2 (not co-existence) and

c3, c4 (response) can be found in Appendix B.

We use C to denote the universe of constraints and we write C ⊆ C for the set of

constraints. Furthermore, we use A to denote the universe of activities and we write

A ⊆ A for the set of activities. A ∗ denotes the set of all sequences over A . We say

that c ∈ C is a constraint over A ⊆ A , if it does not mention any activity a < A. A

constraint is a boolean expression that evaluates to true or false on a trace σ ∈ A ∗.
If a constraint c evaluates to true for a trace σ ∈ A ∗, then we say that σ satisfies c,

denoted as σ � c, otherwise we denote it as σ 2 c.

The execution of an activity is an event can be logged (cf. Section 2.3). The event

name for logging corresponds to the activity. Relevant attributes might be logged

as well, such as the time stamp. In the remainder, we use the sequence of executed
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activities, rather than the logged events to execute constraint-based workflow. This

sequence directly provides all the activities on which our constraints are based. How-

ever, it is possible to derive the set of constraints from the log, as described in [126].

Note that these logs are not necessarily logs from constraint-based workflows.

Constraints define the boundaries within which activities can be executed. To support

deviation in our framework we distinguish two types of constraints. Mandatory con-

straints are constraints that may never be violated. By contrast, optional constraints

are constraints that preferably should be followed, but may be violated, if needed.

In DECLARE the optional constraints are depicted by dashed lines. In Figure 3.9,

constraint c3 is an optional constraint. In principle, every Repair should eventually

be followed by a Test, but violations are allowed. A constraint model is defined as

follows.

Definition 3.5.1 (Constraint Model).
A constraint model is defined as a triple (A,C, type), where

- A ⊆ A is a set of activities in the model,

- C ⊆ C is a set of constraints where every element c ∈ C is a constraint overA,

- type : C → {mandatory, optional} is a function that defines whether constraints

are mandatory or optional.

The type function plays an important role in deviation as it can distinguish between

optional and mandatory constraints.

Example 3.5.2 (Constraint model for the repair example).
The constraint model m = (A,C, type) for the repair process, depicted in Figure 3.9,

is A = {Repair,Replace,Test}, C = {c1, c2, c3, c4}, type(c1) = mandatory, type(c2) =

mandatory, type(c3) = optional and type(c4) = mandatory.

Note that in a constraint-base workflow, the constraint model has in fact several in-

stances that are associated to the process instances of the workflow. For simplicity, we

abstract from model instances in this introduction.

Satisfaction of Constraint-Based Models

The satisfaction of a constraint depends on the execution trace. For DECLARE, the sat-

isfaction relation is defined by the LTL semantics, in which we can make propositions

about activities. To satisfy a constraint model, the trace must satisfy every constraint

from the model.

Definition 3.5.3 (Satisfaction of a Constraint Model).
Let m = (A,C, type) be a constraint model, and σ ∈ A ∗. Then

σ � m ⇐⇒ σ � C ⇐⇒ ∀c ∈ C : σ � c.

Example 3.5.4 (Satisfaction).
Let m be the repair process (cf. Example 3.5.2) depicted in Figure 3.9, where c4 a

response constraint over Repair and Test, defined (cf. Appendix B) as:

c4 : �(Repair ⇒ ^(Test)).
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During execution, the satisfaction of the constraint may change, e.g. 〈〉 � c3, 〈Test〉 �
c4, 〈Test,Repair〉 2 c4, 〈Test,Repair,Repair〉 2 c4, and 〈Test,Repair,Repair,Test〉 �
c4.

A trace satisfies the model, iff all the constraints in the model are satisfied (cf. Defi-

nition 3.5.3). For example, let σ = 〈Replace,Repair,Test〉, then σ 2 m, since σ � c1,

σ 2 c2, σ � c3, and σ � c4.

This example shows that during execution the trace can violate a constraint and sat-

isfy the constraint later by executing some activity. The intention of constraints is to

define conditions that should hold on the completed traces of instances. Therefore

we distinguish between temporary and permanent violations during execution. Trace

〈Test,Repair〉 is an example of a temporary violation in the repair process. The trace

is still satisfiable, for instance, after the next execution of Test, the trace satisfies the

constraints of the repair process. In contrast, 〈Replace,Repair〉 2 m is an example of

a permanent violation, there is no continuation of the execution that can satisfy c2.

Next, we introduce an evaluation function that determines whether a constraint model

is satisfied, violated or satisfiable.

Definition 3.5.5 (Evaluation of a Model).
Let m = (A,C, type) be a constraint model and σ ∈ A ∗. Then the evaluation function

eval is defined as

eval(σ, (A,C, type)) =



















satisfied if σ � C;

satisfiable if (σ 2 C) ∧ (∃γ ∈ A+ : σ; γ � C);

violated otherwise.

To distinguish violations of optional and mandatory constraints, we define an opera-

tion to remove optional constraints from a constraint model.

Definition 3.5.6 (Mandatory Version of a Constraint Model).
Let m = (A,C, type) be a constraint model, then the mandatory version of m is µ(m) =

(A,C′, type′), where C′ = {c ∈ C | type(c) = mandatory } and ∀c ∈ C′ : type′(c) =

mandatory.

Example 3.5.7 (Deviation).
Again, let m be the repair process (cf. Example 3.5.2) depicted in Figure 3.9 and

suppose the completed trace is σ = 〈Replace〉. The violation of c3 is detected for the

original constraint model, i.e. σ 2 m. In the mandatory version of the model, the

violation of optional constraints is accepted, i.e. σ � µ(m).

Once a constraint model has been defined, we can verify whether it contains dead

activities and conflicts. We call an activity a dead activity, when all traces containing

this activity, violate the constraints. We say that the model contains a conflict, when

there are no traces that could (eventually) satisfy the constraints.

Definition 3.5.8 (Dead activity).
Let m = (A,C, type) and a ∈ A. Then a is a dead activity in m if ∀σ ∈ A ∗ : a ∈ σ⇒
σ 2 C.
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Definition 3.5.9 (Conflict).
Let m = (A,C, type), then there is a conflict in m if ∀σ ∈ A ∗ : σ 2 C.

3.5.2 Constraint-Based Workflow

A constraint workflow contains several running instances, each related to a constraint

model and a sequence of actions performed by the instance up to the current moment.

The framework we develop here should support changes of the constraint model by

redefining restrictions on the behaviour at run time. Moreover, we want to be able to

change a constraint model for a cluster of instances, which could be e.g. all instances

related to the handling of complaints at an insurance department. For this purpose, we

introduce the notion of constraint model identifiers. This identifier is then mapped to

one of the constraint models from the universe. Instances, in their turn, are mapped to

a constraint model identifier.

Definition 3.5.10 (Constraint-Based Workflow State).
A constraint-based workflow state is a tuple w = (Pid,Mid, inst,model, trace), where

- Pid is a set of process instance identifiers,

- Mid is a set of constraint model instance identifiers,

- inst : Pid →Mid is a function that maps process instances to model instances,

- model : Mid →M is a function that maps model instances to constraint mod-

els,

- trace : Pid → A ∗ is a function that maps process instances to execution traces.

The initial state of the workflow is defined as w = (∅, ∅, inst,model, trace), where

∀pid ∈Pid : inst(pid) = ⊥, trace(pid) = ⊥, and ∀mid ∈Mid : model(mid) = ⊥.

Figure 3.10 depicts a mapping from instances of Pid to identifiers inMid and a map-

ping from identifiers to constraint models in M . Note that some models in the uni-

verse might not be used in constraint models. Also observe that different process

instances can be mapped onto the same constraint model identifier, i.e., the same con-

straint model. Even different constraint model identifiers might be mapped onto the

same constraint model, which reflects situations in which the same constraint model

is used in different contexts. For instance, all inpatients are mapped to one of the

instance of a blood test constraint model, and all outpatients are mapped to another

instance of the same constraint model.

The behaviour of the constraint-based workflow can now be described by transitions

from one workflow state to another, starting from the initial state (cf. Definition

3.5.10). The constraint-based workflow transitions are:

- instantiation of a process instance,

- creation of a model instance,

- execution of an activity by a process instance, and

- termination of a process instance.

We can easily instantiate a process instance on a constraint model instance in a work-

flow by extending the set of process instances, associating the process instance to the

constraint model instance, and adding an empty trace for this process instance to the

trace mapping.
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Figure 3.10 The mapping (inst) from process instances to constraint
model instances, and the mapping (model) from constraint model in-
stances to constraint models in the constraint-based workflow.

Definition 3.5.11 (Instantiation (w
pid ,mid

−→ w′)).
Let w = (Pid,Mid, inst,model, trace), pid < Pid, and mid ∈ Mid. Then w can take step

(pid,mid) to state:

w′ = (Pid ∪ {pid},Mid, inst ⊕ (pid,mid),model, trace ⊕ (pid, 〈〉)).

Constraint models from the universe can be added to the workflow by adding a fresh

constraint model instance identifier to the set of constraint model instances, and link-

ing the identifier to the required constraint model.

Definition 3.5.12 (Creation (w
mid ,m
−→ w′)).

Let w = (Pid,Mid, inst,model, trace), mid < Mid, and m ∈ M . Then w can take step

(mid,m) to state:

w′ = (Pid,Mid ∪ mid, inst,model ⊕ (mid,m), trace).

When a process instance executes actions, the trace of the process instance is updated.

Definition 3.5.13 (Execution (w
pid ,a
−→ w′)).

Let w = (Pid,Mid, inst,model, trace), pid ∈ Pid, model ◦ inst(pid) = (A,C, type) and

a ∈ A. Then w can take step (pid, a) to state:

w′ = (Pid,Mid, inst,model, trace ⊕ (pid, trace(pid); a)).

Furthermore we call an execution:

• normal if no constraint is violated:

eval(trace(pid); a, (A,C, type)) , violated,

• deviating if only optional constraints are violated:

eval(trace(pid); a, (A,C, type)) = violated ∧
eval(trace(pid); a, µ(A,C, type)) , violated,

• invalid otherwise.

If an instance is closed, the instance will be removed, together with its trace.
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Definition 3.5.14 (Termination (w
pid

−→ w′)).
Let w = (Pid,Mid, inst,model, trace), pid ∈ Pid, inst(pid) = mid, model(mid) =

(A,C, type). Then w can take step (pid) to state:

w′ = (Pid \ {pid},Mid, inst 	 (pid,mid),model, trace 	 (pid, trace(pid))).

We call closing of an instance:

• normal if all constraints are satisfied:

eval(trace(pid), (A,C, type)) = satisfied,

• deviating if all mandatory, but not all optional constraints are satisfied:

eval(trace(pid), (A,C, type)) , satisfied ∧
eval(trace(pid), µ(A,C, type)) = satisfied,

• invalid otherwise.

3.5.3 Change

Constraint-based models can be changed by the insertion or removal of activities and

constraints in the model. Constraint-based models support both ad-hoc and evolution-

ary changes. Ad-hoc changes are typically needed to handle an exceptional situation

for one case. In contrast, evolutionary change is a change in the process that affects

the future execution of the process, so all future instances.

Although the goal of evolutionary change is different from the intent of ad-hoc change,

the principles are similar. In fact, evolutionary change can be considered an iteration

of add-hoc change over all processes in the workflow.

The constraint-based models offer flexibility by design (cf. Section 3.3.1) by the

specification of constraints. The more constraints are added to the model, the more

restricted the execution will be. In addition, these models provide flexibility by devi-

ation (cf. Section 3.3.2) by allowing users of constraint-based workflows to deviate

from preferred behaviour by violation of optional constraints. By introducing model

instances, the framework presented in Section 3.5.1 can also support ad-hoc and evo-

lutionary changes (cf. Section 3.3.4).

Overview of Change Types Figure 3.11 illustrates the different change types

for constraint-based workflows. In Figure 3.11(a) four instances are depicted, of which

i1, i2, i3 are instances of constraint model m1. Instance i4 is an instance of m4. Con-

straint model m2 has no process instances yet and m3 is not part of the constraint work-

flow. In the remainder of this section we will explain all change types, by describing

changes performed on the original workflow, depicted in Figure 3.11(a). Dashed lines

denote a remapping of inst or model with respect to the original workflow.

Figure 3.11(b) shows a possible ad-hoc change. Suppose we would like to perform an

ad-hoc change on instance i3. We want this instance to use constraint model instance 2

of model m2 instead of constraint model instance 1 of model m1. If the trace of instance

i3 does not violate the constraints of the new model m2, we can remap instance i3 to

constraint model instance 2.
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Figure 3.11 Change types for constraint-based workflows. The solid lines
correspond to the situation before the change, the dashed lines correspond
to a remapping due to change.

Definition 3.5.15 (Ad-hoc change (w
δa(pid ,mid)
−→ w′)).

Let w = (Pid,Mid, inst,model, trace), pid ∈ Pid, mid ∈ Mid
5. If eval(trace(pid),

model(mid)) , violated, then w can take step (δa(pid,mid)) to state:

w′ = (Pid,Mid, inst ⊕ (pid,mid),model, trace).

Total evolutionary changes can only be performed when all instances satisfy the new

model. If this is the case, all instances will be transferred to the new model.

In Figure 3.11(c) we illustrate an example of a total evolutionary change. Suppose

we would like to transfer all instances of constraint model instance 1 for model m1

to model m2. When the traces of all process instances associated to constraint model

instance 1, satisfy model m2, we can remap constraint model instance 1 to model m2.

Definition 3.5.16 (Total evolutionary change (w
δtotal(mid ,m)
−→ w′)).

Let w = (Pid,Mid, inst,model, trace), mid ∈ Mid, and m ∈M . If ∀pid ∈ inst−1(mid) :

eval(trace(pid),m) , violated, then w can take step (δtotal(mid,m)) to state:

w′ = (Pid,Mid, inst,model ⊕ (mid,m), trace).

We also define partial evolutionary change, in which only process instances that satisfy

the new model are transferred to the new model. All other instances proceed their

execution according to the old model. An example of partial evolutionary change is

given in Figure 3.11(d). Again, suppose we would like to transfer all instances of

5Note that if mid <Mid, the ad-hoc change can be preceded by the creation of a constraint
model instance.
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constraint model instance 1 for model m1 to model m2. Then all process instances

that satisfy the constraints of model m2 are remapped to a constraint model instance

for model m2. In Figure 3.11(d) process instance i1 is not migrated, and remains an

instance of constraint model instance 1 for model m1. The other process instance are

migrated to constraint model instance 2 for model m2.

Definition 3.5.17 (Partial evolutionary change w
δpartial(mid ,mid

′,m)

−→ w′).
Let w = (Pid,Mid, inst,model, trace), mid,mid

′ ∈ Mid, model(mid
′) = m and m ∈

M . If ¬∀pid ∈ inst−1(mid) : eval(trace(pid),m) , violated, then w can take step

(δpartial(mid,mid
′,m)) to state:

w′ = (Pid,Mid, inst′,model, trace),

where inst′ : Pid →Mid, such that

inst′(pid) =

{

mid
′ ,∀pid ∈ SatPid

mid ,∀pid ∈ Pid \ SatPid

and SatPid =
{

pid ∈ Pid | inst(pid) = mid ∧ eval(trace(pid),m) , violated
}

.

Changing running processes is known to be far from trivial and several problems may

arise when running processes are changed. Traces of all running instances of the

corresponding process model should be evaluated and, if possible, the instances should

be transferred (remapped) to the new model. When this is not possible, i.e. the trace

violates the new constraints, we call this a history violation.

3.5.4 Underspecification Constraint-Based Models

In this section we informally sketch the extension of the constraint-based approach

with underspecification to support the full flexibility spectrum. For this purpose, we

extend the framework with the notion of hierarchy. We introduce placeholder activ-

ities to represent parts of the process that are unknown at design-time. During exe-

cution, the mapping from placeholder to a process fragment is realised and the place-

holder is associated to a selected model (late binding) or to a newly created model

(late modelling).

Hierarchy

In imperative languages, hierarchy helps to structure the process and to better un-

derstand and maintain the process. The structure of the hierarchical process can be

“flattened” by replacing the placeholder by the associated process fragment. At run-

time, the execution of the placeholder activity initiates the execution of an associated

process fragment. In case of dynamic realisation (cf. Section 3.3.3), the binding of

a placeholder activity to a process fragment is established at every execution of the

placeholder activity.

With respect to hierarchy, we take the following intuition. Starting placeholders ini-

tialise the creation of the subprocess. The subprocess is started when the binding
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Figure 3.12 The hierarchical model with concrete activities (white) and
placeholder activities (black), optional and mandatory constraints. The
set of allowed bindings of placeholder activity R is the collection of
constraint-based models {R1, . . . ,Rn}.

between the placeholder and an instance of the subprocess is established. When the

subprocess is started, activities from the model can be executed according to the con-

straints specified by the model. Completion of the placeholder terminates the subpro-

cess. After termination, it is no longer possible to execute activities from this sub-

process. Termination of the process is allowed if all the constraints in the subprocess

are satisfied and the process is idle, i.e. all instances of activities in this process are

terminated. So, in contrast to imperative models, where the exit point, i.e. final state,

of the subprocess is clearly defined, the constraint-based model does not have such a

state.

Example Assume that the repair activity from the repair process (cf. Figure 3.9)

is a more complex procedure. Depending on the component that is to be repaired,

an appropriate procedure is selected for the repair. To allow this underspecification,

we add placeholder activities to the model and we specify a collection of allowed

repair procedures for the repair activity, see Figure 3.12. As before (Section 3.5.1),

the satisfaction of constraints is evaluated on the execution traces.

Scope of Constraints

Since every constraint model can contain multiple placeholder activities, and each

placeholder may start several instances, it is possible to have many active constraint

models (subprocesses) operating at different levels of the process at the same time.

This allows for several interpretations for the scope of a constraint. For the example in

the next section, we assume constraints are local, which means that activities that are

executed in the context of a subprocess, should follow the constraints of the subprocess

in whose context they are executed. The structure of the active constraint models can

be captured by at tree of constraint model instances that specifies which constraint

model instance is created by which placeholder instance execution.

Subprocesses are hierarchical in creation, but afterwards they might run in parallel
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with the parent process. The subprocess (child) only synchronises with the parent pro-

cess on the completion of the placeholder activity that started the child process. The

completion of that placeholder activity terminates the child process. So, the initiative

for initialisation and termination is at the higher level process, though termination is

not allowed until the child process has satisfied its constraints. There is no guarantee,

however, that the parent will terminate its child once its constraints are satisfied, i.e.

we cannot enforce the process environment (users) to execute activities.

The notion of subprocesses in a constraint-based setting is notably different from the

usual hierarchical notion in imperative languages, with exception of the nested nets

paradigm presented in [101]. Different interpretations are possible, e.g. a process

introducing global constraints that apply for all processes in the execution, or a pro-

cess introducing hierarchical constraints that apply to the execution of all lower level

processes.

Now, let us consider the elements of trace events that are necessary for supporting

hierarchical constraint-based models.

Hierarchical Event Traces

Subprocess Initialisation & Completion Due to the presence of hierarchy

and underspecification in hierarchical constraint-based models, we need to distinguish

between the start and the completion of placeholder activities in order to detect the

initialisation and termination of a subprocess. For this purpose, we distinguish two

necessary event types, namely started (ts) and completed (tc). Extensions of this set

can be made based on the need to include more aspects of the event life cycle, e.g.

the cancellation of events, however; only the start and completion of events are essen-

tial for the extension with hierarchy. If allowed by the constraints in the model, an

activity can be executed multiple times. Since we want to associate the termination

of the subprocess to its start, we need to identify the execution instance of a place-

holder, therefore we introduce an identifier for the execution instance of activities.

Finally, in a hierarchy, several subprocesses might be running, possibly instances of

the same model. To distinguish the executions of different instances, we also identify

the instance of the model, in whose context the activity is executed. In summary, we

use:

1. the activity name,

2. the event type,

3. the activity instance, and

4. the model instance

to denote the hierarchical trace events.

Multiple Activity Executions Suppose, the identifier of the instance of the

repair process is 1 and the placeholder R for the repair procedure is executed for the

first time, then the corresponding event is (R, ts, 1, 1). To deal with two components

being repaired at the same time, a second instance of the placeholder activity can be

started, i.e. (R, ts, 2, 1). Once the decision for the repair subprocess has been made,

the binding between the placeholder instance and the instance of the model for the
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subprocess is established, with a fresh identifier for the model instance. It is important

to uniquely identify the start and completion of each activity to determine the duration

of an activity.

Subprocess Bindings For the bindings, we introduce binding events that record

(1) which model instance is created by (2) which placeholder and (3) what the corre-

sponding model is. Because we distinguish between the start of the placeholder and

the binding of the placeholder in our event, we can detect when the decision for a

concrete procedure is made. Suppose a binding is established between the second ex-

ecution of the placeholder and an instance of R1, with x a fresh identifier for the model

instance, and suppose that the second placeholder is associated to repair procedure R1,

with y is a fresh identifier. The corresponding binding events are (x, (R, ts, 2, 1),R1)

and (y, (R, ts, 1, 1),R1), respectively. Binding events can be used to reconstruct the

bindings from the trace, which is useful to support change for hierarchical models.

For example, suppose that we want to remove C from R1, and there is a process in-

stance with trace 〈. . . , (x, (R, ts, 2, 1),R1), . . .〉, then the binding event indicates that x

is an instance of model R1 and we have to evaluate all events in the context of x for the

new model of R1. Suppose that the trace contains an event instance such as (C, ts, 1, x),

then trace does not satisfy the model and cannot be transferred.

With context events we can distinguish between multiple executions of the same activ-

ity, for instance in trace 〈. . . , (D, ts, 1, x), (D, ts, 2, x), (D, tc, 2, x), (D, tc, 1, x)〉, we can

detect that the second execution of D is faster than the first. If multiple instances of

the same model are running, we can also distinguish between the executions of dif-

ferent instances, e.g. in 〈. . . , (D, ts, 1, x), (D, ts, 1, y), (D, tc, 1, y), (D, tc, 1, x)〉, the ex-

ecution of D in instance y is faster than in instance x. In addition, it is important

to distinguish the events in the context of their model to detect violations, e.g. in

〈. . . , (A, ts, 1, x), (B, ts, 1, x)〉 the execution of A and B in x is a violation of the con-

straints of the model for instance x, whereas in 〈. . . , (A, ts, 1, x), (B, ts, 1, y)〉 the execu-

tion in x are not restricted by the constraints of y, and vice versa.

Satisfaction in Hierarchical Constraint-Based Workflow

At run-time, the workflow engine determines the satisfaction of all constraints associ-

ated with the running process instance. Similar to constraint-based models, violation

of mandatory constraints is not allowed during execution, and satisfiability of all con-

straints should be possible. At the end of the execution, all mandatory constraints

should be satisfied. Given a process instance identifier, the corresponding trace and

associated tree of the active constraint model instances can be obtained. For the eval-

uation of a single constraint model instance, we only consider those events from the

hierarchical trace that have been executed in the context of that constraint model in-

stance. This way we can check the satisfaction of each constraint model instance. A

process instance is satisfied if, for each constraint model instance in tree, the hierar-

chical trace satisfies all constraints of the model associated to the constraint model

instance. In addition, we require that the instance has no running subprocesses, so the

instance can only be closed if all it subprocesses have been terminated.
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3.6 Decompositions of Imperative and Declarative

Workflows

This section provides a different approach towards full coverage of flexibility types,

by providing a way to combine the flexibility available in different systems. We take

a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach and offer Flexibility as a Service

(FAAS) based on [20, 21]. The idea behind FAAS is that different types of flexibility

can be arbitrarily nested using the notion of a service.

We illustrate our approach using YAWL [9] (cf. Section 2.2.7), WORKLETS [29]

(cf. Section 2.2.7), and DECLARE [11] (cf. Section 2.2.4). These are three different

modelling paradigms, each supporting different types of flexibility, but combined, they

cover the full spectrum of flexibility. Before we discuss the details of our approach,

we first take a deeper look in the features of these approaches.

The expressiveness of YAWL allows for models that are relatively compact as no elab-

orate work-arounds for certain patterns are needed. Therefore the essence of a model

is relatively clear and this facilitates subsequent adaptation should that be required.

Moreover, by providing comprehensive pattern support, YAWL provides flexibility

by design and tries to prevent the need for change, deviation, or underspecification.

The WORKLETS paradigm provides full support for flexibility by underspecification

and allows to postpone the realisation of particular part of the process till runtime and

be dependent on the context of each process instance.

DECLARE supports flexibility by deviation by allowing violations of optional con-

straints. In DECLARE it is possible to change the process model during execution,

both at type and instance level. For declarative models it is straightforward to transfer

instances. Instances for which the current trace satisfies the constraints of the new

model, are mapped onto the new model. Hence the dynamic change bug, as described

in [83] can be circumvented.

3.6.1 Flexibility as a Service

To address the need for flexibility and to take advantage of today’s SOAs, we propose

Flexibility as a Service (FAAS). The idea behind FAAS is that different types of flex-

ibility can be arbitrarily nested using the notion of a service. Figure 3.13 shows the

basic idea. The proposal is not to fix the choice of workflow language but to agree

on the interfaces between engines supporting different languages. Activities in one

workflow may be subcontracted to a subprocess in another language, i.e. activities

can act as service consumers while subprocesses, people, and applications act as ser-

vice providers. As Figure 3.13 shows, languages can be arbitrarily nested.

A particular case triggers the invocation of a tree of services. For example, the top-

level workflow is executed using language B, some of the activities in this workflow

are directly executed by people and applications while other activities are outsourced,

as shown by the links between activities and people or applications in Figure 3.13.

This way some, of the activities in the top-level workflow can be seen as service
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Figure 3.13 Overview of FAAS approach: A, B, . . . ,Z may use different
languages. The solid arcs are used to connect a service consumer (arc
source) to a service provider (arc destination).

consumers that outsource work to service providers, using potentially different work-

flow languages. The outsourced activities are atomic for the top-level workflow (ser-

vice consumer), however, may be decomposed by the service provider. The service

provider may use another workflow language, say A. However, activities expressed

in language A may again refer to processes expressed in language C, etc. In fact any

nesting of languages is possible as long as the interfaces match.

The arcs in Figure 3.13 represent service consumer/provider links. The source of a

link is the service consumer while the destination of a link is the service provider. The

application services are the leaves in Figure 3.13, i.e. unlike workflow services they

are considered to be black boxes and their internal structure is not revealed. They may

correspond to a web service, a worklist handler which pushes work-items to workers,

or some legacy application. The workflow services have the same provider interface

but have their own internal structure.

In Figure 3.13, several workflow services using languages A, B, . . . Z are depicted.

The language for the top-level workflow is language B. Each workflow service uses

a language to describe the workflow process for a set of activities. Seen from the

viewpoint of the service, the activities are black boxes that are subcontracted to other

services. The solid arcs connecting activities to services in Figure 3.13 describe the

subcontracting of activities to services. Note that workflow orchestration does not

need to be static, e.g. modelling activities at runtime may lead to the creation of new

services.

The goal of FAAS is that different languages can be mixed in any way. This requires

a standard interface between the service consumer and the service provider. There are

different ways of implementing such an interface. In our implementation, described

in Section 3.6.2, we use the so-called “Interface B” of YAWL. However, the minimal

requirement can be easily described using the notion of a work-item with input data

and output data. The input data is information passed on from the service consumer
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to the service provider and output data is information passed on from the provider to

the consumer. Moreover, there are two basic interactions: (1) check-in work-item and

(2) check-out work-item. When an activity is enabled for a particular case, a work-

item is checked out, i.e. data and control are passed to the service provider. In the

consumer workflow the corresponding activity instance is blocked until the work-item

is checked in, i.e. data and control are passed to the service consumer.

An interface supporting check-in and check-out interactions provides the bare min-

imum. This interface can be simple since we do not consider the process logic in

the interface. It is also possible to extend the interface with other interactions, e.g.

“Interface B” of YAWL supports cancellation. However, for the purpose of this sec-

tion this is less relevant. The important thing is that all engines used in the workflow

orchestration use the same interface.

3.6.2 Architecture

The WORKLETS and DECLARE services have been implemented as YAWL Custom

Services [14]. Using the web-services paradigm, all external entities (users, applica-

tions, devices, organisations) are abstracted as services in YAWL. Custom services

communicate with the YAWL engine using a set of pre-defined interfaces, which pro-

vides methods for object and data passing via HTTP requests and responses. All data

are passed as XML; objects are marshalled into XML on each side of an interface for

passing across it, then reconstructed back to objects on the other side.

Specifically, custom services may elect to be notified by the engine when certain

events occur in the life-cycle of nominated process instantiations (i.e. when a work-

item becomes enabled, when a work-item is cancelled, when a case completes), to

signal the creation and completion of process instances and work-items, or to notify

of certain events or changes in the status of existing work-items and cases.

For example, on receiving notification from the engine of an enabled work-item, a

custom service may elect to ‘check-out’ the work-item from the engine. On doing

so, the engine marks the work-item as executing and effectively passes operational

control for the work-item to the custom service, blocking the process instance. When

the custom service has finished processing the work-item it will check it back in to the

engine, at which point the engine will mark the work-item as completed, and proceed

with the process execution.

The high-level architecture of the YAWL environment is depicted in Figure 3.14. The

most obvious feature of the environment is the separation of functional components

between the YAWL Workflow Engine and custom services. Figure 3.14 shows the DE-

CLARE and WORKLETS services (along with the Resource Service, which manages

resource allocations, integrating a worklist handler and administration tools) and how

each communicates with the Engine through the YAWL interfaces. The Engine fa-

cilitates four interfaces: Interface A is used for process definition, administration and

monitoring; Interface B for process (runtime) interoperability; Interface E for query-

ing the process logs; and Interface X for exception notification and handling. Any

number of custom services may be implemented within the YAWL environment.
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Figure 3.14 High-level architecture of the YAWL environment.

The complete YAWL environment, together with source code and accompanying doc-

umentation, can be freely downloaded from http://www.yawlfoundation.org/.

We refer to http://www.win.tue.nl/declare/ for the DECLARE sources and

documentation.

3.6.3 Example

In this section we illustrate the ideas of FAAS using YAWL, WORKLETS and DE-

CLARE, by means of an example which is inspired by available documentation6 for a

process of filling a vacancy. The process starts with the preparation of documents and

the constitution of a selection panel. This is necessary to formally acknowledge the

vacancy by the organisational area and to start the advertisement campaign to attract

suitable applicants and fill the vacancy. Incoming applications are collected and a

short-list of potential candidates is made. From the short-listed candidates, a potential

candidate is selected based on the outcomes of an interview and one additional selec-

tion method. This selection method must be identical for all applicants of the same

vacancy. Short-listed candidates are notified and invited for an interview. In addition,

they are informed about the additional selection method. Finally, the outcomes of the

application, the interview and the additional selection method are evaluated and one

potential candidate is selected to whom the position is offered. After the candidate

accepts the offer, the employment procedure is started. In the remainder of this sec-

tion, we use YAWL, WORKLETS, and DECLARE to model the distinct parts of this

6Manual of Policies and Procedures (MOPP), Chapter B4 Human Resources - Recruitment,
Selection and Appointment (http://www.mopp.qut.edu.au/B/), Queensland University of
Technology.

http://www.yawlfoundation.org/
http://www.win.tue.nl/declare/
http://www.mopp.qut.edu.au/B/
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process.

At the highest level, the process can be seen as a sequence of phases, such as the

advertisement phase and the selection phase. There are two types of choices at this

level. The choice to advertise internally, externally, both or none, and the choice

whether to go through the selection procedures with a selection of the short-listed

applicants, or to cancel the process in case there are no suitable short-listed applicants.

In addition, it is unknown in advance how many incoming applications will have to be

considered. All flexibility requirements at this level can be supported by YAWL, by

means of multi-instance tasks, the OR- and XOR-join.

Depending on the type and duration of a vacancy, there is a range of available ad-

ditional selection methods, folios, referee report, psycho-metric test, in-basket test,

presentation and pre-interview presentation. The selection and execution of an iden-

tical procedure for all applicants can be expressed with a WORKLET-enabled task in

the YAWL net. Ripple Down Rules (RDR) define the selection of a suitable selection

procedure for the vacancy at runtime. The selection is done by evaluation of the RDR

for the current context of the case. The advantage of this approach is that the selection

rules can progressively evolve, e.g. for exceptions new rules can be added to the tree.

Figure 3.15(b) depicts the RDR tree for WORKLET-enabled task selection procedure

from Figure 3.15(a). The YAWL referee process is selected when it is (1) not a po-

sition for creative industries, (2) not an academic position and (4) not a senior admin

position.

The selection procedure by referee reports is a good example of a loosely-structured

process, i.e. a process with just a few execution constraints and many possible execu-

tion paths. Prior to the interview, the HR department must advise the candidate about

preparation regarding the selection method, and where to find important information.

Also the candidate must be asked for his/her requirements regarding building access.

The referee method consists of requesting a report from a referee, e.g. a former su-

pervisor that knows the candidate professionally. The referee report can be available

before or after the interview and be provided written or orally. In case of an oral report,

a written summary should be made afterwards. When a referee report is requested, the

selection criteria for the position should be provided.

The declarative approach offers a compact way for the specification of the referee re-

port process. Figure 3.15(c) shows the process modelled in DECLARE using manda-

tory constraints, precedence, response and not co-existence and optional existence con-

straints exactly 1 (cf. Appendix B). The not co-existence allows the specification of the

occurrence of receiving either a written report or an oral report from a referee, without

specifying when it should be decided. The optional constraint exactly 1 expresses that

ideally the involved tasks are executed exactly once, and it allows employees from the

organisational area to deviate if necessary.

The example illustrates that we can combine (flexible) workflow specifications to yield

a powerful solution to deal with different flexibility requirements. The synchronisa-

tion of multiple instances and the multi-choice construct can be solved by YAWL.

The context-dependent selection of (sub)processes at runtime can be modelled conve-

niently using WORKLETS. For loosely-structured (sub)processes DECLARE provides

a convenient solution. Moreover, it is not only possible to combine, but also to nest
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the different approaches, e.g. a YAWL model may contain a DECLARE process in

which a WORKLET-enabled task occurs. Next we will show how this approach is

implemented as FAAS.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have discussed various aspects of flexibility for business processes.

In Section 3.2 we presented an overview of flexibility in literature. Although the topic

has been addressed by many authors, terminology for the same concepts differs and a

comprehensive overview for different types of flexibility was missing. The taxonomy

of flexibility presented in Section 3.3 provides such an overview for different types

of flexibility. We distinguished the flexibility types on (1) the completeness of the

process definition, (2) the configuration type and (3) the ability to modify the process

definition. The evaluation presented in Section 3.4 showed that contemporary imple-

mentations can be associated to one or more flexibility types in the spectrum. A total

coverage of all types, however, is not offered by any of the existing approaches.

In the remainder of the chapter we looked at two different approaches towards a full

coverage of the flexibility spectrum. In Section 3.5 we have presented the formalisa-

tion of an existing declarative approach (DECLARE) [146] and discussed the extension

with underspecification. The extension of hierarchy in constraint-based models adds

to the expressiveness of the language. For instance, when an choice is specified in

constraint-based models, then the choice is global. It is not specify an iteration in the

process where this choice is made again, and again, for each iteration. When introduc-

ing hierarchy, such a specification is possible by specifying the choice as a subproces.

Section 3.6 describes an alternative approach towards complete coverage of the flexi-

bility spectrum and aims for the reuse and combination of existing systems. Whereas

the former is able to support a variety of flexibility types throughout the execution,

the latter assumes a decomposition of the process in terms of flexibility requirements

can be made. This is due to the fact that the parent process is blocked until the child

process has finished.

While flexibility in business processes is needed to cope with changing environments,

it also creates the need for more the guidance of users during the process.





4
Operational Support for Business

Processes

Nowadays, the execution of many business processes is supported by PAISs that en-

force process execution to be compliant to regulations set by stakeholders. Moreover,

the processes underlying the PAIS can be designed to improve the efficiency of the

process execution, e.g. the business goal can be to make executions as cheap as pos-

sible. In today’s fast changing business environment, flexible PAISs are needed for

allowing companies to rapidly adjust their business processes to changes in the en-

vironment [103]. In Chapter 3 we discussed several promising flexible PAISs and

flexibility paradigms.

While some processes require a high degree of flexibility, e.g. healthcare processes,

others are more rigid, e.g. administrative processes. Regardless the nature of the pro-

cess, users have to make decisions at run-time, e.g. an engineer has to decide whether

to do another attempt to repair the machine or to give up and subcontract a specialist.

The more flexible the system is, the more decisions the user can make, requiring them

to have in-depth knowledge of the processes they are working on. Traditionally, this

problem is solved by educating users (e.g. by making them more aware of the context

in which a case is executed), or by introducing more and more constraints on the order

of activities and thus sacrificing flexibility. Both options, however, are not satisfactory

and limit the practical application of flexible PAISs. To allow for flexible systems

with a high degree of support, intelligent user assistance is required. So how can the

participants of a business process be supported in the execution of their tasks in such

a way that the business goals of the process are achieved?

In this chapter we present a novel approach to focus on supporting the users of (flexi-

ble) PAISs during the execution of the process. This is what we refer to as Operational

Support. In our approach, we use historical information about the execution of the pro-

cess. Section 4.1 explains the role of this approach in the BPM life cycle. In Section

4.2 we describe the architecture of the operational support service. The implementa-

tion and enactment of the operational service in the process mining framework PROM

are discussed in Section 4.3. We conclude this chapter with a discussion about the

framework in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.1 BPM Life Cycle [77].

4.1 Extending the BPM Life Cycle

A business process design specifies the ordering of tasks in the business process, the

resources that execute these tasks, the data required to execute these tasks and the

data produced by the task. The improvement of business processes can be separated

into four different phases: business process design, implementation, enactment and

diagnosis [77]. Figure 4.1 shows the BPM life cycle as a continuous cycle consisting

of four phases.

The BPM life cycle starts with the process design phase. This phase is an iterative

phase of designing, verifying, validating and reviewing the business process defini-

tion. In the next phase the process definition is implemented in a software system

that controls the ordering, coordination and execution of tasks, e.g. the connection

between tasks and applications, including the data transfer from one application to an-

other. Note that implementation does not necessarily mean “coding”. When using an

ERP system this means configuration, when using a BPM system it means providing

a workflow model. After the implementation phase, the process can be enacted. In

this phase the business process is executed, supported by the implementation realised

in the previous phase. The results of the enactment are diagnosed in the final phase.

Examples of process diagnosis are conformance checking and performance analysis.

The former checks if the real-life execution is performed according to the specifica-

tion, the latter checks qualitative metrics of the execution such as the average total

throughput time. The area of diagnosing process executions is considered in process

mining [13, 74], see Section 1.1.3. The BPM life cycle may continue by (re)desinging

the process, using the results of the diagnosis phase.

The traditional view of the BPM cycle is that the enactment of processes is the phase

between process implementation and process diagnosis. In this view processes are

enacted according to the process implementation. In the diagnosis phase, data about

the actual executions are used to improve the design of the process, followed by an

updated implementation, new executions, new diagnosis and so on and so forth. This
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Figure 4.2 BPM Life Cycle extended with operational support.

view on the life cycle focuses on continuous improvement of process execution by

applying changes to the process design. It does not consider execution improvements

without changing the process design and implementation. We propose to connect

the process diagnosis phase to the process enactment phase in order to support the

enactment of the current process design. As mentioned before, we call this type of

support operational support.

The BPM life cycle, extended with operational support, is depicted in Figure 4.2. Note

that the phase of process enactment and process diagnosis phase are now closely con-

nected. Diagnosis is performed to provide operational support for running instances

at run-time during the enactment of the process, i.e. analysis of the execution so far,

predictions for the future execution of an instance, and recommendations for possi-

ble next steps for an instance. To do this, the execution characteristics of an instance

are provided for diagnosis. The data of past executions are available in the log for

diagnosis.

Operational support is a valuable addition to the BPM life cycle, which allows the use

of newly learned insights from the diagnosis phase directly in the enactment phase. We

argue that operational support is complementary to the process improvement cycle.

Process redesign and reimplementation is time-consuming and expensive and there-

fore cannot be applied continuously. Operational support can support the enactment

processes without changing the process design and implementation. Insights obtained

from the past executions are provided to the users that execute the process tasks. This

way, users can make their decision of which task to execute, based on better infor-

mation about possible consequences of their decision. Operational support does not

restrict the execution alternatives offered by the PAIS, but rather provides execution

related information that allows the users to make informed decisions. Moreover, the

decisions are still made by the users and not by the operational support framework. To

restrict or extend behaviour, process redesign and reimplementation are still needed.
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Next we discuss the role of process mining in the link between process analysis and

enactment.

Operational support is closely related to inner cycle vision regarding the BPM life

cycle by Pallas Athena [144]. Pallas distinguishes an inner and outer life cycle for

BPM. The outer cycle relates to the classical BPM life cycle. The inner cycle is

a cycle for managers and group leaders to directly interfere with the execution of

the process. Using Business Activity Monitoring, managers can adapt parameters

of the process definition to adjust the execution of the process. For example, using

monitoring knowledge, they can solve bottlenecks in the execution of the process by

changing priorities, or redefine roles of the resources.

Another link to operational support can be found in the field of auditing [23]. Auditing

refers to the process of evaluating the execution of business processes with respect

to the boundaries set by managers, governments, and other stakeholders. The main

difference between operational support and on-line auditing lies in interference with

the process. While the purpose of operational support is to improve the execution of

process, the purpose of auditing is to support an independent evaluation of the process

execution. Therefore the auditing process should not interfere with the execution of

the process.

Process Diagnosis & Process Mining Usually, a business process is arranged

or defined for an optimal operation with its environment. For example, the process

should facilitate for the latest customer needs and operate conform the current laws, to

be able to compete with competitors on the market. The quality metrics of the business

process are usually expressed in terms of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), which

are measurements related to the goals of the organisation. KPIs provide means to

measure the organisation’s progress towards its goals. An example of a KPI in a pro-

cess setting is the average throughput time of the process instances of some business

process.

Since nowadays most systems store all their actions in logs, data about past executions

is widely available. KPI values, such as throughput time, can appear in the log as

events or trace attributes. Sometimes a KPI can be derived from the logged data, e.g.

the average throughput time of process instances can be derived from their start time

and end time. Traditionally, process mining considers extracting process information

from the process execution logs for the purpose of a posteriori diagnosis of processes.

In that setting, process mining is used for process diagnosis (e.g. process discovery,

conformance and performance analysis) and acquired insights can be used for process

(re)design. With operational support we aim to apply process mining techniques to

directly provide input for the enactment phase of the process. This is a shift in the area

of process mining where we move from a posteriori diagnosis to run-time analysis and

support. The role of process mining as tool to analyse the past, the present and the

future of business process execution is presented in [24].

In the next section we present the conceptual framework for operational support that

provides users of PAISs with information about current executions based on past ex-

ecutions that are stored in a log. Then we describe the implementation of the opera-

tional support service using the process mining framework PROM.
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4.2 Operational Support Service

This section provides the specification of our Operational Support Service (OSS).

4.2.1 Description of the service

The goal of operational support is to support users by providing additional information

about the current and future execution of a process instance. We distinguish between

support where information about the current state is provided (analysis) and support

where information is provided about the possible future of the process instance (pre-

diction). The current state of the instance consists of the partial execution of the

instance including all available data attributes

Analysis provides the user insights regarding the current execution of the instance in

terms of the current KPI values and the current state of business rule(s). Suppose a

user of the PAIS is interested in optimizing the throughput time of a case, the analysis

provides the information about the time spend so far on a case. Here we assume

that the operational support has access to the execution history of the instance, i.e.

the sequence of events leading to the current state. In addition, comparison to other

executions from the log can be useful. For example, we can see whether the current

execution instance has consumed less than the average total execution time of past

executions of the same process. A bit more complex comparative analysis takes the

state of the current execution into account. For example, the time spent so far on the

current case can be compared to the average time it took for other cases to reach a

similar state of the execution. For this purpose, some notion of “similarity” should be

defined.

Prediction provides insights about the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the ex-

ecution of the process instance, a differentiation based on [8]. Quantitative aspects

consider the performance aspects of the instance. These are the predictions about the

KPIs. Qualitative aspects consider the correctness of the instance execution with re-

spect to e.g. business rules. For example, the probability that a response constraint

is satisfied. Roughly speaking, a prediction is an estimation with respect to the (un-

known) future of a running instance with a known past, based on the observed be-

haviour of other instances, stored in the log.

The goal of recommendations is to provide decision support for execution alternatives

in the process. In the context of business processes running in workflow engines the

execution alternatives are work-items that are determined by the workflow engine.

Therefore, we restrict ourselves to recommendations about the next work-items. A

recommendation is a sorted list of available work-items. The sorting is based on the

next step prediction of work-items with respect to some goal, e.g. minimizing cost.

The difference between a prediction and a next step prediction is that the partial ex-

ecution determines the current state of a prediction, whereas for the (possible) next

step prediction the next work-item is included in the execution, as if it has already

been executed. Given a goal, all next step predictions can be sorted and form a sound

basis for producing a recommendation.
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Figure 4.3 Three types of operational support.

Figure 4.3 summarises the differences between the three types of operational support.

The past of an instance consists of the sequence of events that have already been exe-

cuted for that instance and is depicted by a solid straight line. Analysis (Figure 4.3(a))

provides information about the current state of the execution. The current state is de-

termined by all executed steps so far (the past). In contrast, prediction and recommen-

dation provide information about the future of an instance. The future of an instance is

typically unknown; however, different execution paths (futures) can be distinguished

in the completed instances in the log. Prediction (Figure 4.3(b)) aggregates the data of

all possible futures for the current state from completed instances in the log. The in-

tention of recommendations is to support the selection of the next step in the process.

Recommendation (Figure 4.3(c)) sorts predictions of all next steps. So a prediction is

an aggregation of all possible futures from the current state and recommendation is an

aggregation of all possible futures from possible next states.

To illustrate the use of the operational support service, we describe a business process

with its log. This example will be used in the remainder of this chapter to exemplify

the different types of operational support.

Example 4.2.1 (Test Process).
This process describes the on-site repair of machines. The discovered model of the

process is depicted in Figure 4.4. For the sake of readability we have annotated the

transitions in the mined model with the full transition names.

Customers with a problem report the problem at the help desk. The help desk receives

and registers the problem description and the machine type. After an available suitable

expert has been found, the expert is sent to the location to solve the problem. At

the location the expert may decide to either repair or replace some component of the

system. Afterwards, the machine is tested. If the problem is solved, the expert registers

the successful repair and then closes the case. If the problem is not solved, the expert
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Figure 4.4 The discovered test process from Example 4.2.1.

may do another repair/replace and test cycle or he may decide that the problem is too

complex for him to solve. In the latter case he subcontracts a specialist and closes the

case. Two example trace for the process are depicted in Table 4.1.

Analysis support of the repair process can give insight in the amount of time spend on

the repair so far. For example, this metric can be used for comparison to the average

repair time of completed instances in the log to see whether the repair time of this

machine does or does not exceed the average. Predictions can be used to e.g. predict

the total throughput time of the case or the probability that a new component has to

be ordered. Recommendations can be used by the engineers working in the field to

suggest what to do in case of an unsuccessful test, i.e. to do another repair/replacement

attempt, or to stop and order a new component. Many more examples for support can

be defined for this process. In Sections 4.2.5 - 4.2.7 we elaborate more on different

questions for each of the support types.

4.2.2 Goal Description

The goal of the OSS is to make the execution of business processes more efficient.

We distinguish three main directions of operational support: analysis: providing in-

sights in the execution so far, prediction: providing insights in the future execution

and recommendation: providing support for the selection of the next execution step,

cf. Figure 4.3. The goals of the OSS are depicted in Figure 4.5.

Analysis of the quantitative aspects of the current instance gives insight in the progress

of the current instance, e.g. “until now the execution of the instance took 10 time

units”. In addition, qualitative analysis can be used to monitor (additional) business

rules defined for the process execution, e.g. the existence constraint for the termination

of testing has not been satisfied yet, which means that the test and repair process has

not finished yet. Comparison with KPIs of log instances in a similar state provides

information how the current state of the instance compares to previous executions,

e.g. other executions took 15 time units on average to reach this state of the execution.

To do this, some notion of similarity needs to be defined, or 80% of the log traces

satisfied the existence constraint at a similar point of execution.

The OSS also provides insight in the future of instances regarding quantitative KPI

values. The predicted KPI values of the instance give insight in the future, e.g. the ex-

pected time until completion is 100 time units. Note that the prediction is not required

to be a prediction about the end of the execution and can be specified with respect to

some point in the future, specified by activity, time, data value or some combination

thereof. Moreover, in combination with the analysis of the current KPIs the progress
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of the instance can be monitored, e.g. 10 time units of the expected 100 units have

passed. For qualitative KPIs we can do something similar, e.g. the probability for

satisfaction of the response constraint at the end of the execution is 90%. Comparison

with a general log statistics provides insight in how well this instance is expected to

be doing in the future compared to the log traces, e.g. the average execution of the log

traces is 120 time units, or 85% of the traces in the log satisfied the response constraint

at the end of the execution. So far, we took the notion of time to denote similarity,

but other notions for similarity can be used as well, e.g. the set of executed activi-

ties or some other execution characteristic. In the next chapters we elaborate more on

execution characteristics.

The OSS provides support for the selection of the next step by providing a report

with all or with the best alternatives sorted on their predicted outcome. A next step

corresponds to a work-item, i.e. an activity and a resource. This way we also support

recommendations over resources. A more complex recommendation does not only

consider the next step, but provides a strategy for the execution of the process. This

allows the user to look further ahead and to estimate if some choice has some future

implications that cannot be fulfilled.

Operational support aims at providing run-time support for people who execute busi-

ness processes in the context of a PAIS. When a request arrives, the OSS determines

the type of request. The request can be of the analysis, prediction or recommendation

type, or a combination thereof. The request can also contain several components for

support, for instance, the analysis of the throughput time and a prediction of the cost

of an instance. The response to the request contains the information regarding the re-

quested components. The information for the response is acquired using the settings

of the OSS, for example, for the cost prediction we can use the log as data set and

determine the average cost of all completed cases. The OSS does not provide a visu-

alisation of the response. The PAIS is responsible for the visualisation in the way that

is considered to be most useful for their users. In addition, the OSS requires the inclu-

sion of the entire partial execution trace (reflecting the current state) in every request.

In principle, the partial execution trace can be constructed from the last execution

step(s) in a request and stored in the OSS, however, this only works if the channels are

reliable. The prototype does not provide functionality to handle unreliable channels.

Figure 4.6 summarises the mission of the OSS.

4.2.3 Context

Figure 4.7 gives an overview of the communication context of the OSS. The workflow

engine controls the process and determines the next execution steps. The end user

of the PAIS communicates with the PAIS via his worklist. To provide support, the

WMFS is connected to the OSS. The WMFS issues support requests to the OSS,

which are forwarded by the OSS to the appropriate providers (analysis, prediction and

recommendation). The response of those providers is received and combined by the

OSS to one response that is send to the PAIS. The PAIS displays the response of the

OSS in (addition to) the worklist of the end user. At operation, the existence of the

OSS is hidden from the user. At set-up and run-time the end-user (with the appropriate
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Name: Operational Support Service (OSS).
Purpose: To provide run-time support for users of PAISs.
Responsibilities:

• (Re)set the support settings
• Receive OSS requests.
• Extract information for analysis, prediction and recommen-

dation from past executions (logs) or other data sources.
• Respond to a request with an OSS response. The response
may contain:
– analysis of the history of the current execution.
– prediction of the future of the current execution.
– recommendations for the best execution alternatives

with respect to a specified business goal.
Exclusions:

• The OSS is not responsible for keeping track of the current
state of the instance.

• The OSS is not responsible for the visualisation of the re-
quest.

Figure 4.6 Description of the Operational Support Service.

OSSPAISWorklist
Analysis Providers

Prediction Providers

Recommendation Providers

OSS Clients OSS Providers

Figure 4.7 Communication context of the Operational Support Service.

role) is allowed to (re)set the settings of the OSS, e.g. the data set to be used for the

prediction of some KPI.

4.2.4 Architecture

The architecture of the OSS is shown in Figure 4.8. The OSS client, i.e. the PAIS,

sends requests for information to the OSS and the OSS sends responses concerning the

request back to the PAIS. The core of the OSS is the OSS manager that communicates

with the OSS client and the OSS providers. There are three types of OSS providers:

analysis providers, prediction providers and recommendation providers. The OSS

manager is responsible for receiving requests from the PAIS and sending responses

to the PAIS. The OSS manager forwards incoming requests to all connected OSS

providers, available in a store. Each OSS provider determines a (partial) response for

the request, e.g. a prediction result for some KPI. Each OSS provider can be connected

to a collection of data sources such as logs, business rules and models. In addition,
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Figure 4.8 The message exchange of the OSS with its environment. Anal-
ysis and prediction providers can use external data sources to determine
their results. Recommendation providers use the prediction providers to
obtain their result. Note that the connected OSS providers are defined
by the store of OSS providers in the settings of the OSS.

the provider can have some specific settings, for example a prediction provider may

have parameters regarding the prediction technique to be used. An incoming request

is processed by the providers according to the settings, using the connected data stores

and the result is sent to the OSS manager. The OSS manager combines the incoming

results of the connected providers and sends the combined response to the PAIS, where

the information can be accessed by its users.

It is important to stress that the OSS does not enforce executions. The workflow en-

gine determines the possible execution steps, the OSS provides additional information

and the user decides. Moreover, the PAIS is responsible for the visualisation of the

response, for example as an extended version of the worklist or as additional informa-

tion available for look-up. Moreover, recommendation providers are special providers

in the sense that they use prediction providers to determine the response. The rec-

ommendation provider issues a separate request to the prediction providers for each

work-item and sorts the results. The sorted work-items with their predictive informa-

tion (recommendation) are sent back to the OSS manager.

Requests for analysis and predictions are often very domain specific and it would be

impossible to provide a library that supports questions covering all domains. In the

next sections we provide a more detailed description of the different support types

according to the following structure. For each support type we provide a motivation

with some examples. Then we describe the data required as input to provide the

support. Finally, we describe data elements for the response to the user. We do not

intend, nor is it possible, to provide a complete set of support examples here, but rather

provide some intuition in the application of operational support in different ways. Note
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that when support is relative to time, e.g. analysis of a timed constraint, some notion

of time should be provided by the OSS.

4.2.5 Analysis

The current values of KPIs, defined to express the performance of the process, can be

communicated to the user to get insight in the current state of execution execution.

For quantitative KPIs, e.g. a dashboard for all defined KPIs can be presented. The

value of qualitative KPIs, such as constraints, can be presented by their state, e.g.

satisfied, satisfiable and violated. This provides insight in what needs to be done for

an instance to satisfy its constraints. Comparison with logged KPIs provides insight

how the execution of the current instance is with respect to completed instances.

Examples
Quantitative analysis:

• How much time has elapsed between receiving the problem and the expert ar-

riving on-site.

• How much time is spent on testing.

• How much time is spent, so far.

• How many tests have been performed.

• What the level is of the expert repairing the machine.

• What the costs are, so far.

• ...

Qualitative analysis:

• Existence constraint “at most four replacements” is satisfied, meaning that the

number of repairs is (still) according to the agreements.

• Response constraint “an engineer should arrive within 4 days after the problem

has been received” is violated, meaning that the engineer did not arrive on time.

• Response constraint “the case should be closed within 5 days” is satisfiable,

meaning that the service level agreement related to finishing the case is still

met.

• ...

Settings The KPIs that should be analysed. For the comparison of KPIs of the

current instance to the KPIs of completed instances, a log of completed instances for

that process should be provided.

Request Message The state of the current execution can be established from the

(partial) execution trace. For the comparison, a log should be available and we also

need a notion of state similarity to compare the KPI of the current partial trace with

the KPI values of finished cases when being in a similar situation.
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OSSM Analyse
A response

request

settings

<0receive0,

5arrival5,

10repair20,

20test30>

[(“duration so far”, 30.0),

(“duration till arrival”, 5.0),

(“number of test”, 1.0),

(“average test time, 10.0)]

“duration so far”

“duration till arrival”

“number of tests”

“average test time”

(a) Quantitative analysis.

OSSM Analyse
A response

request

settings

“an engineer arrives within 3 time units     

after a problem is received”

“every repair should be followed by a test”

“at most 3 repairs can be executed”

[(“an engineer … is received”, violated),

(“every repair… a test”, satisfiable),

(“at most… be executed, satisfied)]

<0receive0,

5arrival5,

10repair20>

(b) Qualitative analysis.

Figure 4.9 Example messages for analysis.

Response Message The response should contain a list of pairs of KPI descrip-

tions, and KPI values (quantitative or qualitative). The selected provider determines

KPI values for the requested KPIs and provides both the description and the value to

the OSS.

Figure 4.9(a) depicts example messages for monitoring a quantitative KPIs in the test

process from Example 4.2.1. Note that, for simplicity, the figure only depicts the

sequence of activities, annotated with start and completion times. The start time is

denoted as the preceding subscript, the completion time by the second subscript. In

reality, the request contains the event trace, where events can have many more at-

tributes. The request is forwarded by the OSS manager to all connected providers.

Each analysis provider performs analysis according to its settings. For example, in the

settings of the analysis provider in Figure 4.9(a), four instance KPIs are selected for

analysis. The KPIs in the figure are specified informally. To specify a KPI, one should

define how the KPI is determined, e.g. the duration until arrival is defined as the time

between the start of the first activity receive problem description and the start of activity

arrive on site. The analysis provider determines the KPIs according to its settings for

the partial trace and sends an analysis response to the OSS manager, i.e. a list of KPI

description-value pairs.

Figure 4.9(b) depicts example messages for monitoring qualitative KPIs. The idea

is similar to Figure 4.9(a), but the settings contain constraints specifications, here

depicted informally. For the test process an available engineer might be sent to a

location. At arrival he registers his arrival and he can see that his arrival was not within

the specified time window after receiving the problem at the help desk. Furthermore,
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after performing the first repair he can see that he did not satisfy the constraint that

specifies that every repair should be followed by a test. Note that the separation of

monitoring of quantitative and qualitative KPIs is based on a functional point of view.

In principle one can create an analysis provider for both purposes.

4.2.6 Predictions

Insight in the future of a running instance can help to give information about the

expected progress of the instance. For example the prediction that some activity will

take place in the future can be used to predict the probability of certain desirable or

undesirable effects, the achievement of milestones and service level agreements. The

prediction of the time it takes to reach some point of the process can be important for

insight in the milestones of the process or service level agreements.

Examples
Quantitative prediction:

• The estimated throughput time.

• The estimated cost.

• The estimated time between receiving the problem and the expert arriving on-

site.

• The estimated number of tests.

• The estimated time for the next test.

• The estimated probability for subcontracting a specialist

• ...

Qualitative prediction:

• The probability that constraint “at most four replacements” will be satisfied.

• The probability that constraint “an engineer should arrive within 4 days after

the problem has been received” will be satisfied.

• The probability that constraint “the case should be closed within 5 days” will

be satisfied.

• ...

Settings The KPIs to be predicted and a data set from which the KPIs of completed

instances can be estimated. In addition a prediction method should be selected.

Request Message The partial execution trace that contains all the characteristics

of the trace for which a prediction has to be made.

Response Message A list of pairs of KPI description, the values (quantitative or

qualitative), and a list of their statistics. A statistic is a pair of a statistical measurement

description and its value.

Figure 4.10(a) depicts an example for the messages related to quantitative KPI predic-

tion. The prediction provider is set to provide predictions according to some settings.
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OSSM Predict
P response

request

settings

[(“throughput time”, [(“mean”,37.8),(“max”,68.9) ] ), 

(“probability expert”, [(“frequency”,0.7)] ) ]

<0receive0,

5arrival5,

10repair20,

20test30>
“throughput time”, [(mean,log1),(max,log1)]

“probability expert”, [(frequency,log2)]

(a) Quantitative prediction.

OSSM Predict
P response

request

settings

“satisfaction of exactly 1 stop, after 50 time units”, [(frequency,log1)]

“satisfaction of exactly 1 close case, end of execution”, [(frequency,log1)]

“satisfaction of at most 3 repairs, end of execution”, [(frequency,log1)]

[(satisfaction of exactly 1 stop, after 50 time units, [(“frequency”,73.5)]),

(“satisfaction of exactly 1 close case, end of execution”, [(“frequency”,100.0)]),

(“satisfaction of at most 3 repairs, end of execution”[(“frequency”,69.9)])]

<0receive0,

5arrival5,

10repair20,

20test30>

(b) Qualitative prediction.

Figure 4.10 Example messages for prediction.

First, the KPIs are specified; in this case the throughput time and the probability to

subcontract a specialist. Then the estimators are specified for a data set, e.g. the mean

and the maximum are specified to estimate the throughput time from log1. This fea-

ture facilitates establishing the same KPI for different logs, for instance the log of the

past year and the log for holiday season. In our example, the engineer can see from

the prediction that the execution of the current instance is still below average.

Figure 4.10(b) shows example messages for qualitative KPI prediction. The prediction

provider is set to provide predictions for the satisfaction of three different constraints.

The satisfaction of constraints can be specified with respect to some point in the exe-

cution or globally. Similar to the prediction of constraints, we specify the estimators

and the data sets. The prediction response contains pairs of a constraint descriptions

and a value corresponding to the probability of satisfying that constraint at the end

of the execution. Recall that the prediction of the constraint satisfaction is performed

with respect to the current instance. For example, the probability for satisfying the

stop within 50 time units can be different for the population in the data set, the proba-

bility given in the response corresponds to the probability to satisfy that constraint for

the given instance.

4.2.7 Recommendations

Recommendations present the user an ordering of available next steps, sorted on pre-

dicted effects on KPIs, given an optimisation criterion expressed in KPIs. For exam-

ple, the optimisation criterion can be expressed as a single KPI, a weighted sum of

several KPIs, or another multi-goal measurement to minimise or maximise some KPI.

This gives the user insight in which available next step contributes best to the business
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OSSM Recommend
R response

request

settings

Predict
request

P response

settings

“minimise cost”

retry – “cost”, [(“mean”, 64,9)]

stop – “cost”, [(“mean”, 132,5)]

 =<0receive0, 5arrival5, 10repair20, 20test30>

“cost”, [(mean,log1)]

[(“cost”, [(“mean”,64.9)])]

[(“cost”, [(“mean”,132,5)])]

 

{retry,stop}

unsuccesful

 ;stop

 ;retry
1

2

1

2

Figure 4.11 Example message for recommendation.

goals and allows him to make informed decisions.

Examples

• Should the engineer do another repair and test, or should he stop if he wants to

minimise the cost?

• Should the engineer repair or replace the component if he wants to highest prob-

ability of success?

• ...

Settings An optimisation goal in terms of KPIs for the recommendation provider,

a prediction technique and data source for the prediction provider.

Request Message The execution trace so far and a set of enabled activities, de-

termined by the workflow engine.

Response Message The response contains a pair of the enabled activity and its

estimated value for the goal. In addition the prediction attribute for each of the indi-

vidual goal KPIs is provided.

Figure 4.10(b) shows the recommendation messages. The request now also contains

a set of enabled activities. In this case, after an unsuccessful test, the engineer has the

choice to try another repair cycle or to stop the repair. The recommendation provider

forwards a request for each of the enabled activities to a prediction provider that es-

timates the cost for each request and sends the prediction result back to the recom-

mendation provider. The recommendation provider sorts the predictions according to

the defined optimisation criterion, in this case minimisation of the cost. Finally, a

recommendation response is sent to the OSS manager.
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4.3 Prototype in ProM

This section describes the implementation of the OSS in PROM. We describe the main

components from the implementation of the OSS in PROM. Furthermore we describe

the application of operational support for an example process, illustrated by screen-

shots.

4.3.1 OSS Implementation

Figure 4.12 shows the UML class diagram with the most important classes in PROM’s

OSS. The central class in the diagram shown in Figure 4.12 is OSService. The OS-

ServicePlugin creates a new OSService and returns it as a provided object. In

addition, the OSServicePlugin starts-up a new OSServiceManagerPlugin that is

associated to the created OSService. The purpose of the OSServiceManagerPlu-

gin is to start or to stop the OSService, i.e. it opens and closes the service port.

The OSService has a TCP/IP socket connection used for receiving requests from

clients and sending responses. Here the method getResult(Request request):

Response collects the responses from all registered providers, combines them, and

sends the combination as response to the received request. Because one OSService

can contain multiple providers, one Response for each Request is generated that

contains a ProviderResponses for each connected provider.

The Request contains identifiers for the request, the process and the instance. In

addition, the request contains the current (partial) trace of the instance and a list of

available work-items, i.e. the work-items that are enabled according to the work-

flow engine. The Response contains one or more ProviderResponse items. A

ProviderResponse item is the response generated by one provider and may con-

tain zero or more Analysis, Prediction, and/or Recommendation items. While

an Analysis object has a textual description, a Prediction object has a textual de-

scription and a list of statistical measurements and a Recommendation object extends

Prediction with a recommended XEvent.

One OSService can contain an arbitrary number of providers (OSProvider). Each

provider implements a specific operational support strategy/algorithm and generates

it ProviderResponse for the given Request, forwarded by the OSService. For ex-

ample, different prediction techniques can be used, based on e.g. event logs, process

models and business rules. If one wants to implement a new operational support algo-

rithm, one needs to extend the abstract class OSProvider and implement its method

populateReponse(Request request, ProviderReponse response).

In addition to the OSS in ProM we have implemented class OSServiceProxy, which

can be used by OSS clients to connect the (OSService), to send requests (Request)

and to receive responses (Response). The OSServiceProxy class requires a host

name and a port to connect to the OSService server. The most important method in

this class is Response getResponse(Request request). This method first cre-

ates a socket connection to the OSService, converts the given Request to XML, and

sends it to the socket. Furthermore, the method reads XML messages from the socket

and converts the messages into Response objects.
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Service

TCP/IPSocket

1

1

OSServiceHandler

«interface»

ServiceHandler

+getResult(in query : Request) : Response

OSService

+populateResponse(in request : Request, in response : ProviderResponse)

OSProvider

-owner : OSService
-name : String

-id : Integer

OSServiceManagerPlugin

-handlesRequests

1

-has

0..*

-has1

-in

1

-starts/stops

1

-managedBy

1

-ownedBy1

-has1..*

Request

-id : Integer

-processId : Integer

-processInstanceId : Integer

Response ProviderResponse

1

-has

1..*

Recommendation

Prediction

-text : String

-statistics[] : Double

Analysis

-text : String

1 0..*

1 0..*

1

0..*

-createdBy1

-creates1..*

AvailableItem

-task : String
-transition : String

-resources[] : String

-recommended1

-recommends1

1

-available

0..*

XTrace
1

-has

*

-has1

-for1

OSServicePlugin
-creates

1

-createdBy

1

XEvent-in

1

-contains

0..*

Figure 4.12 UML class diagram
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Figure 4.13 The test client for the Operational Support Service.

4.3.2 OSS Clients

The intended clients for the OSS are PAISs. Clients can use the OSServiceProxy to

directly send a Request object and retrieve the Response object. The visualisation

of the Response object is the responsibility of the client, e.g. by means of text, tables

or figures in or outside the work-list of the PAIS.

For the purpose of testing and illustration, PROM contains an operational service test

client, which is shown in Figure 4.13. The client offers a form for defining and sending

requests. For the request it is possible to define enabled events and the partial trace.

In addition, the client offers a special component for displaying Response objects.

Figure 4.13 shows a Response received from the OSS on port 4444, depicted as tree.
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The nodes on the first level correspond to the active providers. In our example, there is

an active provider for each of the operations described in Section 4.2.5 - 4.2.7. For this

example, each provider only offers support for one specific support type, i.e. analysis,

prediction and recommendation. In the tree the different support types can be easily

identified by their specific icons.

Recall that if the collection of providers is changed in the OSS, then the next response

will contain the results of those providers and the tree depicted in the test client will

change accordingly. The OSS responses are in XML and the visualisation of our

client converts the XML response into a tree of OSS providers. We visualise the XML

results by HTML tables, however, the XML response could also be visualised in other

formats, such as graphs. In the next section, we provide an example scenario, where

we focus on each of the support types and show the response tree in more detail.

4.3.3 OSS Example Scenario

In this section we illustrate the use of the OSS by means of an example process, its log

and example providers for each of the operations described in Section 4.2.5 - 4.2.7.

OSS in Action

Starting the OSS The start of the OSS is depicted in Figure 4.14. To start the

OSS in PROM, select the Operational Support Service action and press start. The

result (output) of this action is an Operational Support Service provided object.

Adding and Removing Providers Once the OSS is running, providers can be

connected. To add a provider for the OSS, select the OSS provided object and press

the play icon, as depicted in Figure 4.15.

The list of available providers for the OSS is depicted in Figure 4.16. To start one of

the providers, simply select the provider and press start. More providers can be added

this way. In Figure 4.17 the screen of the provided objects is shown again. The list

of provided objects consists of the OSS and five OSS providers, one for each of the

operations described in Section 4.2.5 - 4.2.7, i.e. analysis for KPIs and constraints,

prediction for KPIs and constraints, and recommendation. To delete a provider, select

the provider and press the cross icon.

Once the OSS and its providers are running, the clients can send requests and receive

responses from the OSS. The requests are handled by the connected providers and

this selection can be modified. The collection of connected providers can be adapted

by adding or removing providers. The response to a request only contains support

information from the connected providers. It is also possible to run multiple instances

of the same provider. This can be useful if one wants to use the same providers with

different settings.

OSS Messages In the remainder of this section we give a more detailed descrip-

tion of the response messages and the visualisation in the OSS client. The requests
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Figure 4.14 The menu with the Operational Support Service.

Figure 4.15 The provided object for the Operational Support Service.
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Figure 4.16 The available providers for the Operational Support Service.

Figure 4.17 The set of active providers for the Operational Support Ser-
vice.
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Figure 4.18 The analysis response for two different analysis providers:
one for the KPIs and one for the constraints. There is an analysis
response item that reports the duration of several items in the process.
The second analysis response reports several statistics about testing. The
constraint analysis reports the constraints states of the given constraints.

and responses are sent in XML and translated by the OSS proxy into response and

request objects. In our test client we visualise these responses by tables arranged in a

tree structure.

The requests to the OSS consist of the (partial) trace of events of the instance and the

set of enabled events. The main components of the request are the partial trace of the

instance and the set of enabled work-items. The XML fragment corresponding to the

request can be found in Appendix C.1. The analysis response is depicted in Figure

4.18. This response is the response composed of two analysis providers. One provides

information regarding the current KPI values and the other provides information re-

garding the current satisfaction of constraints. All analysis tables contain a description

and a value.

The prediction response is depicted in Figure 4.19. Again, the response is composed of

the responses of two providers. One prediction provider gives information regarding

the estimation of the KPI values and the other provides information regarding the

estimation of the satisfaction of constraints.

The recommendation response is depicted in Figure 4.20. Now the response consists

of a response of one provider. This provider gives recommendations for minimising
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Figure 4.19 The prediction response for two different providers: one for
the KPIs and one for the constraints. The first prediction response item
for KPIs reports the estimated throughput time. The second item reports
the predicted frequency for subcontracting a specialist. The constraint
predictions from the second provider report the probability of satisfying
the given constraints.
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Figure 4.20 The recommendation response for minimising the cost is
based on one provider. The work-items have been arranged on estimated
cost, based on the mean cost of the completed traces in the log.

the cost. According to the given recommendation, the execution of retry is preferred

over stop, since the estimated costs for retry are much lower.

The XML fragments corresponding to the analysis, prediction and recommendation

response can be found in Appendix C.2, C.3, and C.4, respectively.

4.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have introduced the concepts and a framework for operational sup-

port. Section 4.1 described how operational supports fits in the BPM life cycle and

how it changes the role of process mining from an a posteriori technique to a an oper-

ational technique. In Section 4.2 we have specified the requirements of an operational

support service. In particular we distinguished between three types of operational

support. The type of support that provides information about the current execution is

analysis. This type of analysis can be seen as a way of monitoring the running process.

The type of support that focuses on the future of the execution is prediction. Predic-

tions can be used to e.g. raise alarms if undesired situations are predicted. Finally,

the type of support that provides informed decisions ranking predictive information

about the alternatives according to some goal is recommendation. A prototype of an

operational support service has been implemented in PROM. Section 4.3 describes a

scenario of the use of the service. Here we show how the service can be started and

how providers can be started and closed. Finally, we show the messages between

the service and a client by means of some example providers, screenshots and XML

fragments.

The operational support service described in this chapter is a proof of concept. To

evolve the service to large scale use, some essential extensions need to be made. The

current protocol only supports responses and requests from one client. An extension of

the protocol is needed to support multiple sessions from different clients. In addition

the user now has to start and stop providers from the PROM UI. An extension that

allows to do this from the client would be more user friendly. Moreover, it would be

sensible to allow changes to the settings for a running provider. For example, during

the execution the goal of the execution might change from reducing costs to finishing

as soon as possible. In the prototype and its providers, the definition of KPIs and goals
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is provided by the user interface of providers. This is not ideal if one wants to start

and (re)set the providers from the client.

In addition to the before mentioned extensions regarding the protocol, a necessary ex-

tension for future work is adding semantics to the messages exchanged between OSS

client and OSS. Currently, simple XML fragments are sent and there is no semantics

for the messages. The support of concepts, such as resource, task and event attributes,

is necessary to enable querying facilities, e.g. the client should be able to formulate

queries about the estimated cost of a task. To move towards an interactive use of the

OSS, for the previous and more complex queries, the definition of a query language

and an extension with semantics is necessary. The language should support the exam-

ples provided by Section 4.2.5 - 4.2.7. Although the list of examples is not complete,

is can be used as starting point.

An aspect we did not mention in this chapter is the performance of the service and its

providers. The service must be able to provide a quick response to a request as the

service is meant to provide support at run-time. Not only will a slow response hinder

the natural execution of the business process, also it may corrupt the validity of the

results. For example, a timed constraint may be satisfied at the moment the provider

determines the outcome, but if the service is delayed by other providers, the constraint

may be violated at the time the response is sent. The same holds for other KPI values.

That implies that it is important for the development of a provider to use as much

preprocessing of data as possible. For example, the construction of a prediction model

or the use of a prediction algorithms based on the data set can be done off-line, so that

the prediction for the current instance can be produced efficiently at run-time.

Before we focus on two types of operational support: predictions and recommenda-

tions, we introduce the notion of dependencies. Dependencies (Chapter 5) play a vital

role in making good predictions, since they describe the relationship between certain

trace characteristics and the parameter to be predicted.





5
Dependencies

In Chapter 4 we have introduced a framework for providing operational support by

means of analysis, predictions and recommendations. When making predictions, it is

important to base them on observations that are in some sense similar. For instance, to

predict the hospitalisation time of a patient after a particular surgery, we can consider

the data of all other patients that had a surgery. This data includes the hospitalisation

times for all types of surgeries, from simple routines, to very complex, time consuming

procedures.

In operational support we are not interested in a prediction of the hospitalisation time

for a general patient, but for a particular patient. Initially, we might not know exactly

what type of surgery is to be performed and the prediction is based on the different

possibilities. At a later stage in the process, the diagnosis for the patient has been

established precisely and the suitable type of surgery has been decided. Now the

prediction for the hospitalisation time can be updated, based on the decision of the

surgery type. If during the surgery no complications occurred, the prediction can

be updated again, based on observations that are similar to the current state of the

instance.

So far, we have assumed that the hospitalisation time depends on the type of surgery

and the occurrence of complications during surgery, however, there could be more

case and execution characteristics on which the hospitalisation time depends, e.g. the

age of the patient, or the number of blood transfusions provided during surgery. We

capture such execution characteristics by abstractions, e.g. an abstraction on a trace

that detects the occurrence of a complication event in a trace. This chapter focuses on

how we can detect dependencies between the variables to be predicted (called response

variables) and certain execution characteristics.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 5.1 we introduce a running ex-

ample. Then we propose an approach to determine which abstractions are relevant for

the prediction of a variable, based on the log in Section 5.2. Later in Chapter 6, we

use the relevant abstractions to make predictions and recommendations for operational

support. In Section 5.3, we provide an overview of elementary abstractions and show

how abstractions can be combined to define more complex characteristics. In Section

5.4, we use the relevant abstractions to make multi-instance predictions by means of

simulation. We introduce adaptive simulation models that can be used to predict the
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p1

RHB

p2RFD

ADEp5 p6

RDCp3 p4

p7

SP

p8

CP

RCB

RNDD

Probabilities

P[RCB]    = 0.43

P[RHB]    = 0.43

P[RFD]    = 0.11

P[RNDD] = 0.03

P[RDC]    = 1

P[ADE]    = 1

P[SP] = 0.7

P[CP] = 0.3

P[SP|RCB]   = 0.8 P[CP|RCB]   = 0.2

P[SP|RHB]   = 0.7 P[CP|RHB]   = 0.3

P[SP|RFD]   = 0.4 P[CP|RFD]   = 0.6

P[SP|RNDD]= 0.1 P[CP|RNDD]= 0.9

Legend

RCB: register car burglary

RHB: register house burglary

RFD: register fire damage

RNDD: register natural disaster damage

RDC: report damage claim

ADE: assign damage export

AC: accept claim

RC: refuse claim

LOG

800  RCB   ADE   RDC   SP

200  RCB   ADE   RDC   CP

800  RCB   RDC   ADE   SP

200  RCB   RDC   ADE   CP

700  RHB   ADE   RDC   SP

300  RHB   ADE   RDC   CP

700  RHB   RDC   ADE   SP

300  RHB   RDC   ADE   CP

100  RFD   ADE   RDC   SP

150  RFD   ADE   RDC   CP

100  RFD   RDC   ADE   SP

150  RFD   RDC   ADE   CP

  5  RNDD  ADE   RDC   SP

45  RNDD  ADE   RDC   CP

  5  RNDD  RDC   ADE   SP

45  RNDD  RDC   ADE   CP

Figure 5.1 Insurance claim process.

behaviour of the process, in particular when changes in the process environment are

introduced. The simulation parameters of these models capture the dependency be-

tween the value of the simulation parameter and the execution characteristics of the

simulated instances. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 5.5.

5.1 Need for Dependencies

The need for dependencies for predictions is best explained by means of an exam-

ple. Figure 5.1 depicts a Petri net that models the handling of claims in an insurance

company and its execution log1. Initially, the type of a claim is registered by the com-

pany. The claim concerns either a car burglary (RCB), a house burglary (RHB), fire

damage (RFD), or natural disaster damage (RNDD). Subsequently a damage expert

is assigned to the case (ADE) and a damage report is finished (RDC). Finally, either

a simple procedure (SP) or a complex procedure (CP) can be chosen to handle the

insurance claim. As one might expect, the simple procedure takes less time than the

complex procedure. The log in Figure 5.1 gives the overview of historic executions.

For the sake of readability, data concerning the durations of the activities are not in-

cluded.

During the process, clients might contact the company about the progress of their

claim. Operational support can be used to provide participants of the process with

predictions regarding the execution of a particular case, e.g. the probability that the

claim will be handled by SP. Next we will consider this scenario with and without

dependencies in the execution.

According to the log, 70% of the cases have been handled by the simple procedure,

and 30% of the cases have been handled by the complex procedure. Let the average

time of handling the simple procedure be 40 hours and 80 hours for the complex

1For the sake of readability, events from the same case have been grouped into traces and
equal traces have been aggregated and equipped with a counter indicating the frequency
of the trace.
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procedure. The time for the procedure (SP or CP) can be estimated by a weighted

average2 of the procedure probability and the (average of the) procedure durations,

i.e. 0.7 × 40 + 0.3 × 80 = 52. So the estimated time for the claim handling procedure

is 52 hours, when abstracting from the specific details of the case.

Let us consider the log executions in more detail. Note that the probabilistic overview,

obtained from the log executions, shows a clear difference between the conditional

probabilities for selecting the procedure (SP or CP), given the type of claim (RCB,

RHB, RFD or RNDD). Now the estimated time for the procedure handling the RNDD

claim is the weighted average 0.1 × 40 + 0.9 × 80 = 76. Given the fact that for the

RNDD claim in 90% of the observed cases the complex procedure was chosen, the

estimation of 52 hours is an underestimation of the duration. We believe that much

more accurate predictions can be obtained by using dependencies.

In this example there is a dependency between the probability for the selection of a

procedure and the type of the claim. In the remainder we refer to the variable we

want to predict as the response variable and the variables that are used to predict the

response variable are the predictor variables. In the context of this thesis, predictor

variables are execution characteristics of a process instance. Note that predictors are

not simply case variables that are defined by the designer of the process, nor are de-

pendencies decision rules for the process. Dependencies are not part of the process

definition, e.g. it is not predefined that 10% of the RNDD claims should be handled by

the simple procedure, but we observe from past executions that most of these claims

are handled by the complex procedure, for some reason.

In the next section, we explain how we can use the log to determine which trace

characteristics are relevant for the prediction of a particular variable.

5.2 Mining Dependencies from Logs

The execution of an instance has many execution characteristics, e.g. the sequence

of task names that have been executed, the resource executing a particular task, the

duration between the completion of some task and the start of another, and so on

and so forth. So far, we did not explain how to obtain dependencies, i.e. the rela-

tionship between one or more execution characteristics and the response variable. In

some cases they can be provided by judgements of domain experts; in many cases the

dependencies should be discovered based on the information from the log.

The selection of execution characteristics corresponds to feature reduction, the process

of reducing the set of variables, with the purpose of improving the prediction perfor-

mance of the predictors, providing faster and more cost-effective predictors, and pro-

viding a better understanding of the underlying process that generated the data [96].

For an overview of feature reduction techniques, we refer to [96]. Logistic regression

(cf. Appendix A) is a technique that can be used for feature selection, i.e. a feature

reduction technique that eliminates redundant features. The advantage of logistic re-

gression is that, in contrast to conventional linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [76],

fewer assumptions are made [50]. For logistic regression we do not have to assume:

2A weighted average is one way of estimation, Chapter 6 will elaborate on other techniques.
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Response variable : parameter 

1... n

1( ... n(

Regression data

Apply

abstractions 

on log traces
Regression 

Analyses

Log

# Result: estimations for SP

SP CP

0.77018414 0.22981586  

# f (RCB) 

Figure 5.2 Approach for mining dependencies.

Process Id Instance Id Event Id Event Attributes

activity originator . . .

872 711 31 RCB expert . . .

872 711 33 RDC expert . . .

872 711 43 ADE expert . . .

872 711 99 SP expert . . .

872 726 27 RCB novice . . .

872 726 49 ADE novice . . .

872 726 85 RDC novice . . .

872 726 92 CP novice . . .

872 931 34 RHB novice . . .

872 931 35 ADE novice . . .

872 931 41 RDC novice . . .

872 931 84 SP novice . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 5.1 A fragment of an event log of the insurance process.

(1) linearity of the relationship between features and response variable, (2) multivari-

ate normality of the response variable and the residual errors, and (3) homoscedacity

of the prediction errors.

Figure 5.2 shows the global procedure for mining dependencies. First the log is con-

verted into a data set that can be used for regression analysis. The observations in

the data set are the observations of the response variable with the associated values of

each of the potential abstractions. This data set is provided to a regression algorithm

and the result is a regression model that describes the relationship between the ab-

stractions and the response variable. As depicted in the figure, the model can be used

to the estimate response variable based on concrete abstraction values. In this case the

probability for simple procedure transition SP is estimated, using the trace abstraction

on the claim type.

The remainder of this section provides a detailed description for the conversion of the

log into a regression data set, containing abstraction values and response variable val-
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LogConvertor(log, abstractions, response)

1 for i← 1 to Length(log)

2 do trace← log[i]

3 prefix = 〈〉
4 for j← 1 to Length(trace)

5 do event ← trace[ j]

6 if event = response

7 then WriteResponse(event)

8 WritePredictorValues(abstractions, prefix)

9 prefix← prefix; event

WritePredictorValues(abstractions, prefix)

1 for i← 1 to Length(abstractions)

2 do abstraction← abstractions[i]

3 WriteObservation(Apply(abstraction, prefix))

Figure 5.3 Conversion algorithm.

ues. Like in [173], we assume that each event recorded in the log refers to a task from

the model and to the case in whose context the task has been executed. As running

example, we use a log for which a fragment is depicted in Table 5.1. The fragment

depicts three execution traces for the same process. For every event of the fragment

we only depict the activity name attribute and the level of the case worker handling

the claim (originator). Using this log, we explain the conversion, the regression steps

and the result. Further details on regression analysis can be found in Appendix A and

[35, 36, 72, 169].

5.2.1 Converting a Log to a Data Set

We convert a log into a data set that is used to find the dependency between a response

variable and some predictor variables by means of regression analysis. In fact the

execution log is converted into a table of response variable observations where each

response variable value is associated to a collection of trace characteristic values.

For each observation of a response variable in a log trace, we consider the log trace

prefix of the observation. From this prefix, all log trace characteristics at the time of

the observation can be derived. Some response variables have one observation per

log trace, e.g. the cost of a particular transition. Here the prefix is the sequence of

executed activities prior to the occurrence of this transition. There are also response

variables that may have multiple observations per log trace, e.g. the probability of an

iteration. The observations of an iteration can be encoded by the names of the events.

Every occurrence of either the iteration or the continuation, the trace characteristics of

the prefix are denoted in the table.

Figure 5.3 contains the pseudo-code of the algorithm for the log conversion. The

data set can be created by traversing the log once, trace by trace, event by event. For
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Response variable Predictor variables

Procedure Claim Type Case Worker Type

SP RCB expert
CP RCB novice
SP RHB novice
. . . . . . . . .

Table 5.2 The data set for the converted log of the insurance data.

every trace, we keep and update the prefix. When we observe a value of the response

variable, we write the value of the response in the data set (WRITERESPONSE). Then,

we write the values for the associated trace characteristics of the prefix to the data

set (WRITEPREDICTORS). The values of the trace characteristics are obtained by

applying abstractions on the prefix (APPLY). Abstractions are used to capture trace

characteristics and will be discussed in detail in Section 5.3. In the next section we

elaborate on how to use the data set to select characteristics that are relevant for the

prediction of the response variable.

Example 5.2.1 (Log Observation).
As example we take a log of 1000 traces of the insurance process, described in Section

5.1. We want to estimate the probabilities for the complex and the simple procedures

of the insurance company. Suppose we consider the following abstractions as predic-

tor candidates for the procedure probability: (1) the case worker type (i.e. novice,

intermediate or expert) and (2) the insurance claim type. The former can be obtained

by the last occurrence abstraction of the first event, the latter can be obtained by a

attribute projection on an event from the trace. Note that in this case, we could have

achieved the same with other abstractions.

So, take for instance the first trace 〈31, 33, 43, 99〉 from Table 5.1. The first event

corresponds to activity RCB, which is not one of the response variables, so we do not

make observations and just remember the prefix so far, i.e. 〈31〉. The same holds for

the next two events. Finally, we encounter event 99, corresponding to procedure SP,

which is one of our response variables of interest. Now we consider the values of

the predictors on the current execution at this point, which is available in the prefix

〈31, 33, 43〉. Applying each selected abstraction on the prefix, gives

“insurance claim type abstraction” (〈31, 33, 43〉) = RCB, and

“caseworker type abstraction” (〈31, 33, 43〉) = expert.

The observation for the response variable and all predictor variables are denoted in a

table. Table 5.2 depicts the conversion for the first three traces in the log. This process

is repeated for each trace of the log.

5.2.2 Model Selection

A log data set, such as shown in Table 5.2, is the input for regression analysis. There

are different methods to systematically determine the model with the best combination
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of predictors for a response variable. One can stepwise eliminate or add predictors to

the model based on statistical relevance with respect to a reference model, or define

all models, based on the power set of predictors, and find the best fitting model. There

are also methods that penalise the inclusion of predictors to stimulate the selection

of a model that does not contain unnecessary many predictors. For more details, we

refer to Appendix A. Statistical packages such as R [153], a software environment

for statistical computing and graphics, contain functionality for encoding data, fitting

models on data and automatics selection procedures for models.

Figure 5.4 depicts some models for the insurance data set. For the selection of suitable

predictors for a response variable we define several regression models with different

combinations of predictors and find the model that best fits the data set derived from

the execution log. The first variable in the model procedure is the response variable;

it indicates the type of procedure that is used to handle the claim. The subsequent

variables are predictor variables for the model, obtained by abstractions on the obser-

vation prefix (cf. Section 5.2.1). The claim abstraction corresponds to the type of the

claim and the level abstraction corresponds to the level of the case worker.

Starting with a model with no predictors, we add predictors. For example, we can start

with adding the claim predictor, which improves the AIC significantly (cf. Appendix

A). Then we add the level predictor, which does not improve the AIC. The model with

the best fit gives a good description of the dependency between its predictors and the

response variable, with respect to the data set. In our example, model mclaim with

predictor claim gives the best fit.

Once the model is chosen, it can be used for predicting the response value, see Fig-

ure 5.5. Here the predictions for the simple procedure, given RCB, RHB, RFD and

RNDD are 0.79, 0.74, 0.30 and 0.03, respectively. These values follow directly from

the regression function coefficients, i.e. 1.3304086 (intercept), -2.1691824 (RFD), -

0.3050877 (RHB), -4.7312749 (RNDD), as shown in the claim model in Figure 5.4

and the formula for response probabilities for multinomial logit models from Ap-

pendix A.

π j(x) =
e(α j+β

′
j
x)

1 +
∑J−1

h=1 e(αh+β
′
h
x)
.

5.3 Abstractions

As explained in Section 5.1, dependencies need to be taken into account to make ac-

curate predictions. Dependencies describe the relation between one or more execution

characteristics and some response variable, such as a business KPI that is to be esti-

mated. The log traces contain the execution history, i.e. which activities have been

executed and possibly additional information, such as durations, cost and originators.

To predict some KPI for a running instance with some partial trace, observations from

instances with prefixes equal to the partial trace of the running instance could be used.

However, this makes the data set unnecessarily sparse. This stems from the fact that

logs may contain many traces, but typically most traces are different. In addition,

many characteristics that might not be relevant are taken into account, whereas other
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null <- multinom(procedure ~ 1, data=table)

mclaim <- multinom(procedure ~ claim, data=table)

mclaimlevel <- multinom(formula = procedure ~ level + claim, data = table)

> null

Call:

multinom(formula = procedure ~ 1, data = table)

Coefficients:

(Intercept)

0.8047984

Residual Deviance: 1236.596

AIC: 1238.596

> mclaim

Call:

multinom(formula = procedure ~ claim, data = table)

Coefficients:

(Intercept) claim{claimtype=rfd} claim{claimtype=rhb}

1.3304086 -2.1691824 -0.3050877

claim{claimtype=rndd}

-4.7312749

Residual Deviance: 1081.332

AIC: 1089.332

> mclaimlevel

Call:

multinom(formula = procedure ~ level + claim, data = table)

Coefficients:

(Intercept) level{workerlevel=intermediate}

1.1841821 0.2050290

level{workerlevel=novice} claim{claimtype=rfd}

0.2300977 -2.1613962

claim{claimtype=rhb} claim{claimtype=rndd}

-0.3024636 -4.7299662

Residual Deviance: 1079.407

AIC: 1091.407

Figure 5.4 Some example models for the insurance data set.
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> predict(mclaim, type="probs", newdata=expand.grid(claim="{claimtype=rcb}"))

1

0.7909082

> predict(mclaim, type="probs", newdata=expand.grid(claim="{claimtype=rhb}"))

1

0.7360078

> predict(mclaim, type="probs", newdata=expand.grid(claim="{claimtype=rfd}"))

1

0.3017931

> predict(mclaim, type="probs", newdata=expand.grid(claim="{claimtype=rndd}"))

1

0.0322684

Figure 5.5 Prediction with the regression model.

observations that share the relevant characteristics are discarded. Abstractions con-

sider some characteristics of the trace rather than the exact trace.

The abstractions we consider are functions that map one representation of a partial

trace to another, leaving out irrelevant details. For example, the case manager who is

attached to a case is a characteristic of the trace, or a trace abstraction, that might be

a good predictor for the estimation of the throughput time. Event filtering operations,

such as event projection (cf. Chapter 2.3) can be used, prior to abstractions, to limit the

elements from a trace. Provided that the relevant abstractions for a response variable

are available, the abstractions define an equivalence relation over the log traces with

respect to the response variable. Observations from traces in the equivalence class

define the sample space from which the response variable can be estimated.

5.3.1 Low-Level Abstractions for Dependencies within Instances

In this section we present a collection of low-level abstractions and discuss some prac-

tical applications. The collection of elementary examples provided in this section is

by no means complete, nor is it intended to be complete. The aim of the overview is to

provide some intuition for trace characteristics that can be used for the prediction of

KPIs. The abstractions we provide are independent of the domain context. As running

example for the abstractions, we use the log presented in Figure 5.6.

In this section we use the notation of events and traces introduced in Section 2.3. Let

us briefly recall the notation used in Section 2.3:

• P , the universe of attributes,

• X , the universe of attribute value pairs, and

• T E , the universe of event traces.

When comparing events, we typically focus on the “contents” of an event, i.e. the

attribute value pairs of an event, and not on the unique event identifiers. So, before

applying abstractions we switch from events (event identifiers) to the contents of the

events. The first operation we introduce is the attribute value trace function that con-

verts the trace of events (event identifiers) to a trace of sets of attribute value pairs.

For this purpose, we introduce T 2X

, the universe of traces over sets of attribute value
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Event Attributes

Event Instance id Name Time stamp Type Resource Cost

e ∈ E pid(e) ∈ I πname(e) πtime(e) πtype(e) πresource(e) πcost(e)

2 caseA Open File 14:30:15 complete John 15
3 caseA Update File 14:35:18 complete Mary
4 caseA Update File 14:40:21 complete Frank
5 caseA Close File 15:27:58 complete

1 caseB Open File 11:22:38 complete John 15
6 caseB Close File 17:05:00 complete

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 5.6 The event log for the abstractions.

pairs.

Definition 5.3.1 (Attribute Value Trace).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be a log, σ = 〈e0, . . . , en〉 ∈ T E an event trace, and S attr ⊆
P a selection of attributes, then the attribute value trace function (traceav : T E ×
2P → T 2X

) is a function that transforms σ into a sequence of sets of attribute value

pairs, for a selection of attributes, i.e. traceav(σ, S attr) = 〈setav(e0, S attr), . . . , setav(en,

S attr)〉.

Example 5.3.2 (Attribute Value Trace).
Let σ = 〈2, 3, 4, 5〉 be an event trace from the log depicted in Figure 5.6, then the

attribute value trace for the event names in σ is traceav(σ, {Name}) = 〈{(Name,
Open File)}, {(Name,Update File)}, {(Name,Update File)}, {(Name,Close File)}〉.

The attribute value trace is a necessary step to switch to the event contents, and is

applied prior to abstractions. Attribute value traces can also be used to abstract from

irrelevant attributes of the events. In fact, the attribute value trace from Example 5.3.2

abstracts from other attributes of the events, such as the time stamp.

Next, we introduce low level abstractions that work on traces over sets of attribute

value pairs. The first abstraction is the existence abstraction that detects the occur-

rence of some event described by its attribute value pairs. For example, for an insur-

ance company the probability that the extensive procedure for handling claims will be

chosen is higher if the person has committed fraud before.

Definition 5.3.3 (Existence Abstraction).
Let σ ∈ T 2X

, and S avp ⊆ X be a selection of attribute value pairs, then the

existence abstraction is a function (existenceα : T 2X × 2X → {true, false}) that

indicates whether the specified attribute value set S avp is part of the sequence, i.e.

existenceα(σ, S avp) = ∃e∈σ S avp ⊆ e.

Example 5.3.4 (Existence Abstraction).
Let σ = 〈{(Name,Open File)}, {(Name,Update File)}, {(Name,Update File)},
{(Name,Close File)}〉 be an attribute value trace, and the attribute value set be S avp =

{(Name,Close File)}, then existenceα(σ, S avp) = true. Suppose S avp = {(Name,
Delete File)}, then existenceα(σ, S avp) = false.
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The abstractions presented so far, retain the event order and frequency (within the

specified window). For instance, when data attributes of the event are considered,

such as measurements, the order and frequency of the events are important to detect

possible trends and outliers in the values. In other situations, however, there can be

valid reasons to abstract from order and frequency. For instance, the bag abstraction

describes the health status of a patient based on the medical history. It captures the

occurrence of a variety of medical conditions and their frequency, while ignoring the

order in which the conditions manifest themselves, e.g. a patient with a history of two

heart attacks and a stroke.

The definitions of the bag and the set abstraction use bag and set representation of the

sequences, as introduced in Section 2.1.4.

Definition 5.3.5 (Bag Abstraction).
Bag abstraction (bagα : T 2X → N2X

) is a function that transforms a sequence

σ ∈ T 2X

into a bag, i.e. bagα(σ) = bag(σ).

Example 5.3.6 (Bag Abstraction).
Let σ = 〈{(Name,Open File)}, {(Name,Update File)}, {(Name,Update File)},
{(Name,Close File)}〉 be an attribute value trace, then bagα(σ) = [{(Name,Open File)},
{(Name,Update File)}2, {(Name,Close File)}].

Other situations are better described by an abstraction that discards both order and

frequency. For the administration of medicines it is important to know the interaction

with possible other medicines the patient is using. The set abstraction captures the

combination of medicines a patient takes. Combined with the window abstraction,

this abstraction allows to find the combination of medicines the patient is currently

taken. Combinations of abstractions are discussed in the next section.

Definition 5.3.7 (Set Abstraction).
Set abstraction (setα : T 2X → 22X

) is a function that transforms a sequence σ ∈
T 2X

into a set, i.e. setα(σ) = set(σ).

Example 5.3.8 (Set Abstraction).
Let σ = 〈{(Name,Open File)}, {(Name,Update File)}, {(Name,Update File)},
{(Name,Close File)}〉 be an attribute value trace, then setα(σ) = {{(Name,Open File)},
{(Name,Update File)}, {(Name,Close File)}}.

The cardinality abstraction considers the number of occurrences of an event.

Definition 5.3.9 (Cardinality).
Cardinality abstraction (cardinalityα : T 2X → N) is a function that counts the ele-

ments in sequence σ ∈ T 2X

, i.e. cardinalityα(σ) = |σ|.

5.3.2 Compositions of Filtering and Abstractions

In practical applications, compositions of lower level abstractions, filtering operations,

and other operations can be used to formulate more complex predictors. Please note

that filtering is an optional step in the composition that removes elements from the
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trace of event identifiers, and the attribute value trace is a necessary step to convert the

trace of identifiers into a trace over sets of attribute value pairs, which is required by

the abstraction functions.

As an example of such a composition, consider a process where different activities

have access to the same data element in the process. The value of this element can

change due to iterations in the process or the execution of different activities that up-

date the value of the data element. The last occurrence abstraction allows us to look,

for example, at the most recent value of a data element associated with an activity that

can re-occur in an iterative process. For instance, a medical examination, performed

at the outpatient clinic, requires observation of the patient for the first hours after the

examination. So, in addition to the planning of this examination a short term hospital-

isation should be planned for outpatients. Whether to plan additional hospitalisation

can be decided by looking at the patient status (inpatient or outpatient) for the most re-

cent planning event. The last occurrence abstraction gives the most recent occurrence

of some event, that is specified by attribute value pairs.

Definition 5.3.10 (Last Occurrence Abstraction).
Given a log L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP), the last occurrence abstraction lastα : T E × 2X ×
2P → 2X is a function that, for a specified set of attribute value pairs S avp ⊆X , and

a set of attributes S attr ⊆P , gives the attribute value set (specified by S attr-attributes)

of the last occurring S avp-element in the event traceσ ∈ T E , i.e. lastα(σ, S avp, S attr) =

last(traceav(event(σ, S avp), S attr)).

Note that this abstraction combines event projection (cf. Definition 2.3.6), to obtain

the events of interest, the attribute value trace (cf. Definition 5.3.1) to convert the trace

of events to an attribute value trace, and an operation to obtain the last element of the

sequence.

Example 5.3.11 (Last Occurrence Abstraction).
Consider again trace σ = 〈2, 3, 4, 5〉 from the log depicted in Figure 5.6, and suppose

S avp = {(Name,Update File)}, and S attr = {Name,Resource}, then

lastα(σ, S avp, S attr) = last(traceav(event(〈2, 3, 4, 5〉, S avp), S attr))

= last(traceav(〈3, 4〉, {Name,Resource}))
= last(〈{(Name,Update File), (Resource,Mary)},

{(Name,Update File), (Resource,Frank)}〉)
= {(Name,Update File), (Resource,Frank)}.

The duration abstraction can be used to obtain the duration of the time period between

two events, e.g. the longer a patient is in coma, the more likely he is to have permanent

brain damage. For this, we consider the difference between de time stamps between

the event that corresponds to the end and start of the coma, respectively. So basically,

the duration abstraction is an operation on two attribute value projections. Note that

the events can be provided directly, or derived from the log by additional functions.

Definition 5.3.12 (Duration Abstraction).
Given a log (pid,T E ,P,ΠP), the duration abstraction (durationαe1,e2

: T E × E × E →
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N) is a function that indicates the time duration between two events e1, e2 ∈ E , i.e.

durationα(σ, e1, e2) = πtime(e2) − πtime(e1).

Elementary abstractions can be combined in many ways, depending on the context. In

the remainder we provide some examples of other characteristics that can be achieved

by composing elementary abstractions.

Example 5.3.13.
For newsgroup topics, the user’s interest in a certain news topic is predicted by moni-

toring the recent reading behaviour of a user.

The topic of the news reading events can be obtained by the property abstraction,

which yields a sequence of topics. By removing the oldest topics (e.g. the last 3

months), the current interests of the user are obtained. This is achieved by the window

abstraction. In addition, the frequency of the topics is used to prioritise the interests of

the user. The resulting abstraction is a composition of (1) window filtering that pro-

duces a subtrace containing the events of the last three months, (2) the attribute value

trace function that only preserves the topic of each event, and (3) a bag abstraction on

the trace over sets of attribute value pairs.

Example 5.3.14.
In a burning installation the volume of the gas in a bunker is regularly measured and

monitored. If a certain volume threshold is reached, the operator has to add more gas

to the bunker. Measurements of the process are subject to noise, so it is important to

distinguish outliers from real volume changes to the state of the volume (increasing or

decreasing).

Since outliers do occur, it is not sufficient to only consider the last volume measure-

ment. Increasing the number of recent measurements decreases the probability for a

wrong volume detection, e.g. if the last three measurements are above the threshold,

then the probability that these are all outliers is really low and we assume the threshold

is reached and gas has to be added to the bunker. Statistical analysis on the data should

be performed to determine the desired window for the number of recent measurements

and the estimation strategy for the volume. For this we can compose, (1) a window

filtering that only considers the events within the relevant window, and (2) an attribute

value function that preserves the measurement attributes.

5.3.3 Application of Abstractions

Abstractions are used to determine which trace characteristics are relevant for the

prediction of a parameter, based on log trace observations. Here, we apply abstractions

on log trace prefixes to convert the log into a data set (cf. Section 5.2.1) that is used

for regression analysis. We introduce a predictor value function that determines the

abstraction values for a collection of abstractions and a partial trace.

Definition 5.3.15 (Predictor Value Function).
Let σ ∈ T E be a trace and 〈α1, α2, . . . αn〉 be a sequence of n predictor variables, cap-

tured by (composed) abstractions α1, α2, . . . , αn. Then the predictor value function ϑ

is defined as ϑ(σ, 〈α1, α2, . . . , αn〉) = 〈α1(σ), α2(σ), . . . , αn(σ)〉, where αi(σ) denotes

the value of the ith abstraction applied to σ.
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Note that, in the conversion algorithm for logs (cf. Figure 5.3), the predictor value

function is implemented by WRITEPREDICTORVALUES, which also writes the values

to a data set. During the conversion of the log, the predictor value function is applied

each time a response variable is observed, to determine the trace characteristics. We

call an abstraction efficient if the abstraction for a trace σ; 〈e〉 can be determined from

the abstraction result of the prefix σ and the abstraction of e. This allows a more

efficient of the conversion log, since the abstraction does not have to be determined

for the entire trace over and over again, as is done in Figure 5.3.

Definition 5.3.16 (Efficient Abstraction).
Let σ be a trace and e be an event, then we call an abstraction an efficient abstraction

if there exists an operator • such that α(σ; 〈e〉) = α(σ) • α(〈e〉).

The cardinality abstraction is an example of an efficient abstraction. It is easy to see

that it is sufficient to know the previous abstraction result to determine its value on

the extended trace, i.e. if the previous abstraction result was n, then the next result is

n + 1.

Theorem 5.3.17 (The cardinality abstraction is efficient).
The cardinality abstraction is an efficient abstraction.

Proof.
Letσ be a trace of length n and e an event. Then cardinalityα(σ; 〈e〉) = cardinalityα(σ)+

cardinalityα(〈e〉) = n + 1. �

Also the set abstraction is an example of an efficient abstraction, where the new set

can be calculated from the old set and the new element.

Theorem 5.3.18 (The set abstraction is efficient).
The set abstraction is an efficient abstraction.

Proof.
Let σ be a trace and e be an event, then setα(σ; 〈e〉) = setα(σ) ∪ setα(〈e〉). �

Unfortunately, efficiency can be lost during composition. Take for instance the compo-

sition of the cardinality and set abstractions. The result of this abstraction is a number

indicating how many different elements are in the set. For the next element it is not

clear whether the number obtained for σ should be increased, as the set representation

is needed to decide whether the element is already contained in the set.

In the next chapter, we describe prediction techniques for operational support that

provide predictions for running instances. These prediction techniques rely on the use

of relevant abstractions. We have presented techniques to determine relevant abstrac-

tions, based on the log. In the remainder of this chapter, we focus on the prediction of

the performance of multiple instances using simulation techniques.
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5.4 Simulation with Dependencies

So far, we have addressed the importance of dependencies in predictions for opera-

tional support. In operational support we focus on the prediction of the future of one

instance, based on data of historical executions of other instances in a log. In this sec-

tion, we address another interesting related application of dependencies in predictions,

not just for one instance, but for multiple future instances in a changing environment.

Business processes are often the result of a fit between the needs and capabilities of

the internal stakeholders of the business and the opportunities and threats the business

identifies in its environment [154]. The environment in which these processes operate

is typically unstable and business processes should be robust enough to cope with a

variable and changing environment. The most interesting question from the business

point of view is: “How will these trends affect the performance of my business pro-

cess?”. For organisations it is crucial to understand their processes and to be able to

estimate the effects of new trends on the processes. Business process simulation is a

way to investigate the performance of a business process and to analyse the process

response to injected trends. Simulations can be used for what-if analysis, i.e. how

does some (expected) change in the environment affects the execution of the process.

Short-term simulation is proposed to support strategic decision making for business

processes in [163]. The main purpose of short-term simulation is to spot unbalances

between the work offered to business processes and the resources that are available.

This type of simulation provides “fast-forward” functionality by simulating the near

future of the current execution. The construction of a simulation model for short-term

simulation is too time-consuming to be applied in practise, but as the authors point

out, the functionality of a simulation engine and workflow engine are very similar,

and they propose the use of the workflow engine for this type of simulation. Both

engines take care of the operational control and require similar input data, however,

the workflow engine interacts with the real world, whereas the simulation engine uses

assumptions of the real world, e.g. durations of tasks, availability of resources.

Mining parameterised simulation models from logs has been described in [173, 174].

In their approach, the authors create simulation models that consider the control flow,

data and organisational perspective, and initialise these models with the current state of

the workflow systems. Parameters for the simulation model are obtained from the log,

e.g. data value range distributions, execution time distributions and data-dependencies

for parameters for decision points. In this approach, the authors assume the parame-

ters to be independent of the instance execution, e.g. previous decisions. The mined

parameters in the model are fixed distributions or decision rules, independent from

execution characteristics. As a result, the parameters are fixed for every instance. We

call such a model static.

Until now correlations and dependencies in the process have not been considered in

simulation models. In most simulation tools for business process management, sim-

ulation parameters, like activity cost, duration and probability, are variables that are

assumed to be independent, which is often not the case. Incorrect assumptions about

correlations and dependencies can lead to over- or underestimation of the outcome

[85, 189, 113, 42].
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Figure 5.7 The travel agency process.

Consider a simple travel agency process where customers can compose a trip by book-

ing some means of transport (a flight or coach) and a hotel (luxury, middle class or

budget), for one or more days. The trip can be composed of multiple transport-hotel

combinations. For each hotel stay customers can make use of a pick-up service that

transports them to the city centre or the airport. Clients may choose to pay their hol-

idays by instalment. In addition, customers who spend much money are rewarded

with a gift. A good estimation for the number of pick-ups is necessary for arranging

a suitable contract with one of the local taxi companies. The agency would also like

to estimate the number gifts to be purchased. Early market research indicates a trend

towards a decreasing budget for clients. The agency has disposal of a log containing

information about customers of the past years. How will the expected trend affect the

number of pick-ups and gifts for the next year?

Figure 5.7 depicts the control flow for the travel agency. It contains all basic routing

constructs such as sequentiality, parallelism, iteration, synchronisation, deterministic

and non-deterministic choices of the environment. For meaningful analysis parame-

ters (e.g. activity durations and probabilities) have been added to the control flow that

reflects the real execution of the process. Moreover, for accurate simulation later on,

we have incorporated existing execution dependencies into the model. We use the log

of the process that contains past executions to detect dependencies, the associated ab-

stractions and to estimate the simulation parameters (cf. Section 5.2). The remainder

of this section introduces adaptive simulation models.

5.4.1 Adaptive Simulation Models

This section introduces an adaptive simulation model with a history-dependent mech-

anism that can be used to propagate changes in the environment through the model,

using dependencies (cf. Section 5.2). An overview of our approach is shown in Figure

5.8. An adaptive simulation model is created from two components. The first compo-

nent is the control flow model that can be either given (predefined models) or mined

from the log using standard process mining techniques [13]. The second component

consists of information about the simulation parameters. Again, the parameters can be

predefined or the log can be used to determine the parameters. In this thesis we focus

on the latter case, where we consider the simulation parameters as random variables

that we are going to estimate on the log using the techniques presented in Section

5.2. Both components are integrated into an adaptive simulation model by a history-
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Figure 5.8 Framework for adaptive simulation.

dependent mechanism that, for each instance, estimates the parameters on the (partial)

simulation trace of that instance.

We propose to use simulation models that include dependencies. For instance, a model

for the travel agency having a dependency between the hotel type and the means of

transportation. Such a model adapts the hotel type probabilities for every simulated

instance, depending on the transfer type of that instance. During simulation the pa-

rameters will adapt according to the history of the instance, hence we call such models

adaptive models. This enables a “what-if” type of simulation where changes in the

environment are propagated in the model by the dependencies. Suppose we simulate

the effect of more customers taking flights, more flights will be simulated and for these

instances the hotel probabilities will change accordingly.

5.4.2 History-Dependent Stochastic Petri Nets

In this section we introduce History-Dependent Petri nets (HDSPNs) as adaptive sim-

ulation models. An HDSPN is a Petri net extension in which dependencies, between

simulation parameters and execution characteristics, are incorporated by means of

adaptive simulation parameters. We base our definition on Petri nets, extended with

history, that record the execution of the process in the history and use the history to

evaluate the transition guards. Instead of assuming any probability distribution, we

will extract them from the execution log to obtain realistic simulation results. This

is distinguishing our approach from Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) [87, 137, 201] and

Generalised Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPNs) [133, 132, 37]. These approaches make

assumptions about the probability distributions and have become very popular due to

the nice theoretical basis they provide for the analysis of systems by using Markovian

techniques.

In the context of this thesis, there are two types of historical information: the log, that

contains the execution history of the process by traces of multiple completed instances,

and the partial trace of an instance, that contains the history of executed steps of a

single instance. The log is used to mine relevant execution characteristics. Predictions

are made for running instances, based on the current execution characteristics of their

partial trace. In this section, we estimate simulation parameters for (the simulation
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characteristics of) a running simulation instance. To avoid confusion, we only use the

term history in context of the partial trace of a running instance.

Definition of History-Dependent Stochastic Petri Nets

An HDSPN can be seen as a stochastic process, described by a sequence of random

variables X0, X1, X2, . . ., where stochastic variable X0 = ι represents the state where no

transition has fired yet and Xn (n > 0) denotes the stochastic variable corresponding

to the nth transition of a marked Petri net (〈P,T, F〉,m0) that fires from initial marking

m0. The state of the process after executing n steps is represented by X0, . . . , Xn.

We introduce Hn as shorthand notation for X0, . . . , Xn. The domain of X is T ∪ {ι, δ},
where T represents the set of Petri net transitions, ι < T represents the state where

no transition has fired yet and δ < T represents the state where no transitions from T

can fire. These two dummy transitions provide a natural mapping between the initial

(ι) and final (δ) state of the stochastic process and the transitions in the Petri net. H

consists of all sequences over X.

Definition 5.4.1 (Transition Probability for Petri Nets).
For Petri net 〈P,T, F〉, t ∈ (T ∪ {ι, δ}), and h ∈ H, we define transition probability

function f : (T ∪ {ι, δ}) × H → [0, 1], having the following properties:

1. ∀h ∈ H :
∑

t∈(T∪{ι,δ}) f (t, h) = 1,

2. ∀h ∈ H : f (ι, h) = χ(h = ε)3,

3. ∀h ∈ H : f (δ, h) = χ(∀t ∈ T : m0 + N
−→
h < •t), and

4. ∀h ∈ H, t ∈ T : m0 + N
−→
h < •t ⇒ f (t, h) = 0.

The first condition means that the sum of probabilities over all transitions, including

ι and δ, equals 1. The second condition assures that ι fires iff no transition has fired

yet, and cannot fire at a later stage. The third condition means that δ will fire iff there

are no other enabled transitions in the net. Finally, the fourth condition means that the

probability to fire for not enabled transitions equals 0, i.e. our nets are a true extension

of the classical Petri nets.

Example 5.4.2 (Stochastic Process).
Figure 5.9 shows the stochastic process {Xn | n = 0, 1, . . .} for the Petri net from Figure

5.1. The concrete values for the transition probability function f (t, h) are given for

different h’s. The values are derived from the log that is depicted in Figure 5.1. In the

stochastic process, the probability to make a transition, from state RDC to state SP,

depends on the execution history of the instance. We can transform this process into

a stochastic process {Yn | n = 0, 1 . . .} that has the Markovian property (cf. Definition

2.2.2). The state of the Y process is the history, i.e. action sequence, of the X process,

see Figure 5.10.

An HDSPN is an extension of a classical Petri net with history H, dummy transitions

ι, δ, and transition probability function f .

3The characteristic function, with χ(false) = 0 and χ(true) = 1
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X0 X1 X3 X4 X>4

1) f(RCB, ) = 0.43

2) f(RHB, ) = 0.43

3) f(RFD, ) = 0.11

4) f(RNDD, ) = 0.03

5)  f(ADE,<RCB>) = 0.5

6)  f(RDC,<RCB>) = 0.5

7)  f(ADE,<RHB>) = 0.5

8)  f(RDC,<RHB>) = 0.5

9)  f(ADE,<RFD>) = 0.5

10) f(RDC,<RFD>) = 0.5

11) f(ADE,<RNDD>) = 0.5

12) f(RDC,<RNDD>) = 0.5

13) f(RDC,<RCB,ADE>) = 1.0

      f(RDC,<RHB,ADE>) = 1.0

      f(RDC,<RFD,ADE>) = 1.0

      f(RDC,<RNDD,ADE>) = 1.0

14) f(ADE,<RCB,RDC>) = 1.0

      f(ADE,<RHB,RDC>) = 1.0

      f(ADE,<RFD,RDC>) = 1.0

      f(ADE,<RNDD,RDC>) = 1.0

15) f(SP,<RCB,ADE,RDC>) = 0.8

f(SP,<RHB,ADE,RDC>) = 0.7

f(SP,<RFD,ADE,RDC>) = 0.4

f(SP,<RNDD,ADE,RDC>) = 0.1

16) f(CP,<RCB,ADE,RDC>) = 0.2

f(CP,<RHB,ADE,RDC>) = 0.3

f(CP,<RFD,ADE,RDC>) = 0.6

f(CP,<RNDD,ADE,RDC>) = 0.9

17) f(SP,<RCB,RDC,ADE>) = 0.8

f(SP,<RHB,RDC,ADE>) = 0.7

f(SP,<RFD,RDC,ADE>) = 0.4

f(SP,<RNDD,RDC,ADE>) = 0.1

18) f(CP,<RCB,RDC,ADE>) = 0.2

f(CP,<RHB,RDC,ADE>) = 0.6

f(CP,<RFD,RDC,ADE>) = 0.5

f(CP,<RNDD,RDC,ADE>) = 0.9

19) f(!,<RCB,ADE,RDC,SP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RCB,RDC,ADE,SP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,ADE,RDC,SP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,RDC,ADE,SP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,ADE,RDC,SP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,RDC,ADE,SP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,ADE,RDC,SP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,RDC,ADE,SP>) = 1.0

20) f(!,<RCB,ADE,RDC,CP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RCB,RDC,ADE,CP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,ADE,RDC,CP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,RDC,ADE,CP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,ADE,RDC,CP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,RDC,ADE,CP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,ADE,RDC,CP>) = 1.0

      f(!,<RHB,RDC,ADE,CP>) = 1.0

X2

21)  f(!, h) = 1.0
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Figure 5.9 The discrete stochastic process defined by the HDSPN for N

from Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.10 The Markov Chain (partly) for the stochastic process from
Figure 5.9.
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Definition 5.4.3 (History-Dependent Stochastic Petri Net).
A history-dependent stochastic Petri net (HDSPN) N is a tuple 〈P,T, F, f 〉, where

〈P,T ∪ {ι, δ}, F〉 is a Petri net with •ι = ι• = ∅, •δ = δ• = ∅, and f : (T ∪ {ι, δ}) × H →
[0, 1] is a transition probability function.

The dummy transitions are isolated dummy transitions that do not change the marking

of the net. The purpose of these dummy transitions is to provide a convenient mapping

to a stochastic process. In every execution of the net, transition ι is the initial transition

and can never occur later on. The δ transition becomes enabled whenever the net

reaches a deadlock or final state and then continues to fire. This way we model a

finite workflow process as infinite process starting with ι (X0 = ι) and ending with

absorbing state δ, generating an infinite suffix consisting of δ’s only: if Xn = δ, then

Xn+1 = δ. With the addition of ι and δ the business processes can easily be modelled

as stochastic process while maintaining the original structure.

In the remainder we will only consider free-choice nets (cf. Definition 2.2.9). The

clusters (cf. Definition 2.2.10) of ι and δ are [δ] = {δ} and [ι] = {ι}. A free-choice Petri

net extended with ι and δ remains a free-choice Petri net, therefore, the firing of ι and

δ does not disable other clusters.

The HDSPN describes a stochastic process where

P[Xn+1 = t | Hn = h] = f (t, h).

We can further specialise our definition for the case of free-choice Petri nets. When-

ever a transition t of cluster [t] is enabled, all transitions in [t] are enabled as well [71].

In free-choice nets, the firing of a transition from [t] leaves all transitions from other

clusters enabled. For this reason we move to a “two-phase selection” of the transition

to fire: first we choose an enabled cluster, and then we choose a transition from this

cluster:

P[Xn+1 = t | Hn = h] = P[Xn+1 = t | Hn = h ∧ Xn+1 ∈ [t]] · P[Xn+1 ∈ [t] | Hn = h].

We now represent f (t, h) as

f (t, h) = p(t, h) · q(t, h),

where p(t, h) gives the estimated probability of transition t within cluster [t], and q(t, h)

the estimated probability to choose cluster [t].

We assume that clusters are selected with equal probabilities.

Assumption 5.4.4 (Equal Probabilities for Clusters).
Let C be the set of all clusters in N = 〈P,T, F〉. ∀ci, c j ∈ (C\{[ι], [δ]}) : (∀t ∈ ((ci ∪ c j)

∩ T ) : (m0 + N
−→
h ) ≥ •t))⇒ P[Xn+1 ∈ ci | Hn = h] = P[Xn+1 ∈ c j | Hn = h].

Now q(t, h) depends on the number of enabled clusters (cf. Assumption 5.4.4). The

probability f (t, h) for ι and δ is known (cf. Definition 5.4.1). Since [ι] = {ι} and

[δ] = {δ}, there are no other transitions to fire and p(ι, h) = p(δ, h) = 1. The cluster

probability for ι is 1 iff the history is empty, i.e. q(ι, h) = χ(h = ε). The cluster

probability for δ is 1 iff no other transition from the net is enabled, i.e. q(δ, h) =

χ(∀t ∈ T : m0 + N
−→
h < •t), due to Definition 5.4.1.
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We define f (t, h) = q(t, h) · p(t, h), where q(t, h) is the probability that the cluster of t

is selected and p(t, h) is the probability that the t fires when it cluster is selected, both

after observing history h. Assumption 5.4.4 implies the following definition of q(t, h):

Definition 5.4.5 (Cluster Probability q(t, h)).
Let t ∈ T and h ∈ H, q(ι, h) = χ(h = ε), and q(δ, h) = χ(∀t ∈ T : m0 + N

−→
h < •t):

q(t, h) =



































0 , if q(ι, h) = 1 or q(δ, h) = 1,

χ(m0 + N
−→
h ≥ •t)

∑

c∈(C\{[ι],[δ]})

χ(∀u ∈ (c ∩ T ) : (m0 + N
−→
h ) ≥ •u)

, otherwise.

In real-life, p(t, h) is unknown. For the estimation of p(t, h) from the log, we consider

three different cases. In the first case, where there are no occurrences of transitions

from [t] in the log at all. In this case, we assume that each transition from [t] fires with

equal probability, i.e. p(t, h) = |[t]∩ T |−1. In case there are occurrences for transitions

from [t] in the log, we can use the techniques described in Section 5.2 to find a model

to predict the transition occurrence.

Simulation with HDSPNs

In this section we show how to simulate HDSPNs using CPN tools [111], which is a

well established tool for modelling and analysis of Coloured Petri nets (CPNs) [109]

with support for simulation. To represent a HDSPN in CPN tools we start with its

basis (classical) Petri net and then add the history and the probability information as

follows:

Global History The global history (or its abstraction) is kept in a special place

that contains a token with the history information. Initially it contains a token con-

taining the empty history. Every transition of the Petri net is then linked to the history

place, and transition firings update the history token by adding the information about

the firing. If a history abstraction is used, some firings might leave the history token

value unchanged.

There can be multiple parameters in a simulation model. We obtain the history of an

instance from the history token. The adaptive parameter value is obtained by applying

the appropriate abstractions on the history, i.e. determining the predictor values us-

ing the ϑ function associated to the transition. The associated regression model then

determines the correct parameter values. After execution of a transition, the history

token is updated for that instance.

History-Dependent Probabilities CPN Tools has the possibility to define

probabilities but these probabilities are history-independent. To introduce a history-

dependent probability mechanism, we add place random that contains a token whose

value is a randomly chosen between 0 and 1. Every firing of a transition results in

updating the value of this token with a new random number.
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Within each cluster we define transition guards capturing the probability mechanism

as follows: Let cluster c contain transitions t1, . . . , tn and given history h, the proba-

bility to choose transition ti under condition that cluster c is chosen is p(ti, h). Then

the guard for ti is defined as

i−1
∑

j=1

p(t j, h) ≤ r <

i
∑

j=1

p(t j, h) (for transition t1, the lower

border is 0), where r is the value of the token on random. This definition of the guards

implies that in every cluster at every moment at most one transition can be enabled.

Due to the semantics used by CPN Tools4, the default choice of the transition is made

between the enabled transitions with equal probability. In our case this actually be-

comes the choice of the cluster, from which the transition will fire, thus implementing

Equation 5.4.5.

To measure relevant performance indicators, necessary information, like costs of ac-

tions, is added to the transitions of the net.

Example 5.4.6 (HDSPN as adaptive simulation model).
Figure 5.12 depicts some fragments of the insurance process. The high level process

is depicted in Figure 5.12 (a). At this level the control flow of the process is depicted.

The parameters of each transition are described by the subpages of that transition.

The subpage for the complex procedure is depicted in Figure 5.12 (b). At firing, the

complex procedure transition updates the history. In fact, every transition executing

updates the history by an event that represents the execution of that transition. So this

is a general structure for all transition subnets.

For the probability distribution of the simple and complex procedure, both transitions

use the value of the common probability token to determine the value of their guards.

The p(t, h)-values for the complex procedure are determined by abstraction on the

history token. The code fragment in Figure 5.11 shows the associated code for deter-

mining the p(t, h)-value for the complex procedure.

Function claim determines the abstraction value for claim on the history. The coeffi-

cients are given by the claim model (cf. Section 5.2, they are 1.3304086, -2.1691824,

-0.3050877 and -4.7312749, for the intercept, rfd, rhb and rndd, respectively. The

selection of the coefficients, i.e. the coding of the claim categories, is based on the

value of the claim abstraction for the history. The probability function for the simple

procedure

πSP(x) =
e(α j+β

′
j
x)

1 +
∑J−1

h=1 e(αh+β
′
h
x)

is implemented by predict_SP. The value for predict_CP is the probability of the

complement.

The history-dependent parameters allow for “what if” type of performance analysis

of workflows.

4For automatic simulation CPN tools uses random number generation to chose between
enabled transitions
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val e = 2.71828;

fun toIntProb(x:real) = Real.round(x*100.0);

fun claim_abs(hist:HISTORY)=

(* implementation of the history-based abstraction *);

fun abs1_RFD(hist:HISTORY)=

if claim_abs(hist) = rfd then 1.0 else 0.0;

fun abs1_RHB(hist:HISTORY)=

if claim_abs(hist) = rhb then 1.0 else 0.0;

fun abs1_RNDD(hist:HISTORY)=

if claim_abs(hist) = rndd then 1.0 else 0.0;

fun coefficient(RFD,RHB,RNDD) = 1.3304086 - 2.1691824*RFD - 0.3050877*RHB

- 4.7312749*RNDD;

fun numerator(hist:HISTORY) =

Math.pow(e,coefficient( abs1_RFD(hist), abs1_RHB(hist),abs1_RNDD(hist) ));

fun predict_SP (hist:HISTORY) = let

val n = numerator(hist)

val d = n+1.0

in

toIntProb(n/d)

end

fun predict_CP(hist:HISTORY) = 100-(predict_SP(hist));

Figure 5.11 Prediction with the regression model.
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Figure 5.12 A simple HDPSN.
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5.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we presented dependencies as a means to improve parameter estima-

tions by looking to those execution characteristics that are relevant to that character-

istic. Such characteristics are captured by abstractions on the execution trace. Simple

elementary abstractions can be combined into more complex abstractions by compo-

sition to capture more complex characteristics. Potential characteristics captured by

abstractions and relevant for the parameter to be estimated can be mined from execu-

tion logs of business processes. Our approach makes use of a regression analysis for

the parameter to be estimated (response variable) and the potential abstraction can-

didates (predictor variables). For this purpose we convert the log into a data set that

is suitable for regression analysis. Model selection is used to find a model that fits

the data set best. The predictors in the selected model are the abstractions (or ex-

ecution characteristics) we consider relevant for the estimation of the parameter to

be estimated. In the next chapter we shall use the dependencies for predictions and

recommendations for operational support.

Dependencies between parameters and the execution characteristics are also valuable

to estimate the effect of a change in the business environment on the execution of

the business process. In contrast to operational support, there we do not consider the

future of one single running case, but the future of many cases. The dependencies

allow propagation of the change throughout the relevant parts of the business pro-

cess. There is a straightforward implementation of History-dependent Stochastic Petri

Nets in CPN tools. An important assumption we make in our work is that existing

dependencies will hold in the new situation. In addition we cannot make reliable esti-

mations of the effects of changes that are beyond our data set. There is no guarantee

that extrapolations are valid.

In this work, we have focused on the execution history solely as relevant characteristic.

This approach could easily be extended to also include case data such as the gender

or age of a client. In addition, external data such as weather reports or stock market

indexes can be considered. For this, the log can be extended and this data can be

included as case data or as event data, such that existing techniques can be used.

As more and more potential characteristics are defined, the need for more advanced

techniques to select appropriate candidates increases. Scatterplots for the parameter

to be estimated and the candidate data can help to give the process analyst insight in

potential correlations.

In Chapter 7, we evaluate the HDSPN with mined dependencies. We run the HDSPN

to simulate the behaviour of a process, whose log is used to determine the parameters

of the HDSPN. Then, the environment of the process is slightly changed, affecting

the execution of the process. We then investigate whether the HDSPN in this changed

environment, with the original mined parameters, is still able to approximate the be-

haviour of the process.





6
Predictions & Recommendations

Dependencies (Chapter 5) have been introduced to make more accurate estimations.

The dependencies allowed us to estimate the effect of changes in the business process

environment on the execution of the process, i.e. a prediction of the effect on future

instances of the process. In this chapter we will focus on predictions and recommen-

dations for the operational support of single instances. Examples for these types of

operational support can be found in Sections 4.2.6 and 4.2.7.

Temporality is an important aspect for predictions of process instance execution, where

typically multiple executing steps are executed over a time period. For some predic-

tions, the prediction result clearly depends on the state of the current execution, e.g.

normally the prediction for the remaining throughput time should be higher in the be-

ginning of the process than at the end. At first glance, other predictions might appear

not to depend on the state of the current execution. For example, the predicted total

throughput time remains stable throughout the entire execution. However, as execu-

tion proceeds and more evidence (case or execution characteristics) are learned, the

prediction might be updated. It seems that the expected total throughput time may

increase when something goes wrong during the process, as from past executions with

similar problems the expected throughput time is much higher.

In Chapter 5 we have already introduced the methods to mine relevant execution char-

acteristics from the log. The regression equation can be used directly for predictions

for operational support. For this approach the predictor abstractions should be applied

to the partial trace of the instance to determine the value of the predictor variables.

In this chapter, we focus on two different techniques. First we introduce state-based

predictions in Section 6.1, a technique that converts the log into a labelled transition

system and annotates the states with observations from the log from which predictions

are made. At run-time, running instances are mapped to states of the transition system

and the associated predictions. In fact, the log sample is partitioned and associated to

the states in the transition system, from which the predictions are made. This approach

allows a visual inspection of the different prediction states of the process. A different

prediction approach is presented in Section 6.2. In this approach, the log traces obser-

vations are weighted on similarity between log trace and the running instance. Section

6.4 explains how a prediction technique can be applied to recommend work-items. In

this approach the entire log sample is used for the prediction, where the similarity with
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Figure 6.1 The approach for state-based predictions.

the current instance weights the observations. We present related work in Section 6.5.

Finally, in Section 6.6 we conclude this chapter.

6.1 State-Based Predictions

In this section we provide a state-based method to predict the future of an instance. It

is natural to assume that at any point in time a process instance is in some state and

that this state depends on its history. We use the techniques presented in Chapter 5 to

discover dependencies and related abstractions that we use to make predictions. We

define the state of the process by the abstraction on its current trace (prefix). This not

only allows us to determine the state of a running instance, but also to determine the

states of finished instances in the log. In this section we provide a configurable ap-

proach to construct a state-based process model, augmented with logged observations

from previously executed instances and use this to predict e.g. the completion time. In

fact, the state of an instance is defined by the abstraction and it defines the sample for

prediction.

Figure 6.1 shows the approach for state-based predictions. In the preparation phase

abstractions that captures the relevant characteristics of the execution are mined mined

(cf. Section 5.2). Using the abstraction, the log is converted into a labelled transition

system (cf. Section 6.1.1), annotated with observations from the log (cf. Section

6.1.3).

As a running example we use a fragment of some log, depicted in Figure 6.2. Suppose

that the relevant characteristics for the prediction of the cost is the sequence of event

names, i.e. traceav(〈4423, 4424, 4425, 4426〉, {name}) = 〈{(name, A)}, {(name, B)},
{(name,C)}, {(name,D)}〉, cf. Definition 5.3.1. This trace has gone through several

states during its execution. First a state where no activity has been executed, followed

by a state where only A has been executed, then a state that corresponds to the execu-
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Event Attributes (attr(e))

Event Instance id Time stamp name Resource Cost θ
e ∈ E pid(e) πtime(e) πname(e) πresource(e) πcost(e) πθ(e)

4423 caseA 30-12-2008:11.10 A John 300 . . .
4424 caseA 30-12-2008:15.21 B John 400 . . .
4425 caseA 30-12-2008:15.35 C John 100 . . .
4426 caseA 30-12-2008:15.55 D John 400 . . .

5526 caseB 29-12-2008:16.15 A Ann 300 . . .
5527 caseB 30-12-2008:16.05 C John 450 . . .
5528 caseB 30-12-2008:16.25 B Pete 350 . . .
5529 caseB 31-12-2008:10.55 D Ann 300 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 6.2 A fragment of an event log.

tion of A followed by B and so on and so forth. We annotate the states in the transition

system with the measurements we obtain from the trace, e.g. the remaining costs for

the trace. For the first trace, the remaining cost would be 1200 for the initial state, 900

for the state where only A has been executed, etc. At run-time we only need to deter-

mine the state of the running instance and find the corresponding state in the transition

system to obtain the prediction.

The remainder of this section describes the basis for our prediction approach and is

based on [26]. We first show how to construct a transition system based on an event

log in Section 6.1.1, based on [25]. Section 6.1.2 describes the role of abstractions for

the construction of the labelled transition system. In Section 6.1.3, we annotate this

transition system and use it to predict e.g. completion times. Section 6.1.4 presents

the main idea of time prediction based on annotated transition systems.

6.1.1 Transition System Construction

During execution an instance evolves from state to state. So the goal is to come up with

a transition system (cf. Definition 2.2.1) that characterizes the observed behaviours

well, given some event log, such as the one depicted in Table 6.2. The set of be-

haviours possible according to a transition system is given by all “walks” from the

initial state to some final state. Hence a trace is possible according to the transition

system if it corresponds to such a “walk” in the transition system. Since we do not

assume completeness of the logs, one typically aims at a model that allows for most

of the behaviour in the log and not “too much” additional behaviour. That means

the model is a balance between exactly fitting the log (overfitting) and allowing more

behaviour than is contained in the log (underfitting).

First, we provide the general idea of extracting a transition system from an event log.

For the creation of a log-based transition system, we define a state representation

function maps the prefix of a trace to some state representation. We use Rs to denote

the set of possible state representations (e.g. some abstraction on the trace such a set

or a bag over one of more event properties). As before, E represents the universe of

events (cf. Definition 2.3.1), T E the set of event traces, and T E the universe of event
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traces (cf. Definition 2.3.3).

Definition 6.1.1 (State representation).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be a log. A state representation function lstate is a function

that, given a (partial) trace σ, produces a state representation. Formally, lstate ∈ T E →
Rs.

Assume that σ is the partial trace consisting of the first two events in Table 6.2. One

possibility is that function lstate maps σ on the name of the last activity in σ. So

lstate(σ) = B. Another possibility is that function lstate maps σ onto the set of resources

that have worked on the process instance, i.e. lstate(σ) = {John}. Note that these two

examples use abstractions, e.g. only the last activity is relevant or only the people

that have worked on the case are relevant. It is also possible to have no abstractions,

i.e. lstate(σ) = σ. However, as we will see later, it is impossible to make predictions

without some form of abstraction.

Similar to the labelling of states in the transition system, we also need to label events.

Note that any event e ∈ E in the log extends a partial trace σ1 into a longer trace σ2 =

σ1; 〈e〉, i.e. σ1 concatenated with the sequence just containing event e. In the transition

system there should be a transition connecting state lstate(σ1) to state lstate(σ2). This

transition has an event label, based on some event representation function. We use

Re to denote the set of possible event representations (e.g. some or all of the event

attributes).

Definition 6.1.2 (Event representation).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be an event log. An event representation function levent is

a function that, given an event e produces an event representation. Formally, levent ∈
E → Re.

Based on particular lstate and levent functions, we can define the transition system. The

approach is very simple. The states in the transition system correspond to prefixes

in the log mapped to the desired representation using a particular state representation

function lstate. Moreover, the transition relation is computed by “replaying” the traces

on the transition system while using the event representation function levent.

Definition 6.1.3 (Transition system).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be an event log. Given a state representation function lstate

and an event representation function levent, we define a labelled transition system TS =

(S , E,T ) where

S = {lstate(pref k(σ)) | σ ∈ T E ∧ 0 ≤ k ≤ |σ|} is the state space,

E = {levent(σ(k)) | σ ∈ T E ∧ 0 ≤ k < |σ|} is the set of events labels, and

T = {(lstate(pref k(σ))), levent(σ(k)), lstate(pref k+1(σ)) | σ ∈ T E ∧ 0 ≤ k < |σ|} is

the transition relation.

S start
= {lstate(〈〉)} is the singleton set of initial states. S end

= {lstate(σ) | σ ∈ T E } is the

set of final states.

The set of states of the transition system is determined by the range of function lstate

when applied to the log data. The transitions in the transition system have a label

based on function levent. The naive algorithm for constructing a transition system is
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Figure 6.3 The transition system for Example 6.1.4.

straightforward: for every trace σ, iterating over k (i.e. 0 ≤ k ≤ |σ|), we create a new

state lstate(pref k(σ)) if it does not exist yet. Then the traces are scanned for transitions

lstate(pref k(σ))
levent(σ(k))−→ lstate(pref k+1(σ)) and these are added, if they do not exist al-

ready. So given concrete functions lstate and levent, it is possible to automatically build

a transition system.

Example 6.1.4 (Transition system for L).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be the log depicted in Table 6.2, and let 〈4423, 4424, 4425,

4426〉, and 〈5526, 5527, 5528, 5529〉 be traces from L. Furthermore, let the state repre-

sentation function be a set abstraction (cf. Definition 5.3.7) on the name attribute (cf.

Definition 5.3.1) of the trace, i.e. lstate(σ) = setα(traceav(σ, {name})), and the event

representation be a projection on the event name levent(e) = πname(e) (cf. Definition

2.3.1). Then, the state space is defined by:

S = {setα(traceav(pref k(σ), {name})) | σ ∈ T E ∧ 0 ≤ k ≤ |σ|}
= {∅, {A}, {A, B}, {A, B,C}, {A, B,C,D}, {A,C}},

S start
= {setα(traceav(〈〉, {name}))} = {∅},

S end
= {setα(traceav(σ, {name})) | σ ∈ T E } = {{A, B,C,D}}.

Note that, we simplified the representation of the results here. The actual result of the

composed abstraction on a sequence of events is an attribute value set. For example,

setα(traceav(〈4423, 4424, 4425, 4426〉, {name})) = {{(name, A)}, {(name, B)},
{(name,C)}, {(name,D)}}, however, for readability, we will use {A, B,C,D} in the re-

mainder.

The set of event labels is defined as:

E = {πname(σ(k)) | σ ∈ T E ∧ 0 ≤ k < |σ|} = {A, B,C,D}.
Finally, the transition relation is defined as:

T = {(lstate(pref k(σ))), levent(σ(k)), lstate(pref k+1(σ)) | σ ∈ T E ∧ 0 ≤ k < |σ|}
= {(∅, A, {A}), ({A}, B, {A, B}), ({A, B},C, {A, B,C}), ({A, B,C},D, {A, B,C,D}),

({A},C, {A,C}), ({A,C}, B, {A, B,C})}.

Figure 6.3 depicts the transition system for this example.

6.1.2 Abstraction

Based on a log (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) and the lstate and levent functions, a transition system is

defined. The key element is to select the right lstate and levent functions. In the extreme
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Figure 6.4 Two example transition systems extracted from the same
log using (a) lstate

1
(σ) = setα(traceav(σ, {name})) and (b) lstate

2
(σ) =

traceav(σ, {name}) as state representation functions.

case, lstate(σ) = σ and levent(e) = e for any prefix σ and event e. In this case, there

are no abstractions and all states (except the initial state) are visited only once when

replaying the event log. Hence, every new process instance will be unique and one

cannot learn form earlier instances. Clearly, this is undesirable and some degree of

abstraction is needed. We use the notion of dependencies (cf. Chapter 5) to find the

abstractions that are relevant for the prediction of some parameter, e.g. the throughput

time. Those abstractions are used to define the state representation.

Assume, we have an event log and we are only interested in activity names, then we

can use the attribue value trace traceav(σ, {name}) (cf. Definition 5.3.1). Figure 6.4

refers to such a log without showing the complete log, i.e. just a few traces are shown.

Also note that per event only the activity name is shown, the event’s id and other

properties are not shown. The first line in the log shown in Figure 6.4, matches the

first trace in Table 6.2. Since we are only interested in activity names, it makes sense

to choose the event representation function such that levent(e) = πname(e) (cf. Definition

2.3.1).

For the state representation, we assume that states only depend on the occurrences of

earlier activities, i.e. the order is not important. Moreover, we do not distinguish be-

tween the single execution of an activity and multiple executions of this activity. This

corresponds to the state representation function lstate
1

(σ) = setα(traceav(σ, {name}))
(for σ or some prefix from the log traces). Alternatively, one could argue that the order

is important and choose the state representation function lstate
2

(σ) = traceav(σ, {name}).
Figure 6.4 shows the result of applying these two state representation functions. Note

that the transition system in Figure 6.4(b) is more precise than Figure 6.4(a), i.e.
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a weaker abstraction is used. For example, lstate
2

distinguishes between activity se-

quences 〈A, B,C〉 and 〈A,C, B〉 while lstate
1

does not.

Note that both transition systems provided in Figure 6.4 can replay the log, i.e. any

trace corresponds to a walk in the transition system starting in a initial state and end-

ing in a final state. (In Figure 6.4, initial and final states are denoted using “small

dangling arcs” going into respectively out of the respective nodes.) This shows that

the transition system indeed reflects the behaviour seen in the log.

When building a transition system, we aim at a balance between “overfitting” and

“underfitting”. Therefore, we elaborate on these two notions. Let L be a log and TS

be a transition system.

• TS is overfitting L if TS does not generalize and is sensitive to particularities

in L. In an extreme case, TS could merely be a representation of the log with-

out any inference. A mining algorithm is producing overfitting models if the

removal or addition of a small percentage of the process instances in L would

lead to a remarkably different model. In a complex process with many possible

paths, most process instances will follow a path not taken by other instances in

the same period. Therefore, it is undesirable to construct a model that allows

only for the paths that happened to be present in the log as this is only a fraction

of all possible paths. If one knows that only a fraction of the possible event

sequences are in the log, the only way to avoid overfitting is to generalize and

have a model TS that allows for more behaviour than recorded in L.

• TS is underfitting L if TS allows for “too much behaviour” that is not supported

by L. This is also referred to as “overgeneralization”. It is very easy to construct

a model that allows for the behaviour seen in the log but also completely differ-

ent behaviour. For example, assume a log L consisting of 1000 cases. For each

case A is followed by B and there are no cases where B is followed by A. Ob-

viously, one could derive a causal dependency between A and B. However, one

could also create a model TS where A and B are in parallel (i.e. all interleavings

are included). The latter would not be “wrong” in the sense that the behaviour

seen in the log is possible according to the model. However, it is very unlikely

and therefore one could argue that this TS is underfitting L.

Note that the notions of overfitting and underfitting are orthogonal to “non-fitting”.

A model is non-fitting if the observed traces are not possible according to the model.

An overfitting log that merely encodes all observed traces is still fitting in the sense

that the log could have been produced by the model. An underfitting log that allows

for any trace over a given alphabet is also still fitting because it does not exclude the

observed behaviour. There are various ways of quantifying these notions [172]. This

is, however, outside the scope of this thesis.

Event name abstractions Event name abstractions are abstractions based on

a single event. Let us first consider abstractions with respect to event names. As in-

dicated earlier, the event representation function levent(e) = e does not provide any

abstraction and will result in arcs in the transition system that are taken only once

when replaying a log. A typical abstraction is levent(e) = πname(e), i.e. mapping

the event onto the name of the activity. This was used in Figure 6.4. Of course
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other properties or combinations of properties can be used, e.g. levent(e) = πcost(e) or

levent(e) = (πname(e), πresource(e)). Note that it is also possible to use a rather coarse

abstraction such as levent(e) = null. Now all events are labelled null and it becomes

impossible to distinguish activities, etc.

State abstractions Abstractions with respect to states are more involved because

they are not based on a single event but on a sequence of events. Below, we informally

discuss some of the abstraction mechanisms for states. The abstractions and compo-

sitions introduced in Section 5.3 can be used as state abstractions.

Recall, the purpose of the abstractions is to balance between overfitting and underfit-

ting in process mining results. Typically, process mining yields process models that

are overfitting, i.e. the models were a correct reflection of reality, but not very useful.

To illustrate this, we show some results on a real-life example.

The “Bezwaar WOZ” process handles objections (i.e. appeals) against the real-estate

property valuation or the real-estate property tax. The event log is from a municipality

of about 40.000 citizens in the south of Netherlands. We used an event log with data on

1982 objections handled by the municipality. The log contains 12726 events. Because

the actual activity names are not relevant for our discussion here (and because of

reasons of confidentiality), we anonymised the process and replaced names by letters.

(The resulting models are not intended to be readable anyway.) In the evaluation

presented in Chapter 7, we will use the same log in one of the case studies used to

evaluate our prediction approach.

Figure 6.5 shows two transition systems generated using our approach. The larger

model was obtained by assuming that the state of a case is determined by the set of

activities that have taken place, i.e. lstate(σ) = setα(traceav(σ, {name})). The model

is able to reproduce the event log, i.e. all observed traces can be reproduced and the

model does not allow for any traces not present in the original event log. So the model

is definitely “correct” but not very useful as it does not give much insight into the Mu-

nicipality’s appeal process. The second (smaller) transition system (cf. Figure 6.5(b))

was obtained based the same log but now using a more coarse abstraction. It uses the

abstraction that the state of a case is determined by only the last activity that has taken

place (if any), i.e. lstate(σ) = traceav(σ, {name}). This simpler model is also able to

reproduce the event log, i.e. all observed traces can be generated by the net. However,

the model also allows for many traces not present in the original log.

It should be noted that both models in Figure 6.5 provide information on identical sets

of activities, i.e. the scope is not changed. Both models are able to reproduce the ini-

tial log and no noise or infrequent behaviour has been removed for the smaller model.

Therefore, Figure 6.5 nicely illustrates the relevance of abstraction. By using an ap-

propriate state representation function lstate and an appropriate event representation

function levent, one can balance between underfitting and overfitting.

6.1.3 Mining Measurement Annotations for the LTS

In the previous section, we showed how a transition system can be generated on the

basis of an event log. In this section, we show how this transition system can be anno-
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(a) The transition system for a set abstraction on event names.

1010

(b) The transition system for a horizon abstraction of size 1 on event names.

Figure 6.5 Two models discovered using an event log of a Dutch munic-
ipality. Although both models are based on the same log and provide
information on the same set of activities, they are very different. The
larger model is clearly overfitting, difficult to interpret, and therefore,
not very useful. The smaller model is obtained after applying a more
coarse abstraction (setting the horizon h = 1). This more simple model
provides better insights.
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Id Trace

1 〈A00, B06,C12,D18〉
2 〈A10,C14, B26,D36〉
3 〈A12, E22,D56〉
4 〈A15, B19,C22,D28〉
5 〈A18, B22,C26,D32〉
6 〈A19, E28,D59〉
7 〈A20,C25, B36,D44〉

Table 6.1 An example log. Each line corresponds to a trace represented
as a sequence of activities with time stamps.

tated and used for prediction purposes. Whenever we want to predict the completion

time of some process instance, we take its partial trace (i.e. the sequence of events ex-

ecuted thus far) and use the state representation function lstate to map the partial trace

onto a state in the transition system. Here we can use the information collected with

respect to earlier process instances that visited the same state. Using this information,

a prediction is made, e.g. based on the average time to completion for earlier process

instances in a similar state.

The goal is to attach predictive information to the states of the transition system, e.g.

“In this state the average time until completion is 6.5 days”. In order to do so, we

annotate the states with measurements. For example, we scan the history and for each

situation where an instance was in a state s, we annotate the state with the remaining

time until completion. This way states are annotated with multi-sets of measurements

that are used as a basis for predictions, i.e. states are annotated with samples.

As a running example, we use the event logs shown in Table 6.1. Note that we use

a more compact representation here, e.g. we assume that the only two relevant prop-

erties are the activity name and the time stamp, and we do not attach unique id’s to

events. Each line corresponds to a process instance, e.g. trace 〈A00, B06,C12,D18〉
refers to a process instance where activity A was executed at time 0, activity B was

executed at time 6, activity C was executed at time 12, and activity D was executed at

time 18.

Suppose we use a state representation function lstate that represents partial traces by

the set of activities. Now consider all prefixes of the first trace 〈A00, B06,C12,D18〉.
The empty prefix 〈〉 maps onto state ∅ and has a remaining time of 18 time units.1

Therefore, we add 18 to the annotation of state ∅. The prefix 〈A00〉 maps onto state

{A} and also has a remaining time of 18. Therefore, we add 18 to the annotation of

state {A}. The prefix 〈A00, B06〉 maps onto state {A, B} and has a remaining time of

18 − 6 = 12 time units. Therefore, we add 12 to the annotation of state {A, B}, etc.

For the second trace 〈A12, E22,D56〉, we can repeat the procedure. The empty prefix

〈 〉 maps onto state ∅ and has a remaining time of 56 − 12 = 44 time units. Therefore,

we add 44 to the annotation of state ∅. The prefix 〈A12〉 maps onto state {A} and also

has a remaining time of 44. Therefore, we add 44 to the annotation of state {A}. The

1This is the best guess we can make as the first event is at time 0 and the last one is at
time 18.
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Figure 6.6 The annotated transition system based on the log shown in
Table 6.1 using lmeasure

remaining
.

prefix 〈A12, E22〉 maps onto state {A, E} and has a remaining time of 56 − 22 = 34

time units. Therefore, we add 34 to the annotation of state {A, E}, etc. After we have

followed this procedure for the whole log in Table 6.1, then state ∅ is annotated with

a bag containing seven elements: [18, 26, 44, 13, 14, 40, 24]. State {A, E} is annotated

with a bag containing two elements: [34, 31]. State {A, B,C} is annotated with a bag

containing five elements: [6, 10, 6, 6, 8]. State {A, B,C,D} is also annotated with a

bag containing five elements: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0]. Figure 6.6 depicts the annotated transition

system for the log from Table 6.1.

The following definition formalizes the way of annotating states, described before.

Each full trace is split into a prefixσ1 (“the part that already took place”) and the suffix

σ2 (“the part that still needs to happen”). Based on this a measurement lmeasure(σ1, σ2)

is generated that can be attached to the corresponding state. Note that it is crucial

that we have full historic information, i.e. although we only consider σ1 to determine

the corresponding state lstate(σ1), we can use both the “past” σ1 and “future” σ2 to

generate a measurement, e.g. we can measure the time spend so far (past) and the

remaining time (future).

Definition 6.1.5 (Measurement).
A measurement function lmeasure is a function that, given a prefix trace σ1 and a suffix

trace σ2 produces some measurement lmeasure(σ1, σ2), e.g. the remaining time until

completion. Formally, lmeasure ∈ (T E × T E ) → O where T E is the set of possible

traces and O is the set of possible observations (e.g. some time duration).

In principle, different measurement functions can be used. Thus far, we focused on

the remaining time until completion. The following measurement function should be

used to predict the remaining time.

lmeasure
remaining(σ1, σ2) =



















0 if σ2 = 〈〉
maxT (σ2) − minT (σ2) if σ1 = 〈〉 and σ2 , 〈〉
maxT (σ2) − maxT (σ1) if σ1 , 〈〉 and σ2 , 〈〉

where maxT (σ) = max{πtime(e) | e ∈ σ} and minT (σ) = min{πtime | e ∈ σ}. To illustrate

lmeasure
remaining

consider the first trace in Table 6.1 after executing the first two activities.
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The full trace 〈A00, B06,C12,D18〉 is split into σ1 = 〈A00, B06〉 and σ2 = 〈C12,D18〉.
For this particular situation lmeasure

remaining
(σ1, σ2) = maxT (〈C12,D18〉)−maxT (〈A00, B06〉) =

18 − 6 = 12.

Note that for simplicity, we use the compact representation of the trace. In reality,

events have a more complex structure and a projection on the time attribute of an

event is needed to obtain the time attribute values.

As mentioned before, different measurement functions can be used. For example the

function that considers the time that has already elapsed.

lmeasure
elapsed (σ1, σ2) =

{

0 if σ1 = 〈〉
maxT (σ1) − minT (σ1) if σ1 , 〈〉

Note that this function has no predictive value. It is merely added to show another

example. However, it does not mean that measurements using past information cannot

have predictive value. Consider a prediction about the progress of a case, e.g. the case

is halfway execution. Here the measurements are obtained from a combination of past

and future combination.

Another example is the total time measurement.

lmeasure
total (σ1, σ2) =

{

0 if σ1;σ2 = 〈〉
maxT (σ1;σ2) − minT (σ1;σ2) if σ1;σ2 , 〈〉

It is easy to see that lmeasure
total

(σ1, σ2) = lmeasure
elapsed

(σ1, σ2)+ lmeasure
remaining

(σ1, σ2). One can also

measure the time spent in a particular state.

lmeasure
so journ (σ1, σ2) =

{

0 if σ1 = 〈〉 or σ2 = 〈〉
minT (σ2) − maxT (σ1) if σ1 , 〈〉 and σ2 , 〈〉

Note that lmeasure
so journ

(σ1, σ2) is included in lmeasure
elapsed

(σ1, σ2).

The functions listed above are all related to the duration of a process instance. It is

also possible to provide completely other measurement functions using the principle

of knowing both the past σ1 and the future σ2 of earlier instances. The above exam-

ples show that our approach allows for all kinds of measurements and that there are

many interesting application scenarios (see Chapter 4). However, in the remainder we

focus on lmeasure
elapsed

, i.e. the time until completion. Using a log, a transition system, and

a measurement function lmeasure, we can annotate the transition system as described

before.

Definition 6.1.6 (Annotated transition system).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be an event log and TS = (S , E,T ) a transition system

obtained based on a state representation function lstate and an event representation

function levent. For a particular measurement function lmeasure ∈ (T E ×T E )→ O, we

construct an annotation A ∈ S → N
O where for any s ∈ S : 2

2 Note that
[

lmeasure(pref k(σ), suff |σ|−k(σ))
]

denotes a multi-set containing precisely one element

(a particular measurement). Using the two
∑

operators multi-sets are joined into larger
multi-sets to collect all relevant measurements for a particular state s.
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A(s) =
∑

σ ∈ L

∑

0 ≤ k ≤ |σ|
s = lstate(pref k(σ))

[

lmeasure(pref k(σ), suff |σ|−k(σ))
]

(S , E,T, A) is an annotated transition system parametrised by L, lstate, levent and lmeasure.

Function A attaches a bag of measurements to each state, i.e. A(s) is a multi-set. Note

that the two
∑

operators range over all prefixes that correspond to a particular state s.

Then for each prefix that maps onto s, a measurement lmeasure(pref k(σ), suff |σ|−k(σ)) is

added to corresponding multi-set.

Figure 6.6 shows an annotated transition system. It is based on the log shown in Ta-

ble 6.1. Some example annotations are: A(∅) = [18, 26, 44, 13, 14, 40, 24], A({A, E}) =
[34, 31], A({A, B,C}) = [6, 10, 6, 6, 8], A({A, B,C,D}) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0]. Note that the

annotated transition system is completely determined by choosing L, lstate, levent and

lmeasure. The annotated transition system Figure 6.6, is completely parametrised by the

log shown in Table 6.1, lstate(σ) = setα(traceav(σ, {name})), levent(e) = πname(e) and

lmeasure(σ1, σ2) = lmeasure
remaining

(σ1, σ2).

6.1.4 Predictions on the Annotated LTS

The previous section described the annotation of the states of the transition system

for the purpose of predictions. In this section we show how an annotated transition

system like the one in Figure 6.6, can be used for making predictions. Consider a new

case N that did not yet finish. The partial trace observed so far is σN = 〈A85, E95〉
(using the shorthand notation also used in Table 6.1), i.e. activity A occurred at time

85 and E occurred at time 95. lstate(σN) = {A, E}. For this state we have two earlier

measurements: 31 and 34 (A(lstate(σN)) = [34, 31]). Hence, the best prediction for

the remaining time until completions seems to be the average of 31 and 34, i.e. 32.5.

Therefore, it can be predicted that the completion time will be 95 + 32.5 = 127.5.

This example shows that we need a prediction function that converts a multi-set of

measurements into a single value.

Definition 6.1.7 (Prediction function).
A prediction function is a function that, given a bag a measurements produces some

prediction. For example, the prediction for the average is defined as predictaverage ∈
N
R → R.

There are many options for predict, e.g. the mean, the median, or the mode. For

the remainder of this section we take the mean. Before defining prediction functions

we stress that the bag b = A(s) for a particular state s should be seen as a sample.

In statistics, a sample is a representative subset of an unknown population. Let us

assume that b = [b1, b2, . . . , bn], i.e. the n measurements linked to state s are taken as

a sample. The sample mean is defined as follows: b =
∑n

i=1 bi

n
. The sample mean is a

good estimator of the population mean, i.e. b is the best guess for real expected value.

Based on this we define predictaverage(b) = b as a prediction function.
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If the sample b = [b1, b2, . . . , bn] is taken as a population, the sample variance s2
n =

∑n
i=1(bi−b)2

n
. If s2

n is small, then the values in the sample are closer together. If s2
n is large,

then the values in the sample are further apart. s2
=

∑n
i=1(bi−b)2

n−1
is an unbiased estimator

of the population variance, i.e. it is the best guess for the real variance knowing that

we have only seen a subset of the whole population. Note that s2
n and s2 converge for

larger values of n.

The square root of the variance, called the standard deviation, has the same unit as the

original variable and, for this reason, is easier to interpret. Therefore, predictstdev(b) =√
s2 is another example of a prediction function.

Other prediction functions from statistics can be used, such as the weighted average,

minimum, maximum or mode of the sample. Note that these are not really estima-

tors for the whole population, but only for the sample. Nevertheless, these functions

provide interesting information, especially if many measurements are linked to the

states. Based on a particular prediction function predict, we can define the notion of a

prediction.

Definition 6.1.8 (Prediction).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be an event log and (S , E,T, A) an annotated transition sys-

tem parametrised by L, lstate, levent and lmeasure. Moreover, let predict be a predic-

tion function. For any partial trace σN , the predicted value is predict(A(lstate(σN))) if

lstate(σN) ∈ S .

As the above definition shows, a prediction for a running instance is made by looking

up the state corresponding to the partial trace σN . For this state there have been a

number of measurements and using an appropriate prediction function a prediction is

made. Note that it is only possible to make a meaningful prediction if the calculated

state is in the annotated transition system (i.e. lstate(σN) ∈ S ) and there are a reasonable

number of measurements for this state. If this is not the case, we use the log as sample

for predictions.

Figure 6.7 shows per state predictions based on predictaverage, predictmin, predictmax,

predictstdev. For example, process instances that have completed activities A, B and C

(but not yet D) have an expected remaining processing time of 7.2. At the start, when

no information is available yet, the predicted remaining processing is 25.75.

To further illustrate the application of predictions at run-time, we revisit our running

example. Figure 6.8 and 6.9 shows two transition systems derived from Table 6.1 us-

ing the FSM Miner. The FSM Miner is a mining plug-in of the PROM framework,

which extracts a transition system from an event log using some abstraction, con-

form Definition 6.1.3. These are the same transition systems as shown in Figure 6.4,

but now the transition systems are automatically generated from the log by the FSM

Miner. Figure 6.8 is based on the set abstraction and Figure 6.9 uses the sequence

abstraction, i.e. the attribute value traces with a restricted number of attributes. Both

only consider the activity names and no other properties. The FSM Analyzer has been

applied to annotate the transition with predictions from the log.

Now, let us assume that we have a new process instance N for which we want to

make a prediction. The partial trace observed so far is σN = 〈A20, B30,C40〉 (using
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Figure 6.7 The annotated transition system showing several predictions
per state: the average, standard deviation, minimum and maximum re-
maining time until completion.

the shorthand notation also used in Table 6.1). Based on Figure 6.8, the predicted

remaining time is 7.2, while based on Figure 6.9, the predicted remaining time is 6.0.

So using the set abstraction, the predicted end time is 47.2, while using the sequence

abstraction, the predicted end time is 46.0.

This example nicely illustrates that the prediction depends on the abstractions selected

when generating the transition system. Both predictions are “correct”, however, Fig-

ure 6.8 assumes that the order of past activities does not matter, while Figure 6.9

assumes that the order is relevant. Note that the predictions after just executing 〈A20〉
or 〈A20, B30〉 are identical for both transition systems because A is always first no mat-

ter which abstraction is chosen. The fact that different predictions are possible based

on the abstraction selected, illustrates the need to select the appropriate abstraction

and to assess the quality of predictions.

6.2 Log-Based Predictions

To supplement the state-based prediction techniques we introduce an additional pre-

diction technique (log-based predictions) for recommendations. Once again, we use

abstraction techniques as a notion of similarity, however, here we do not map the

partial trace to a specific state in the transition system. In fact, there is no transition

system at all. Instead, we consider the entire collection of log traces, or log trace

prefixes to be precise. Based on their similarity with respect to the partial trace of

the running instance, the log measurements are weighted, i.e. the measurements from

traces with a higher degree of matching get a higher weight than those with small or
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Figure 6.8 The annotated transition system with predictions for the log
depicted in Table 6.1. The states are represented by a set abstraction on
the attribute value trace, based on the name property of the events.
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Figure 6.9 The annotated transition system with predictions for the log
depicted in Table 6.1. The states are represented by a sequence abstrac-
tion on the attribute value trace, based on the name property of events.
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no match. In Section 6.2.1, we define the weight function that expresses the similarity

between the partial trace and the log traces. Section 6.2.2 describes the predictions for

the weighted traces in the log.

6.2.1 Trace Similarity

Again predictions are given for a particular variable of a running instance, based on

its partial trace and the observations in the log. Whereas the state-based predictions

were based on the measurements annotated to a specific state, log-based predictions

consider the entire log, however, not every measurement is equally important, i.e.

some log traces match the partial trace better than others. Hence, we define weighing

functions that assign a weight to each log trace. The weight of a trace can be between

1 and 0, where a value of 1 indicates that two traces fully match and 0 that they do not

match at all. The calculation of the degree of matching depends on the selected trace

abstraction.

In the remainder, we focus on three different abstraction compositions, all work on

attribute value sequence, using the sequence abstraction traceav(σ, {name}) (cf. Defi-

nition 5.3.1). For convenience, we define the following compositions for σ ∈ T E :

seqαc (σ) = traceav(σ, {name})
setαc (σ) = setα(traceav(σ, {name}))

bagαc (σ) = bagα(traceav(σ, {name}))

The prefix abstraction composition considers the sequence of event names of the at-

tribute value sequence. Te set abstraction composition considers the set abstraction

(cf. Definition 5.3.7) of event names of the attribute value sequence. The bag abstrac-

tion composition considers the bag abstraction (cf. Definition 5.3.5) of event names

of the attribute value sequence.

Depending on the abstraction, a weight function has to be defined. For the prefix ab-

straction composition, the weight of a log trace is 1 if the partial trace is a prefix of the

log trace, otherwise, the weight is 0. In other words, the log trace must exactly match

the prefix. For the set abstraction composition, the weight of the log trace is defined as

the fraction of distinct partial trace activities that the partial trace abstraction and log

trace abstraction have in common. The weight of a trace for the multi-set abstraction

composition is similar to the set-weight, however, the frequency of activities is also

considered.

Definition 6.2.1 (Weight functions).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be a log, σ, ρ ∈ T E be log traces, ω ∈ T E × T E → [0, 1]

a function that gives the relative importance of a log trace σ for partial trace ρ. We

define ω(ρ, σ) as:
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ωp(ρ, σ) =

{

1 , seqαc (pref |ρ|(σ)) = seqαc (ρ)

0 , otherwise
,

ωs(ρ, σ) =
|setαc (ρ) ∩ setαc (σ)|

|setαc (ρ)| ,

ωb(ρ, σ) =
|bagαc (ρ) ∩ bagαc (σ)|

|bagαc (ρ)| .

Note that in the definition above, the prefix weight is a very strict weight. Alterna-

tively, one can use more advance string similarity measurements, such as the Ham-

ming distance [100] or the Levenshtein distance [120]. Research on trace similarity in

the context of process mining can be found in [197, 44, 45]. Here, trace similarity is

used to convert an incomprehensible “spaghetti” process model that describes all ob-

served executions into several more understandable process models, each describing

a cluster of similar traces.

Example 6.2.2 (Weight functions).
Let us determine the weight of log trace σ with respect to partial trace ρ, where

- traceav(σ, {name}) = 〈{(name, B)}, {(name,C)}, {(name,C)}〉, and

- traceav(ρ, {name}) = 〈{(name, B)}, {(name, B)}〉.
Using the abstractions, we determine the weights:

1. ωp(ρ, σ) = 0, since

seqαc (σ1
0) = 〈{(name, B)}, {(name,C)}〉

seqαc (ρ) = 〈{(name, B)}, {(name, B)}〉.

2. ωs(ρ, σ) = 1, since

setαc (σ) = {{(name, B)}, {(name,C)}}
setαc (ρ) = {{(name, B)}}.

3. ωb(ρ, σ) = 1
2
, since

bagαc (σ) = [{(name, B)}, {(name,C)}2]

bagαc (ρ) = [{(name, B)}2].

Table 6.2 depicts a log with traces and their cost. The trace cost is obtained using

the attribute projection function that maps the attributes of traces to values, similar to

the attribute value function for events as defined in Section 2.3. For instance, the cost

of the first trace in Table 6.2 is obtained by πcost(〈A, B,C〉) = 900. In the table the

weight of each of the abstractions can be found. Note that, in the remaining examples

for log-based predictions, we present traces by their event names. This way it is

easier to focus on the principles for log-based predictions, instead of the mechanics to

transform event identifiers to event names.
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Log Weight

σ cost ωp(ρ, σ) ωs(ρ, σ) ωb(ρ, σ)

ABC 900 0 0 0
DBC 500 0 0.5 0.5
FBC 500 0 0.5 0.5
DFA 1200 1 1 1
DFB 1500 1 1 1
DFC 2000 1 1 1
DFH 1260 1 1 1
CCA 1680 0 0 0

Table 6.2 Log traces, their cost and their weight, under different abstrac-
tions, for partial trace 〈D, F〉.

6.2.2 Prediction on Weighted Traces

We define the prediction as a weighted average over the log values. In Section 2.3, we

introduced function πθ to map an event to an attribute value. Here, we use an extension

of πθ that maps a trace to a value for a specific attribute.

Definition 6.2.3 (Weighted Log-Based Prediction).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be a log , σ, ρ ∈ T E be log traces, θ be the trace variable to

be predicted, and α be an abstraction. The prediction for the value of θ for the partial

trace ρ under abstraction α is defined as:

pred α
θ (ρ, L) =

∑

σ∈TE ωα(ρ, σ) · πθ(σ)
∑

σ∈TE ωα(ρ, σ)
.

Next, we provide an example calculation for a weighted log-based prediction, based

on a concrete partial trace, a set of enabled events and a log. Again, realise that in fact

the trace contains a sequence of event identifiers, which is not shown in the example

to focus on the aspects relevant for log-based prediction.

Example 6.2.4 (Weighted Log-Based Prediction).
The user wants a prediction of the cost for partial trace ρ = 〈D, F〉. The log by L is

given in Table 6.2. The cost for the traces πcost(〈A, B,C〉) = 900, πcost(〈D, B,C〉) =
500, etc. The prediction values for the different abstractions are as follows.

predp(〈D, F〉, L) =
1 · 1000 + 1 · 1500 + 1 · 2000 + 1 · 1260

1 + 1 + 1 + 1
= 1440 (prefix)

preds(〈D, F〉, L) =
0.5 · 500 + 0.5 · 500 + 1 · 1000 + 1 · 1500 + 1 · 2000 + 1 · 1260

0.5 + 0.5 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
= 1252 (set)

predb(〈D, F〉, L) =
0.5 · 500 + 0.5 · 500 + 1 · 1000 + 1 · 1500 + 1 · 2000 + 1 · 1260

0.5 + 0.5 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
= 1252 (bag)
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6.3 Prediction Quality

As shown thus far, our approach allows for the prediction of various things including

the remaining time until completion. We have also shown that seen the prediction

depends on the abstraction that was chosen. Moreover, under certain circumstances

one prediction may be less reliable than another. Therefore, this section elaborates on

the quality of predictions.

Intuitively, the quality of the prediction depends on the number of measurements per

state. If there are only few observations, the predictive value is limited. Moreover, if

the individual measurements are very different, then the predictive value seems less

than in the situation were all measurements are similar. As indicated in Section 6.1.3,

the bag of measurements A(s) associated to some state s can be seen as a random sam-

ple. Let A(s) = b = [b1, b2, . . . , bn], i.e. n observations have been made: b1, b2, . . . , bn.

Now we need to predict the next observation bn+1 based on b1, b2, . . . , bn. Let br
n+1

be

the real value and b
p

n+1
be the predicted value. Clearly the goal is to minimize the error

|br
n+1
− b

p

n+1
|.

We will look at the quality of predictions from different angles. First, we try to com-

pute a confidence interval for the true average. Second, we compute a confidence

interval for the real value assuming that we know the true average. Finally, we discuss

cross-validation as a means to assess the quality of a prediction in an experimental

setting.

6.3.1 Predicting the Average Right

Let A(s) = b = [b1, b2, . . . , bn] be the bag of measurements and let us assume that

these are all sampled from some random variable. We assume that these samples are

independent, i.e. bi does not depend on b j, and the next realization br
n+1

does not

depend on earlier samples. Based on b1, b2, . . . , bn, the best estimator for br
n+1

is b,

i.e. the sample mean. However, if there are only a few measurements, then b may

be very different than the true expected value µ of br
n+1

. Therefore, we first try to

establish a confidence interval for the true expected value of br
n+1

. There are various

ways of calculating such a confidence interval. Here, we sketch two of the most basic

approaches. These can be found in many textbooks [36, 72, 169].

First, let us assume that we have many measurements (say n ≥ 30). Because b is the

average of a large number of independent measures, we can assume that b is approxi-

mately normally distributed (cf. law of large numbers). From this fact, we deduce the

probability that the true expected value µ lies within a so-called confidence interval.

Given the sample mean b and the sample standard deviation s, the true value µ con-

forms with confidence (1−α) to the following equation: b− s√
n

z(α
2

) < µ < b+ s√
n

z(α
2

)

where z(α
2

) is defined as follows. If Z is a standard normally distributed random vari-

able, then IP[Z > z(x)] = x. The value α represents the unreliability, that is the

chance that µ does not conform to the equation. Some example values for the z func-

tion: z(0.001) = 3.090, z(0.005) = 2.576, z(0.01) = 2.326, z(0.05) = 1.645, and
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z(0.1) = 1.282. The interval

[

b − s√
n

z(α
2

), b + s√
n

z(α
2

)

]

is also called the (1 − α)-

confidence interval for the estimated value µ.

If we there are fewer measurements, then the above approach cannot be used because

it depends on the law of large numbers. Therefore, we mention a second approach

that can still be applied if there are just a few observations. However, for this ap-

proach it needs to be assumed that the original distribution is normally distributed.

In this case the Student’s t-distribution can be used to calculate the confidence in-

tervals. Let [b1, b2, . . . , bn] be again the bag of measurements with a sample mean b,

sample deviation s. For confidence (1−α) the following confidence interval can be de-

duced:

[

b − s√
n

tn−1(α
2

), b + s√
n

tn−1(α
2

)

]

where tv(x) is the critical value of a Student’s

t-distribution, also called t-distribution, with v degrees of freedom.

For example, in Figure 6.7 there are only five measurements linked to state {A, B,C}:
A({A, B,C}) = b = [6, 10, 6, 6, 8]. Hence, n = 5, b = 7.2 and s = 1.79. Let us assume

that we are interested in a 90% confidence interval, i.e. α = 0.1. By simply applying

the formula, we get

[

b − s
√

n
tn−1(

α

2
), b +

s
√

n
tn−1(

α

2
)

]

=

[

7.2 − 1.79
√

5
t5−1(0.05), 7.2 +

1.79
√

5
t5−1(0.05)

]

.

Since t4(0.05) = 2.13, the 90% confidence interval for the completion time in state

{A, B,C} is [5.5, 8.9]. So, assuming a normal distribution, the expected flow time for

partial cases in state {A, B,C} is with 90% confidence between 5.5 and 8.9. This simple

example shows that by making some basic assumptions, the quality of the predicted

average can be quantified.

6.3.2 Estimating the Quality of a Prediction

We just showed that under certain assumptions, we can establish a confidence interval

for the true expected value of br
n+1

. However, even if the confidence interval is very

narrow, the error |br
n+1
− b

p

n+1
| may still be substantial.

Suppose that b1, b2, . . . , bn are mutually independent and sampled from a probability

distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 and that the next realization will be sampled

from the same probability distribution. As n becomes larger, the confidence interval

will become more narrow with upper and lower bounds close to µ. However, the

expected average error |br
n+1
− b

p

n+1
| remains roughly σ.

Note that in general we do not know µ and σ2. However, when we have sufficient

measurements, we can approximate them as described in the previous section. More-

over, let us assume that the b1, b2, . . . are mutually independent and sampled from a

normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2. Under these assumptions we can

state that with probability 0.683 the next measurement will be between [µ−σ, µ+σ],

with probability 0.954 the next measurement will be between [µ − 2σ, µ + 2σ], and

with probability 0.997 the next measurement will be between [µ − 3σ, µ + 3σ]. This

illustrates that for a known distribution, it is possible to not only supply a prediction

but also provide information about the quality of the prediction.
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6.3.3 Cross-Validation

In the previous subsections, we made assumptions about the underlying probability

distribution. For example, we assumed that the measurements are independent and

that the shape of the distribution is known (e.g. normal distribution). However, it

is possible to measure the quality in a more direct manner. One way would be to

simply take the log, derive the annotated transition system and predictions and then in

a second run compare the predicted values with the real values.

The term Mean Squared Error (MSE) is used to quantify the difference between the

predicted and real values. Suppose that for a particular state s with A(s) = b =

[b1, b2, . . . , bn], we predict predict(b). The MSE for this state is MSE =
∑n

i=1(bi−predict(b))2

n
.

We can also take the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), by taking the square root of

MSE.

Although the principle described above is appealing, there is one problem. The same

data set is used both for making the predictions and evaluating the quality of the pre-

dictions. This is undesirable. For example, if n = 1, then MSE = 0 by definition.

This is why cross-validation is needed. Cross-validation is the statistical practice of

partitioning a sample data set into two subsets such that the analysis is initially per-

formed on one subset (the “training set”) while the other subset is used for validation

(the “test set”).

The most basic form of cross-validation, holdout validation, is to randomly select

samples to form the test set, and the remaining observations are retained as the training

data. More involved is K-fold cross-validation where the whole data set is partitioned

into K sets of equal size. Of the K sets, one set is selected as test set, while the union of

the other K−1 sets is used as training set. The cross-validation process is then repeated

K times (the folds), with each of the K sets used exactly once as the validation data.

The K results from the folds then can be averaged (or otherwise combined) to produce

a single estimation. The advantage of this method is that all observations are used for

both training and validation, and that it is possible to get insight into the reliability

of the validation itself. A commonly used value for K is 10. Note that for cross

validation, there is no need to make assumptions about the underlying distribution.

Next, we move on to recommendations, where predictions for several execution al-

ternatives are used to support the user in deciding the best next execution step for the

instance he is working on.

6.4 Recommendations

In this section we introduce recommendations to assist users during the execution

of the process to achieve the established business goal, e.g. minimising throughput

time, or maximising profit. For the recommendation, we estimate the goal KPIs for

the different work-items, based on a particular prediction technique, e.g. state-based

predictions (cf. Section 6.1) or log-based predictions (cf. Section 6.2). The relation

between predictions and recommendations is visualised in Figure 6.10.
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prediction

recommendation

Start Now

Past Future
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Timeline

Figure 6.10 Relation between predictions and recommendations.

To predict the future of an instance, we make an estimation based on the sample of

log observations from a similar state. The state of an instance is determined by (an

abstraction on) its partial execution trace. For recommendations, we want to compare

the estimations of execution alternatives, i.e. available work-items determined by the

PAIS engine, with respect to some KPI and to sort the alternatives on these estima-

tions. We extend the partial trace of the instance with an execution alternative to make

a prediction for the effect of this alternative. For instance, in Figure 6.10 two execu-

tion alternatives are available from the current state and for each alternative we make

a prediction by extending the partial trace of the instance with the execution alterna-

tive. In the remainder, we characterise these execution alternatives by the set of their

attribute value pairs.

A business goal is expressed in terms of a preference relation over some KPIs, e.g.

minimising throughput time, minimising failure occurrence, or maximising profit. A

recommendation about possible next steps is based on predictive information regard-

ing the KPI, sorted by the preference relation. In some cases the KPI values can be

directly obtained, e.g. the cost of an event, in other cases the KPI value should be

derived, e.g. the remaining time (see Section 6.1.3).

Figure 6.11 illustrates the recommendation approach. The client sends the partial

trace of the instance and the enabled work-items to the recommendation provider.

The recommendation provider creates the extended traces and forwards the extended

traces to a prediction provider to get predictions for each work-item. The predictions

are made with respect to a selected KPI, using some prediction approach, e.g. the

state-based predictions (cf. Section 6.1. Finally, the work-items are sorted according

to some business goal, e.g. minimising time, and the result is send back to the client

that presents the results to the user is some way.

For the remainder, we represent work items by their attribute value set. When work-

items are executed the event is logged, typically, additional attributes associated to

events, e.g. a time stamp, a resource, or some low level system attributes. The com-

pleted and partial traces are event traces from the log. To extend the partial trace with

the work-item, we represent the partial trace as a sequence of attribute value pair sets,
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Figure 6.11 The approach for recommendations.

for the attributes of the work-item.

In the remainder of this section we explain how we can apply the prediction techniques

that presented in this chapter, for recommendations. Section 6.4.1 discusses state-

based predictions and Section 6.4.2 discusses log-based predictions.

6.4.1 Recommendations Using the State-Based Approach

When using the state-based prediction approach presented in Section 6.1, the predic-

tion for the next work-item of an instance with partial trace is directly provided by the

the transition system constructed for some abstraction. Consider the annotated tran-

sition system depicted in Figure 6.12, and suppose we have executed A and we are

allowed to execute either B or C. According to the transition system, the execution of

B leads to a state with an average remaining time until completion of 10.33, whereas

execution of C is associated to an average of 20.5. Obviously, the execution of B

should be preferred when minimising remaining time until completion.

The application of state-based predictions for recommendation is straightforward. All

that needs to be done is, for each work-item, to find the state corresponding to partial

trace, extended with the work-item, and to determine the prediction for this state.

Finally, the different work-items are ranked on the obtained predictions and presented

to the user. This makes the use of state-based recommendations very efficient and

makes it a suitable technique for operational support. In case there is no corresponding

state in the transition system, a prediction based on the sample of all log observations

can be given. The choice of the event representation is driven by the representation

of the work-items. For instance, a simple representation considering just the names of

the events allows for recommendations on the different activities. To include e.g. the

executing resource in the recommendation, the event representation should consist of

a tuple of the event name and resource.
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Figure 6.12 Using the predictions of the annotated transition system for
recommendations on the execution of B or C after executing A. The
prediction of average remaining time until completion for { A,B } is
10.33 and for { A,C } is 20.5.

6.4.2 Recommendations Using the Log-Based Approach

To use the log-based prediction approach presented in Section 6.2, some additional

steps are needed.

Filtering

To predict the effect of the execution of a possible next activity, we only consider (the

measurements of) log traces that are relevant for this prediction, i.e. those traces that

support this enabled activity. For instance, we do not predict the effect of executing A

from traces in which A has never been executed. We say that those traces do not sup-

port the execution of A. What support exactly means here, depends on the abstraction

that is used to predict the parameter (cf. Section 5.2 and 5.3). For the prefix abstrac-

tion, we say that a log trace σ supports enabled activity e, if and only if e occurs in

σ at the same position in the log trace as in the partial trace ρ, when this activity is

executed. For set abstraction, we consider a log trace σ to support the enabled activity

e whenever activity e has been observed at least once in the log trace. To support an

enabled activity e in multi-set abstraction of trace σ, the frequency of activity e in the

partial trace ρ must be less than the frequency in the log trace σ, i.e. by executing e

after ρ, the total number of e’s does not exceed the number of e’s in σ.
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Recall the abstraction compositions that were introduced earlier.

seqαc (σ) = traceav(σ, {name})
setαc (σ) = setα(traceav(σ, {name}))

bagαc (σ) = bagα(traceav(σ, {name}))
Definition 6.4.1 (Activity Support Predicate).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be a log, ρ, σ ∈ T E be log traces, and e ∈ 2X be the

attribute value set for enabled activity. We use the predicate s(σ, ρ, e) to state that log

trace σ supports the execution of e after partial trace ρ.

For our abstractions, we only consider the name attribute of enabled activities, e.g.

e = {(name, x)} for an enabled activity, named x.

sp(σ, ρ, e) ⇐⇒ seqαc (σ)(|ρ|) = e

ss(σ, ρ, e) ⇐⇒ e ∈ setαc (σ)

sb(σ, ρ, e) ⇐⇒ bagαc (ρ)(e) < bagαc (σ)(e)

Example 6.4.2 (Activity Support Predicate).
Suppose, we want to determine the support for different abstractions, given

• an enabled activity named B, i.e. e = {(name, B)},
• a partial trace ρ, with traceav(ρ, {Name}) = 〈{(name, B)}, {(name, B)}〉, and

• a log traceσ, with traceav(σ, {Name}) = 〈{(name, B)}, {(name, B)}, {(name,C)}〉.
The abstractions results are:

seqαc (σ) = 〈{(name, B)}, {(name, B)}, {(name,C)}〉
setαc (σ) = {{(name, B)}, {(name,C)}}

bagαc (σ) = [{(name, B)}2, {(name,C)}]
bagαc (ρ) = [{(name, B)}2].

Using these abstractions, we now determine the activity support predicates.

1. sp(σ, ρ, e) is false, since σ′(2) = {(name,C)} , e.

2. ss(σ, ρ, e) is true, since e ∈ {{(name, B)}, {(name, B)}, {(name,C)}},
3. sb(σ, ρ, e) is false, since 2 ≮ 2.

Table 6.3 provides the activity support predicates for some traces and abstractions.

Recall that, for understandability, we do not depict real traces here. In reality the trace

is a sequence of event identifiers that must be transformed to obtain the activity names.

The > symbol indicates that the log trace supports the enabled activity for the partial

traces. For the sake of readability, we have omitted the ⊥ symbols that denote that a

log trace does not support the enabled activity for the partial traces. In the example,

the prefix support only holds for traces that can execute a B as second step. The set

support holds for all traces that contain a B. Finally, the bag support holds for all

traces that have at least one B, which in this case, is the same as the set support.

The support predicate is used to filter the event log by removing all traces that do not

support an enabled activity, and therefore cannot provide a prediction for this activity.
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Log Support

σ cost sp(σ, ρ, e) ss(σ, ρ, e) sb(σ, ρ, e)

ABC 900 > > >
DBC 500 > > >
FBC 500 > > >
DFA 1200
DFB 1500 > >
DFC 2000
DFH 1260
CCA 1680

Table 6.3 Trace support for partial trace ρ = 〈A〉 and enabled activity
e = B.

Definition 6.4.3 (Support Filtering).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be a log, e ∈ 2X be the attribute value set for an enabled

activity, E ⊆ 2X be a set of enabled activities, (ρ, E) be a recommendation request

with ρ ∈ T E and α be an abstraction. We define the log filtered on support of enabled

activity e ∈ E and partial trace ρ as L(α,ρ,e) = {σ ∈ T E | sα(σ, ρ, e)}.

Log traces from L(α,ρ,e) support enabled activity e for abstraction α. These are the log

traces that are used for the recommendation of e. Next, we explain how to aggregate

trace results for prediction.

Aggregation

After filtering the irrelevant traces from the log, the recommender uses a prediction

algorithm to aggregate the results. For each of the enabled activities, a prediction is

made. In contrast to the predictions presented in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, the prediction is

now made for the extended partial trace of the running instance, i.e. it is a prediction

of the trace, extended with the enabled activity. Note that only relevant log traces

are considered for the prediction, in other words, log traces that support the execution

of the enabled activity. In the next definition, we define how the weighted log-based

prediction (cf. Definition 6.2.3) is used for the prediction of an enabled activity, using

the filtered log (cf. Definition 6.4.3). Since this prediction refers to the prediction of

executing (or doing) the enabled activity, we call this prediction do.

Definition 6.4.4 (do Prediction).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be a log, σ, ρ ∈ T E be log traces, θ be the variable to be pre-

dicted, α be an abstraction, e ∈ 2X an enabled activity, and L′ = (pid, L(α,ρ,e),P,ΠP)

be the log containing the traces supporting the execution of e. The do prediction for

the value of θ for the execution of e, under abstraction α is defined as:

doαθ (ρ, e) = pred α
θ (ρ; e, L′)

Example 6.4.5 (Recommendation).
The user wants to minimise the cost and uses the set abstraction. Suppose ρ = 〈D, F〉 is
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Log Weight Support

σ cost ωs(ρ, σ) ss(σ, ρ, e)

e = A e = B e = C

ABC 900 0 > > >
DBC 500 0.5 > >
FBC 500 0.5 > >
DFA 1200 1 >
DFB 1500 1 >
DFC 2000 1 >
DFH 1260 1
CCA 1680 0 > >

Table 6.4 Example log, with weight and support values for ρ = 〈D, F〉.

Rank Activity dos
cost

1 B 1000
2 A 1200
3 C 1250

Table 6.5 Recommendations for the cost, based on the set prediction, as
described in Example 6.4.5.

a partial trace and E = {A, B,C} is the set of enabled activities, and {〈A, B,C〉, 〈D, B,C〉,
. . .} are the log traces, with πcost(〈A, B,C〉) = 900, πcost(〈D, B,C〉) = 500, . . . , (cf. Ta-

ble 6.4). For convenience, we also include the values for support (ss(σ, ρ, e)) and trace

weight (ωs(ρ, σ)) in the figure. For each log trace, support is denoted by >. The

recommendations for this example are depicted in Table 6.5.

dos
cost(〈D, F〉, A) =

0 · 900 + 1 · 1200 + 0 · 1680

0 + 1 + 0
= 1200

dos
cost(〈D, F〉, B) =

0 · 900 + 0.5 · 500 + 0.5 · 500 + 1 · 1500

0 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 1
= 1000

dos
cost(〈D, F〉,C) =

0 · 900 + 0.5 · 500 + 0.5 · 500 + 1 · 2000 + 0 · 1680

0 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 1 + 0
= 1250

The recommender orders the do predictions to rank the enabled activities. Note that,

the ranking would be reversed in case the user goal would be to maximize costs.

An ordering over do predictions, does not consider the estimations of the execution

alternatives, i.e. the estimated outcome of not executing (or not doing) an enabled

activity e. The dont prediction determines the prediction over all enabled alternatives,

except e, weighted by the number of traces used to obtain the prediction.

Definition 6.4.6 (dont calculation).
Let L = (pid,T E ,P,ΠP) be a log, ρ, σ ∈ T E be log traces, θ be the variable to be

predicted, α be an abstraction, and e ∈ E an enabled activity from the set of enabled

activities E ⊆ 2X . The dont prediction for the value of θ for not executing e, under
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Rank Activity dos
cost donts

cost dos
cost − donts

cost

1 B 1000 1231,3 -231,3
2 A 1200 1138,9 61,1
3 C 1250 1085,7 164,3

Table 6.6 Recommendations for the cost, based on the set prediction,
as described in Example 6.4.7. The sorting is based on the difference
between do and dont.

abstraction α is defined as:

dont αθ (ρ, e) =

∑

e′∈E\{e} do α
θ (ρ, e′) · |L(α,ρ,e′)|

∑

e′∈E\{e} |L(α,ρ,e′)|

Next, we base the ranking of the recommendations on the difference between do and

dont predictions. Here, the ranking takes the predictions of the execution alternatives

into account. The bigger the difference, the better option is. For minimisation the

smallest value is most attractive, for maximisation, the converse holds, i.e. the bigger

the value, the more attractive the activity is.

Example 6.4.7 (Recommendation, based on do and dont).
We now rank the recommendations of Example 6.4.5 on the difference between do

and dont values. The do values correspond to the predictions in Table 6.5. The dont

values for the recommendation are calculated as follows.

donts
cost(〈D, F〉, A) =

dos
cost(〈D, F〉, B) · 4 + dos

cost(〈D, F〉,C) · 5
9

= 1138, 9

donts
cost(〈D, F〉, B) =

dos
cost(〈D, F〉, A) · 3 + dos

cost(〈D, F〉,C) · 5
8

= 1231, 3

donts
cost(〈D, F〉,C) =

dos
cost(〈D, F〉, A) · 3 + dos

cost(〈D, F〉, B) · 4
7

= 1085, 7

The calculated do and dont values are as follows for the available alternatives: (A, 1200,

1125), (B, 1000, 1225) and (C, 1250, 1100), and the differences are -125, -225 and 150,

respectively. Table 6.6 depicts the recommendations for minimising the costs.

To avoid run-time calculations in log-based recommendations, the predictions for

known execution alternatives for partial traces can be determined beforehand under

a particular abstraction. This should be determined and stored (e.g. a table) for every

possible log prefix. At run-time, the prediction for a work-time, given a partial trace

can then be obtained from a table. For sparse data sets, log-based predictions use all

measurements and weight them based on similarity, whereas state-based predictions

are based on exactly those measurements that are associated to the corresponding state.

6.5 Related Work

In this Section we present related work on predictions and recommendations.
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Predictions

A practical application of time predictions in a commercial tool is Case Prediction

in TIBCO Staffware iProcess Suite [203, 198]. The predictions in this tool are based

on simulations performed by the workflow engine. During execution of the process,

the remainder of the process can be simulated and the results of this simulation are

presented to the user. The events of the (single instance) simulation are presented

in the prediction. Non-determinism in the process is resolved in the following ways.

At build time the default values of conditions are specified, these defaults are used

during simulation. Also expected durations are specified at build-time. The prediction

simulates the remaining path and includes the time spend so far in the calculation.

Finally, the selection of simulated steps is based on the best alternative with respected

to estimated remaining throughput time of the branch. The assumptions made here,

are rather ad-hoc and do not lead a specific type of prediction, e.g. worst case scenario

or shortest path. Closely related to this is the work of [163], where the workflow

engine is used to perform short-term simulation for decision support.

An improvement for the Case Prediction in Staffware is given in [182]. This approach

uses specific predictor variables for the throughput time using multiple linear regres-

sion. In particular, the approach focusses on the effect of case date and traffic (the

load of the system). In [70] a prediction approach for a specific process is proposed.

This approach takes the execution state of the process into account. Non-parametric

regression analysis is used in [75, 63] to predict the finishing time of an instance.

The authors specify a collection of candidate predictor variables for the execution and

construct a non-parametric regression model. The construction of the non-parametric

model is quite time consuming, in addition, this approach is only suitable for larger

sample sizes because the data must supply the model structure as well as the model

estimates.

In [80] duration histograms are used to capture probabilistic information about the

duration of activities and processes. This approach reconstructs a duration histogram

for each node of the process definition, taking the probabilities for different paths into

account. The authors apply their approach for deadline monitoring and management.

Another application of prediction can be found in [92] that describes the prediction,

prevention and understanding of exceptions. This prediction approach is based on

a decision tree mined from the execution log of the process. Techniques from data

mining are used to construct a decision tree on data attributes specified by the user.

Closely related to this, is the decision point analysis in process mining [170], where

the decision points in the processes are mined from the log.

In [140] process mining is used to analyse assumptions on resource behaviour with re-

spect to the execution of the process. The authors investigate the “Yerkes-Dodson Law

of Arousal” [218]. This law states that the performance of resources increases as the

level of arousal increases, up to a level where the performance starts to decrease. For a

data set of a Dutch municipality, the authors describe the relation between processing

speed and workload of the resources for the different resource-activity combinations

using a regression model. Their result show that the performance of the resource can

indeed be explained by the workload.
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Recommendations

In BPM the application of business process execution recommenders is relatively new.

In e-commerce, however, the application of recommenders has become common. The

purpose of e-commerce recommender systems is to help browsing customers find what

they are looking for, to suggest additional produces, and to increase loyalty by tailor-

ing the service towards the needs of the customer [181]. One of the earliest recom-

menders is the Grundy system [166] that recommends books using stereotypes, based

on a limited profile of the user. The Tapestry system is an experimental mail system

[90] that filters the interesting mail or other incoming documents to its users. The

Tapestry system does not only consider the content of the mail, but also involves the

users in the process. Users record their reactions (annotation) to the documents they

read, and can manually link themselves to other users they consider to be similar.

Annotations of similar users can be used to identify other documents of interest.

An overview over the field of recommender systems and techniques are presented in

[31, 48, 47, 143] The taxonomy of recommenders described in [181] distinguishes four

different recommendation techniques. Non-personalised recommendations, where the

recommendations are the same for every customer. These recommendations are based

on an average rating of the product. Attribute-based recommendations, which are

based on product properties. Typically, the user has to specify the properties of the

product manually. This approach requires all items to be categorised. item-to-item

correlation, based on a set of products selected by the customer. people-to-people

correlation, based on the similarity to other users. Usually, the system learns about its

users over time, by monitoring their buying or navigating behaviour, sometimes also

ratings of the customer are stored.

The recommendation types of this taxonomy can be mapped into our domain, where

we recommend work-items to PAIS users, these recommendation types are rather user-

oriented. Rating and properties of work-items are used to recommend work-items to

users. Although it can be very useful for users to get recommendations for work-

items that match their preferences, we focussed on recommending work-items that

contribute to the goals set for business process. In this thesis we did not investigate

the potential improvement in business process execution that such recommendations

might have, e.g. recommending work-items to users that prefer to execute the work-

item can affect the execution of it. PAIS engines can use such a recommender system

to push work-items to users. Alternatively, users can use such a recommender to select

work-items of interest from the worklist. To improve recommendations, [49] suggest

a rating semantics that takes the reason behind the ratings into account, e.g. do users

like the work-items because it is challenging, easy, or maybe because of the location

of the work-item.

The application domain for recommender systems in e-commerce is very diverse,

therefore it is challenging to perform meaningful evaluation and comparison of these

systems [105]. Usually, recommender systems are tailored towards the specific char-

acteristics of their domain. For instance, a recommender that works well in a domain

with a high user-item ratio (e.g. a recommender for movies), might not perform well in

a domain with a low user-item ratio. In [105], the authors present an overview of sev-

eral recommender evaluations for two different aspects of recommender evaluation.
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The accuracy of recommendations considers the error of predicted rating, whereas

the user satisfaction of recommenders how the recommendations are perceived by the

users. Especially, when recommendations are used for decision support, the occur-

rence of large errors between predicted values and actual values (reversals) may lead

to bad decisions [191]. Another aspect that needs to be considered in the evaluation

of the recommender is how bad it is to miss a good item, or to suggest a bad one [90].

The work closest related to our approach is described in [204]. Here the authors

implement and evaluate a log-based recommender for FLOWER [17]. Depending on

the similarity criterion, the authors distinguish three different recommendation types:

attribute-based recommendations that consider the case characteristics, path-based

recommendations that consider (an abstraction of) the execution sequence, and the

mixture of these recommendations.

Another application of the recommendation approach is described in [205]. The au-

thors use the recommendation service [186] for the execution of a product data model.

A product data model describes the information that is processed to determine an in-

formational product. The authors use a recommender to optimise the build of the

informational product. In their approach the recommendations are based on a model

(i.e. the workflow product description) for which an optimal strategy is determined.

The model is given or can be determined from the log.

Recommender systems are related to the broader area of decision support systems.

The origin of business support systems goes back to the 1970’s. An overview of

the development of decision support systems in the last few decades is presented in

[69]. Initially, the application of these systems was low due to the lack of electronic

input data. In addition, the initial decision support systems were stand-alone tailor

made “proof of concept” tools that were difficult to use and maintain by decision

makers. Nowadays, off-the-shelf applications are available that can be integrated with

the applications, and electronic data is widely available. Decision support systems

comprise all systems that in a way support the decision making, from the generation

of periodical reports and monitoring tools, to automated decision making technologies

such as rule engines. These rules can be predefined, or mined from execution data

[170]. In our recommendations, the available options are determined from the process

definition by the PAIS engine, the recommender system ranks these alternatives and

can never recommend something that is not allowed by the process definition.

6.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we presented a state-based prediction method to predict the “future of

a running instance”. Given a running case, our prediction approach allows answer-

ing questions like “When will this case be finished?”, “How long does it take before

activity A is completed?”, “How likely is it that activity B will be performed in the

next two days?”, etc. In this chapter, we mainly focused on the remaining time until

completion. However, our approach can easily be used for other types of predictions.

The main idea of the state-based prediction approach is that at any time we consider

the execution to be in some state. From the log we can derive the states the finished
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cases went through and this we a transition system can be build. This transition sys-

tem is learned from past executions using an appropriate abstraction mechanism. The

state-based recommendations provide a graphical representation of the predictions in

the process that can be used for inspection by process analysts. For example, using

the state-based predictions an analyst may notice that from a particular state in the

prediction model, the estimations for the remaining throughput time are very high,

and decide to investigate the cause or possible redesign the process to avoid entering

this state. In addition, we have introduced log-based predictions. In contrast to state-

based predictions, log-based predictions do not partition the log sample into several

prediction states, but weigh the sample on similarity with the partial trace of the run-

ning process instance. This approach can be applied when the sample is too sparse for

partitioning of the log.

The second part of the chapter focused on recommending the user what to do next

to comply with a business goal, e.g. minimising the cost. Recommendations are

based on (1) a business goal definition, (2) a configurable abstraction mechanism that

captures the relevant execution aspects regarding goal, (3) a configurable prediction

mechanism, and (4) a configurable preference relation. We discussed the application

of state-based and log-based predictions for recommendation purposes. In this thesis,

we do not address the definition of more complex business goals with multiple (pri-

oritised or weighted) goals, e.g. “the shortest execution time with the lowest cost”.

Different and more advanced rankings should help the user to balance between mul-

tiple goals and associated risks. For instance, one user might be willing to take more

risk to obtain a lower cost, whereas another user prefers a safer situation with a slightly

higher cost.

For the purpose of benchmarking different techniques, and for practical applications,

evaluation methods for recommendation techniques, and their effect on the running

process are needed. History-Dependent Stochastic Petri Nets (HDSPNs cf. Chapter

5.4.2) can be used for the evaluation of recommenders. The interaction between the

recommendation and the user decision can for instance be modelled by a percentage

of users following the recommendation, e.g. 90% of the time the highest ranked alter-

native is chosen. Other strategies can be: choosing randomly, choosing the opposite

of what the recommender proposes, choosing randomly from the highest ranked alter-

natives, etc. As discussed in Chapter 5, decisions can have global effects. Therefore

it is necessary to include existing dependencies to analyse the effect of decisions sug-

gested by the recommender. The prediction methods and preference relations can be

directly modelled in CPN tools, or externally (e.g. a ProM OS provider) using the

external communication facilities in CPN tools.

In the next chapter, we present the experiments conducted to evaluate the approaches

presented in this thesis.
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Evaluation

This chapter presents the results of three case studies. In the first case study, we

address the effectiveness of log-based recommendations (cf. Section 6.4). Here, we

check whether the execution of the process is improved in terms of decreased through-

put times, due to the use of recommendations. In particular, we focus on the effects

of the size of the log, and the choice for a particular abstraction on effectiveness of

the recommender. For this purpose, we compare the executions of the process sup-

ported by recommendations to executions without recommendations. The results of

the evaluation confirm the importance of determining relevant abstractions.

Given the results of the first case study, we conduct a second case study to evaluate

selection techniques for abstractions. Our aim, is to find dependencies (cf. Chapter 5)

between variables and abstractions that capture relevant execution characteristics. The

effectiveness of the abstractions is evaluated by means of a simulation experiment. In

this experiment, we use the log of the artificial process to determine the dependency

between the value of a simulation parameter and the execution characteristics. We

construct a simulation model from the basic control flow of the artificial process and

these history-dependent parameters. Then, we change the execution characteristics

of the process and check if the simulation model with history-dependent simulation

parameters can approximate the changed behaviour of the artificial process. If the pa-

rameter captures the relevant execution characteristics, then the estimated value of the

parameter is changed accordingly, allowing for better approximations of the behaviour

of the artificial process. In our experiment, we show that we can find such dependen-

cies in the log, and that simulation models with history-dependent parameters provide

better approximations of the behaviour than traditional models.

Finally, we evaluate the quality of state-based predictions (cf. Section 6.1). Based on

an abstraction, we create a state-based prediction model from part of the log. We use

this model to predict the throughput times of the traces of the remaining part of the

log and compare the predicted throughput times to the actual throughput times. The

results show that state-based predictions outperform simple heuristics, e.g. predicting

half of the average throughput time.

The general structure for the experiments in this chapter is as follows. First we de-

scribe the experiment design, i.e. the goal of the experiment, the experiment object and

its parameters. Then we describe the experiment preparation, including the prepara-

tory steps of the experiment, such as the implementations used or developed to conduct
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the experiment. The experiment execution describes the analysis of the data collected

during the experiment. Finally, we present the results of the experiment. The re-

mainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.1 presents the experiments

regarding the log-based recommendations. Section 7.2 describes the experiments re-

garding the adaptive simulation models. Experiments for the evaluation of state-based

prediction are presented in Section 7.3. In Section 7.4 we discuss the factors that po-

tentially threaten the validity of the experiment results. Finally, Section 7.5 concludes

this chapter.

7.1 Log-Based Recommendations

In this section we validate the log-based recommendations, as described in Section 6.4,

based on [186]. In our experiment, we use log-based recommendations to influence

the execution of a process and evaluate the effect the effect of recommendations.

7.1.1 Experiment Design

This section describes the design underlying the log-based recommendations experi-

ment.

• Experiment Goal. The main goal of our experiment is to evaluate whether rec-

ommendations indeed help to achieve a particular business goal. In our exper-

iments, we focus on the throughput time1. We investigate whether executions

supported by our recommendation service yield significantly shorter throughput

times than executions without using the recommender.

• Object. The object to be studied in our experiment are the traces created for the

Building Permit Process (cf. Example 7.1.1).

• Independent Variables. In our experiment we consider the log abstraction and

the log size as independent variables. For variable log abstraction we consider

levels abs ∈ {prefix, set, bag} (cf. Chapter 5). Variable Log size k represents the

number of instances in the event log, i.e. the amount of learning material based

on which recommendations are made. We consider k ∈ {5, 30, 60, 120}.
• Response Variable. The response variable in our experiment is the throughput

time attribute of a trace created by using the recommendation service based on

a log of a given size and a given abstraction.

7.1.2 Experiment Preparation

This section describes the preparatory steps we conducted for the log-based recom-

mendations experiment.

1Note that our approach can also be used for costs, quality, utilization, etc. However, for
simplicity we focus on the throughput time only.
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Experiment Procedure

Abstraction
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Log L
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Trace 1

Trace
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1) Trace creation based on recommendations 

(*) Levels used for 

log size k = {5,30,60,120} and 

abstractions abs = {prefix, set, bag}, 

Resulting in 12 samples {Pref5, Pref30, …, Bag60, Bag120}
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2) Random trace creation 

Trace 1
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Time
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Trace
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Log simulator with 

recommendations

Log simulator 

``Building Permit Process’’

Figure 7.1 The experiment procedure for the recommendation experi-
ment.

Implementing a Log Creator and Log Simulator

For the experiment we implemented a log creator and a log simulator. While the log

creator allows us to randomly create logs of size k for a given process model, the log

simulator can be used to create traces using the recommendation service based on a

log of size k and an abstraction abs. Both the log creator and the log simulator have

been implemented in Java using Fitnesse2 as user interface. This allows us to configure

our experiments in a fast and efficient way using a WIKI and to fully automate their

execution.

Implementing the Recommendation Service in ProM

In addition to the log creator and the log simulator we implemented a recommenda-

tion service as an extension of the PROM framework. The implementation of our

recommendation service is able to provide a process engine with recommendations

on possible next steps knowing the currently enabled activities of the process and the

partial trace. In addition, the recommendation service provides means to add finished

cases to the event log and make them available for recommendations in future execu-

tions.

7.1.3 Experiment Execution

The experiment procedure for the log-based recommendations experiment is sum-

marised in Figure 7.1.

• Generation of Data. Our experiment design comprises two independent vari-

ables (i.e. log abstraction abs and log size k). The log creator performs k

2Fitness Acceptance Testing Framework fitnesse.org

fitnesse.org
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random executions of the process under consideration. The particular process

for this experiment will be described later in Example 7.1.1. This creates a log

of size k with observations from random executions of the process. This is the

log is used by the log simulator to make predictions.

As illustrated in Fig. 7.1, we compare the executions with and without recom-

mendations. For the execution with recommendations, the log simulator per-

forms 30 executions, using on the recommendations with abstraction abs, based

on the log of size k from the log creator. The recommendations provided by the

recommendation service are used throughout the entire execution, and the high-

est ranked execution step is selected for execution. For the execution without

recommendations, the log simulator performs 30 random executions of the pro-

cess. The purpose of this sample is to compare the executions supported by the

recommendation service with a random execution. For all executions, with and

without recommendations, the completed trace and its associated throughput

time are recorded in the log.

For the execution with recommendations, we repeat this process of 30 execu-

tions, for different log sizes and log abstractions. In total we obtained 12 sam-

ples covering all combinations of log size levels and abstraction levels. For

example, sample PREF5 represents the sample with abs = prefix and k = 5.

• Effects of Changes in Log Size and Abstraction. To analyse the effects of

the log size, and the selection of a particular abstraction on the throughput time

of the created traces, we calculated 95% confidence intervals (CI 95%) on the

mean throughput time for each sample, i.e. with 95% probability, the mean

throughput time is in the calculated confidence interval.

If we then compare the confidence intervals of two samples of a given abstrac-

tion (e.g, PREF5 and PREF10) and these intervals do not overlap, we can assume

that the two samples have statistically different throughput times.

• Effectiveness of Recommendations. To investigate whether the traces created

by our recommendation service yield significantly better results than randomly

created traces we compared the confidence interval of the random sample with

the confidence intervals of each of the other 12 samples.

7.1.4 Results

In this section, we demonstrate the applicability of the log-based recommendations

approach by applying it to the process for applying for a building permit at a town hall

(cf. Example 7.1.1).

Example 7.1.1 (Building Permit Process).
For the application of a building permit, a town hall employee has to do several tasks:

- A: bill registration fee,

- B: register the application details,

- C: initiate permission procedure,

- D: announce the application in local newspaper, and
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- E: inform applicant.

Each of these tasks has to be executed once, and the tasks can be executed in any order.

The employee can decide in which order to execute these tasks. Ideally, the employee

finishes these tasks as soon as possible. All tasks have a fixed duration, however, tasks

B and C use the same database application and if B is directly followed by C, then

the combined duration of the tasks is much shorter, since there is no closing-time for

B and no set-up time for C. Moreover C can use the data provided by B, without

data re-entry. The recommendation service guides the employees towards executions

with shorter throughput times. Each activity has a throughput time of 10 time units,

however, if C is directly executed after B, then the throughput time of the trace will be

35 time units of 50. For the experiment we assume that the user goal is to minimize

the throughput time and that the recommendation service is used for support.

In this simple example the use of recommendations seems to be an overkill as the

user only has to select among a limited set of options. Real-life processes, however,

are much more complex, and user support becomes fundamental for efficient execu-

tion. At the same time, giving recommendations based on extracted knowledge from

execution logs can provide knowledge that was not available during the design of the

process. The results of our experiments are summarized in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. Figure

7.2 depicts the effect of the log size on the mean throughput time for the 12 samples

created using recommendations. In Figure 7.3 we compare the different abstractions

and the random strategy for a fixed log size.

• Increasing the Log Size. Figure 7.2(a) clearly shows the impact of increasing

the log size on the throughput time for prefix abstraction. The mean through-

put time for sample PREF5 is given by a CI 95% [38.68,44.32] and for samples

PREF30, PREF60 and PREF120 the mean throughput time is 35 (with a standard

deviation of 0), which is also the optimum throughput time. When studying the

results of Fig. 7.2(a) changing the log size from k = 5 to k = 30 yields a sig-

nificant decrease of the throughput time. As the confidence intervals of samples

PREF5 and PREF30 are not overlapping, the difference in their throughput times

is statistically significant. A further increases in the log size have no effect since

the optimum throughput time has already been found on sample PREF30. Figure

7.2(b) and 7.2(c) shows the results for the set and bag abstraction. As all inter-

vals are overlapping, we cannot conclude that there is a significant improvement

in the throughput time for the set and bag abstraction.

• Comparing the Abstractions. Figure 7.3 compares randomly created traces

with the samples for prefix, set and bag. It can be observed that the prefix

abstraction (i.e. samples PREF5, PREF30 and PREF60) has significantly bet-

ter throughput times compared to the random sample and thus outperforms the

random selection strategy. As illustrated in Figure 7.3 the difference between

random selection and prefix abstraction becomes bigger with an increasing log

size. The prefix abstraction also outperforms the bag abstraction for all consid-

ered log sizes. A comparison of the set and prefix abstraction reveals that no sig-

nificant differences exist between PREF5 and SET5, while PREF30 and SET30

as well as PREF60 and SET60 significantly differ. Finally, between the samples

of the set and bag abstraction no significant differences can be observed.
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In summary, our results show that for the prefix abstraction, the recommender per-

forms better if the log size is increased from 5 to 30. For log size 5, the mean through-

put time of executions supported by recommendations is significantly better than the

mean throughput time of executions with the random selection strategy. For log size

30, the mean throughput time of executions supported by the recommender is even

better that the mean throughput time for log size 5. Further increase of the log size did

not yield further improvements of the mean throughput time. For the set and bag ab-

straction changes in the log size do not significantly affect the mean throughput time.

As these abstractions cannot exploit the order characteristics of the traces in the log,

they do not outperform the random selection strategy for this particular process.

The results obtained in this experiment depend on the characteristics of the chosen

process. In the process used for the experiment, the throughput time depends on the

order of executing the activities. This explains why the prefix abstraction outperforms

the set and bag abstraction for this particular process. For processes with different

characteristics, other abstractions can yield better results. Therefore, it cannot be gen-

eralised that the prefix abstraction is the best abstraction for recommendations.

7.2 Adaptive Simulation Models

In this section we analyse whether we can effectively select abstractions (cf. Chapter

5.2) for adaptive simulation models (cf. Chapter 5.4) so that the adaptive simulation

models enriched with stochastic parameters based on these abstractions can indeed

provide better approximations than static models. We use adaptive simulation models

to analyse the effect of changes in the context of the business process on their exe-

cution. Since it is infeasible to expose a real-life process to trends for the purpose of

validating our approach, we conduct our experiments on an artificial reference model.

As a case study, we consider a travel agency process.

Example 7.2.1 (Travel Agency Process).
Consider again the travel agency presented in Section 5.4, where customers can com-

pose a trip by booking some means of transport (a flight or coach) and a hotel (luxury,

middle class or budget) for one or more days. The trip can be composed of multiple

transport-hotel combinations. For each hotel stay customers can make use of a pick-

up service that transports them to the city centre or the airport. Clients may choose to

pay their holidays by instalment. In addition customers who spend much money are

rewarded with a gift. Figure 7.4 depicts the control flow of the travel agency process.

A good estimation for the number of pick-ups is necessary for arranging a suitable

contract with one of the local taxi companies. The agency would also like to estimate

the number of gifts to be purchased. Given some expected trend coming from e.g.

early market research, the agency is interested in the effect of expected trend on the

number of pick-ups and gifts for the next year. The agency has disposal of a log

containing information about customers of the past year that is available for further

analysis.

In the remainder of this section, we describe the experiment evaluating whether predic-

tions with the adaptive simulation model indeed improves the quality of the prediction
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Figure 7.4 The travel agency process, as presented in Section 5.4.

results.

7.2.1 Experiment Design

This section describes the design underlying the adaptive simulation model experi-

ment.

• Experiment Goal. The goal of the experiment is to validate whether the adap-

tive simulation model can approximate the behaviour of the process better than

the static model. We perform this validation on different scenarios that effect

the execution of the process.

• Object. The objects to be studied in our experiment are the logs produced by

the different simulation models: the (reference) model of the Travel Agency

Process (cf. Example 7.2.1), the adaptive model and the static model (cf. Sec-

tion 5.4). Recall that parameters of static models are fixed values, independent

from the simulation trace, and that parameters of adaptive models are functions,

depending on the simulation trace.

• Independent Variables. In our experiment we consider different trend sce-

narios. Each scenario affects some of the parameters in the models, e.g. the

probability distribution for the choice to do additional bookings.

• Response Variable. The response variables in our experiment are the fraction

of pick-ups and the fraction of gifts in the simulated logs.

7.2.2 Experiment Preparation

All models have been modelled as coloured Petri net [110], see Section 2.2.6, and

implemented in CPN tools [111]. The simulation of the CPN model generates [134]

event logs. In addition, from PROM it is possible to generate CPN models [173],

hence, there is a bidirectional coupling of CPN Tools and PROM.

The reference model Mr emulates the travel agency process. The data perspective of

the execution is not taken into account to test how closely we can approximate the

behaviour of the real process, while having a log with only activity names. To repli-

cate complexity of real-life processes, the reference model is equipped with stochastic
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elements. As a result, the behaviour of the process contains several, non-trivial depen-

dencies.

Figure 7.5 summarises the experiment preparation for the travel agency process. We

run 30 replications of 10.000 instances on Mr, each replication creating a log of 10.000

instances. Despite the large number of instances in each log, the execution character-

istics of the traces in the log are quite different as can be seen from the fractions of

pick-ups and gifts in the log. This reflects the real-life situation, where the log con-

tains traces with particular execution characteristics, e.g. a period where more or less

resources than usual are available to do the work. We (randomly) take one of the logs

of the reference model (Mr) to mine static simulation parameters for the static simula-

tion model (Ms) and to mine history-dependent simulation parameters for the adaptive

simulation model (Ma). For the control flow of Ms and Ma, we use the control flow of

the reference model. In practise the control flow can be mined from the log, by using

standard mining techniques, or it can be provided by the information system support-

ing the process. It is important to note that parameters of Ms and Ma are obtained

from the log without using any knowledge of the data and stochastic scheme of Mr.

To evaluate the suitability of static and adaptive simulation models for the simulation

of business trends, we expose the reference process (Mr), both simulation models (Ms

and Ma) to the same trend, i.e. a change in the environment of the processes, such as

a customer bias towards cheaper means of transportation. The (updated) parameters

are inserted in each of the simulation models. During the execution of the experiment,

we compare the behaviour of the static and the adaptive simulation models to the

behaviour of the reference model, in terms of the fraction of pick-up and gift events.

Construction of Travel Agency Process Mr

The role of the reference model is to produce logs by emulating a real life process and

its environment. Figure 5.7 depicts the control flow for the travel agency. It contains

all typical routing constructs such as sequentiality, parallelism, iteration, synchronisa-

tion, deterministic and non-deterministic choices of the environment. In addition, we

extend the control flow with data and we add a complex stochastic scheme for data ini-

tialisation, data transformation, and non-trivial dependencies, to reflect the complexity

of real-life processes. As a result, it becomes impossible to analytically compute the

behaviour of the process.

Figure 7.6 depicts the dependencies for the pick-up and gift probabilities. The pick-up

probability depends on the hotel type, the distance to the centre, and the distance to

the port. The hotel type determines the probability for the distances to be near or far.

The gift probability depends on the total amount spend by the customer. Travelling,

hotel stays, pick-ups, and the confirmation add to the total cost. A cost distribution is

associated to each of these transitions.

In real life, these dependencies are not known. In the reference model, we explicitly

include them to simulate customer decisions, e.g. the customer’s decision to use the

pick-up depends, among others, on the hotel type, and the distance of the hotel to

the city centre. A scheme with probabilities for all involved variables for the pick-up

transition is implemented as a function in the guard of the pick-up transition. In CPN
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Figure 7.5 The experiment preparation for the adaptive simulation ex-
periment.
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tools this is implemented by global data definitions, transitions that read and write

history data and guards on transitions (cf. Section 5.4.2). For more details on the

reference model we refer to Appendix D. Note that the log of the reference model

only contains the executed transitions, and no data. This way we can test the ability

of our abstractions to capture a complex data dependency.

Construction of Static Model Ms

From the log of Mr we determine the parameters for the static models, such as the

probability to book an expensive hotel as the percentage of cases in which expensive

hotels were booked and annotate the control flow to obtain the static model. In the

static model the values are fixed and that the partial simulation trace (or the history)

is not used to estimate their values. The probabilities for the static model transitions

are mined using the techniques described in [174], implemented in the Performance

Analysis with Petri net plugin of ProM [1], see Figure 7.7.

The static model is annotated with probabilities captured in simple guards, similar to

the ones used for the adaptive model, but now they are independent from the partial

execution history. Let cluster c contain transitions t1, . . . , tn, the probability to choose

transition ti under condition that cluster c is chosen is p(ti). Then the guard for ti is

defined as
i−1
∑

j=1

p(t j) ≤ r <

i
∑

j=1

p(t j)

(for transition t1, the lower border is 0), where r is the value of the token in the global

probability place. The value of this token is drawn from a discrete uniform distribution

between 0 and 99. Since in static models the parameters are static, the guards contain

values rather than functions. For example, to model a 34% probability of Gift and a

66% probability of No Gift, the guards are 0 ≤ r < 34 and 34 ≤ r < 100, respectively.

Construction of Adaptive Model Ma

In adaptive models the probabilities are functions. First, we define a set of candidate

predictors for a particular response variable (simulation parameter). Following the

techniques described in Section 5.2, we convert the log to a data set containing the

logged values of the response variable and its candidate predictors. We use the ProM

R Data plugin [1] to create a data set for R [153]. Then, we apply regression analysis

to find the best fitting model for the data set, using the multinom function from the

nnet library in R. This function fits multinomial logit models with nominal response

categories. As described in Section 5.4.2, we annotate the transitions of the control

flow of the reference model with the obtained dependencies, so that the parameter val-

ues can now be determined during the simulation, depending on the partial simulation

trace.

Estimating the Gift Probability. To determine the predictors for estimating

the probability for gifts, we apply the method described above. Several abstractions
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and combinations thereof have been considered. We know that it is somehow related

to the budget, but we do not have any data in the log. The most obvious candidates

for the gift probability are the (1) number of iterations it the process, since the more

iterations the customer makes, the more he spends on travelling and hotels, (2) the

number of expensive hotels and (3) the number of flights. Furthermore, we added one

abstraction (4) that captures a weighted sum of the number of cheap, middle class and

expensive hotels. The weights for this sum are based on the average cost of the hotels,

approximately a middle class hotel is 3 times as expensive as a cheap hotel and an

expensive hotel is 7 times as expensive as a cheap hotel. The model using the last

occurrence of the hotel type was the model with the best fit.

Note that bag and sequence abstractions on hotels and travel type could not be anal-

ysed as these abstractions provided too many categories for the regression analysis.

Other abstractions we tried include the set abstraction on the hotels, the sequence of

the last two hotels, the set abstraction on the travel types, the sequence of the last two

travel types.

Estimating the Pick-up Probability. For the probability of Pick-up from

the current hotel, we consider candidates related to (1) the type of the current hotel, as

customers who can afford to book an expensive hotel may be less willing to use public

transport than customers who use cheap hotels, (2) the last type of travel, as customers

who booked a flight may have to travel further and (3) the number of iterations, as

the longer the journey takes, the more budget the client may have. Again, we also

tried including some other abstractions, e.g. the set abstraction on the hotels, the

sequence of the last two hotels, the set abstraction on the travel types, the sequence

of the last two travel types. From the models with a single predictor, the model that

considered the last hotel fitted the data best. Moreover, adding more predictors did not

significantly improve the results. Therefore, only the last hotel was used for estimating

the response probabilities for all predictor combinations, e.g. the probability for Pick-

up given that the last hotel was an expensive hotel is 53%, for a budget hotel this

probability is 44%.

Estimating the Iteration Probability. It is reasonable to assume that the

mined probabilities (cf. Figure 7.7) for the cluster BookMore and Confirm are not

fixed. Therefore, we also try some abstractions for the probabilities in this cluster. We

tried abstractions related to (1) the number of expensive hotels, as these have most

impact on the budget, (2) the number of flights, as this is the most expensive way to

travel and (3) the number of iterations, that is related to the length of the journey. The

number of iterations was the best predictor and this abstraction is used for the adaptive

model.

Figure 7.8 depict the simulation results before injecting a scenario. The left side of the

figure depicts the number of pick-ups and the present ratio for the selected log. The

log is randomly selected from the 30 simulations performed for the reference model.

As can be seen in the figure, in this log the number of pick-ups is slightly below

average. As a result, the confidence intervals for the pick-ups for the adaptive and the

static model are also slightly lower that the interval for the reference model. For the
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Transition Original Trends

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Flight 50% 65% 35%

Coach 50% 35% 65%

LowHotel 33% 10% 60%

MedHotel 33% 30% 30%

ExpHotel 33% 60% 10%

Table 7.1 The probabilities for the trends injected into the models.

presents, the adaptive model slightly underestimates the number of presents, whereas

the static model slightly overestimates the number of presents. In both figures, both

models give a precise approximation of the reference model.

Trend Injection.

To evaluate the suitability of the simulation models for evaluating business trends we

expose the reference model to two scenarios, affecting the way of travelling and the

hotel type. In the first scenario, customers are expected to become richer, resulting

in more flights and more expensive hotels. In the second scenario we investigate

the opposite. The probabilities are depicted in Table 7.1. Recall that, the original

probabilities are the probabilities for the initial reference model, from whose log Ms

and Ma are derived. The probabilities for each trend are injected in all models (Mr,

Ms and Ma) in a consistent manner; e.g. the bounds for the guards that control the

transportation choice are set to the mentioned probabilities. Note that, except for the

parameters directly related to the injected trend, the models are not changed, i.e. the

mined probabilities and dependencies remain the same for parameters not directly

related to the injected trend.

7.2.3 Experiment Execution

The experiment procedure for the adaptive simulation model experiment is summarised

in Figure 7.9.

• Generation of Data.

We compare the capabilities of the adaptive and static model by comparing their

performance with respect to the performance of the reference model. The per-

formance is measured in occurrence ratio of Pick-up and Gift transitions. The

occurrence ratios are determined from the logs of the models. For each model

we run 30 replications of 10.000 instances, so for each model we have 30 logs

of 10.000 traces. For each replication (log) we determine the occurrence ra-

tio of Pick-up and Gift transitions. We compare the behaviour of the different

models by analysing the occurrence ratios for each model, represented by con-

fidence intervals. Figure 7.9 depicts the execution of the experiment. Note that

we perform this procedure for every scenario.
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Figure 7.9 The experiment execution for the adaptive simulation experi-
ment.

• Effectiveness of Simulation Models. For each scenario, we compare the in-

tervals of the occurrence ratios of the different models. This way, we compare

how well Ms and Ma approximate Mr.

7.2.4 Results

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the adaptive simulation models

approach using three different scenarios.

Simulated Process Performance. Figure 7.10 depicts the results of simula-

tion of the different models before and after the injected trends. Figure 7.10(a) and

7.10(b) depict the results for the scenario of customers becoming richer. Figure 7.10(c)

and 7.10(d) depict the result for the scenario of customers becoming poorer.

The results are depicted as 95% confidence intervals for the occurrence ratios of the

Pickup and the Gift transitions. Each figure depicts confidence intervals for Mr, Ms

and Ma. Furthermore, the figure depicts the values of the log that was used to obtain

Ms and Ma. For both trends it is clear that only Ma is able to follow the direction of

the trend whereas Ms is unable to do so, because essential correlations are not taken

into account as all choices are considered mutually independent.

Notice that in both scenarios, Ma slightly underestimates the number of pick-ups and

slightly overestimates the number of presents. In all cases, there is a very close ap-

proximation of the reality, presented by Mr, whereas Ms is unable to approximate the

new situation. It is clear that the adaptive model gives a much better approximation
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than the static model. Our experiments show that the history-dependent mechanism

adapting simulation parameters according to the developments in the running instance

is able to propagate environmental changes in the simulation. For logs containing

data, abstractions on data can be used to obtain even more precise results.

7.3 State-Based Predictions

This section is based on the work published in [26]. In this section we validate the

state-based prediction approach from Section 6.1.4. We use state-based predictions to

predict the throughput time of running instances.

7.3.1 Experiment Design

This section describes the design underlying the state-based predictions experiment.

• Experiment Goal. The goal of the experiment is to evaluate the accuracy of

the generated predictions. For the evaluation we use different processes, which

will be introduces in Sections 7.3.4-7.3.6.

• Object. In this experiment we analyse the difference between the predictions

made for the log traces and the actual outcome for these log traces. We perform

this analysis for each of the processes that will be part of the experiment.

• Independent Variables. For the experiment we use the abstractions (cf. Sec-

tion 6.1.3) to build different annotated transition systems, on which the predic-

tions are based.

• Response Variable. The response variable in our experiment is the predicted

throughput time.

7.3.2 Experiment Preparation

This section describes the preparatory steps we conducted for the state-based predic-

tions experiment.

FSM Analyser

The concepts described in Section 6.1 have been implemented by the FSM Analyzer.

The FSM Analyzer is an analysis plug-in of the PROM framework, which takes a

transition system and an event log as input. The output of the FSM Analyzer is a

transition system extended with information useful for predictions, as described in

Section 6.1.4. The results of the FSM Analyzer can be used to make predictions at

run-time, using the Annotation Provider [24].

The transition system for the FSM Analyser is provided by the FSM Miner [25]. This

FSM Miner is a mining plug-in of the PROM framework, which extracts a transition

system from an event log using some abstraction. It supports many abstractions and
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Figure 7.11 Screenshot of the FSM Analyzer showing some results for
the log described in Table 6.1.

perspectives such as data elements, resources and transactional information. Basi-

cally, the miner implements the transition system as defined in Definition 6.1.3. As

described in [25], the FSM Miner can be used for various purposes. For example,

using the Theory of Regions, the transition system can be converted into a Petri net

or some other higher-level representation. However, the FSM Miner does not provide

any functionality directly related to prediction.

The FSM Analyzer visualizes the transition system and by default shows information

about elapsed times (i.e. the average time to reach a particular state based on lmeasure
elapsed

),

sojourn times (i.e. the average time spent in a particular state based on lmeasure
so journ

), and

remaining times (i.e. the average time to reach the end from this state lmeasure
remaining

). The

user can select the time unit, the measurement function, and the colouring function.

The measurement function is the implementation of predict (cf. Definition 6.1.7) and

currently average, variance, minimum, maximum, frequency, sum, standard deviation,

and median are supported. The colouring function determines the colouring of arcs

and nodes. In Figure 7.11 the colours are based on the remaining time until com-

pletion. The nodes indicated in red represent states from which the predicted time

until completion is long. The nodes indicated in blue represent states from which

the predicted time until completion is short. The nodes that are yellow correspond

to states which fall in-between these two categories. A similar colouring is applied

to arcs, e.g. if it typically takes a long time to move from one node to another, then

the corresponding arc is coloured red. The colouring can be customized by setting

thresholds.

For example, Figure 7.11 depicts a fragment of an annotated transition system, where

the time (measured minutes) is estimated by the average of the measures in the log

and the states are coloured is determined by the remaining time. For example, for state

{A,C}, denoted by the FSM Analyzer as [[A,C]], the predicted time until completion
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Experiment Procedure

1) Preparation: Create annotated transition system 

2) Execution: Determine prediction error

L1

L2

Log Annotated transition system s

+ abstraction

L1

L2

Log

Partial trace t

Real value for t

Predicted value for t in s

ProM FSM Analyzer

ProM FSM Evaluator

Figure 7.12 The experiment procedure for the prediction experiments.

is 20.5 days. The state also contains information about the average/expected sojourn

time for this state (11.5 days) and the average/expected elapsed time (4.5 days). The

execution of B leads to a state transition to state {A, B,C} with new predictions.

7.3.3 Experiment Execution

The experiment procedure for the state-based predictions experiment is summarised

in Figure 7.12. To truly evaluate the quality of the predictions and to compare the

transition systems obtained for each process, we use cross validation. To keep things

simple, we do not perform a K-fold validation and merely test L2 (the test set) on

the model learned using L1 (the training set). The training set is used to create an

annotated transition system for a specific abstraction. The test set is used to test the

quality of the predictions. Figure 7.12 shows the partitioning of the log in training set

L1 and test set L2.

The quality of the predictions is quantified by the prediction error, in our case, the

difference between the estimated and the real value of the throughput time for traces

from L2. Since the log contains completed traces, we know the real value for the

throughput time of each trace. To evaluate the quality of the prediction, the partial

prefixes of the log traces of L2 are replayed in the annotated transition system to obtain

the predicted values for the throughput time. By having both the real and the predicted

value, we determine the prediction error.

There are different estimators to quantify this error, we use the Mean Squared Error

(MSE =
∑n

i=1(bi−b)2

n
, with b = predict(b)) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE =
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Figure 7.13 Screenshot of ProM’s FSM Evaluator while analysing the
quality of the prediction on the test set L2 of the reviewing process.

√
MSE). For our evaluation we also use the Mean Absolute Error (MAE = 1

n

∑n
i=1 |bi −

b|). Another well known statistic is the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE =
1
n

∑n
i=1
|bi−b|

bi
). This statistic can result in extremely large relative errors in presence

of only a few smaller values (dividing by “almost zero” leads to “almost infinite”).

MAPE only makes sense if there are no really small values. This is not necessarily the

case in time prediction. This is a known problem of this error measure [39], therefore,

we do not report on MAPE values in the remainder.

PROM supports this kind of cross validation and quality estimation through the so-

called FSM Evaluator. This plug-in takes (a) a transition system with predictions

based on one log and (b) another event log, and then calculates the MSE and other

statistics for each state. We will use this plug-in in the next section to evaluate our

approach. Figure 7.13 shows the FSM Evaluator of PROM while cross validating

the results using the second event log L2. In the background the annotated labelled

transition system for the set abstraction of the reviewing process is shown. On the

foreground, the table shows the errors per state. In the next section we elaborate on

the results for each process.

7.3.4 Results: Reviewing Process

In the first experiment, we investigate the performance of our predictions on an artifi-

cial event log. This provides the environment for a controlled experiment, where it is

clear what the desired outcome should be.
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Process Description

We consider a reviewing process that starts with the invitation of reviewers. Then

the reviewers can return their reviews. However, some reviewers may not return their

review resulting in a time-out event. After a while the reviews are collected and a

decision is made. Based on the decision, the paper is accepted or rejected. For internal

activities such as inviting reviewers, making decisions, and accepting/rejecting papers,

we record the start and complete events. For external activities such as reviewing, we

can only see the completion. The process is modelled as a CPN and the log is obtained

by simulation of the model. The CPN model also contains information about timing

and resources, e.g. various internal activities are done by particular people having

distinct roles. The external activities are done by a pool of reviewers. Figure 7.14

depicts the Petri net of reviewing process, obtained from the log.

Transition System

Based on the CPN model of the process described above, we generated two event logs:

a training set L1 and a test set L2. Both event logs have information about 200 process

instances, i.e. submitted papers. Based on L1, we can use the FSM Miner of PROM to

extract a transition system using a particular abstraction.

Using the FSM Analyzer we can extend this transition system with predictive infor-

mation as shown before. Figure 7.15 shows four annotated transition systems obtained

using four different abstractions. Figure 7.15(a) shows the annotated transition sys-

tem for the set abstraction. Figure 7.15(b) shows an abstraction where the six “time

out” and “get review” activities are ignored, but the order of the remaining activities

is taken into account. This results in a simpler model.

The transition system can be based on all kinds of properties of events, i.e. the data

and resource perspectives can also be used. Figure 7.15(c) only looks at the resource

perspective. Here the state of a paper is determined by which resources have worked

on it. Here only the three key resources working in the editorial office are taken into

account. Moreover, since a bag abstraction is used, the order is not important, but

the frequency is. This results in a completely different transition system with nodes

such as [Anne2,Mike2,Wil1] indicating that Anne has performed two events, Mike has

performed two events, and Wil has performed one event. For this state the predicted

time until completion is 6.78 days.

Figure 7.15(d) uses a full abstraction, i.e. lstate(σ) = ∅ meaning that all prefixes are

mapped onto the same state. This is an interesting abstraction as it serves as a bench-

mark. This benchmark abstraction assumes that one knows nothing and simply takes

the average over all events in the past. When the transition system shown in Fig-

ure 7.15(d) is used, the prediction for the remaining time until completion is always

13.06 days. Note that 13.06 is simply the average of all remaining times in the whole

log L1. Note that 13.06 is more than half of the average total time (which is 24.12

days). In the beginning of the process there are more events than at the end. There-

fore, the average remaining time until completion is more than half of the average total

time.
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[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-complete, reject-start, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 24.2777777
 remaining = 0.0

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-start, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.11111111
 elapsed = 19.4444444

 remaining = 2.11111111

[[get review 1-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete]]

 sojourn = 4.78125
 elapsed = 8.40625

 remaining = 15.21875

[[get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 2.56521739
 elapsed = 5.26086956

 remaining = 17.8260869

[[get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 3.33333333
 elapsed = 4.66666666

 remaining = 11.4444444

[[accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.3

 elapsed = 23.7
 remaining = 2.3

[[accept-complete, accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 21.6666666
 remaining = 0.0

[[get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.75

 elapsed = 4.83333333
 remaining = 22.0

[[get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]

 sojourn = 2.58333333
 elapsed = 9.20833333

 remaining = 12.4166666

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-complete, reject-start, time-out 1-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 24.1333333
 remaining = 0.0

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-complete, reject-start]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 21.2727272
 remaining = 0.0

[[accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.35714285
 elapsed = 20.4285714

 remaining = 2.35714285

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 4.12903225

 elapsed = 16.8064516
 remaining = 10.6451612

[[invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 1.53
 elapsed = 2.51

 remaining = 21.605

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.66666666

 elapsed = 18.5

 remaining = 6.61111111

[[collect reviews-start, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 3-complete]]

 sojourn = 2.17391304
 elapsed = 12.3478260

 remaining = 10.6086956

[[get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.5

 elapsed = 6.875
 remaining = 16.0

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-start, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.68181818

 elapsed = 18.0

 remaining = 7.77272727

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.77777777

 elapsed = 15.1851851
 remaining = 8.70370370

[[invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 3.33333333
 elapsed = 6.11111111

 remaining = 16.4444444

[[accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 1.91666666
 elapsed = 20.6666666

 remaining = 1.91666666

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.40625

 elapsed = 17.71875

 remaining = 5.90625

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 2.52173913

 elapsed = 12.2608695
 remaining = 9.69565217

[[get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 3.09523809
 elapsed = 6.09523809

 remaining = 19.0

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.86956521
 elapsed = 19.8260869

 remaining = 3.13043478

[[get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 3.0

 elapsed = 5.65384615
 remaining = 17.8461538

[[get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 2.02040816
 elapsed = 4.02040816

 remaining = 20.7346938

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-start, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.55555555
 elapsed = 21.7222222

 remaining = 2.55555555

[[get review 1-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 3.11111111
 elapsed = 5.37037037

 remaining = 17.2222222

[[get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 1.86666666
 elapsed = 3.73333333

 remaining = 18.7666666

[[get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 3-complete]]

 sojourn = 3.13043478
 elapsed = 9.21739130

 remaining = 13.7391304

[[invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 2.51
 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 24.115

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.63636363

 elapsed = 16.3636363
 remaining = 9.40909090

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-complete, reject-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 25.5833333
 remaining = 0.0

[[get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 3-complete]]

 sojourn = 5.55555555
 elapsed = 8.44444444

 remaining = 16.6666666

[[invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.92857142
 elapsed = 7.28571428

 remaining = 17.7857142

[[collect reviews-start, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete]]

 sojourn = 2.88888888
 elapsed = 12.2962962

 remaining = 11.5925925

[[accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.5

 elapsed = 21.0833333
 remaining = 2.5

[[get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete]]

 sojourn = 4.40909090
 elapsed = 9.86363636

 remaining = 15.9090909

[[accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.8

 elapsed = 18.8666666
 remaining = 2.8

[[]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 0.0
 remaining = 24.115

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-start, time-out 1-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.93333333

 elapsed = 21.2
 remaining = 2.93333333

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-start]]
 sojourn = 2.54545454
 elapsed = 18.7272727

 remaining = 2.54545454

[[accept-complete, accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 25.0
 remaining = 0.0

[[accept-complete, accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete, time-ou
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 24.4
 remaining = 0.0

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.44444444

 elapsed = 17.0555555
 remaining = 8.05555555

[[collect reviews-start, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]

 sojourn = 2.67741935
 elapsed = 14.1290322

 remaining = 13.3225806

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-complete, reject-start, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 25.2
 remaining = 0.0

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.125

 elapsed = 28.1875
 remaining = 2.125

[[accept-complete, accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 23.5714285
 remaining = 0.0

[[invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.53846153
 elapsed = 6.92307692

 remaining = 22.3076923

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 2.04347826
 elapsed = 17.6956521

 remaining = 4.26086956

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, get review 1-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.96875

 elapsed = 15.75
 remaining = 7.875

[[collect reviews-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]

 sojourn = 2.17391304
 elapsed = 10.0869565

 remaining = 11.8695652

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.25925925
 elapsed = 19.8888888

 remaining = 4.0

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.95833333

 elapsed = 18.125
 remaining = 3.5

[[invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.67647058
 elapsed = 4.44117647

 remaining = 20.6764705

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.41666666

 elapsed = 14.5833333
 remaining = 7.04166666

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-start, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 3.17391304
 elapsed = 16.6521739

 remaining = 6.30434782

[[accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 3.125

 elapsed = 21.875
 remaining = 3.125

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.03125
 elapsed = 20.125
 remaining = 3.5

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.41935483
 elapsed = 23.4193548

 remaining = 4.03225806

[[get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.83333333
 elapsed = 6.77777777

 remaining = 16.2777777

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-start, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.9

 elapsed = 22.3
 remaining = 2.9

[[accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.14285714
 elapsed = 21.4285714

 remaining = 2.14285714

[[collect reviews-start, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete]]

 sojourn = 2.09090909
 elapsed = 14.2727272

 remaining = 11.5

[[accept-complete, accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 23.5833333
 remaining = 0.0

[[invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.21052631
 elapsed = 3.63157894

 remaining = 20.4736842

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 3.58333333

 elapsed = 22.0
 remaining = 3.58333333

[[get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete]]

 sojourn = 3.07407407
 elapsed = 9.22222222

 remaining = 14.6666666

[[collect reviews-start, get review 1-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete]]

 sojourn = 2.5625
 elapsed = 13.1875

 remaining = 10.4375

[[get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]

 sojourn = 4.13043478
 elapsed = 5.95652173

 remaining = 16.0

[[accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 3.13333333
 elapsed = 21.2666666

 remaining = 3.13333333

[[accept-complete, accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 26.0
 remaining = 0.0

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-complete, reject-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 30.3125
 remaining = 0.0

[[collect reviews-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 3-complete]]

 sojourn = 3.05555555
 elapsed = 14.0

 remaining = 11.1111111

[[invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]

 sojourn = 4.25806451
 elapsed = 9.87096774

 remaining = 17.5806451

[[collect reviews-start, get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]

 sojourn = 2.79166666
 elapsed = 11.7916666

 remaining = 9.83333333

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.13043478

 elapsed = 14.5217391
 remaining = 8.43478260

[[invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 1.74074074
 elapsed = 3.66666666

 remaining = 21.2222222

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-complete, reject-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 22.0
 remaining = 0.0

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 2.91304347
 elapsed = 14.7826086

 remaining = 7.17391304

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-complete, reject-start, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 21.5555555
 remaining = 0.0

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 3.09090909
 elapsed = 19.6818181

 remaining = 6.09090909

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-start, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.92592592
 elapsed = 16.9629629

 remaining = 6.92592592

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-start, get review 1-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.125
 elapsed = 16.0

 remaining = 5.625

[[get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete]]
 sojourn = 3.25
 elapsed = 6.15

 remaining = 21.1

[[accept-complete, accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 2-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 22.7857142
 remaining = 0.0

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 0.94444444
 elapsed = 21.1666666

 remaining = 3.94444444

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-start, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 2-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.48387096
 elapsed = 20.9354838

 remaining = 6.51612903

[[get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 1.92682926
 elapsed = 4.39024390

 remaining = 18.8048780

[[collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 2-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start, reject-start, time-out 1-complete, time-out 3-complete]]
 sojourn = 2.44444444
 elapsed = 19.5555555

 remaining = 2.44444444

[[accept-complete, accept-start, collect reviews-complete, collect reviews-start, decide-complete, decide-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, get review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start]]
 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 22.5833333
 remaining = 0.0
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(a) Set abstraction based on all activities

[{0=reject-start, 1=decide-complete, 2=decide-start, 3=collect reviews-complete, 4=collect reviews-start, 5=invite reviewers-complete, 6=invite reviewers-start}]

 sojourn = 2.65

 elapsed = 22.04

 remaining = 2.65

[{0=decide-start, 1=collect reviews-complete, 2=collect reviews-start, 3=invite reviewers-complete, 4=invite reviewers-start}]

 sojourn = 2.545

 elapsed = 17.55

 remaining = 6.565

[{0=accept-start, 1=decide-complete, 2=decide-start, 3=collect reviews-complete, 4=collect reviews-start, 5=invite reviewers-complete, 6=invite reviewers-start}]

 sojourn = 2.53

 elapsed = 21.01

 remaining = 2.53

[{0=invite reviewers-start}]

 sojourn = 2.51

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 24.115

[{0=reject-complete, 1=reject-start, 2=decide-complete, 3=decide-start, 4=collect reviews-complete, 5=collect reviews-start, 6=invite reviewers-complete, 7=invite reviewers-start}]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 24.69

 remaining = 0.0

[{0=collect reviews-start, 1=invite reviewers-complete, 2=invite reviewers-start}]

 sojourn = 2.555

 elapsed = 12.785

 remaining = 11.33

[{0=decide-complete, 1=decide-start, 2=collect reviews-complete, 3=collect reviews-start, 4=invite reviewers-complete, 5=invite reviewers-start}]

 sojourn = 1.43

 elapsed = 20.095

 remaining = 4.02

[{0=collect reviews-complete, 1=collect reviews-start, 2=invite reviewers-complete, 3=invite reviewers-start}]

 sojourn = 2.21

 elapsed = 15.34

 remaining = 8.775

[{}]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 24.115

[{0=accept-complete, 1=accept-start, 2=decide-complete, 3=decide-start, 4=collect reviews-complete, 5=collect reviews-start, 6=invite reviewers-complete, 7=invite reviewers-start}]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 23.54

 remaining = 0.0

[{0=invite reviewers-complete, 1=invite reviewers-start}]

 sojourn = 2.56875

 elapsed = 5.32625

 remaining = 18.78875
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(b) Sequence abstraction based on activities
while filtering out the “time out” and “get
review” activities

[{Anne=2}]

 sojourn = 2.59793814

 elapsed = 5.25

 remaining = 18.9458762

[{Anne=1, Mike=4, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 3.19354838

 elapsed = 18.8709677

 remaining = 3.19354838

[{Anne=6, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 22.5833333

 remaining = 0.0

[{Anne=1, Mike=2}]

 sojourn = 2.38461538

 elapsed = 13.0961538

 remaining = 12.1730769

[{Anne=4, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 1.61363636

 elapsed = 19.3636363

 remaining = 3.84090909

[{}]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 24.115

[{Anne=4, Mike=1, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 2.35

 elapsed = 21.6

 remaining = 2.35

[{Anne=4, Wil=1}]

 sojourn = 2.15909090

 elapsed = 17.2045454

 remaining = 6.0

[{Anne=3}]

 sojourn = 2.54545454

 elapsed = 12.4318181

 remaining = 10.7727272

[{Mike=1}]

 sojourn = 2.46601941

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 24.0388349

[{Anne=3, Mike=2, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 2.45614035

 elapsed = 22.0701754

 remaining = 2.45614035

[{Anne=2, Mike=3, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 2.72916666

 elapsed = 23.1458333

 remaining = 2.72916666

[{Anne=5, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 2.125

 elapsed = 20.4583333

 remaining = 2.125

[{Mike=6, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 23.9

 remaining = 0.0

[{Mike=4, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 1.05882352

 elapsed = 18.8039215

 remaining = 3.98039215

[{Anne=4}]

 sojourn = 2.22727272

 elapsed = 14.9772727

 remaining = 8.22727272

[{Mike=4}]

 sojourn = 1.72549019

 elapsed = 14.4509803

 remaining = 8.33333333

[{Anne=2, Mike=4, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 24.3797468

 remaining = 0.0

[{Anne=2, Mike=2, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 1.53333333

 elapsed = 21.0285714

 remaining = 4.11428571

[{Anne=2, Mike=2}]

 sojourn = 2.43809523

 elapsed = 15.9238095

 remaining = 9.21904761

[{Mike=5, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 2.5

 elapsed = 21.4

 remaining = 2.5

[{Mike=4, Wil=1}]

 sojourn = 2.62745098

 elapsed = 16.1764705

 remaining = 6.60784313

[{Mike=3}]

 sojourn = 2.29411764

 elapsed = 12.1568627

 remaining = 10.6274509

[{Anne=2, Mike=2, Wil=1}]

 sojourn = 2.66666666

 elapsed = 18.3619047

 remaining = 6.78095238

[{Anne=1}]

 sojourn = 2.55670103

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 24.1958762

[{Mike=2}]

 sojourn = 2.54126213

 elapsed = 5.39805825

 remaining = 18.6407766

[{Anne=4, Mike=2, Wil=2}]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 24.3766233

 remaining = 0.0

[{Anne=2, Mike=1}]

 sojourn = 2.98113207

 elapsed = 13.3773584

 remaining = 11.6415094
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(c) Bag abstraction based on the three key
resources

[]

 sojourn = 2.00958333

 elapsed = 11.0595833

 remaining = 13.0554166
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(d) Complete abstraction: lstate(σ) = ∅

Figure 7.15 Four transition systems with prediction information based on
the event log of the reviewing process, using different abstractions. Note
that the labels are not intended to be readable. The goal is to merely
show the size and shape of each transition system.
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Abstraction MAE RMSE

Set abstraction based on all activities (cf. Figure 7.15(a)) 4.079 4.917
Sequence abstraction based on activities while filtering out the
“time out” and “get review” activities (cf. Figure 7.15(b))

4.119 4.984

Bag abstraction based on the three key resources (cf. Fig-
ure 7.15(c))

4.139 4.997

Complete abstraction: lstate(σ) = ∅ (cf. Figure 7.15(d)) 7.239 8.635
Simple heuristic: half of average total throughput time (12
days)

7.053 8.479

Table 7.2 Results for the reviewing process.

Results

The four transition systems shown in Figure 7.15 can make concrete predictions for

individual cases. Suppose that the set abstraction is used (i.e. Figure 7.15(a)), then

initially the predicted remaining time is 24.12 days. After the reviewers have been in-

vited (i.e. the prefix is mapped onto state {invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-

start}), the predicted remaining time is reduced to 21.6 days, etc.

The standard deviation in the initial state of Figure 7.15(a) is 10.3. The standard devi-

ation in state {collect reviews-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, get

review 3-complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start} is 8.3. The stan-

dard deviation steadily decreases as the process progresses. This means that towards

the end of the process the predictions become more reliable.

Figure 7.13 shows PROM’s FSM Evaluator while cross validating the results using

the second event log L2. For state {invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start},
MSE equals 49.923 (see graph on left-hand-side of Figure 7.13). The other metrics

for this state are shown in tabular form (see right-hand-side of figure): MAE=5.857

and RMSE=7.0656. Recall that the predicted time until completion from this state is

21.605 days, hence an average error of 5.857 days is quite acceptable. Figure 7.13

also shows that this state was evaluated 200 times. Let us now consider a later state:

{collect reviews-start, get review 1-complete, get review 2-complete, get review 3-

complete, invite reviewers-complete, invite reviewers-start}. For this state we obtain

the following quality metrics: MSE=19.134, MAE=3.888 and RMSE=4.3742. As can

be expected the average error decreases when a paper is further in the process. The

various quality metrics can also be given for the whole process, i.e. all states. In order

to do this, each state is weighted by the number of times it is visited. For the set

abstraction based on all activities (i.e. the transition system shown in Figure 7.15(a)),

the overall values are MAE=4.079, and RMSE=4.917.

Table 7.2 compares the four transition systems shown in Figure 7.15 using cross val-

idation. All four models are learned using L1 and evaluated using L2. It shows that

the first three models perform comparable, e.g. the average error is around 4 days.

However, the fourth model does not perform as good. The average error is much

higher: more than 7 days. The average time it takes to complete the process is about

24 days. Hence, a naive approach would be to always guess 24/2 = 12 days. If this is

done, then the performance is comparable to the complete abstraction shown in Fig-

ure 7.15(d) (which always guesses 13.06 days). The last row in Table 7.2 shows the
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results for this heuristic.

No matter what statistic is considered (MAE or RMSE), we can conclude that the

findings in Table 7.2 support our approach and show that a proper abstraction easily

outperforms simple heuristics. Please note that our approach does not require an a-

priori model; the predictions are just learned from the training set L1.

7.3.5 Results: WMO Process of a Municipality

In the second experiment, we focus on a log of a real-life process to investigate the

performance of our predictions for real-life situations.

Process Description

In the second case study, we test our approach using an event log from a Dutch munic-

ipality. The event log used for cross-validation contains information about 796 cases.

Each case corresponds to a request to the municipality in the context of the so-called

“Wet Maatschappelijke Ondersteuning” (WMO). WMO is a Dutch law regulating how

municipalities should support their citizens. The purpose of WMO is to support el-

derly people, people having a chronic illness, handicapped citizens, etc. Through

WMO citizens can request e.g. wheelchairs and household help. The particular log

chosen for this evaluation only concerns citizens asking for household help.

The 796 requests for household help triggered 5187 events that were recorded over a

period of 1.5 years (2007-2008). In this process 8 different types of activities were

used and the average time it takes to handle a request from begin to end is 117 days

with some cases taking longer than one year. The distribution of the throughput time

of the WMO process is depicted in Figure 7.16. Given the long throughput times, it is

interesting to predict the overall time.

To provide some insight into the structure of the process, we have used the heuristics

miner of PROM to extract a Petri net from the event log. The Petri net for the WMO

process is depicted in Figure 7.17. Note that in this model infrequent activities have

been removed and only the main flows are shown. The black transitions in the Petri

net represent the skipping of activities.

Transition System

Figure 7.18 shows three transition systems extended with prediction information. These

are all based on only half of the event log, i.e. the original log with 796 requests for

household help is split into a log L1 with 400 requests and a log L2 with 396 requests.

Event log L1 is used as the training set and log L2 is used as a test set. Hence, the three

transition systems shown in Figure 7.18 are based on L1.

Figure 7.18(a) was obtained using the set abstraction based on all activities, i.e. a state

is determined by the set of activities that have been conducted. Figure 7.18(b) uses

the same abstraction, but now only uses two activities: “Administratieve verwerking”

and “Wachten terugmelden zorgaanbieder”. These two activities have been chosen
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Figure 7.16 Distribution for the WMO log, extracted by ProM. Note
that some cases take almost 400 days.

Abstraction MAE RMSE

Set abstraction based on all activities (cf. Figure 7.18(a)) 63.805 74.947
Set abstraction based on just two activities (cf. Figure 7.18(b)) 67.329 79.034
Complete abstraction (cf. Figure 7.18(c)) 83.469 98.158
Simple heuristic: half of average total throughput time (56.73
days)

80.823 101.342

Table 7.3 Some results for the municipality’s WMO process.

because they are expected to be relevant for the time until completion. Figure 7.18(c)

completely abstracts from all information and this extreme abstraction is again used

as a benchmark.

Let us consider some example predictions based on Figure 7.18(a). For the initial

state ∅, the predicted remaining time until completion is 113 days.3 The first activ-

ity is always “Aanvraag registratie” and the second activity is always “Rapportage &

beschikking”. On average 5 days are spent in the state in-between these two activities,

so after “Aanvraag registratie” the predicted remaining time until completion is 108

days. Note that after these first two steps, the process is less structured. (Recall that

Figure 7.17 abstracts from less frequent paths/activities.)

Results

Let us now compare the three prediction models shown in Figure 7.18. We use L2 to

evaluate and compare the quality of the models. The first two models perform better

than the benchmark model. Set abstractions based on all activities or the two key

activities lead to an average error of roughly 65 days. If we completely abstract from

the history of a case, the average error is more than 80 days. If one takes half of the

average throughput time for each prediction, the average error is similar as for the

model in Figure 7.18(c) (see last row in Table 7.3). Hence, also for this real log, we

can conclude that simple abstractions outperform simple heuristics.

3Note that this number is based on L1 while the average of 117 was based on L1 + L2.
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[[Aanvraag registratie, Rapportage & beschikking, Retour, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming, Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.]]

 sojourn = 51.5555555

 elapsed = 99.0555555

 remaining = 51.5567129

[[Aanvraag registratie, Rapportage & beschikking]]

 sojourn = 11.2139303

 elapsed = 5.51990049

 remaining = 108.315652

[[]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 113.458472

[[Aanvraag registratie, Administratieve verwerking, Rapportage & beschikking, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming]]

 sojourn = 0.00182291

 elapsed = 122.7625

 remaining = 0.00182291

[[Aanvraag registratie, Rapportage & beschikking, Retour]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 8.0

 remaining = 101.067592

[[Aanvraag registratie, Rapportage & beschikking, Slotfase, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 9.72549019

 remaining = 0.0

[[Aanvraag registratie, Rapportage & beschikking, Retour, Slotfase, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 4.6

 remaining = 0.0

[[Aanvraag registratie, Rapportage & beschikking, Toetsen en beslissen]]

 sojourn = 3.36760925

 elapsed = 17.4575835

 remaining = 97.1282401

[[Aanvraag registratie, Rapportage & beschikking, Retour, Toetsen en beslissen]]

 sojourn = 5.6

 elapsed = 16.8181818

 remaining = 91.4916666

[[Aanvraag registratie, Administratieve verwerking, Rapportage & beschikking, Retour, Slotfase, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 60.0

 remaining = 0.0

[[Aanvraag registratie, Administratieve verwerking, Rapportage & beschikking, Slotfase, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming, Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 157.615496

 remaining = 0.0

[[Aanvraag registratie, Administratieve verwerking, Rapportage & beschikking, Retour, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming]]

 sojourn = 0.33333333

 elapsed = 59.6666666

 remaining = 0.33333333

[[Aanvraag registratie, Rapportage & beschikking, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming, Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.]]

 sojourn = 61.3482905

 elapsed = 95.5384615

 remaining = 62.7854789

[[Aanvraag registratie, Administratieve verwerking, Rapportage & beschikking, Retour, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming, Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.]]

 sojourn = 0.00115740

 elapsed = 150.611111

 remaining = 0.00115740

[[Aanvraag registratie, Administratieve verwerking, Rapportage & beschikking, Slotfase, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 122.764322

 remaining = 0.0

[[Aanvraag registratie]]

 sojourn = 5.525

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 113.458472

[[Aanvraag registratie, Administratieve verwerking, Rapportage & beschikking, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming, Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.]]

 sojourn = 0.00127215

 elapsed = 157.614224

 remaining = 0.00127215

[[Aanvraag registratie, Rapportage & beschikking, Retour, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming]]

 sojourn = 51.0740740

 elapsed = 22.6296296

 remaining = 86.6304012

[[Aanvraag registratie, Administratieve verwerking, Rapportage & beschikking, Retour, Slotfase, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming, Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 150.612268

 remaining = 0.0

[[Aanvraag registratie, Rapportage & beschikking, Toetsen en beslissen, Verzending\dossiervorming]]

 sojourn = 54.356

 elapsed = 20.7306666

 remaining = 93.1623240

Retour

complete

Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.

complete

Administratieve verwerking

complete

Slotfase

complete

Slotfase

complete

Slotfase

complete

Retour

complete

Toetsen en beslissen

complete

Slotfase

complete

Toetsen en beslissen

complete

Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.

complete

Verzending\dossiervorming

complete

Slotfase

complete

Retour

complete

Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.

complete

Rapportage & beschikking

complete

Retour

complete

Administratieve verwerking

complete

Verzending\dossiervorming

complete

Administratieve verwerking

complete

Toetsen en beslissen

complete

Aanvraag registratie

complete

Verzending\dossiervorming

complete

Verzending\dossiervorming

complete

Rapportage & beschikking

complete

Slotfase

complete

Verzending\dossiervorming

complete

Toetsen en beslissen

complete

Administratieve verwerking

complete

(a) Set abstraction based on all activities

[[Administratieve verwerking, Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.]]

 sojourn = 6.31944444

 elapsed = 157.110631

 remaining = 6.31944444

[[Administratieve verwerking]]

 sojourn = 0.01247577

 elapsed = 118.372940

 remaining = 0.01247577

[[]]

 sojourn = 13.8702764

 elapsed = 8.96543778

 remaining = 99.5002320

[[Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.]]

 sojourn = 60.6488095

 elapsed = 95.7896825

 remaining = 61.9834242

Administratieve verwerking

complete

Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.

complete

Slotfase

complete

Slotfase

complete

Aanvraag registratie

complete

Verzending\dossiervorming

complete

Slotfase

complete

Verzending\dossiervorming

complete

Rapportage & beschikking

complete

Administratieve verwerking

complete

Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.

complete

Retour

complete

Toetsen en beslissen

complete

(b) Set abstraction based on just two activities (“Administratieve verwerking” and “Wachten
terugmelden zorgaanbieder”)

[]

 sojourn = 15.0875627

 elapsed = 43.9924830

 remaining = 76.9736420

Toetsen en beslissen

complete

Administratieve verwerking

complete

Aanvraag registratie

complete

Verzending\dossiervorming

complete

Slotfase

complete

Rapportage & beschikking

complete

Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.

complete

Retour

complete

(c) Complete abstraction

Figure 7.18 Three transition systems with prediction information based
on the WMO event log, using different abstractions.
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Figure 7.19 Distribution for the WOZ log, extracted by ProM. Note that
some cases take almost 400 days. Note that some cases almost take 250
days.

Moreover, it is interesting to note that for some states the mean average error is very

small. For example, after executing “Aanvraag registratie”, “Administratieve verw-

erking”, “Rapportage & beschikking”, “Toetsen en beslissen”, “Verzending dossier-

vorming”, “Wachten terugmelding zorgaanb.” the mean average error of predictions

based on the annotated transition system in Figure 7.18(c) is only 0.00163.

Note that the average error over all activities is still substantial for all models. This is

due to the huge variations in throughput time. Note that some cases take more than

one year to be handled while other just take a few days. Hence, one cannot expect

a better performance for this process with so little information. We expect that in

most processes, the variation is smaller, thus allowing for better predictions. More-

over, in most processes more data is available that can be exploited by our prediction

techniques.

7.3.6 Results: WOZ Process of Another Municipality

In this experiment, we use the log of another real-life process for the evaluation of the

prediction quality.

Process Description

As a third case study, we use the log from another municipality and a process that deals

with objections (i.e. appeals) against the real-estate property valuation or the real-

estate property tax. This process is called “Bezwaar WOZ”, where WOZ (“Waarder-

ing Onroerende Zaken”) refers to the particular law describing regulations related to

real-estate property valuation by municipalities. We used an event log with data on

1982 objections handled by the municipality. The log contains 12726 events and the

average total throughput time is 110 days while some cases take more than 200 days.

The distribution of the throughput time of the WOZ process is depicted in Figure 7.19.
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Abstraction MAE RMSE

Set abstraction based on all activities (cf. Figure 7.20(a)) 41.648 47.513
Set abstraction based on last activity (cf. Figure 7.20(b)) 43.080 49.666
Set abstraction based on last activity and additional informa-
tion related to the occurrence of ”I” (cf. Figure 7.20(c))

17.129 23.550

Complete abstraction (cf. Figure 7.20(d)) 63.391 47.965
Simple heuristic: half of the average total throughput time
(53.57 days)

61.750 75.505

Table 7.4 Some results for the municipality’s WOZ process.

Transition System

As before, we split the log into a training set log L1 and a test set log L2. Log L1

contains 1204 cases and log L2 contains 778 cases. Figure 7.20 shows four transition

systems extended with prediction information based on log L1.

The first transition system (Figure 7.20(a)) uses the set abstraction over all activities.

The second one (Figure 7.20(a)) uses the same abstraction but now with horizon 1,

i.e. only the last activity is considered. The third transition system uses knowledge

about the property of the case, i.e. based on this knowledge it is known whether a

particular task (labelled “I”) needs to be executed. Figure 7.20(c) shows the resulting

transition system. Note that it extends Figure 7.20(b) with additional knowledge about

the occurrence of task “I”. The last abstraction (Figure 7.20(d)) is again the extreme

case where no historic information is used. This is again used as a benchmark.

Results

Table 7.4 shows the results for the four annotated transition systems shown in Fig-

ure 7.20. The last row shows again the results for simply predicting half of the average

throughput time. Note that the transition systems are constructed based on L1 while

the error rates in Table 7.4 are based on L2. Again simple abstractions such as shown

in figure 7.20(a) and 7.20(b) outperform simple heuristics. Note that the complete ab-

straction and simple heuristic have a MAE of more than 60 days while set abstractions

based on all activities or just the last activity have a MAE of just above 40 days. The

third row of Table 7.4 shows the spectacular performance of the annotated transition

system shown in Figure 7.20(c). The MAE drops to 17 days. This illustrates that

additional information can be very valuable. Note that the average total throughput

time is about 107 days. Moreover, as shown in Figure 7.19 there is a huge variation

in throughput times. Hence, it is quite remarkable that we can predict the remaining

time until completion so accurately.

7.4 Discussion

Next, we discuss the factors that potentially threaten the validity of the experiments

presented in this chapter.
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[[A, B, C, D, H, L, M, Q]]

 sojourn = 15.9668

 elapsed = 109.719

 remaining = 16.5769

[[A, B, C, D, G, Q]]

 sojourn = 44.5182

 elapsed = 57.4977

 remaining = 46.3944

[[A, B, D, G, I, Q]]

 sojourn = 2.21766

 elapsed = 175.941

 remaining = 3.09860

[[A, B, C, D, H, L]]

 sojourn = 1.08781

 elapsed = 82.1325

 remaining = 13.3837

[[A, B, C, G, I]]

 sojourn = 1.57714

 elapsed = 199.080

 remaining = 5.23029

[[A, B, C, F, H, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.04186

 elapsed = 147.810

 remaining = 0.33653

[[A, B, C, H, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 15.9448

 elapsed = 119.503

 remaining = 17.4980

[[A, B, D, E, G]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 59.7911

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, D, H, L, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.80608

 elapsed = 131.953

 remaining = 1.05758

[[B, C, D, G, I, Q]]

 sojourn = 1.90109

 elapsed = 153.962

 remaining = 4.50341

[[A, B]]

 sojourn = 17.3307

 elapsed = 3.73798

 remaining = 119.430

[[A, B, G, I, L, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.41059

 elapsed = 177.595

 remaining = 0.41059

[[A, B, H, L, M, N, O, P, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 130.972

 remaining = 0.0

[[D, H, L]]

 sojourn = 1.63855

 elapsed = 68.6798

 remaining = 11.8171

[[A, B, D, G, I, L, M, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.02953

 elapsed = 178.840

 remaining = 0.19945

[[A, B, H, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.67465

 elapsed = 122.696

 remaining = 0.67465

[[A, B, H, L]]

 sojourn = 2.15080

 elapsed = 104.194

 remaining = 23.5126

[[D, G, I, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.37651

 elapsed = 162.225

 remaining = 1.84165

[[B, C, Q]]

 sojourn = 6.29152

 elapsed = 32.1955

 remaining = 48.7338

[[A, G, I, L]]

 sojourn = 0.67876

 elapsed = 171.099

 remaining = 2.14128

[[A, H, L, N]]

 sojourn = 41.8339

 elapsed = 68.0265

 remaining = 42.0059

[[A, B, C, H, L, M]]

 sojourn = 4.20908

 elapsed = 115.294

 remaining = 21.7071

[[A, B, G, I, L, M, N, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.04224

 elapsed = 209.729

 remaining = 0.16928

[[A, B, D, Q]]

 sojourn = 26.6797

 elapsed = 64.4499

 remaining = 48.6793

[[A, B, D, G]]

 sojourn = 50.0508

 elapsed = 60.8574

 remaining = 51.5606

[[A, D, G, I, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.12693

 elapsed = 197.045

 remaining = 2.61953

[[A, B, C, F, H]]

 sojourn = 0.00158

 elapsed = 147.008

 remaining = 1.1386

[[A, B, D, H, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.81833

 elapsed = 131.135

 remaining = 1.87591

[[B, C, D, G, Q]]

 sojourn = 30.5418

 elapsed = 55.1687

 remaining = 31.6015

[[A, B, G, I, L, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.12753

 elapsed = 177.057

 remaining = 0.94871

[[A, B, C, D, E, H]]

 sojourn = 46.9368

 elapsed = 139.879

 remaining = 47.5258

[[A, B, H, L, M, N, O, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.17156

 elapsed = 130.801

 remaining = 0.17156

[[A, B, C, D, H, L, Q]]

 sojourn = 1.26602

 elapsed = 108.453

 remaining = 17.8429

[[A, B, C, D, H]]

 sojourn = 4.15672

 elapsed = 82.6531

 remaining = 16.1559

[[A, B, H, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.15580

 elapsed = 121.875

 remaining = 1.07579

[[D, G, I, L]]

 sojourn = 1.36351

 elapsed = 160.943

 remaining = 3.16424

[[D, G]]

 sojourn = 55.9269

 elapsed = 5.26854

 remaining = 57.5829

[[A, B, C, F, H, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.02893

 elapsed = 147.781

 remaining = 0.36547

[[A, G, I]]

 sojourn = 0.92465

 elapsed = 170.174

 remaining = 3.06593

[[G, I, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.36645

 elapsed = 145.730

 remaining = 0.36645

[[A, B, Q]]

 sojourn = 10.9637

 elapsed = 41.8586

 remaining = 68.7446

[[A, B, G, I, L, M, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.02196

 elapsed = 209.707

 remaining = 0.19125

[[A, B, D]]

 sojourn = 9.28023

 elapsed = 49.8785

 remaining = 55.5840

[[A, D, G, I, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.03170

 elapsed = 198.506

 remaining = 1.99635

[[A, B, H]]

 sojourn = 1.33727

 elapsed = 103.586

 remaining = 23.6123

[[A, B, C, G, H]]

 sojourn = 4.64015

 elapsed = 211.915

 remaining = 5.40071

[[B, Q]]

 sojourn = 8.32876

 elapsed = 27.9144

 remaining = 67.2690

[[A, H, L]]

 sojourn = 3.17959

 elapsed = 64.8469

 remaining = 45.1855

[[A, B, C, H, L]]

 sojourn = 0.98963

 elapsed = 114.305

 remaining = 22.6967

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, L, M, N, O, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.12676

 elapsed = 179.856

 remaining = 0.17259

[[D, H, L, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.17216

 elapsed = 82.0232

 remaining = 0.17216

[[A, B, C, D, E, G, I, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 227.965

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, D, G, Q]]

 sojourn = 31.7557

 elapsed = 91.8674

 remaining = 32.5303

[[D]]

 sojourn = 9.11147

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 63.4979

[[A, B, C, F]]

 sojourn = 18.4115

 elapsed = 141.730

 remaining = 18.6393

[[A, B, D, E]]

 sojourn = 0.43228

 elapsed = 59.1430

 remaining = 0.64803

[[A, B, G, I, L, N]]

 sojourn = 0.04244

 elapsed = 177.014

 remaining = 0.99115

[[H, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 9.61690

 elapsed = 30.1272

 remaining = 9.61690

[[A, B, G, Q]]

 sojourn = 154.018

 elapsed = 52.8121

 remaining = 157.086

[[A, B, H, L, M, N, Q]]

 sojourn = 20.3048

 elapsed = 110.496

 remaining = 20.4764

[[A, B, C, D, H, Q]]

 sojourn = 14.6631

 elapsed = 93.7906

 remaining = 32.5060

[[A, B, D, H, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 5.02045

 elapsed = 89.5090

 remaining = 7.82242

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.64614

 elapsed = 207.572

 remaining = 0.64614

[[A, B, D, H, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 6.27059

 elapsed = 83.1119

 remaining = 14.8201

[[A, D, G, I]]

 sojourn = 2.20199

 elapsed = 201.624

 remaining = 4.31563

[[A, B, H, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 14.8187

 elapsed = 107.056

 remaining = 15.8945

[[D, G, I]]

 sojourn = 1.58750

 elapsed = 160.373

 remaining = 4.55397

[[A, B, D, H, L, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 45.6705

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, G, I, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.14211

 elapsed = 186.229

 remaining = 2.12036

[[A, B, C, F, H, L]]

 sojourn = 0.77153

 elapsed = 147.010

 remaining = 1.13701

[[A, G]]

 sojourn = 68.5426

 elapsed = 40.8002

 remaining = 70.0756

[[A, B, C, H]]

 sojourn = 8.07530

 elapsed = 115.214

 remaining = 29.3219

[[D, E, L]]

 sojourn = 13.9925

 elapsed = 33.0829

 remaining = 27.9146

[[A, B, F, G]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 132.370

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, L, M, N, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.02802

 elapsed = 173.538

 remaining = 0.14309

[[D, H, L, N]]

 sojourn = 33.7626

 elapsed = 48.2606

 remaining = 33.9347

[[G, I, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.14676

 elapsed = 145.214

 remaining = 0.65622

[[A, B, G, I, L, Q]]

 sojourn = 2.25558

 elapsed = 207.452

 remaining = 2.44684

[[A, B, G, H]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 118.058

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, C, D, E, G, I, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.83767

 elapsed = 227.127

 remaining = 0.83767

[[A, D, G, I, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.25860

 elapsed = 200.900

 remaining = 1.85568

[[Q]]

 sojourn = 12.7617

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 80.9294

[[A, B, D, G, I, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.28259

 elapsed = 190.733

 remaining = 0.35785

[[A, H]]

 sojourn = 1.50219

 elapsed = 64.8467

 remaining = 45.1857

[[H, L, M]]

 sojourn = 6.39916

 elapsed = 1.84382

 remaining = 30.6215

[[D, E, G, L]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 60.9976

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, L, M, N, O, P, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.03055

 elapsed = 176.001

 remaining = 0.03055

[[D, H, L, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 82.1953

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, C, D, E]]

 sojourn = 3.23453

 elapsed = 121.327

 remaining = 74.1903

[[A, B, H, L, M, Q]]

 sojourn = 3.58412

 elapsed = 106.912

 remaining = 24.0605

[[A, B, H, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.08359

 elapsed = 105.843

 remaining = 25.1290

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.14811

 elapsed = 206.474

 remaining = 1.11732

[[A, B, D, H, L, M]]

 sojourn = 1.24136

 elapsed = 73.1319

 remaining = 13.9443

[[A, B, F]]

 sojourn = 6.81952

 elapsed = 125.551

 remaining = 6.81952

[[A, B, C, D, H, L, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 136.234

 remaining = 0.0

[[H, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.16973

 elapsed = 19.7936

 remaining = 12.6717

[[G, I, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.03955

 elapsed = 145.389

 remaining = 0.68014

[[G, I, L]]

 sojourn = 1.75773

 elapsed = 143.905

 remaining = 2.46304

[[A, B, G, I, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.62166

 elapsed = 206.830

 remaining = 3.06850

[[D, E, G]]

 sojourn = 25.5566

 elapsed = 25.7844

 remaining = 25.9724

[[A, Q]]

 sojourn = 17.9502

 elapsed = 31.1331

 remaining = 83.3987

[[A, B, C, D, E, G]]

 sojourn = 155.035

 elapsed = 71.8545

 remaining = 156.111

[[A, B, D, H, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.18214

 elapsed = 89.3825

 remaining = 8.54956

[[A, D, G, I, L]]

 sojourn = 0.68068

 elapsed = 200.219

 remaining = 2.53637

[[A, B, H, L, M]]

 sojourn = 4.96419

 elapsed = 102.092

 remaining = 20.8587

[[A, B, G, I, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 1.42617

 elapsed = 188.508

 remaining = 1.48127

[[A, B, D, H, L, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.14967

 elapsed = 45.5209

 remaining = 0.14967

[[A, B, G, I, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.03980

 elapsed = 186.189

 remaining = 2.16017

[[A, B, D, G, I, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.13484

 elapsed = 191.548

 remaining = 0.57639

[[H, L]]

 sojourn = 1.71968

 elapsed = 0.12414

 remaining = 32.3412

[[A, B, C, D, E, G, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 217.924

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, C, D, E, Q]]

 sojourn = 45.8863

 elapsed = 132.159

 remaining = 85.7646

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, L, M, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.97961

 elapsed = 172.559

 remaining = 1.12270

[[D, H, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.01303

 elapsed = 78.8924

 remaining = 0.01303

[[B, C, D, H, L, M, N, O, P, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 67.1377

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, C, D, E, G, I, L]]

 sojourn = 0.16919

 elapsed = 226.958

 remaining = 1.00686

[[A, B, C, D, H, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.79123

 elapsed = 92.5850

 remaining = 1.32723

[[A, B, C, G, I, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.15140

 elapsed = 200.076

 remaining = 2.44221

[[A, B, C, D, H, L, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.12674

 elapsed = 136.108

 remaining = 0.12674

[[H, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 11.5506

 elapsed = 8.24299

 remaining = 24.2223

[[A, B, C, D, G, I]]

 sojourn = 1.37938

 elapsed = 218.097

 remaining = 3.70198

[[G, I]]

 sojourn = 1.13898

 elapsed = 142.766

 remaining = 3.60203

[[A, B, C, D, G, H, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.04236

 elapsed = 68.8259

 remaining = 0.16942

[[A, B, H, L, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.98490

 elapsed = 105.927

 remaining = 25.0454

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.02871

 elapsed = 213.776

 remaining = 0.78849

[[A, B, D, H, L, N]]

 sojourn = 8.45357

 elapsed = 15.3361

 remaining = 8.52840

[[A, B, G, I, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.01697

 elapsed = 186.172

 remaining = 2.17715

[[A, B, C, G, H, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.12737

 elapsed = 191.842

 remaining = 0.12737

[[D, E, G, I, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 135.050

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, L, Q]]

 sojourn = 1.24813

 elapsed = 171.311

 remaining = 2.37083

[[G, I, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.04097

 elapsed = 145.663

 remaining = 0.70530

[[D, E]]

 sojourn = 11.6285

 elapsed = 13.8122

 remaining = 35.3671

[[B, C, D, H, L, M, Q]]

 sojourn = 8.53835

 elapsed = 58.4275

 remaining = 8.71022

[[A, B, C, G, I, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.03975

 elapsed = 200.755

 remaining = 2.41013

[[B, C, D, G, I, L, M, N, O, P, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 132.322

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, D, G, I, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.02411

 elapsed = 202.632

 remaining = 0.35347

[[A, B, D, H, L, M, N, O, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.12836

 elapsed = 132.809

 remaining = 0.20202

[[A, B, C, D, E, G, H]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 232.777

 remaining = 0.0

[[H]]

 sojourn = 8.64672

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 38.0478

[[A, B, C, D, G]]

 sojourn = 49.1433

 elapsed = 68.2379

 remaining = 50.4962

[[A, B, C, F, G]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 163.424

 remaining = 0.0

[[D, H, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.14493

 elapsed = 80.1250

 remaining = 0.15960

[[B, C, D, H, L, M, N, O, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.12900

 elapsed = 67.0087

 remaining = 0.12900

[[A, B, C, D, H, L, M, N, O, P, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 126.296

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, D, G, I, L, M, N, O, P, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 179.039

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, C, D, E, G, I]]

 sojourn = 0.06877

 elapsed = 226.889

 remaining = 1.07563

[[A, B, C, D, H, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.99964

 elapsed = 95.4690

 remaining = 2.11456

[[A, B, C, G, I, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 1.36209

 elapsed = 202.175

 remaining = 2.65135

[[D, G, I, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 2.56445

 elapsed = 158.894

 remaining = 2.56455

[[A, B, C, G, H, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.04257

 elapsed = 191.800

 remaining = 0.16994

[[A, G, I, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.12686

 elapsed = 171.829

 remaining = 1.41131

[[A, B, C, D, H, L, N]]

 sojourn = 0.04251

 elapsed = 136.065

 remaining = 0.16925

[[G]]

 sojourn = 68.9769

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 70.7172

[[A, B, C, D, G, H, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.01509

 elapsed = 68.8108

 remaining = 0.18451

[[E]]

 sojourn = 2.97950

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 65.6498

[[A, B, C, E]]

 sojourn = 11.3159

 elapsed = 52.9310

 remaining = 175.034

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.34157

 elapsed = 219.660

 remaining = 0.91294

[[A, B, D, H, L]]

 sojourn = 1.13813

 elapsed = 50.9771

 remaining = 13.1130

[[A, B, G, I, L]]

 sojourn = 1.71961

 elapsed = 184.600

 remaining = 3.79485

[[A, B, C, H, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.71309

 elapsed = 137.353

 remaining = 0.84301

[[A, B, C, D, G, J]]

 sojourn = 6.83795

 elapsed = 62.9295

 remaining = 6.83795

[[A, B, C, G, H, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 191.970

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, D, G, I]]

 sojourn = 2.13651

 elapsed = 204.418

 remaining = 4.44978

[[B, C, D, G, I, L, M, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.05404

 elapsed = 158.326

 remaining = 0.13885

[[D, E, G, I, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.29664

 elapsed = 134.753

 remaining = 0.29664

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, Q]]

 sojourn = 2.63241

 elapsed = 168.678

 remaining = 5.00325

[[B, C, F, G, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 64.3837

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, C, D, E, H, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.04183

 elapsed = 141.818

 remaining = 0.21508

[[D, H, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 1.73613

 elapsed = 78.3889

 remaining = 1.89573

[[B, C, D, H, L, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.95100

 elapsed = 57.4765

 remaining = 9.66122

[[A, B, C, D, H, L, M, N, O, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.56761

 elapsed = 125.729

 remaining = 0.56761

[[A, B, D, G, I, L, M, N, O, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.12733

 elapsed = 178.912

 remaining = 0.12733

[[A, B, C, D, H, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 8.92448

 elapsed = 86.5445

 remaining = 11.0390

[[A, B, C, G, I, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.04825

 elapsed = 202.895

 remaining = 2.32449

[[D, G, I, L, N]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 165.897

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, C, F, H, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 148.147

 remaining = 0.0

[[B, C, D, G, I, L, M, N, O, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.12711

 elapsed = 132.195

 remaining = 0.12711

[[A, G, I, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.04208

 elapsed = 171.787

 remaining = 1.45339

[[A, B, D, G, I, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.57090

 elapsed = 207.324

 remaining = 0.83840

[[A, B, D, H, L, M, N, O, P, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.03682

 elapsed = 132.974

 remaining = 0.03682

[[A, B, D, H, L, M, N, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.04201

 elapsed = 132.767

 remaining = 0.24403

[[A, B, C, D]]

 sojourn = 15.2864

 elapsed = 54.7078

 remaining = 61.2724

[[A, B, C, D, G, H, L]]

 sojourn = 0.66679

 elapsed = 68.1440

 remaining = 0.85130

[[A, B, C, D, Q]]

 sojourn = 18.9642

 elapsed = 62.6724

 remaining = 55.2332

[[A, B, G, I, L, M, N, O, P, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 209.898

 remaining = 0.0

[[A]]

 sojourn = 5.26360

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 122.664

[[A, B, C, D, E, H, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.02366

 elapsed = 142.009

 remaining = 0.02366

[[A, D, G, H]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 211.795

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, L]]

 sojourn = 1.56621

 elapsed = 218.386

 remaining = 2.45344

[[B, C, D, H, L, M, N, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.04286

 elapsed = 66.9659

 remaining = 0.17186

[[A, D, G]]

 sojourn = 61.9657

 elapsed = 52.0821

 remaining = 63.6920

[[A, B, C, D, G, I, L, N]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 230.036

 remaining = 0.0

[[]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 107.138

[[A, B, G, I]]

 sojourn = 1.87488

 elapsed = 182.725

 remaining = 5.66974

[[A, B, H, L, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.16523

 elapsed = 134.878

 remaining = 0.30124

[[D, G, I, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.16623

 elapsed = 154.650

 remaining = 4.56243

[[A, B, C, G, H, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.03114

 elapsed = 191.768

 remaining = 0.20108

[[A, G, I, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.64222

 elapsed = 172.598

 remaining = 0.64222

[[A, H, L, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 110.032

 remaining = 0.0

[[D, E, G, I, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.04255

 elapsed = 134.710

 remaining = 0.33920

[[D, E, G, I, L]]

 sojourn = 0.86116

 elapsed = 133.812

 remaining = 1.23768

[[A, B, C, D, E, H, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.01029

 elapsed = 141.808

 remaining = 0.22537

[[D, H]]

 sojourn = 5.53926

 elapsed = 63.1406

 remaining = 17.3563

[[B, C, D, H, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.01826

 elapsed = 57.4583

 remaining = 9.67948

[[A, B, D, G, I, L, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.68148

 elapsed = 178.158

 remaining = 0.88093

[[A, B, D, H]]

 sojourn = 0.51030

 elapsed = 46.2188

 remaining = 12.5306

[[B, C, D, G, I, L, M, N, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.02833

 elapsed = 147.759

 remaining = 0.11307

[[A, B, C, H, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.73823

 elapsed = 135.448

 remaining = 1.55320

[[A, B, D, G, I, L]]

 sojourn = 1.53738

 elapsed = 205.787

 remaining = 2.37578

[[A, B, D, L]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 28.7749

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, B, D, H, L, M, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.00745

 elapsed = 132.759

 remaining = 0.25149

[[B, C, D, G, I, L, Q]]

 sojourn = 2.46346

 elapsed = 155.863

 remaining = 2.60231

[[A, B, C, D, E, H, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.12590

 elapsed = 141.860

 remaining = 0.17324

[[B, C, F, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.01974

 elapsed = 64.3640

 remaining = 0.01974

[[A, D, H]]

 sojourn = 93.8720

 elapsed = 117.923

 remaining = 93.8720

[[A, B, C, D, G, H, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 68.9954

 remaining = 0.0

[[D, H, L, M]]

 sojourn = 5.31331

 elapsed = 73.0756

 remaining = 7.20905

[[A, B, C, D, H, L, M, N, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.04250

 elapsed = 125.686

 remaining = 0.61011

[[A, B, D, G, I, L, M, N, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.04258

 elapsed = 178.869

 remaining = 0.16991

[[A, B, C, D, H, L, M]]

 sojourn = 3.18734

 elapsed = 78.8165

 remaining = 13.3064

[[A, B, H, L, N]]

 sojourn = 21.8510

 elapsed = 113.027

 remaining = 22.1523

[[D, G, I, L, M, N]]

 sojourn = 0.01793

 elapsed = 159.360

 remaining = 1.95351

[[A, B, C, G, I, L]]

 sojourn = 1.37939

 elapsed = 201.516

 remaining = 3.70388

[[A, B, C, G, H, L]]

 sojourn = 0.68125

 elapsed = 191.087

 remaining = 0.88233

[[A, B, C, F, H, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.29467

 elapsed = 147.852

 remaining = 0.29467

[[A, G, I, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.00912

 elapsed = 171.778

 remaining = 1.46251

[[D, E, G, I]]

 sojourn = 0.84165

 elapsed = 132.970

 remaining = 2.07934

[[A, B, C]]

 sojourn = 57.7437

 elapsed = 5.42723

 remaining = 122.777

[[A, B, C, D, G, H]]

 sojourn = 4.74372

 elapsed = 107.802

 remaining = 4.95655

[[A, B, C, Q]]

 sojourn = 3.58990

 elapsed = 58.2794

 remaining = 55.1409

[[A, B, G, I, L, M, N, O, Q]]

 sojourn = 0.12704

 elapsed = 209.771

 remaining = 0.12704

[[G, H]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 93.8725

 remaining = 0.0

[[A, D]]

 sojourn = 9.42368

 elapsed = 46.7735

 remaining = 75.0019

[[A, D, G, I, L, M, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 1.49556

 elapsed = 198.702

 remaining = 1.49556

[[A, B, H, L, N, O, P]]

 sojourn = 0.11901

 elapsed = 138.896

 remaining = 0.11901

[[A, B, G]]

 sojourn = 100.934

 elapsed = 43.6649

 remaining = 105.002

[[B, C, D, Q]]

 sojourn = 18.4040

 elapsed = 37.3619

 remaining = 44.2868

[[A, H, L, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.17200

 elapsed = 109.860

 remaining = 0.17200

[[D, E, G, I, L, M]]

 sojourn = 0.03731

 elapsed = 134.673

 remaining = 0.37651

[[A, B, C, D, E, H, L]]

 sojourn = 0.95271

 elapsed = 140.855

 remaining = 1.17809

[[A, B, C, G]]

 sojourn = 86.6687

 elapsed = 60.0423

 remaining = 89.8772

[[A, B, C, D, G, H, L, M, N, O]]

 sojourn = 0.12706

 elapsed = 68.8683

 remaining = 0.12706
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(a) Set abstraction based on all activities.

[[B]]

 sojourn = 16.3629

 elapsed = 7.86427

 remaining = 112.792

[[]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 107.138

[[C]]

 sojourn = 51.9436

 elapsed = 9.94651

 remaining = 115.056

[[O]]

 sojourn = 0.45839

 elapsed = 159.219

 remaining = 1.73753

[[J]]

 sojourn = 13.6759

 elapsed = 56.0915

 remaining = 13.6759

[[H]]

 sojourn = 7.09205

 elapsed = 87.5322

 remaining = 24.6030

[[P]]

 sojourn = 1.26478

 elapsed = 155.082

 remaining = 1.69408

[[N]]

 sojourn = 3.60209

 elapsed = 155.972

 remaining = 5.26848

[[L]]

 sojourn = 1.43620

 elapsed = 157.379

 remaining = 7.93469

[[E]]

 sojourn = 4.31920

 elapsed = 51.3724

 remaining = 53.6329

[[F]]

 sojourn = 13.2145

 elapsed = 128.014

 remaining = 13.3569

[[M]]

 sojourn = 1.83842

 elapsed = 161.461

 remaining = 6.16146

[[Q]]

 sojourn = 11.8378

 elapsed = 26.5137

 remaining = 75.7916

[[G]]

 sojourn = 59.7765

 elapsed = 47.9646

 remaining = 61.6373

[[A]]

 sojourn = 5.26360

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 122.664

[[I]]

 sojourn = 1.57712

 elapsed = 188.213

 remaining = 4.43585

[[D]]

 sojourn = 12.8837

 elapsed = 40.6624

 remaining = 59.6669
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(b) Set abstraction with a horizon of 1.

[[B],[I]]

 sojourn = 15.3332

 elapsed = 4.27168

 remaining = 202.780

[[],[I]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 0.0

 remaining = 192.649

[[],[]]

 sojourn = 0.0

 elapsed = 0.0
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Figure 7.20 Four transition systems with prediction information based
on the WOZ event log, using different abstractions.
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7.4.1 Selection of the Process Model

For any of the experiments, presented in this chapter, the results depend on the specific

characteristics of the chosen model. For other models, the results can be different.

In Section 7.1 we have seen that the effects of the recommendation depend on the

size of the log and the chosen abstraction. In the Building Permit Process there was

a particular order of executing the process activities that led to a lower throughput

time. Therefore the prefix abstraction was suitable for this process, whereas the other

abstractions did not work. For process models with different characteristics, other

abstractions might be more suitable. Since the recommendation results depend heavily

on the abstraction that is used, it is important to find a good abstraction.

In Section 7.2 we used the abstractions we obtained from the log of an artificial pro-

cess, using regression analysis, and tested the abstractions in an adaptive simulation

model. This time, the process contains complex, non-trivial behaviour and dependen-

cies. For this process we were able to mine abstractions for simulation parameters

with which we could approximate trends in the process. Whether it is possible to find

such good abstractions depends on the process characteristics. What we have shown

here is that, when there are dependencies in the executions, it is possible to detect

them. These abstractions capture relevant aspects of the execution and can be used in

adaptive simulation models to gain better results.

In Section 7.3 we evaluated the state-based predictions on one artificial and two real-

life processes. For all processes, different variants of the set abstraction gave the best

results. This depends on the characteristics of the selected processes and cannot be

generalised. For example, for the Travel Agency Process (cf. Section 7.2), the set

abstraction was not relevant for the prediction of the Pick-up, BookMore and Gift

probabilities.

In general, synthetic logs are more complete than real-life logs. When only some

of the potential behaviour has been captured in the log, the sequence abstraction is

not applicable and other abstractions are needed. For processes with a high degree

of stochastic behaviour the sequence abstraction cannot exactly capture the execution

characteristics, as can be seen in the Travel Agency Process.

7.4.2 Quality of Data

When mining abstractions, we rely on the data that is available from the log. Our

approaches assume that the process is observed in a steady state, but for many pro-

cesses this is not realistic. As a result, predictions become less accurate over time

as the prediction model, based on the old executions, is not consistent with the new

executions. This problem is often referred to as concept drift [183]. Concept drift can

be related to incidental, periodical and evolutionary changes in the behaviour of the

process. For example, (1) there might be a period where, due to some problems, cases

are executed differently, or (2) towards of the end of the year more requests arrive per

time unit, thus increasing the overall throughput time, and (3) at some moment a new

business strategy is introduced, changing the way the case are executed. Therefore,

one should always carefully establish whether the selected log contains the behaviour
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one would like to use for determining dependencies. Standard mining techniques can

help to analyse the different executions and, if necessary, filter the log.

7.4.3 Isolation of Instances

Furthermore, we base our predictions on prefixes of single process instances. The

transitions systems learned from event logs describe one case in isolation. In practical

applications of our approach we noted that the context of a case is also important when

predicting throughput times. Here we interpret the context of a case as (a) the other

cases it is competing with, (b) the availability and load of resources, and (c) external

factors influencing the process.

For example, suppose that there are many cases queuing in the system. In this sit-

uation, it is likely that the cases are competing for resources and have more waiting

time, thus a longer total execution time. However, this is not taken into account in

the example abstractions used in our approach. Knowledge about resources may also

help predicting the throughput time, e.g. non-availability of workers due to holidays

can have a significant impact. There may also be factors outside of the process and its

associated set of resources. For example, in some processes, the weather, the time of

the day, traffic conditions, etc. may have a significant impact on remaining processing

times.

Note that our approach allows for the encoding of such factors. Some features can be

derived from the log, such as the number of instances that are running concurrently at

some moment. Other features, such as the load of resources, have to be added to the

event log. Abstractions on these features can be defined to quantify the load of the

system.

7.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we evaluated the approach of adaptive simulation models, state-based

predictions and log-based recommendations.

Log-Based Recommendations In the experiment of the log-based recommen-

dations we used a recommender to minimise the throughput time. The experiment

shows that the recommendation performance depends both on the size of the log and

the selected abstraction. The bigger the log size, the more observations and the better

the quality of the recommendation becomes. A wrongly chosen abstraction can give

unreliable predictions with respect to the throughput time resulting in useless recom-

mendations. However, the experiments show that traces executed by support of rec-

ommendations, based on the relevant abstraction outperform traces executed without

such support.

We believe that an evaluation of user behaviour is necessary to understand the effect of

the application of recommendations in real-life. Recommendations can be sabotaged

by users of the system, e.g. a user that does not like to execute a specific task can
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deliberately do a slow execution of a task such that he would never be recommended

to do this task in the future. Also the effect of recommendation of different types of

users or in different phases of the execution is not researched in this domain. For a full

evaluation of the benefits of recommendations a real-life case study is needed, where

we are able to investigate both the performance of the process before and after recom-

mendations, where we see when and why (or not) users followed a recommendation

and whether they were satisfied with the final result.

We believe that a good evaluation approach for the evaluation of recommendation

techniques is necessary to benchmark future recommendation approaches. We pro-

pose adaptive simulation models to investigate the global effects of the application

of recommendations. User decisions are driven by the recommendation results, com-

bined with a model that defines the user behaviour with respect to recommendations,

e.g. describing the fractions of users following or ignoring recommendations. System

decisions can be reflected by static or adaptive parameters.

Adaptive Simulation Models The experiment of the adaptive simulation mod-

els shows that the adaptive model gives a much better approximation than the static

model. Our experiments show that the history-dependent mechanism adapting sim-

ulation parameters according to the developments in the running instance is able to

propagate environmental changes in the simulation. The log used in this experiment

did not contain data, whereas one of the decisions in the reference model was based

on data. Using some simple abstractions, the adaptive model is able to approximate

the behaviour of this decision. For logs containing data, abstractions on data can be

used to obtain even more precise results.

There are some limitations to the application of adaptive simulation models. The de-

pendencies are mined from the log and their usability heavily depends on the relevance

of those historical traces to the current execution. If the execution of the process has

changed over time (concept drift), then the dependencies mined from older executions

can be incorrect. Another aspect is the impact of the change of the environment, if the

change goes beyond anything ever observed in the log, then the estimation is unreli-

able, as the result is based on extrapolation. The creation of an adaptive simulation

model is quite laborious. For every simulation parameter, the relevant historical fea-

tures have to be determined. That means a set of candidate features has to be defined

and analysed for each parameter in the model. We believe it is necessary to extend the

approach with some support for domain experts for the selection of predictors. Ideally,

the approach would be fully automated.

State-Based Predictions In this experiment we evaluate the state-based predic-

tions using three event different logs. The results clearly showed that our state-based

prediction approach outperforms more naive approaches like always predicting half

of average total throughput time. This is quite remarkable as we do not use a-priori

knowledge, instead, we learn the model from past executions. The model can be used

for predictions, but also has a value by itself as it shows where in the process the bot-

tlenecks are. Using the FSM Miner a transition system is learned. The FSM Analyzer

extends this transition system with predictive information. This information can be
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used to make predictions at run-time, using the operational support service in PROM.

To support experiments and to cross validate results, our FSM evaluator can be used

to measure standard quality metrics such as MSE, RMSE, and MAE.

Limitations There are also several limitations of the approach. Our approach re-

lies on the models that were derived from data of past executions. So, the same remark

with respect to concept drift, given for adaptive simulation models, applies to state-

based predictions. The data for deriving the models should be carefully chosen. An-

other limitation we would like to mention here, is that by providing a prediction, one is

influencing the future. For example, cases that have an estimation for a long through-

put time are prioritised over cases that have an estimation for a short throughput time.

The effect of this behaviour could be that all cases will be slow as the problematic

cases are handled first and at the same time simple cases are being postponed. We

believe that an evaluation of user behaviour is necessary to understand the effect of

the application of predictions in real-life.

In addition, users may lose confidence in the predictions if they are not reliable.

Therefore we propose to only present predictions if the quality of the prediction is

acceptable. In this chapter we discussed various techniques to measure the quality of

predictions using cross-validation and error measures such as RMSE and MAE. How-

ever, these quality considerations are based on experimentation and do not provide

clear rules on how much event data is needed to reach a particular accuracy. Once

an abstraction has been determined, the annotated labelled transition system can be

constructed. Given a transition system and an event log it is quite easy to character-

ize sufficient data, by constructing a confidence interval for the mean. The wider the

confidence interval is, the poorer the accuracy will be. Therefore, it is possible to

determine per state whether there are enough observations to provide a prediction.

Note that, we did not used the techniques described in Section 5.2 in the prediction

experiments. These techniques can be used to determine the best abstraction with

respect to the throughput time.





8
Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter concludes the research described in this thesis. In Section 8.1 we sum-

marise the results of the individual chapters and reflect on the research goals and

questions, as formulated in the introduction. In Section 8.2 we discuss the limitations

and future work for our work. We end this chapter in Section 8.3, with a summary and

discussion of the thesis.

8.1 Evaluation of the Research Goals

In this section we discuss how the approaches presented in this thesis contribute to the

goals of this thesis.

8.1.1 Flexibility

In Section 1.2, we formulated the following goal:

to classify existing types of flexibility, their impact on run-time user de-

cisions and to explore methods that offer full flexibility.

Figure 8.1 shows the coverage of flexibility in the BPM life cycle [77]. To achieve

more flexibility during enactment, models and implementations that support a pro-

cess executions are needed. In this thesis we have investigated the existing types of

flexibility and the coverage thereof.

What types of flexibility can be found in literature and existing sys-
tems? In a literature study we investigated the variety of paradigms and approaches

to offer more process flexibility in both academia and industry. From the literature we

can identify four distinct areas of process flexibility, i.e. (1) flexibility by design,

(2) flexibility by deviation, (3) flexibility by underspecification and (4) flexibility by

change. The distinction between these types is made in three dimensions, namely the

dimensions of process definition completeness, process flexibility configuration and

process definition adaptation.
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Figure 8.1 Overview of the main topics in this thesis.

An evaluation of the existence of the identified flexibility types in academic and com-

mercial systems justifies the identified types as each flexibility type could be found in

existing systems. For this evaluation we selected systems that are known to be spe-

cialised in offering flexibility. We also evaluated the support of the flexibility spectrum

by these systems and it turned out that none of these systems actually supports the full

spectrum. To our knowledge there are no existing systems that do offer support for

the full spectrum.

How to achieve the full flexibility spectrum in one approach? In this

thesis we show two possible solutions to offer a full coverage of flexibility. First, we

showed that we can formalise the flexibility types and extend an existing approach to

cover the full flexibility spectrum. We took the most flexible system from the evalua-

tion as starting point for extension with other flexibility types.

Second, we showed that it is possible to nest different existing approaches to provide

a full coverage of flexibility. Using an agreed interface between engines supporting

different languages, each specialised in some of the flexibility types, activities of one

engine (service consumer) can be subcontracted to another engine (service provider).

The outsourced activity may be decomposed by the service provider in the language

supported by its engine. This way, different parts of the process can be specified by

different languages, having their own flexibility features.
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8.1.2 Support

The goal related to support was formulated as:

to provide support for users of flexible WFMSs by giving insight into the

process execution, the expectations of process results and characteristics

as well as the consequences of the choices the users can make.

In the BPM life cycle, support provides direct feedback from the diagnosis phase to

the enactment phase, as depicted in Figure 8.1. Insights that are obtained by past ex-

ecutions can be used for the execution of new instances without changing the process

design. In this thesis we investigated how to provide operational support for business

process execution at run-time. Furthermore we applied some of the results in the di-

agnosis phase to simulate the effect of changes in the environment on execution of the

business process.

How to offer operational support to users of workflow management
systems? Our goal is to support users of flexible WFMSs during the execution of

their processes. The engine of the WFMS determines the work-items that are avail-

able. To support the user in selecting work-items, we propose to provide additional

information to the user, regarding the current execution and available work-items, to

enable to make better decisions while executing the process. This way, the support we

provide does not restrict the options offered by the engine of the WFMS, nor does the

support suggest executing work-items that are not supported by the WFMS.

What types of operational support can be offered? To provide infor-

mation about the current execution of an instance, there are two types of data sources.

First, the partial execution trace of the instance provides data about the current state of

the process instance, and second, the traces of completed instances in the log provide

data about the execution of the process itself. This data can be used to support the

execution of instances in different ways. The past (the partial trace) of an instance

is used to get insight in the present, e.g. how much time has been spend so far, and

to make predictions for the future of the current state of the instance, e.g. what the

remaining time is to complete the instance. Predictions about the future of the next

available execution steps of an instance are used to recommend the user on what to do

next. Based on the different time frames of the instance execution that is supported,

we distinguish analysis, prediction and recommendation, respectively.

How to find and use the characteristics of an instance that are rele-
vant for providing operational support? Data from past executions of the

process can be used for predictions and recommendations for running instances. The

concept of a state is relevant for the predictions. For example, it seems logical that the

prediction for the remaining time of an instance at the end of its execution is different

from the prediction that is given in the beginning of its execution. The current state of

an instance is reflected by its partial execution trace. Although the partial trace reflects

all characteristics of the running instance, some level of abstraction is needed. Typi-

cally not many process instances are executed in exactly the same manner, therefore
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the data set (i.e. the log with completed instances of the process) would be too sparse

for reliable estimations. In addition not all instance characteristics are relevant for the

prediction of a parameter, so instances with slightly different characteristics may still

be very relevant for the estimation of the parameter.

We propose to use abstraction techniques to define instance characteristics. To check

whether these characteristics (predictors) are relevant for the prediction of some pa-

rameter (response variable), we apply regression analysis. This requires a transfor-

mation of the log into a data set that contains the values of the response variable and

the different predictors. After the selection of a regression model that fits the data set

well enough, a model has been found that predicts the response variable in terms of

relevant predictors (trace characteristics).

Can instance characteristics be used to improve multi-instance pre-
dictions? Existing process mining techniques facilitate analysis of the real process

behaviour, based on observations from real executions of the process in a log. A pro-

cess model is extracted from the log and is annotated with static parameters that are

also extracted from the log, e.g. probabilities for decision points and parameters such

as duration on transitions. The result is a simulation model that can be used for process

analysis. The techniques used for single instance predictions can be applied to make

simulation parameters adaptive. This way the value of the parameter is determined

by the characteristics of the simulated instance and can be different from instance

to instance. We call simulation models with such history-dependent parameters an

adaptive simulation model.

In contrast to existing approaches for extracting parameters for a simulation model,

our approach of adaptive simulation models does not assume that simulation param-

eters are independent. Instead, a history-dependent mechanism has been introduced

to reflect existing dependencies. As a result, the simulation models can be used to

simulate how a new business trend, i.e. a change in the environment, would affect the

behaviour of the process, e.g. activities being executed faster or slower or decisions

being made differently. Using adaptive parameters, the introduced change is not just

local to some part of the process. Instead, the change is propagated throughout all

affected parts of the process.

Our evaluation indicates that adaptive simulation models can better approximate the

effect of new business trends to a running process. Usually, it will not be possible to

experiment in a real setting, using a real running process. Therefore, we provided a

generic procedure to evaluate the performance of adaptive and static models, based on

the logs of a simulated reference process to which we can apply changes and analyse

the results.
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8.2 Limitations & Directions for Future Work

Flexibility

Currently, there is no tool available that supports all flexibility types using one lan-

guage. We proposed two approaches towards achieving full coverage of flexibility.

The first approach was based on extending an existing approach to achieve full cov-

erage and the second approach was based on combining several approaches, such that

the combination would facilitate all flexibility types.

The extension of a constraint-based language with underspecification is discussed in

Section 3.5, where hierarchy was introduces to support underspecification. The hier-

archy can be used to restrict the number of constraints and activities per level of the

hierarchy, with different options for the scope of constraints, e.g. all constraints are lo-

cal, constraints are global for constraint models lower in the hierarchy, or it is possible

to introduce a global constraint at each level. So far, it is not clear what an appropriate

scope would be in terms of understandability for the users or from a practical point

of view. We believe a user evaluation is necessary to investigate the applicability of

hierarchical constraint-based models.

The FAAS approach (Section 3.6) allows the combination of existing languages, such

that the different flexibility features of each language can be used in one approach. The

FAAS approach is based on a hierarchical decomposition of the process and assumes

that a decomposition of the process in terms of flexibility requirements can be made.

Although such a decomposition was easy to make for our case study, it is not clear

at the moment whether this is feasible in general, or for a specific class of processes.

One of the potential benefits of this approach is that it allows for a flexibility extension

of the organisations current modelling environments by embedding a new one that

offers the missing flexibility type. On the other hand, the approach requires process

designers to have expertise in multiple environments for which the organisation has

to purchase licenses etc. In addition it becomes more difficult to perform process

analysis as the process definition is decomposed in different language layers.

Framework

The framework for operational support in Chapter 4 is a prototype that has some re-

strictions in its use that need to be improved. The most important improvement is

an extension of the communication protocol that allows for an interactive use of the

operational support service. This means that concepts such as task and time should be

supported by the protocol. Although the list of support questions or queries described

in this thesis is by no means complete, we believe it provides a good starting point for

basic concepts to support.

Current work on a new version of the protocol is described in [122]. An example

of a new provider for this protocol is the constraint monitor provider presented in

[123]. This provider monitors the state of a constraint during execution. In [124],

recovery strategies are presented to recover from constraint violations. The discovery

of constraint-based DECLARE models is introduced in [125].
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Extension of Execution Characteristics

In Section 5.3 we provided some elementary abstractions and compositions thereof

to capture trace characteristics. We focused on information available in the execution

trace of an instance, specifically on events: their data attributes and their occurrence

(position, order, frequency, etc.) in the trace. We have shown that these characteris-

tics can indeed be used to improve prediction results, however, we did not consider

other potential relevant characteristics of the execution. For instance, case character-

istics such as the age of a patient are relevant to estimate the risk on problems during

surgery. Another example is the congestion in the system that plays a role in the

estimation of timing aspects of the process, e.g. the more cases that are running in

parallel, the longer it takes to finish. Running instances can interfere with each other,

e.g. by competing for the same resources. Finally, external data can be used in the

estimations. For example, the outside temperature can have an effect in the time it

takes to execute the tasks of the process. The methods we described in this thesis can

cope with these additional characteristics, when they are included in the log, e.g. by

using the log extension interface, discussed in Section 2.3. This requires an additional

step to include the new characteristics to the log.

Mining Dependencies

Using our approach to mine dependencies, described in Section 5.4, it is possible to

define a set of potential characteristics (predictors) that play a role in the prediction of

a parameter. Regression analysis can then be used to determine which of the predictors

are relevant for the prediction of that parameter. The process of defining and selecting

characteristics for parameters can become quite tedious when the simulation model

has a lot of parameters. In this thesis we assume a domain expert selects the best

candidates, but in real life such knowledge may not be available. We think that guid-

ance in the detection of good characteristics is an important direction for future work

to make the approach applicable. Visualisation of the distribution of the simulation

parameter values can help to select parameters that have an interesting distribution.

Concept Drift

In our approach we take the log of completed instances of the process and use the

data of those instances to support the current execution of the process. We assume

that the data that is used to provide the support is relevant for the current execution

of the process. When the execution of the process changes or even the process itself,

this assumption is violated and we say there is concept drift. This is a unfortunately a

realistic situation. The first paper on concept drift in the context of process mining is

[46]. This paper introduces some techniques to detect changes in the log and identify

regions of changes in the process. The types of changes considered in this paper are

changes in the control flow. When selecting a data set (e.g. a log) for operational

support, it is important to check whether the data in the log is still relevant.

Related to concept drift are the assumed stable dependencies for the application of

business trend analysis by adaptive simulation models (cf. Section 5.4.1). To do
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business trend analysis, we assume the mined dependencies are retained in the new

situation, or we need to have information about how they change and include the new

dependencies in the model. In addition, we assume that the effect of the trend is

within known bounds. If this is not the case, the prediction relies on extrapolation of

the results and the approach is not reliable.

Recommendation Strategies

In Section 6.4 we have only considered recommendation techniques to support the

user during the execution of a process instance. We believe that it is useful to consider

switching the recommendation techniques.

During the existence of a data set, the amount of data is not stable. Initially, there is

not enough data to make recommendations. In this warm-up phase, the recommenda-

tion strategy could be based on obtaining as much observations as possible, e.g. by

recommending the user to do something that was not observed before. Recall that

the available work-items are offered by the WFMS engine, so a recommended items

never violates the process definition. Such an explorative recommendation strategy

could shorten the cold start of the recommender. When there is a sparse set of obser-

vations, the strategy of the recommender is switched to a supportive recommendation

strategy supporting the user. In a sparse data set, the log-based recommendation ap-

proach provides a way to use all observations, based on similarity. When there are

sufficient observations, the recommendation strategy could be switched to state-based

recommendation approach. An explorative recommendation can still be given in case

an unknown work-item appears.

Similarly, different recommendation strategies can be considered during the existence

of a process instance. Initially, most process instances may go through a similar execu-

tion and differentiate more and more during the execution of the process, e.g. students

doing a university curriculum. In such cases it might be beneficial to switch to a

log-based recommendation technique in a later phase of the execution.

So far, it is unclear which recommendation technique is better in which phase of the

log or instance and how this would improve the recommendation results. In addition,

detection techniques should be developed to determine when to switch from one rec-

ommendation technique to another. This is not easy, especially in presence of concept

drift.

User Behaviour

The goal of operational support is to support users to execute the processes more effi-

cient, i.e. in terms of the business goals. In this thesis we did not focus on the aspect

of user behaviour regarding the information provided to them by the WFMS. Depend-

ing on the user behaviour, the additional information that is provided by operational

support can have the desired effect or opposite effects.

Users may distrust the system and, worse case, may act opposite to what is suggested

by the recommendations, if the quality of the estimations made by the operational

support service is low.
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A destructive intention of users can influence the recommendations made by the sys-

tem, e.g. when a user discovers that (s)he can steer the recommendations such that

the tasks that (s)he likes best are highly recommended, the user may do this. For

example, if the business goal is to minimise the throughput time, then the user can

perform the tasks that (s)he dislikes in a very inefficient way (and vice versa), to get

high recommendations for the preferred tasks and low recommendations for the tasks

(s)he dislikes. Therefore, we believe that it is important to do further research in the

area of user behaviour with respect to the additional data provided by the operational

support.

Apart from the issues related to recommendations, also predictions may have negative

side-effects. Predictions potentially influence the future, e.g. if predictions regarding

the estimated throughput time for the running instance(s) is very positive, users may

take a more relaxed approach in the execution of those instances, resulting in higher

actual throughput times.

Framework for Recommender Evaluation

The application of operational support potentially changes the way users execute the

process as they get informed about the execution. Therefore, we believe that good

evaluation methods for operational support are essential before applying operational

support in practice. Chapter 7 describes methods to evaluate the effectiveness of pre-

dictions and the effectiveness of adaptive simulation models. The evaluation of rec-

ommendation techniques is not discussed in this thesis, but we believe that adaptive

simulation models are needed to estimate the effect of recommendations. Using the

log an adaptive simulation model, e.g. by means of a simulating an HDSPN, can be

constructed for the current execution. The parts of the process where decisions are

supported by recommendations, the decision is made based on the recommendation

and a user model, e.g. 80% of the users following the recommendation, 20% making

a random choice. The effect of the decision is propagated in the simulation by the

dependencies in the model. The recommendation algorithm itself can be implemented

in the CPN model, or made by a connection to PROM.

8.3 Concluding Remarks

In this thesis we explored the flexibility of WFMSs and the support for user execut-

ing processes on those WMFSs. Different types of flexibility have been defined in

academia and practise. Even though there is not a single solution that provides all

types of support, we have shown that it is possible to formalise an extension that sup-

port the full flexibility spectrum. Alternatively, several partially flexible approaches

can be combined to offer full flexibility.

The execution of the business process is typically associated with some business goals,

determined by the organisation. To support the user during the execution of the pro-

cess, we provide additional information to the execution alternatives, determined by

the engine of the WFMS. This way our operational support will not suggest options
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that are not allowed by the WFMS and will not restrict the alternatives offered by the

WFMS. We distinguish three different types of support with respect to the execution

of an instance: giving insight in present state of the execution (analysis), estimat-

ing the future of the execution (prediction), and suggest which step to execute next

(recommendation). Such information can be derived from log traces of completed

instances.

When considering relevant information from the past executions to estimate some

variable, e.g. the throughput time, there should be a notion of similarity and this is

captured by dependencies between execution characteristics and this variable. In this

thesis we provide methods to mine such dependencies from logs. The dependencies

are not only necessary for the prediction of single instances in operational support,

but for the prediction of multiple instances. Here, we include the dependencies in

a simulation model with history-dependent simulation parameters. As a result, the

simulation model adapts to the characteristics of a simulation trace and can be used to

estimate the effects of business trends.

The feasibility of predictions, recommendations and adaptive simulation models have

been evaluated. The biggest challenge is to support the selection of good execution

characteristics and move towards a more automated procedure. We believe that, as

more different prediction and recommendation approaches will be added in the future,

it is important to provide good evaluation methods that help an organisation to estimate

the effect the operational support on their processes in a safe setting. The contributions

of this thesis provide a solid basis for further research in the area of process mining, in

particular in the direction of operational support, as well as the area of process analysis

by simulation.





A
Regression Analysis

This section provides a summary on the topic of regression analysis, based on [36]

and [35]. For more details on the topic we refer the interested reader to [35, 36, 72,

169]. To study the relationship between variables in a data set we introduce regression

models. Variables can either be quantitative (e.g. temperature) or qualitative (e.g.

city names). The goal is to estimate a regression equation that predicts the value

of a response variable from one or more explanatory variables, e.g. an equation that

predicts the throughput time given the case worker and the number of steps executed so

far. First we explain the main concepts on regression for ordinary regression models.

Then we introduce a generalisation of the ordinary model.

A.1 Ordinary Regression Model

The simplest model is a linear model y = α + βx that expresses the observations on

y as a linear function of the observations of x. The formula describes a straight line

with slope β and y-intercept α. Sample data is used to estimate the linear model by

the sample equation ŷ = a + bx, where a and b estimate regression coefficients α and

β, respectively. The sample equation ŷ = a + bx is called the prediction equation.

The difference between the predicted value ŷ and the actual value y is called the resid-

ual. If the prediction line fits the sample well, the residuals are small for every obser-

vation y from the sample. The sum of squared errors (SSE =
∑

(y − ŷ)2) summarises

the closeness of fit of the prediction equation with the response data. The least squares

estimates a and b are the values that provide the prediction equation, also called least

squares line ŷ = a + bx, for which the SSE is minimum.

The linear model y = α + βx is deterministic, i.e. it assigns a fixed value of y to all

subjects having the same value for x. Probabilistic model E(y) = α + βx, also called

the regression function, describes how the mean of the response variable changes ac-

cording to the value of the predictor variable. In practice the parameters for the re-

gression function are unknown. The sample prediction equation ŷ = a + bx is the

least squares line for the data set and describes how the mean of the response variable

changes according to the value of an explanatory variable. Sometimes this is denoted

as y = a + bx + ε , where ε denotes an error term, i.e. the deviation of the observation

of y from the mean.
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In practise, models are used to approximate reality. The assumptions for the linear

model are

• the sample is randomly selected from the population,

• the mean of y is linearly related to x,

• the conditional distribution of y is normal,

• the conditional distribution of y has a constant standard deviation σ at each x

value, and

It is important to realise that regression results are sensitive to outliers. Outliers should

be analysed and deleted if appropriate, alternatively, an additional explanatory variable

can be introduced to handle such outliers. Extrapolation can produce erroneous and

ridiculous results, e.g. predicting negative lengths.

Proportional reduction in prediction error The proportional reduction in

prediction error, denoted as r2, is a measure that describes the relative improvement in

prediction errors using the prediction equation ŷ instead of the sample mean y. Similar

to SSE the closeness of fit for using the mean y, called TTS, can be established.

r2
=

TTS − SSE

TTS
=

∑

(y − y)2 −∑ (y − ŷ)2

∑

(y − y)2
.

The coefficient expresses the proportion of variation explained by the model and lies

between When r2 equals 0 (TTS = SSE), the models does not explain the variability

in the observations in y. However, when r2 equals 1 (SSE = 0), the model perfectly

explains the variability in y. Since r2 is equals the square of the correlation r, and

−1 ≤ r ≤ 1, r2 lies between 0 and 1.

Multiple Regression models An extension that uses multiple predictors is the

multiple regression function E(y) = α+β1x1+β2x2+. . .+βk xk. For particular values of

x1 . . . xk, the equation predicts the population mean for all subjects with those values

of x1 . . . xk. In multiple regression, a slope describes the effect of an explanatory

variable while controlling the effects for the other explanatory variables in the model.

Parameters βi are the partial regression coefficients. Multiple regression assumes that

the slope of the partial relationship between y and each predictor is identical for all

combination of values of the other explanatory variables. The next two extensions are

special cases of the multivariate model.

• Modelling interaction. There is interaction between explanatory variables when

the effect of an explanatory variable on y changes as the level of the other ex-

planatory variable changes. Interaction between xi and x j is modelled as an

additional term βlxix j, where βl is a new regression coefficient that models the

slope of the interaction.

• Modelling categorical explanatory variables. Categorical variables are mod-

elled as a set of artificial (or dummy) variables {zi}, where zi corresponds to

category i. For each category of the variable, except for the last, we introduce a

term βizi where zi = 1 if an observation comes from that category and 0 other-

wise. The last category is modelled by zi = 0 for all categories. For observations
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of the last category, α represents the population mean for that group. The slope

of a dummy variable βi corresponds to the difference between the mean for the

group and the mean of the last group.

Selection Criterion For a collection of explanatory variables different models

can be constructed. The goal is to find a model that has good predictive power and

does not have more parameters than necessary to represent the relationship adequately.

The rationale is that simpler models are easier to understand, moreover, predictions

for models that contain unnecessary variables tend to be less precise.

Note that in attempting to obtain good predictive power, maximising r2 is not a sensi-

ble criterion for selection, since it cannot decrease by adding more predictors, actually,

it provides the most complex model that can be obtained. Instead, we use the Akaike

Information Criterion (AIC) that not only considers how close the model fits the data,

but also penalises for having more parameters than are useful for getting good pre-

dictors. An advantage of the AIC is that it is also useful for models that assume

non-normal distributions for y.

Model Selection The selection of a model is based on a selection criterion such

as the AIC. Automatic selection procedures available in software offer a faster alter-

native for fitting and comparing all 2k alternative models. None of these methods is

guaranteed to provide a sensible model, instead they find a good, not necessarily the

best, set of predictors that perform well against the selection criterion. Therefore,

no causal interpretations can be given for the effect of explanatory variables on the

response variable.

Multicollinearity is the effect that a model with several explanatory variables can fit the

data well, while at the same time y seems to be independent from each of them tested

in isolation. This effect occurs when variables are highly correlated with each other.

Deleting such a redundant predictor can be helpful, for instance to reduce standard

error of other estimated effects. Furthermore the presence of interaction also poses

problems for automatic selection procedures. In summary automated model selection

is helpful to automatically get a set of good predictors, but cannot replace careful

thought, especially when the meaning of the relationships is the focus of study.

A.2 Generalised Linear Models

A Generalised linear model (GLM) is a generalisation of ordinary regression models.

A GLM is a linear model for a transformed mean of a response variable that has a

distribution in the natural exponential family. Both generalisations are important for

discrete responses. With the GLM approach it is not necessary to transform (non nor-

mal) data and use normal methods. This is because the GLM fitting process utilises a

powerful estimation method (maximum likelihood) for which the choice of distribu-

tion for y is not restricted to normality. The GLM consists of three components: (1) a

random component identifies the response variable y and its probability distribution,
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(2) a systematic component specifies the explanatory variables, i.e. continuous, cate-

gorical or mixed, used in a linear prediction function and (3) a link function links the

random component to the systematic component by function g.

In GLMs we denote the expected y-value by µ = E(y). As in ordinary regression

models, in GLM µ varies according to values of explanatory variables. GLM uses a

function g(µ) of the mean, instead of the mean µ. The GLM formula is

g(µ) = α + β1x1 + β2x2 + . . . + βk xk.

Function g(µ) is called the link function because it links the mean of the response

variable to the explanatory variables. The simplest link is g(µ) = µ. This models the

mean directly and is called the identity link. It specifies a linear model for the mean

response, which is the form for ordinary regression models. In the remainder of this

section we focus on a multinomial response model that can handle mixed predictor

variables (systematic component) and a multi-category response y with a multinomial

distribution (random component), linked by a generalised logit link where µ falls be-

tween 0 and 1 with a multinomial distribution.

Logit models for multinomial response For nominal response variables an

extension of the binary logistic regression model provides an ordinary logistic model

for each pair of response categories. The models simultaneously use all pairs of cat-

egories by specifying the odds of outcome in one category instead of another. The

order of listing the categories is irrelevant because the model treats the response scale

as nominal. Multi-category responses use multinomial response variables. We present

a model for nominal responses that uses a separate binary logit model for each pair

of response variables. Let y be a response variable with J categories. Multi-category

logit models for nominal response variables simultaneously describe log odds for all
(

J

2

)

pairs of categories. Given a certain choice of J − 1 of these, the rest are redundant.

Baseline-Category Logits Let π j(x) = P(Y − j|x) at a fixed setting x for ex-

planatory variables, with
∑

j π j(x) = 1. For observation at that setting, we treat the

counts at the J categories of y as multinomial with probabilities {π1(x), . . . , πJ(x)}.
Logit models pair each response category with a baseline category, often the last one

or the most common one. The model

log
π j(x)

πJ(x)
= α j + β

′
jx, j = 1, . . . , J − 1,

simultaneously describes the effects of x on these J − 1 logits. The effects vary ac-

cording to the response paired with the baseline. These J − 1 equations determine

parameters for logits with other pairs of response categories, since

log
πa(x)

πb(x)
= log

πa(x)

πJ(x)
− log

πb(x)

πJ(x)
.
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With categorical predictors, X2 and G2 goodness of fit statistics provide a model check

when data is not sparse. When an explanatory variable is continuous or the data are

sparse, such statistics are still valid for comparing nested models differing by relatively

few terms. The equation that expresses the multinomial logit models directly in term

of response probabilities {π j(x)} is

π j(x) =
e(α j+β

′
j
x)

1 +
∑J−1

h=1 e(αh+β
′
h
x)
.





B
Declare Constraints

This appendix contains the different constraints that are available in DECLARE.

B.1 Existence Constraints

Existence constraints describe how often an activity is allowed to be executed. The

existence constraints are depicted in Figure B.1. It is possible to specify a minimum

occurrence, e.g. the minimum of n occurrences is specified by n..∗ constraint template.

In addition it is possible to specify an interval between i and j, where at least i and

at most j occurrences of the associated activity are required. Finally, it is possible to

specify an exact number of occurrences.

B.2 Relation Constraints

Relation constraints describe the order relation between two activities1. The relation

constraints are depicted in Figure B.1. The relations can specify a long-term rela-

tions, e.g. “after a request a response should be given”. Basically, the alternation

constraints describe the alternating patterns between the activities that are specified

by the constraint. Chain constraints are more strict that alternation constraints and

specify that associated activities should be executed directly one after the other.

B.3 Negation Constraints

The relation constraints also have a negative counterpart, specifying that the relation

should not occur. These negation constraints are given in Figure B.1.

1In case of branching the relation between more than two activities can be specified.
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C
Operational Support Responses

C.1 OSS Request

This request corresponds to the situation where the engineer of the test process has

executed his first test. Since the test was unsuccessful, the engineer can now retry the

repair or he can stop. In the fragment below first the partial trace is defined, then the

available work-items are defined.

<request id="nbwin933.campus.tue.nl(192.168.1.101)_12be7d272d4" processId="12"
processInstanceId="86952">

<trace>
<XAttributeMap lazy="false" buffered="false"/>
<XEvent>

<XAttributeMap lazy="false" buffered="false">
<XAttribute key="org:resource" type="LITERAL" value="administrator" ...>
<XAttribute key="lifecycle:transition" type="LITERAL" value="schedule" ...>
<XAttribute key="time:timestamp" type="TIMESTAMP" value="26-okt-2010 11:15:32" ...>
<XAttribute key="concept:name" type="LITERAL" value="receive" ...>

</XAttributeMap>
</XEvent>
<XEvent>

<XAttributeMap lazy="false" buffered="false">
<XAttribute key="org:resource" type="LITERAL" value="administrator" ...>
<XAttribute key="lifecycle:transition" type="LITERAL" value="schedule" ...>
<XAttribute key="time:timestamp" type="TIMESTAMP" value="26-okt-2010 11:15:35" ...>
<XAttribute key="concept:name" type="LITERAL" value="arrive" ...>

</XAttributeMap>
</XEvent>
<XEvent>

<XAttributeMap lazy="false" buffered="false">
<XAttribute key="org:resource" type="LITERAL" value="administrator" ...>
<XAttribute key="lifecycle:transition" type="LITERAL" value="schedule" ...>
<XAttribute key="time:timestamp" type="TIMESTAMP" value="26-okt-2010 11:15:39" ...>
<XAttribute key="concept:name" type="LITERAL" value="repair" ...>

</XAttributeMap>
</XEvent>
<XEvent>

<XAttributeMap lazy="false" buffered="false">
<XAttribute key="org:resource" type="LITERAL" value="administrator" ...>
<XAttribute key="lifecycle:transition" type="LITERAL" value="schedule" ...>
<XAttribute key="time:timestamp" type="TIMESTAMP" value="26-okt-2010 11:15:50" ...>
<XAttribute key="concept:name" type="LITERAL" value="test" ...>

</XAttributeMap>
</XEvent>

</trace>
<available>

<item>
<task>stop</task>
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<transition>START</transition>
<authorizedResources>

<measure>administrator</measure>
</authorizedResources>

</item>
<item>

<task>retry</task>
<transition>START</transition>
<authorizedResources>

<measure>administrator</measure>
</authorizedResources>

</item>
</available>

</request>

C.2 Analysis

The XML fragment below corresponds to the response visualised in Figure 4.18.

<response requestId="0">
<provider name="Analysis Provider for KPIs on ports4444">

<analysis>
<item>

<attributes>
<entry>

<measure>Analysis</measure>
<org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes
serialization="custom">
<unserializable-parents/>
<map>

<default>
<loadFactor>0.75</loadFactor>
<threshold>12</threshold>

</default>
<int>16</int>
<int>2</int>
<measure>Duration so far</measure>
<double>30.0</double>
<measure>Duration till arrival</measure>
<double>5.0</double>

</map>
<linked-hash-map>

<default>
<accessOrder>false</accessOrder>

</default>
</linked-hash-map>

</org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes>
</entry>

</attributes>
<text>KPI Analysis: durations</text>

</item>
<item>

<attributes>
<entry>

<measure>Analysis</measure>
<org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes
serialization="custom">
<unserializable-parents/>
<map>

<default>
<loadFactor>0.75</loadFactor>
<threshold>12</threshold>

</default>
<int>16</int>
<int>2</int>
<measure>Number of tests</measure>
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<double>1.0</double>
<measure>Average test time</measure>
<double>10.0</double>

</map>
<linked-hash-map>

<default>
<accessOrder>false</accessOrder>

</default>
</linked-hash-map>

</org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes>
</entry>

</attributes>
<text>KPI Analysis</text>

</item>
</analysis>
<statistics/>
<prediction/>
<recommendation/>

</provider>
<provider name="Analysis Provider for constraints on ports4444">

<analysis>
<item>
<attributes>

<entry>
<measure>Analysis</measure>
<org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes
serialization="custom">
<unserializable-parents/>
<map>

<default>
<loadFactor>0.75</loadFactor>
<threshold>12</threshold>

</default>
<int>16</int>
<int>3</int>
<measure>An engineer arrives within 3 time units after the problem
description</measure>
<measure>violated</measure>
<measure>Every repair should be followed by a test</measure>
<measure>satisfiable</measure>
<measure>At most 3 repairs can be executed</measure>
<measure>satisfied</measure>

</map>
<linked-hash-map>

<default>
<accessOrder>false</accessOrder>

</default>
</linked-hash-map>

</org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes>
</entry>

</attributes>
<text>Constraint Analysis</text>

</item>
</analysis>
<statistics/>
<prediction/>
<recommendation/>

</provider>
</response>

C.3 Prediction

The XML fragment below corresponds to the response visualised in Figure 4.19.

<response requestId="1">
<provider name="Prediction Provider for KPIs on ports4444">
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<analysis/>
<statistics/>
<prediction>

<item>
<attributes>

<entry>
<measure>Statistics</measure>
<org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes
serialization="custom">
<unserializable-parents/>
<map>

<default>
<loadFactor>0.75</loadFactor>
<threshold>12</threshold>

</default>
<int>16</int>
<int>2</int>
<measure>mean</measure>
<double>37.8</double>
<measure>maximum</measure>
<double>68.9</double>

</map>
<linked-hash-map>

<default>
<accessOrder>false</accessOrder>

</default>
</linked-hash-map>

</org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes>
</entry>

</attributes>
<text>KPI Prediction: throughput time</text>

</item>
<item>

<attributes>
<entry>

<measure>Statistics</measure>
<org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes
serialization="custom">
<unserializable-parents/>
<map>

<default>
<loadFactor>0.75</loadFactor>
<threshold>12</threshold>

</default>
<int>16</int>
<int>1</int>
<measure>frequency</measure>
<double>0.7</double>

</map>
<linked-hash-map>

<default>
<accessOrder>false</accessOrder>

</default>
</linked-hash-map>

</org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes>
</entry>

</attributes>
<text>KPI Prediction: probability expert</text>

</item>
</prediction>
<recommendation/>

</provider>
<provider name="Prediction Provider for constraints on ports4444">

<analysis/>
<statistics/>
<prediction>

<item>
<attributes>

<entry>
<measure>Statistics</measure>
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<org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes
serialization="custom">
<unserializable-parents/>
<map>

<default>
<loadFactor>0.75</loadFactor>
<threshold>12</threshold>

</default>
<int>16</int>
<int>1</int>
<measure>frequency</measure>
<double>73.5</double>

</map>
<linked-hash-map>

<default>
<accessOrder>false</accessOrder>

</default>
</linked-hash-map>

</org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes>
</entry>

</attributes>
<text>Constraint Prediction: Satisfaction of exactly 1 stop after
50 time units</text>

</item>
<item>
<attributes>

<entry>
<measure>Statistics</measure>
<org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes
serialization="custom">
<unserializable-parents/>
<map>

<default>
<loadFactor>0.75</loadFactor>
<threshold>12</threshold>

</default>
<int>16</int>
<int>1</int>
<measure>frequency</measure>
<double>100.0</double>

</map>
<linked-hash-map>

<default>
<accessOrder>false</accessOrder>

</default>
</linked-hash-map>

</org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes>
</entry>

</attributes>
<text>Constraint Prediction: Satisfaction of exactly 1 close case at end
of execution</text>

</item>
<item>
<attributes>

<entry>
<measure>Statistics</measure>
<org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes
serialization="custom">
<unserializable-parents/>
<map>

<default>
<loadFactor>0.75</loadFactor>
<threshold>12</threshold>

</default>
<int>16</int>
<int>1</int>
<measure>frequency</measure>
<double>69.9</double>

</map>
<linked-hash-map>
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<default>
<accessOrder>false</accessOrder>

</default>
</linked-hash-map>

</org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.Attributes>
</entry>

</attributes>
<text>Constraint Prediction: Satisfaction of at most 3 repairs at end
of execution</text>

</item>
</prediction>
<recommendation/>

</provider>
</response>

C.4 Recommendation

The XML fragment below corresponds to the response visualised in Figure 4.20.

<response requestId="2">
<provider name="Recommendation Provider on ports4444">

<analysis/>
<statistics/>
<prediction/>
<recommendation>

<item>
<attributes/>
<text>Minimise cost</text>
<recItems>

<org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.ResponseItem>
<attributes serialization="custom">
<unserializable-parents/>
<map>

<default>
<loadFactor>0.75</loadFactor>
<threshold>12</threshold>

</default>
<int>16</int>
<int>5</int>
<measure>task</measure>
<measure>Retry</measure>
<measure>transition</measure>
<org.deckfour.xes.extension.std.XLifecycleExtension_-StandardModel>START
</org.deckfour.xes.extension.std.XLifecycleExtension_-StandardModel>

<measure>parameter</measure>
<measure>cost</measure>
<measure>estimator</measure>
<measure>mean</measure>
<measure>prediction</measure>
<double>64.9</double>

</map>
<linked-hash-map>

<default>
<accessOrder>false</accessOrder>

</default>
</linked-hash-map>

</attributes>
</org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.ResponseItem>
<org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.ResponseItem>

<attributes serialization="custom">
<unserializable-parents/>
<map>

<default>
<loadFactor>0.75</loadFactor>
<threshold>12</threshold>

</default>
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<int>16</int>
<int>5</int>
<measure>task</measure>
<measure>Stop</measure>
<measure>transition</measure>
<org.deckfour.xes.extension.std.XLifecycleExtension_-StandardModel>START
</org.deckfour.xes.extension.std.XLifecycleExtension_-StandardModel>
<measure>parameter</measure>
<measure>cost</measure>
<measure>estimator</measure>
<measure>mean</measure>
<measure>prediction</measure>
<double>132.5</double>

</map>
<linked-hash-map>

<default>
<accessOrder>false</accessOrder>

</default>
</linked-hash-map>

</attributes>
</org.processmining.models.operationalsupport.ResponseItem>

</recItems>
</item>

</recommendation>
</provider>

</response>





D
The Reference Model

This appendix describes the CPN model for the travel agency process described in

Chapters 5.4 and 7.2. The model is based on the model described in [113]. First we

provide the declarations of the model in Section D.1, then we provide the nets for the

process in Section D.2. The functions for the net are given in Section D.3.

D.1 Declarations

The declarations of the travel agency process have been depicted in Figure D.1.

Figure D.1 Declarations for the travel agency process.

D.2 The net

Figure D.2 shows the hierarchy of the travel agency. At the highest level there is an

environment for the simulation and a process. The environment takes care of generat-

ing case identifiers and initialising case data. The main control flow of the process is
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Figure D.2 Hierarchical structure of the travel agency process in CPN
tools.

depicted in the bottom of the figure. Note that the transitions are again subprocesses.

In our simulations we did not consider the interaction of running instances and to keep

the model simple we simulate the instances one at the time.

In Figure D.3 we depict some of the nets of the transitions of the travel agency process

shown in Figure D.2. Note that MidHotel, Flight and Pickup modify the case data,

whereas Present does not modify the case data. The corresponding functions that

describe the modification can be found in Section D.3. All hotel transitions share

the token from hotelprobability that is used by their guards to determine which of

the hotel transitions is enabled, see Figure D.3(a). The hotel transitions have two

additional global probability tokens, which are used to determine the distance from

the hotel to the centre and the (air)port. Similarly, Flight (Figure D.3(b)) and Coach

share a probability token. The Pickup (Figure D.3(c)) and noPickup transition also

share a probability token, but the satisfaction of their guards depends on the type of

the hotel and the distances. The guard of present transition (Figure D.3(d)) depends

on the total cost of the booking.

D.3 Functions

This section describes the functions for the reference model. The probabilities for the

flight, coach, and the different hotel types are defined. These are the probabilities that

were changed for the experiment described in Chapter 7.2.

val pFlight = 500; (* probability to book flight *)
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Figure D.3 Subprocesses for the transitions of the travel agency process.
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val pCoach = 500; (* probability to book coach *)

val pHighHotel = 333; (* probability to book high class hotel *)

val pMidHotel = 333; (* probability to book middle class hotel *)

val pLowHotel = 333; (* probability to book low class hotel *)

The next functions are associated to the corresponding transitions in the net and update

the case data (see Figure D.1) at every firing. At registration, the number of locations

for the visit is set. Coach, flight, the hotels, pick-up, and the confirm transitions update

to the total cost. In addition, the hotels update the hotel type of the last booking and

the distance variables. Per hotel the distances are set according to a different stochastic

scheme. Finally, the number of iterations is updated by the bookmore transition.

(* setRegister() function writes the planned number of locations *)

fun setRegister(data) = CASE_DATA.set_loc data(discrete(1,7));

(* setFlight() function writes the cost of flight into the total cost*)

fun setFlight(data) = CASE_DATA.set_cost data(#cost data + discrete(120,300)) ;

(* setCoach() function writes the cost of coach into the total cost*)

fun setCoach(data) = CASE_DATA.set_cost data(#cost data + discrete(50,80)) ;

(* setHighHotel() function sums up the total cost with high class hotel cost,

specify distance from hotel to centre and from hotel to airport/port *)

fun setHighHotel(data:CASE_DATA,cprob:INT,pprob:INT) = {

loc=(#loc(data)),

htype=Lux,

cost=(#cost(data) + (discrete(1,5) * discrete(150,300))),

cdist=DISTANCE.ran(),

pdist=DISTANCE.ran(),

iter=(#iter(data))};

(* setMidHotel() function sums up the total cost with middle class hotel cost ,

specify distance from hotel to centre and from hotel to airport/port *)

fun setMidHotel(data:CASE_DATA,cprob:INT,pprob:INT) = {

loc=(#loc(data)),

htype=Med,

cost=(#cost(data) + (discrete(1,5) * discrete(50,150))),

cdist=(if 6>cprob then Far else Near),

pdist=(if 6>pprob then Far else Near),

iter=(#iter(data))};

(* setLowHotel() function sums up the total cost with low class hotel cost,

specify distance from hotel to centre and from hotel to airport/port *)

fun setLowHotel(data:CASE_DATA,cprob:INT,pprob:INT) = {

loc=(#loc(data)),

htype=Low,

cost=(#cost(data) + (discrete(1,5) * discrete(10,50))),

cdist=(if 9>cprob then Far else Near),

pdist=(if 9>pprob then Far else Near),

iter=(#iter(data))};

(* setConfirm() function sums up the total cost with service cost*)

fun setConfirm(data) = CASE_DATA.set_cost data(#cost data + discrete(2,10));

(* setPickup() function sums up the total cost with pick-up service cost*)

fun setPickup(data) = CASE_DATA.set_cost data(#cost data + 10);

(*setMore() function counts the number of iterations*)

fun setMore(data) = CASE_DATA.set_iter data(#iter data + 1);
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The following function determines the pick-up probabilities for depending on the hotel

type and the distances.

(*PickUpProb() function determines the probability for pick-up service according to

the distance (centre/airport)*)

fun PickUpProb(data:CASE_DATA) =

if #cdist data = Far andalso #pdist data = Far andalso #htype data = Low then 50 else

if #cdist data = Far andalso #pdist data = Far andalso #htype data = Med then 65 else

if #cdist data = Far andalso #pdist data = Far andalso #htype data = Lux then 85 else

if #cdist data = Near andalso #pdist data = Far andalso #htype data = Low then 20 else

if #cdist data = Near andalso #pdist data = Far andalso #htype data = Med then 35 else

if #cdist data = Near andalso #pdist data = Far andalso #htype data = Lux then 60 else

if #cdist data = Far andalso #pdist data = Near andalso #htype data = Low then 20 else

if #cdist data = Far andalso #pdist data = Near andalso #htype data = Med then 35 else

if #cdist data = Far andalso #pdist data = Near andalso #htype data = Lux then 60

else 50;
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